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Abstract
Background: Performance-basedcontracting (PBC) and similar approachesto tie funding to
measuredperformance have become major characteristics of innovative financing
mechanisms.The World Bank and Uganda's Ministry of Health pilot tested PBC in five
districts for a period 2003 to 2006. This PhD examinesthe responseto this pilot among
private-not-for-profit (PNFP) hospitals.
Methods: A multi-level analysiswas undertaken to explore essentialup-stream and downstream institutional relationships and functions for PBC success.Agency-based and processbasedorganisational theories were usedas alternative frameworks to build explanationsof
the responseactions. In -depth case studieswere carried out using mixed methods among
PNFP hospitals that were assignedto different mix of PBC pilot components(performance
targets, service output metering, performance feedback and financial bonuses).SevenPNFP
hospitals participated in the PBC pilot while an additional three non-participating public
hospitals provided opportunity for comparative analysis. In-depth interviews (28) covered
hospital managementteams (HMTs) and members of their Board of Governors (BOG) in all
the ten hospitals. Five district health officials, two implementers of PBC pilots and two
officials from Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB) were also interviewed. A survey of
560 hospital staff at baseline and 741 after 12 months was undertaken among the 10 hospitals
to measurechangesin perceptionsrelevant to hospital performance.Participant observations
were undertaken during meetings for PBC pilot activities as well as meetings for reviewing
the performance of health activities at national and district levels.
Major findings: Upstream support functions like financial disbursement,staff movements
and costs of service provision formed contextual constraints for the hospitals to respondto
PBC. Likewise, governancerelationships between HMT and BOG provided additional
constraints for PBC success.Hospital managerswere expected to respondto several
performance-focusedinterventions - many of which were contradictory to the PBC targets.
Among the difficulties observed during the PBC pilot implementation, poor metering of
performance and inadequatefinancing for the essentialpilot elements were particularly
problematic. The implementation arrangementsgeneratedunanticipated negative
performance influences especially among the control group -a situation that may overestimate the pilot effectiveness.Findings show that financial bonusesat the organization level
can create either motivation or demotivation among staff depending on the hygiene of the
bonus allocation processeswithin an organization. Results from the staff surveys indicate that
the drivers for performance improvements in the hospitals were related to job satisfaction,
performance governanceof work teams, availability of medicines and supplies, as well as
staff satisfaction with their financial benefits.
Conclusions: PBC may not achieve optimal effectiveness in settings without a package of
supplementary interventions for improving resource inputs, performance governance and
motivating the workforce. Financial incentives as predicted from agency theory were not
sufficient for PBC success.Micro-care approaches aimed at improving the organisational
processes (process-based theory) for better performance will be required for greater
effectiveness of PBC initiatives and policies. Policy prescriptions and implementation
arrangementsfor PBC interventions need to provide for on-going monitoring of mechanisms
and consequencesas a basis for mitigating harmful effects on health systems and optimizing
the good.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.0 Introduction:
There is expanding interest in the potential of performance-basedcontracting (PBC) as an
intervention to fix the performance of health systems (Eichler, Auxila et al. 2001; Adam and
Gunning 2002; Penelope and Murray 2002; Hecht, Baston et al. 2004; Loevinsohn and
Harding 2005; Low-Beer, Afkhami et al. 2007; Allen 2009; Eichler, Levine et al. 2009). The
advents of global financing instruments intending to support the achievement of measurable
targets such as Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) have adoptedperformance-basedaid
frameworks with explicit targets. Global financial instruments such as GAVI, The Global
Fund, PEPFAR, and World Bank's Multi-country AIDS Programmes (MAP) have made
claims for the use of performance-based aid for improving the accountability of health
systems and recipient countries despite mixed empirical evidence of effectiveness of this
approach (Lim, Stein et al. 2008) At the national and sub-national levels, performance-based
aid translates into performance-based contracts between fund-holders and service providers
(Chapin and Fetter 2002; Penelope and Murray 2002; Taylor 2003; Meessen,Kashala et al.
2007; Eichler, Levine et al. 2009).
At the global level, performance-based aid is a major development in the aid modalities
between international development partners and developing countries. Although first
advocatedin the early 1990s (World Bank 1993), the renewed interest is based on a number
of reasons(Scott, Mannion et al. 2003):
" Millennium development goals (MDGs) are explicit commitment between governments
and development partners to achieve measurable results in health status and poverty
worldwide (Vandemoortele 2008).
"

Poverty reduction strategies programmes (PRSPs) of governments have sought to
explicitly plan for and measure their performance in the reduction of poverty and other
MDGs(Uganda Govt 2005).

"

Transition from project-based aid to Sector-wide Approaches (SWAps) in developing
countries have necessitatedthe development of measurable indicators of progress as a
form of accountability mechanism for development aid (Adam and Gunning 2002).

"

Increased efforts to leveragethe non-state sectorsto play a greaterrole in the provision of
health services (McPake and Ngalande 1994; Palmer 2000; Palmer, Strong et al. 2006)

"

International aid disbursements are adopting performance-based financing tied to
demonstrable progress as measured by performance indicators (GFATM 2003; OGAC
2005; Low-Beer, Aflchami et al. 2007).

"

Increasing accountability of the health systemhas been promoted by reforms to make the
services reach the intended groups. This was the theme of the 2004 World Development
10

Report - Making Services Work for Poor People (World Bank, 2004) as well as for the
World Health Report in 2000(WHO 2000). It has also been a driver for reforms in the
UK, USA and for international aid (Chapin and Fetter 2002; Hecht, Baston et al. 2004;
Allen 2009).

1.1 Uganda Background
The overall government policy is to alleviate poverty. The health sector is one of the sectors
contributing to this goal through the reduction of ill-health and premature death. As part of
the PRSP process, the health sector's contribution is tracked by its implementation of the
minimum health care package. The package is a set of services that were judged to be costeffective in reducing morbidity and mortality in Uganda (MOH 1999a). A set of indicators
are used by the government to monitor performanceof the sector ie:
"
"

OPD unitisation of health services
DPT3 immunisation coverage

"

Deliveriesin healthfacilities

"
"

Approved posts filled by trained health workers
Urban and rural HIV sero-prevalence

To implementthe healthpolicy objectivesof expandingaccessto the minimumhealthcare
packageto all Ugandans,MoH haspursuedtwo inter-relatedpoliciesamongothers:
"

Expansion and up-grading of the service infrastructure by establishing functional
health sub-districts

"

Supporting the faith-based sector also called Private-not for profit (PNFP) sector to
deliver a more comprehensiveservice.

The health sub-district (HSD) policy has invigorated the hospital sector with the intent to
expand access to essential clinical care, at the same time broadening the participation of
hospitals (serving as HSD referral centres) in health prevention and promotion activities
(MOH-c 1999).

1.2 PNFP Developments In Uganda
The provision of health care services in Uganda is shared between the state and non-state
providers. Although the non-state providers range from informal drug vendors to up-scale
private hospitals, the faith-based sector or private not-for-profit (PNFP) providers makes a
major contribution to the delivery of the Minimum Health Care Package (MHCP) and the
realisation of the Health Sector Strategic Plan of the Government (MoH 2003a). The PNFP
sub sector owns about 30 percent of the health facilities in the country i. e. 44 hospitals and
520 lower level health centres and accounts for about 50 percent of the expected annual
health service outputs of the health sector (MOH 2004; MOH 2007). PNFP facilities provide
health services in more remote areas that are underserved by the public sector (Ritva and
Svensson 2002). In recognition of its capacity to serve the health sector objectives,
government has provided variable support to the PNFP sector over the years.
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Government support to the faith-based sector in Uganda started shortly after independence in
1962 whereby Government was required to provide subventions to the missionary hospitals.
During the 1970s, economic and other political changes diminished the value of these
subventions.

The hospitals turned to charitable organisations abroad for support and little

effort was put in pursuing the government subventions that were getting smaller over time
(Green 2002). However, some mission hospitals continued to receive personnel (with salary)
from MOH as a form of support from Government (Uganda 2002).
for PNFP hospitals to cope with the costs of
providing care. There was a decline in the funding of PNFP hospitals from charitable
organisations abroad(Green 2002). In addition, Government progressively increased the
emolument package of public servants to a point well above the levels sustainable in the
From 1995, it became increasingly

difficult

PNFP sector. This situation caused an exodus of personnel especially nurses from the latter to
the public sector (Guisti 2007). The initial response in PNFP hospitals was to increase
far due to the
charges in an effort to generate more local funds. This option did not get very
general poverty and outcry of the communities. In 1997/98 fiscal year, Government had
introduced a conditional primary health care grant to districts to guarantee the allocation of
funds for PHC. In the same vein, PNFP hospitals were provided a direct subsidy(UCMB
1999) to leverage their contribution to the provision of the Minimum Health Care Package
and to the Health Sector Strategic Plan (Giusti and Lochoro 2002). The graph below shows
the trend in the financial allocations to broader PNFP subsector for the period 1998 to 2007.

Figure 1.1 Trend of Public Allocation to the PNFP Sub-sector
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During the 2001 presidential campaigns, user-chargeswere retracted from all public health
facilities. This policy change exertedpressureon the PNFP sub-sectorto reduce their charges
to ensure that those communities servedby them equally benefit from the policy(Giusti and
Lochoro 2002; Odaga and Maniple 2003). District local leaders grumbled about the lack of
reciprocal action (removal of charges) from the PNFP facilities. Indeed, some local
governments (eg Kamuli District) disowned the arrangement of a PNFP facility as the
gazetted provider in their communities and constructed public facilities next to the PNFP
ones -a situation that ran counter to the goal of efficiency being pursued in public-private
partnerships policy. Furthermore, the change in user fee policy of Government left feecharging PNFP providers relatively uncompetitive (Peter Waalwo Kajula 2004; Xu, Evans et
al. 2006).
Figure 1.1 shows that the government subsidies were contributing 22 - 36 percent of the
expenditures in the PNFP sub-sector. Available evidence shows that districts local
governments signed a memorandum of understanding with PNFP as the basis for the
subsidies.Without any specifics of contractual obligations, the memorandarequired PNFP to
use the subsidies for the provision on the minimum health care package and gradually reduce
their chargesto the users(MOH 1999b; Giusti and Lochoro 2002).
Administrative measures such as budgets, guidelines, reports of accounts and services
utilisation have been used to control the PNFP providers under MoU. The MoU specified the
details about allowable expenditures. For instance, expenditure for staff wages and salaries
were not allowed. As noted in the mid-term review of HSSP, the key constraint in the GovtPNFP partnership was the nature of contractual relationship:
"... the administrative as opposed to contractual nature of the PNFP relationship with the
local governments has not helped to strengthen the partnership. It may also not be providing
the best value for money
it is recommended that a study be conducted to gather evidence.....
based data on the most appropriate
contractual arrangement that would improve access to
the minimum health care package for the poor and most vulnerable (and) at the same time
increase value for money " (M0H f 2003 page 51).

Upon this backdrop, a performance-based contracting (PBC) pilot was designed and
undertaken by the World Bank Research Group and Uganda's Ministry of Health (MOH)
with the aim of providing explicit annual service targets to the PNFP providers as the
contractual obligations for the subsidiesthey received from the Government.

1.3 Brief Description of the PBC Pilot
The pilot was undertaken between 2003 and 2007 in five districts i. e. Arua, Bushenyi, Jinja,
Kyenjojo, and Mukono. All health facilities in the five districts were invited to participate in
one of the three experimental groups. Government health facilities were assigned to the
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control group largely to avoid the legal burden associated with changing public financing
entitlements and limited decision space for handling financial bonuses in the intervention.
PNFP facilities were randomly assigned to the three experimental groups. The following
table summarisesthe interventions and their allocation to the three experimental groups:

Table: 1.1: Hospital Assignmentto PBC Pilot Experiment and Components
Experimental group
Unique interventions
Commoninterventions
Control group
(Public

and

PNFP

facilities)

(Statusquocontinuesi. e.

1. Baselineassessment
of

PNFPs)

2.6-montly assessments:
" serviceoutputsachieved,

Allocation Guidelines & MOU for

1. Contractaddendumto MOU;

Experimental group A
(PNFP facilities only)

Experimental group B
(PNFP facilities only)

2. Selection of 3 service targets
from a list of 6;
3. Freedomto allocate Govt. grant
to PNFP.

1. Contractaddendumto MOU;
2. Selectionof 3 servicetargets
from a list of 6;

service outputs,

" client satisfaction survey,
" facility inputs survey,
" household service,
utilisation survey.

3. Performancefeedbackfrom
the serviceoutput
assessments

3. Freedom to allocate Govt. grant
to PNFP;
4. Bonus payment if targets are

achieved.
The control study group was provided with information about the study but did not enter into
a contractual arrangement with the district. A number of public and PNFP facilities were
assignedto this group.
The PNFP facilities in experimental groups A and B were required to sign a "Contract
Addendum" to the usual Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that each facility signs with
the District Local Government. For Study Group A and B, the Addendum specified a
number of performance goals and allowed participants the freedom to allocate grant monies
as they wished. For Study Group B, the Addendum also provided for bonus payments for
successful performance. The bonus amounts to be paid to Group A facilities were calibrated
on the basis of how many of the three targets were attained at midyear and at the end of the
year. The total bonus payments within the fiscal year would not exceed a maximum of 11
The following
percent of the government subsidy provided to the health facility.
performance targets were selected on the basis of the key interventions in the Health Sector
Strategic Plan and availability of information on service outputs:
1. Increasethe number of outpatient visits by 10%

2. Increasethenumberof births attendedby a skilled healthworkerby 5%
3. Increasethenumberof childrenunderoneyearimmunisedby 10%
4. Increasethe number of new acceptorsof family planning methods by 5%

5. Increasethe averagenumberof antenatalvisits by pregnantwomenby 10%
6. Increasethenumberof childrenunderfive treatedfor malariaby 10%
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The performance of all three study groups was monitored every six months over a period of
two years, beginning with a baseline survey in September 2005. The service output
assessmentsand the surveys for facility inputs, client satisfaction and household use of
services were outsourced to the Makerere University, Institute of Public Health and a Pilot
Coordinator was recruited by the World Bank Research Group and situated within the
Ministry of Health headquarters.

1.4 Study Rationale
To understand the potential benefit of performance-based contracting (PBC) as a tool for
improving accessand equity objectives in health delivery in Uganda, the study in this thesis
was proposed to examine how the PBC pilot would work to increase accessto services in
PNFP hospitals. This study also sought to explore the literature on performance-based
contracting, its theoretical premise, experiences of applications to public health sectors and
the overall impact PBC might have on improving efficiency in service delivery using the
PBC pilot in Uganda as a case study. Contracting for performance as implemented in the
Uganda pilot has implications on the capacity to measureand objectively verify performance
targets. The literature review also sought to understandhow control of hospital performance
is exercised though measurement of targets and payment of bonuses and how these might
elicit responsesbehaviour among hospitals.

The next section will explore the literature on contracting in health care provision. The key
question guiding the review was the extent to which performance-basedcontracts provides
incentives for improving accessto health services and how providers might respondto these
incentives. Economic, sociological and psychological theories have been used to explain
how individuals, groups and organisations response to incentives. Subsequentsections
introduce contracts and why they are increasingly being used in the health sector, before
discussing theories on how contracts may succeedor fail to improve performance.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.0 Introduction
The concept of the contract is rooted in the historical transition from a single entrepreneur
businessto multi-disciplinary and specialised industrial economy which dependson multiple
skills and a broader scope of action. Macneil (1974) outlined the roots and key dimensions of
contracts in economic exchange. He observed that the concept of the contract is a result of
the necessity in society to plan for future activity -a situation that elevated the use of
"promises" instead of on-the-spot "quid-pro-quo" in economic exchange.
"A contract is a promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law gives a remedy,
or the performance of which, the law in some way, recognizesas a duty " (Macneil 1974)
Macneil identifies three key featuresfor a classical contract arising from the above definition
of the contract law 1) specificity (ie exact characterization of the goods for exchange), 2)
communication (ie clear understanding of the transaction) and 3) measuredreciprocity (ie the
exchange/monetisedobligations of transactors).
As observed by Palmer (2000) and Allen (2002) classical contracts with full specification of
the exchangegoods or services are difficult to operationalise in the health care industry. This
has necessitated the evolution of more relational contracts whereby trust and mutual
dependencereplaces the need to resort to the legal resolution of conflicts nor the need to fully
specify and measure the goods or services at the heart of the contractual exchange(Palmer
2000; Allen 2002). As observed by Macneil, most economic activity is organised on the
basis of relational contracts.
".. in post-industrial states, with their centuries of old transactional histories, perhaps the
most important way by which exchangeis projected is through (. ) expectationsthat exchange
motivations and dependence in exchange (.) relations will continue in future. Such
relational expectations,if firmly enoughgrounded in fact, assure "satisfactory" exchangein
thefuture without needfor present specificity, present communication and present measured
reciprocity. A vast amount of economic activity is carried on at least partly on this basis"
(Macneil 1974page 718).
However, the reforms like new-public managementin the UK have shown that there is a zone
in the middle of the classical pole and relational pole of contractual exchangewhere some
degrees specifying performance targets, communicating contract obligations and measuring
and reimbursing performance may work(Le Grand 1998).
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2.1 Performance-based Contracting (PBC)
By definition, performance-basedcontracting is a tool or approach for linking monetary or
material rewards conditional to taking a measurableaction or achievement of predetermined
performance targets (Eichler, Levine et al. 2009 page 6). Performance-basecontracting is a
mechanism that seeks to specify the product/outcome at the centre of the exchange in the
provider-payer relationship. Performance-basedcontracting has several characteristics that
distinguish it from the more traditional types of contracting. Performance-basedcontracting
typically incorporates some or all of the following:
"
"
"
"

Emphasisesresults related to output, quality, and outcomesrather than how the work
is performed,
Has an outcome orientation and clearly defined objectives and timeframes,
Uses measurableperformance standardsand or quality assuranceplans, and
Provides performance incentives that ties payment to output or outcomes.

For example the "output contract" specifies the volume and/or quality of the outputs or
outcome such as number of children fully immunised. By contrast, "process product" contract
may specify a set of procedures to put into operations to bring about a desired outcome. An
example of this nature is when contracts require accreditation regimens or specified
institutional capabilities and resourcestandardssuch as workforce size and professional mix.
Advances in cost-effectiveness interventions, diagnostic and information technologies have
enabled the development of standard means of measurement and costs of treating
interventions. For example, cost reimbursement for diagnostic related groups (DRGs) is
widely used in the US and UK. Likewise, as the trend for provider autonomy increases,there
is a need for fund-holders to ensure that their objectives are met by organisations that are
outside of their bureaucratic controls. Similar needs for accountability for results are driven
by disease-specific initiatives that would like to ensure that multi-purpose organisations
deliver on the specific diseasecontrol objectives as much as by reforms such as new public
managementthat seek to optimise outcomesfrom public investments.
"As decision rights are delegated to the organisation, the ability of governments to assert
direct accountability (through the hierarchy) is diminished. When autonomy increases,
accountability must be secured by shifting from hierarchical supervision to reliance on
monitoring, regulations, and the economic incentives embedded in contract "(WHO 2000
page 65).
Performance contracts permit financiers to move away from the micromanagement
...
associated with accountingfor and examining the useof each input and toward a more handoff approach where the desired results are what is counted"(Eichler, Levine et al. 2009 page
20).
"

Z2 Why Should Hospitals Respond to PBC?
This literaturereview is aimedat guiding the assessment
of the responses
of thehospitalsto
performancecontracting intervention. Three related questionsare essentialto guide the
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design,implementationandevaluationof PBCpilot for public policy actionandscale-up(Le
Grand2003;PawsonandTilley 2004):
1. Why should hospitals respond to PBC?
2. How is the responseelicited?
3. What is the nature of the response?
In answering these questions lies the theoretical and practical lessons for policy and
programmes to guide and successfully replicate the desirable responses and mitigate the
negative ones. These questions are addressedin turn by reviewing the relevant theoretical
and empirical literature. The chapter ends with a synthesis and related study propositions to
guide the assessmentof the hospital responsesto performance-basedcontracting in Uganda.
Central to understanding why hospitals should or should not respond is in unpacking of the
intervention performance-basedcontracting (PBC) and the premises underlying its use as a
for
tool
performance improvements in general and in the health systemin particular.
"
"
"

Why is PBC being used in the first place?
What incentives are contained in PBC?
Why should theseincentives have an effect on the hospitals?

2.2.1What Problem is PBC Trying to Solve?
Traditional approaches to financing health services such as input-based or bureaucratic
process approacheshave often failed to yield sustainedimprovements in services,particularly
for the poor and underprivileged populations (McPake 1997; Castro-Leal, Dayton et al. 2000;
WHO 2000; Filmer 2001; Gwatkin 2003; Harding and Preker 2003; WDR 2004). This is one
of the major reason for the international concern in the last decade, to explore ways to
organize, deliver and target health services to promote efficiency, innovation and increase
accountability for performance.
In general performance contracting is theorised to improve contractor performance by tying
providers' compensation to the achievement of specified objectives. Other hypothesised
benefits includes more flexibility to the contractor to achieve the desired results usually by
igniting creative/innovative meansof production (Shen 2003; Sanchez2004; FCS 2005).
What constitutes "performance" in a performance-basedcontract is determined based on the
objective of the payer. This has led some authorsto refer to PBC as a "buyer's side solution"
(Chapin and Fetter 2002 pg 104). In the health sector, performance specification canbe based
on service "outcomes" such as abstinencefrom alcohol or drug addiction (Shen 2003; Lu and
Ma 2006) or basedon volume of outputs such as patient visits, children immunised, maternal
deliveries (Eichler, Auxila et al. 2001; Soeters and Griffiths 2003; WHO 2003; Akashi,
Yamada et al. 2004; Palmer and Mills 2005; McNamara 2006; Meessen, Musango et al.
2006). In some casesthe measureof performance is on efficiency of resourceutilisation such
as reduction in the unit costs for care (Bartlett and Le Grand 1994; Le Grand 1998; Dawson,
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Goddard et al. 2001; Dawson and Dargie 2002; Smith 2002; Jacobsand Dawson 2003) while
in other situations the measure is on the quality of services or productivity of the workers
(Schneider, Riehl et al. 1999; Moody 2004; Rosenthal, Frank et al. 2005; Lyroudi, Glaveli et
al. 2006; McNamara 2006). The multiplicity of designs in the above literature attests to the
flexibility of the PBC as a method for performance improvement in different contexts and
performanceneeds.

2.2.2 Why Performance Contracting in the Health Sector
From the economicperspectiveand as expressedin the 2004 World DevelopmentReport,
problemsof inefficiency arisefrom lack of incentivesfor serviceprovidersto optimisetheir
performance:
"... teachers must be present and effective at their jobs, just as doctors, and nurses must
provide the care that patients need. But they are often mired in a systemwhere the incentives
for effective service delivery are weak,
Since those who do serve there are rarely
...
monitored, thepenalties for not being at work are low. " (WDR 2004 pg 4)
Performance contracting is claimed to have the potential for enhancingmanagerial innovation
and discipline, by exerting greater attention to performance and efficiency; by motivating
providers to structure their services for better performance (Mills 1997; Palmer 2000; Taylor
2003): As expressedby Eichler et al (2009), contracting is seenas a tool to convey incentives
for preferred provider behaviours.
"Optimism is warranted because material incentives are powerful; when incentives have
been introduced, the improvements in key health indicators have been large and rapid and
appear to have exceeded what would have occurred in the absence of the incentive. Based on
an emerging base of evidence, performance incentives appear to be effective ways to achieve
important health gains. The positive effects have been demonstrated when only a relatively
modest sum (of money) was used as the reward" (Eichler, Levine et al. 2009 page 6).

This optimistic view of performance contracts may be at odds with the possible differences in
objectives of the contract parties and their motivations in pursuing contractual relations.
Several economic and behavioural theories sometimes referred to as agency-basedtheories
- have been advanced to explain why and when contractual relationships may serve to
coordinate and control the agent(s) to serve the interest of the principle. These are reviewed
below.

2.3 Agency-based Theories
The standard agency theory (Milgrom and Roberts 1988; Mooney and Mandy 1993; Mooney
and Ryan 1993) posits that:

"
"

Theprincipalis ill-informed aboutthe taskfrom which hewantsto maximisebenefits
The agentis well informedandtoo, wantsto maximisehis/herown benefitsfrom thetask
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"

The agentmay not want a high risk or to expenda lot of effort in maximisinghis/her
benefit;

"

The principal has to design a viable contract to attract the participation of the agent; and
The principal has to motivate the agent to choose the set of actions that will maximize the

"

principal's benefit, subject to information asymmetry.
Agency problems arise due to the reliance on the agents in the context of asymmetry of
information. In practice, specialized skill or knowledge makes information asymmetry the
norm in contract relations (Alchian and Demsetz 1972; Macneil 1974; Williamson 1985;
Strong and Waterson 1987; Sappington 1991; Douma and Schreuder2002). The problem is
worsened if the agents are risk averse or stand to benefit by pursuing objectives different
from that of the principal.
forms including:
"

Attempts to remedy the conflict in objectives may take several

to bring the agents into a hierarchical command to ensure that their behaviours are
controlled according to principals' expectations(Williamson 1985; McPake,
Kumaranayake et al. 2002).

"

to adopt outcome benefit schemesto ensure profit sharing and/or transfer of property
rights (Smith, Stephan et al. 1997; Saltman 2002). This approach seeks to introduce
incentives for the agent to adopt the principal's objective.

2.3.1Transaction Cost Theory and Performance Metering
By using the natural tendency by individuals to maximise own utility in a way that involves
selfish, strategic and guileful behaviour (opportunism) and the limitation of individuals to
acquire and process all information essential for rational decisions (bounded rationality),
Williamson (1985) developed a typology to illustrate situations where comprehensive
contracting (box C in table 2.1) and rational decision making are feasible as control
mechanisms. Comprehensive contracting is possible if agents actions can be observed,
unambiguously measured and are directly attributed to the outcome of interest (Williamson
1985 pg 52.). In situations where opportunism is much less, general clause contracting is the
alternative control approachnecessitatingless recourseto performance measurement.
Table 2.1: Contractual difficulties under bounded rationality and opportunism
Bounded Rationality
Absent

Admitted

Absent

(A) Bliss

(B) General Clause
contracting

Admitted

(C) Comprehensive (D) Seriouscontractual
difficulties
contracting

Opportunism

ource:(wiuwamson
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In the health sector comprehensive contracting and accompanying performance metering
would suit highly contestable (easy market entry) and simpler services e.g. immunisations,
antenatal, delivery care, and intermediate outputs such as client volume in out-patient
services(Preker and Harding 2000). In contrast, the difficulty of measurementof complex
hospital services and their quality attributes creates serious contractual difficulties (box D)
due to less than optimal metering mechanismsfor performance control.
Following Williamson's framework, Ouchi urged that performance control mechanismscan
be achieved by measuring the outcomesor behaviours. The behaviour of the employees can
be measured in situations where the outcomes of employees' behaviours cannot feasibly be
measured (Ouchi 1979; Strong and Waterson 1987). To be effective, behaviour
measurementsrequires that the task(s) are programmable i. e. sequenceand standards are
specified and required behaviours are explicitly defined and readily measured.Task-specific
behaviours are equivalent to adherenceto clinical standards and care protocols in hospital
/clinical care. These protocols lay down the processes of care and the required standards.
Upon this assumption, a typology to explain the ability to measure performance
behaviours/outcome and the programmability of the task looks like table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Task measurability and information system
Knowled e of trans rmadonprocess
Perfect
Ability to Measure
activity/outcome

Imperfect

High

(A) Behaviour or
(B) Outcome
outcome control control

Low

(C) Behaviour
control

(D) Socialization
"Clan" control

From Ouchi's typology, for the nature of measurability and knowledge of the transformation
process (e.g. clinical protocols or algorithms), performance measurementcan be organized
through three governance(control) systems:
" Hierarchical surveillance: This is more suited to a situation with perfect information on
the transformation process but low measurability of the activity (box C) e.g.
immunisations or child birth.
" Market control: i. e. where there is imperfection in the knowledge of the transformation
processesbut high outcome measurability (eg cure from malaria) the market can be used
to provide performance information of the production process (A) and (B).
Clan
"
governance also called "peer monitoring" is most appropriate where there is poor
measurability of outcomes and/or difficulty of standard behaviours of production e.g.
emergency care of road traffic accident victims (box D). In these circumstances,
individuals socialised into particular traditions of appropriate behaviour or committed to a
code of conduct and ethics are required to constitute a clan form of control.
From the Japaneseexperience,Ouchi concluded that it was cheaperto control people through
socialisation and norms than through the use of material incentives or bureaucratic rules
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(Ouchi 1980). In a clan system, performance information is transmitted via soft and informal
channels and is closely associated with standards, culture and norms of professional
behaviour, a situation also echoedby Arrow (1963):
"the usual reason why the market acts as a check to ensure quality operates with weakforce
here (health care). It is for this reason that the ethical indoctrination is of such crucial
importance. The control that is exercised ordinarily by informed buyers is replaced by
internalised values" (Arrow 1963 pg 143).
The recourse to performance-basedcontractual relations with incentives such as bonuses,and
measurementsbased on explicit targets may be understood as attempts to introduce the
market forces in the health care industry and overcome the dependenceon the medical values
and ethical socialisation of health professionals in the performance management of the
industry. From economic perspectives,improving efficiency requires market-basedfeatures
such as competition (e.g. the threat of exit) and the appeal of profitable activities to
individuals as a means of broader welfare improvements(Homstrom and Milgrom 1991;
Petersen,Woodard et al. 2006). Property rights and profitable entrepreneurshiphave been
used as economic rationale for New Public Management reforms. A brief review of these is
explored next.

2.3.2 Property Rights and New Public Management
The need to protect welfare benefits of public provision from market-induced extinction
(exit) and at the same time address their inefficiencies led to the New Public Management
(NPM) reforms (Shaw 1999; Stark 2002; Dawson and Dargie Ed.). New Public Management
came to symbolise a set of interventions aimed as replicating entrepreneurial mechanismsin
the managementof public services. Among the NPM set of interventions was the separation
of the purchasing and provision functions and infusing competition and choice into the
conduct of public bureaucracies (McPake 1996; Mills 1997; Ashton 1998; Taylor 2003).
"Profit" was introduced in the form of financial incentives such as bonusesand share-holding
which allowed public agentsto claim somebenefits arising from their improved performance.
In these quasi-market arrangements,contractual arrangementsreplaced command and control
of the public service bureaucracy. From the perspective of the public-private partnerships,
contracting has been seen as a tool to engageand leverage private resources for health of the
population for which there is little incentive(Taylor 2003; Palmer and Mills 2005). As a tool,
contracting has therefore been used to introduce competition, financial incentives, risk
sharing and performance measurementto guide the delivery systems in fulfilling particular
objectives and become more accountable to the payers (Mills 1997; Harding and Preker
2003).

These reforms are premised on introducing market-like incentives into public or social
systemsof serviceprovision. The incentivesbroadly involve the introductionof property
rights within public serviceinstitutions.Freedomto makedecisionson the use of assetsand
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rights to allocate residual returns such as revenue surplus are credited for the burgeoning
efficiency of the for-profit sector and market-based developments (Milgrom and Roberts
1988). For example, a rational private owner will optimise her efficiency to ensure profitable
provision as well as expand her market share. Ownership of productive assets assigns the
rights to claim profits/residual. As a result, property rights theorists have advancedpolicies to
introduce ownership rights to ensure that public sector managers bear the full financial
impact of their choices. For example, organisational reforms like decentralization, autonomy
and privatisation have sought to introduce decision rights in management(eg hire and fire)
and rights to allocate revenue surplus (McPake 1996; Harding and Preker 2003). These
provide strong (high-powered) incentives to managers of public services to optimise
efficiency and service coveragein a manner similar to private entrepreneurship.For example,
Le Grand (1998) argued that "waiting lists" were used by managers in the NHS to justify
higher hospital budgets but this changedwhen NPM reforms introduced throughput volume
and cost control as a basis for resourceallocation (Le Grand 1998).
Firms may attempt to transmit these high-powered incentives internally in the form of bonus
payment, higher salaries and promoting workers into higher paying jobs so that they too,
share in the firm's residual returns (Akashi, Yamada et al. 2004; Jacobs and Price 2004;
Jacobsand Price 2006; Meessen,Van Damme et al. 2006). From this perspective, the use of
bonuses in PBC can be seenas attempts to introduce a conditional surplus (bonus) to which
the hospitals are entitled upon fulfilment of the contractual performance-targets.

2.3.3 Incentives and Performance Management
From the economic perspective, the principal consideration is the need to expand the
production frontier to the optimal level of efficiency through appropriate incentives to the
agents. Health provision is a complex industry with many tasks, some more measurablethan
others and somerequiring more attention to quality than the speedof production or requiring
team action rather than individual effort (Preker et al 2000). There exists a tension among the
incentives provided for performanceof a particular task and the allocation of effort by agents
on that task relative to other mandated tasks(Dixit 1996). In general, the theory of incentives
argue that when there are multiple tasks, incentives serves not only to allocate risk and to
motivate hard work, but also to direct the allocation of the agents' attention among the
various tasks (Homstrom B and Milgrom P 1991).
If volume of output is easy to measurebut quality is not, then a system of incentives based on
measuresof service volume may lead health providers to increasetheir volume at the expense
of quality. If responsive to the incentives, the provider (agent) would assignmore effort to the
elements that are measuredcompared to those that are not (Goddard et al 2000; Homstrom
and Milgrom 1991). The implication of this theory is that the recourseto performance-based
contracts among health providers might cause reallocation of effort away from some other
tasks especially those that are not consideredcentral to the obligations under the incentivised
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contract or tasks/servicesthat are not monitored as a basis for the payment. Therefore, the
design of incentives needs to be well linked to all the desired outcomes as observed in
McPake et al (2002):
"In any payment system,rewards must be linked with some aspect of performance that is
observable. Under incentive managementand regulation, the objective is that the aspect
chosenshould also be that which is intended to be encouraged" (pg 179).

2.4 How Would Hospitals Respond?
Although agency-based economic theories above explain why incentives are needed for
performance improvements, they have weak operational explanations as to how these
incentives lead to performance improvements (Gauri 2001; Kingma 2003; Pawsonand Tilley
2004; Hodak 2005). Human resource management practitioners rightly concerned with
sustained employee productivity and continued employee commitment to the organisation
find little practical assistancefrom agency-basedtheories (Marsden and Richardson 1994;
Kingma 2003; Le Grand 2003; Natasha Palmer 2003; West, Wilk et al. 2003). Operational
mechanisms of how external incentives lead to performance improvement at the front line
(street level) have been a central concern of the field of organisational psychology. In equal
measure, perspectives from organisational sociology and anthropology have provided
contrasting approaches such as Human Relations, Organisational Contingency, Leadership
and Governance and others - to deal with the issues of performance, efficiency and labour
force commitment.
Processtheories of motivation have been advancedto explain the causal factors for labour
productivity and organisational performance. Processtheories refer to a system of ideas or
statements that account for or explain a group of facts or phenomena related to the
implementation of activities how they should be planned, organised, and scheduledin order
to be effective (Grol, Bosch et al. 2007). Processtheories vary in scope and application areas.
Processestheories range from those seeking to explain the performance of organisations and
work-team, to those dealing with the motivation, perceptions, organisational resources and
support systems, and those that deal with how financial incentives influence performance.
These are reviewed below:

2.4.1 Motivation and Performance at the Individual Level
Although they have a long history in the businesssector, recently, attention has turned to the
psychosocial dimensions of labour productivity in the health sector(Marsden and Richardson
1994; Bennett, Franco et al. 2001; West, Wilk et al. 2003; Crilly and Le Grand 2004; Franco,
Bennett et al. 2004; Moody and Pesut 2006). At the level of an individual worker within an
organisational environment, two interrelated psychosocial streams are identified in the
literature (Franco, Bennett et al. 2002) as sourcesof motivation and productivity:
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The "will do" component relates to the extent to which a worker will adopt organisational
goals and this is said to dependon intrinsic and extrinsic rewards from the work.
The "can do" component depends on the extent the worker mobilises personal
resources/skills to achieve goals and depends on perception of competency, availability of
resourcesand work environment. These are expanded in turn below:

2.4.2 Will do: Commitment to Organisational Goals
Several process-basedtheories have been advanced to understand an individual's intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation for work. These include those that seek to identify the factors
essential for individual's motivation (content theories) such as Maslow's hierarchy of needs,
McGregor's X and Y theories and Herzberg theory. These theories addressthe human needs
that give rise to motivated behaviour. These theories identify various "needs" essential for
the worker motivation, satisfaction and continued commitment to work. The needs arising
from these theories range from basic ones such as food and shelter to higher ones such as
recognition, growth and sense of accomplishment. Other needs relate to relationships with
others and a senseof belonging.
However in the context of human resourcemanagement as an explicit concern for sustained
hospital performance, Herzberg's
motivation-hygiene theory offers more explanatory
potential (Baysinger and Butler 1985; Marsden and Richardson 1994; Westphal 1999;
O'Donnell and Shields 2002; Hauck and Street 2006). It identifies the short and long term
factors as well as personal and environmental factors for
employee motivation. In brief,
motivation-hygiene theory posits that two factors i. e. motivators and satisfiers have different
causalelements. The satisfiers relate to what a person doeswhile the dissatisfiers relate to the
situation in which the person does her work. For example, supervision, interpersonal
relations, organisational rules, working conditions and salary are short-term satisfiers rather
than motivators. The absence of hygiene factors can create job dissatisfaction, but their
presence does not necessarily motivate or create satisfaction. The motivators are related to
elements that enrich a person's job; such as achievement, recognition, the work itself,
responsibility, and advancement. These motivators are associated with long-term positive
effects in job performance while the hygiene factors produce only short-term changesin job
attitudes and performance, that may fluctuate over time (Herzberg, Mausner et al. 1959). In
particular, the use of financial rewards such as salary and bonuses are classified as hygiene
factors with transient effects on productivity. The two factor theory has found broad
application especially in managing and motivating knowledge-basedproductivity where tasks
involve broad discretionary spacefrom the employee. This situation is similar to hospital care
where decision making is delegatedto health professionals (Weaver and Sorrells-Jones1999;
Horwitz, Heng et al. 2003; Chan, McBey et al. 2004; Moody 2004; Moody and Pesut 2006).
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2.4.3 Can Do: Intrinsic Motivation for Work
Although performance management and human resource management
are related, the latter
addressesthe central concern of how to maintain productive employment relations between
the worker and her organisation. In contrast, performance management relates to the
processes that maintain or improve performance during employment. Performance
management has attracted research especially in the field of industry, universities and
hospitals (Guest 1999; May, Korczynski et al. 2002; MSH 2002; Smith 2002; Landrum and
Baker 2004; Moody 2004; Veldhoven 2005; Hauck and Street 2006). Given its appeal to the
incentive-based approach, Expectancy Theory has been widely embracedin this context. In
general expectancy explains the links between external incentive and internal (or intrinsic)
motivation to undertake or accomplish the required task by a person. Expectancy theory
(Vroom Victor 1964; Lawler 1971) suggeststhat individuals can be motivated if they believe
that:
"

There is a positive correlation between their efforts and required performance

"

outcomes,
Favourable performancewill result in a desirable reward,
The reward will satisfy an important personalneed, and

"

"

The desire to satisfy the personal need is strong enough to make the effort
worthwhile.

Thus, expectancy theory suggeststhat an individual consider the outcomes associatedwith
various levels of his/her performance and elects to pursue the effort level that generatesthe
greatest reward. The conscious or subconscious calculus for effort behaviour called
"motivational force" is a product of three beliefs referred to
as expectancy, instrumentality
and valence:
" Expectancy - the belief that one's effort will result in the attainment of the desired
performance. This dependson skills, goal difficulty and perceived control over outcome.
For example, the resources required, the skills and support available to the worker affect
"

"

their expectancy.
Instrumentality the belief that if one does attain performance
goals, a reward will be
received depends on trust and control mechanisms for the reward to be given (ie how,
when and why rewards are distributed). This requires policies or formal organisational
structures and rules that link the reward to expected performance. This also encompasses
an objective and reliable meansof measuring the expectedperformance.
Valance - this encompassthe value that the individual personally places on the rewards.
This is a function of his/her needs, goals and values. For example what value does a
worker attach to the bonus, salary, promotion or recognition for task accomplishment?

In general the expectancytheory suggeststhat an employee'sbeliefs about expectancy,
instrumentality,and valenceinteractpsychologicallyto createa motivationalforce suchthat
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the employee acts in ways that bring pleasure and avoid pain. From the calculus perspective,
the motivational force is theorised as a product of the three perceptions implying that a zero
value, in any of the beliefs will generatezero motivation outcome.
The implications of expectancy theory for the PBC pilot implementation in Uganda are that
managementmust ensure that employees are aware of the links between their effort and the
required task (service targets), the accomplishment of the task should lead to a promised
reward and the reward must be of sufficient value compared to the level of effort or need of
the worker. Communication is key to the linkages as put by Handy: "Without the knowledge
of the [performance] score, the motivation calculus will soon dry up" (Handy 1993 pg 43). In
addition, the concept rests on "beliefs" which operate at the cognitive level of the worker to
form what others have called apsychological contract(Guest 1998).

2.4.4 Psychological Contract
A psychological contract has been advanced as a product of the "will do" and "can do"
perceptions reviewed above (Guest 1998; Rousseau2001; Franco, Bennett et al. 2002). It
also attempts to remedy the criticism of the expectancytheory which assumesthat individuals
are capable of calculating all the odds and always act in accordancewith their motivation
calculus. Psychological contract has been defined by Rousseau et al as the individual
employee's subjective perceptions of the mutual obligations between employer and
employee. Given bounded employee rationality, this contract reflects incomplete and
sometimes distorted understandingof the employee-employer relations (Rousseau2001). The
psychological contract guides the day-to-day employee behaviour in ways that cannot
necessarilybe discernedfrom a written job contract.
How the psychological contract links back to employee performance is what Guest (1998)
has identified as causes,content and consequenceson the employee. Inputs into the contract
or causes, include organisational culture, human resource practices, prior experience,
expectations, and worker's job-alternatives. The state of the contract or its content has three
main affective components: Sense of fairness, trust and fulfilment of workers expectations.
Consequencesinclude key attitudes such as job satisfaction, job security, organisational
commitment and motivation. If this contract is violated, negative attitudes such as
resentment, anger, mistrust and betrayal may arise. These may cause negative work
behaviours ranging from low commitment, reduced effort or higher absenteeism,sabotage
and worker exit(Guest 1998). In stable contexts, an existing psychological contract is likely
to be reaffirmed by positive customs, practices and norms in relation to employer and
employee understandings of the basis of the exchange. As such, the psychological contract
serves as the internal glue arising from external incentives structures that helps to explain the
commitment to relational contractual relations and sustained productivity(Moody and Pesut
2006).
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It is important to note that the "psychological contract" approach is an integrating concept
that knit together the theoretic elements of motivation-hygiene and expectancy theories into
cognitive mental schemasthat guide the day-to-day motivation for productive organisational
life and commitment(Rousseau 2001). Although presented as an individual-level concept,
individuals share their schemas and cognitive constructs with others in the organisation
through formal and informal ways to generate a general mood, culture or norm for
organisational commitment and productivity.

2.5 Motivation and Performance at the Organisational Level
Empirical work using motivation theory have been undertaken recently in the health sector
(Marsden and French 1998; Franco, Bennett et al. 2004). Marsden and French for example,
used the expectancy framework to assess the organisational effectiveness arising from
performance-basedpayment reforms in public services in the UK. In addition to the basic
structure of expectancy theory, a framework used by Franco et al incorporates the influence
of organisational factors such as organsationalstructures and processes,resourcesand culture
to understand the effects of health sector reforms on health workers' motivation among
hospitals in Jordan and Georgia (Franco, Bennett et al. 2004). Among the key insights from
these efforts is the need to pay attention to organisational environment or what others have
called work climates (MSH 2002; Paleologou, Kontodimopoulos et al. 2006; Sexton,
Heimreich et al. 2006). From this perspective, PBC may introduce financial risks and
uncertainty in the employment relations that may erode the psychological contract. For
instance Eldridge and Palmer observe that "there is a question of the appropriateness of
transferring performance-based payment schemesto less developed health systemswherein
much of the risk is transferred to the providers working in more challenging and fragile
setting " (Eldridge and Palmer 2009 page 6 of 7).
The above review thus far has highlighted the important determinants of performance from
the institutional economics and socio-psychological perspectives. Two levels of contracts
have emerged- one extrinsic and the other intrinsic to the cognitive level of the agent. Also
the literature suggeststhat the extrinsic contract needsto work within a satisfactory context to
be able to ignite the intrinsic one. But given the bounded rationality of the workers (agents),
the dynamic events in the environment and the trends in the contractual relations, the intrinsic
contract is not stable. It can oscillate along a continuum from strong motivation to negative
one with corresponding changes in performance levels. With this understanding, narrowly
defined incentives are likely to have temporary influence on the psychological contract if
they are not addressing broader causes of dissatisfaction within the organisational
environment. This literature suggeststhat an incentive-package approach is needed if the
intrinsic contract is to be comprehensively affected. Saltman defines an incentive as:
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"implicit or explicit reward for performing a particular act. It is a broad concept which can
apply to groups and organisation as well as to single individual and may arise from external
entity or internally generated from within the group, organisation or individual "(Saltman
2002 pg 1679).
In standard principal-agent relationships, compensation (money metric) systems serve the
dual function of allocating risk and rewarding productive work (Etzioni 1964; Strong and
Waterson 1987). Other forms of incentives within the organisations include:
" The restriction of activities in other tasks that are not related to the main outcomes for
which the principal is interested. For example, restriction of alternative activities that
may provide agents private gain at the expense of the core tasks for which they are
contracted. A hospital may require its doctors not to engage in private practice as an
"

example.
Shifting ownership of assetsi. e. changing the property rights over the productive assetsto
introduce "residual claimant" status by the agents.This may be accomplishedby: o Making the agent the sole residual claimant of any surplus from the agents' efforts
after meeting the principal's set target or paying the franchise fee. Private wings
in hospitals where the staff shares the proceeds from fees paid by clients as an
example.
o Making the agent share a fraction of the surplus with the principal after the set
targets are achieved. Bonus paymentsarise from this form of incentives.
o Rewarding/penalising the relative performance among agents where the winners
take a prize (reward) and the poorest performers, a penalty. This "tournament"
approach induces agents with similar capacity to improve performance relative to
their peers. League tables approacheswhere the best agent is awarded a prize fit
this category.

2.5.1 Incentive and System-level Dynamics
Unanticipated problems usually arise from incentives aimed narrowly at a particular objective
without proper attention to a range of contextual factors and agents' characterises. These
may include:
"

Effort redistribution or displacement for example, multi-task agents, may allocate effort
only on the rewarded tasks to the detriment of other tasks (Homstrom and Milgrom 1991;
Dixit 1996; Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000).

"

Performance information

systems may get manipulated. Incentives attached to
information such as budgets, status rankings, bonuses and job-security are likely to
influence agents' reporting behaviours as noted by Goddard et al (2000):
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"... an important attribution issue arises if it is in the power of the agent to manipulate the
reported performance measure in a way that improves reported behaviour without any
concomitant improvement in actual behaviour, giving rise to misrepresentation of the
reported performance "(pg 101).
The potential for information manipulation is great within health care industry, since the
collection of output data is often in the hands of the health care professionals whose actions
cannot readily be audited. Literature in the US also illustrate the "DRG creep" phenomenon
where hospitals tried to report higher paying diagnostic related groups (DRG) to increase
their revenues(Steinwald and Dummit 1989; Lu and Ma 2002; Lu and Ma 2006). In the UK,
performance targets and league-tablesbased on hospital waiting-lists in the National Health
Services in the UK led to a shift of hospital's attention to waiting lists to the neglect of other
domains of health care (Anand 1992; Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000).
Other writers such as Fehr et al and Titmuss caution against the narrowly economic character
of incentives as implied by agency theorists and neoclassical economists who regard selfinterestednessand self-aggrandizement as the central character of people working in public
employment. The studies by Fehr and Gachter (2002) and Titmuss (1970) demonstratethat
economic incentives can reduce overall levels of productivity by crowding out voluntary
cooperation. For example, voluntary blood donors in UK were shown to achieve higher levels
of safe blood collected than a system based on monetary incentives for blood donation. In
such situations, the beneficence of the agent/donors may be replaced by commercialised
objectives (Titmuss 1970; Fehr and Gachter 2002). Non-profit health providers in Uganda
and globally are generally motivated by charitable objectives. Over monetisation of their
relationship with the state may crowd-out charitable objectives (Le Grand 2003). There is a
growing literature suggesting that the medical profession is quite resistant to performancebasedpayments inasmuch as it denigrates their relationship with their patients/clients and the
psychological satisfaction health workers get from helping those in need of health care(Gauri
2001; Fehr and Gachter 2002; Smith 2002; Kingma 2003; Moody and Pesut 2006; Petersen,
Woodard et al. 2006). There is also plenty of literature suggesting that medical behaviour
changesaccording to financial objectives(Ellis and McGuire 1986; Thorpe and Phelps 1990).

2.5.2 Organisational Culture and Performance
Other sociologists view organisations as more than simply rationally constructed tools to
achieve specific goals. They contend that organisations are social and human systems in
which people try to satisfy their needsfor happiness,social recognition, prestige, self-interest
and power - other than pursuit of money and organisational objectives. People in the
organisation are seenas originators of informal structures and may pursue interests distinct
from those of the organisation, creating internal politics distinct from formal rules or official
procedures. This human or social dimension of organisation can support, undercut or have
little relation to organisational goals or performance (Scott 1998; Handel 2003). From this
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perspective, social scientists have encouragedhigher productivity by paying more attention to
social conditions and organisational climate. The "Hawthorn effect" is popular in this
sociological literature as the basis for what is termed as "welfare capitalism" (Homans 1941).
The prescriptions of welfare capitalism, also called the human relations paradigm, aimed at
closing the gap between employees' needs for social interaction and the organisational goals.
Employee welfare policies arising from this perspective led to greater employment security,
fringe benefits such as health insurance, grievance mechanisms, company picnics, and
company-sponsoredathletics (Etzioni 1964; Jacoby 1997). Cultural engineering approaches
have pushed for institutional interventions such as leadership skills development, building
norms, values, beliefs and attitudes as well as symbols and rituals to align worker interests
with organisational goals (Kunda 1999; Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000; Scott 2001). As put
by Kunda, "the ideal employeesare those who have internalised the organisation's goals and
values - its culture - into their cognitive and affective make-up, and therefore no longer
require strict and rigid external control. " For example, NHS adopted symbolic awards for
quality such as 3-star hospital trusts to symbolise higher performance on quality in a manner
similar to the hotel industry. Internal to the hospital trusts, the NHS also engineereda polity
that shifted power from consultants to administrators as a structural measureto build a new
culture for cost control(Flynn 1992; Crilly and Le Grand 2004).

2.5.3 Expectancy Theory
Although many theories seek to identify the factors essential for an individual's motivation to
accomplish a given task, Expectancy Theory seeksto explain the major factors that underlie
performance management i. e. the interface between the individual worker and the
organisation objective. It explains how external incentives such as bonus awards for prespecified targets can induce performance-related behaviours among the individual worker
(Lawler 1989). In general the expectancy theory suggests that an employee's beliefs about
expectancy, instrumentality and valence interact at the psychological level to create a
motivational force such that the employee acts in a manner that bring pleasureand avoid pain
(see section 2.4.3). The implications of expectancy theory for the PBC pilot implementation
in Uganda are that the stakeholdersin achieving the PBC targets ie:
" Employees and hospital managersshould be aware of the links between their efforts and
the required outputs (service targets),
"

Accomplishment of the task should lead to a promised reward and a promise of the bonus
should be credible and regularly follow successfulaccomplishment,

"

Thereward(eg bonuses)mustbe commensurate
with the level of expendedefforts,and

"

Communication and awarenessis key to building these beliefs as put by Handy: "Without
the knowledge of the [performance] score, the motivation calculus will soon dry up"
(Handy 1993 pg 43).
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2.5.4 Packaging Incentives
Taken together, agency-based economic theories and organisational process theories
reviewed above emphasise the need for both financial and non-financial incentives and
provide several levels at which theseprovide motivation for performance improvement:
"

Embedded or intrinsic to the individual i. e. physiological, psychological and social needs.
These needs are mediated by the extrinsic incentives which together interact to form a
psychological contract -a cognitive schema that guides the individual's mobilisation of
effort.

"

Market or external environment-basede.g. employment,remunerationstandardsand
advancement
andsocialstatus.

"

Organisational-based e.g. supervision, recognition, promotion, performance rewards, job
security, cooperative teams and participation/affiliation to an institution. These incentives
aim to provide an organisational environment conducive for satisfactory day-to-day

"

employeeperformance.
Institutional-based i. e. legal framework, carrier-path, fair rules and regulations, equitable
benefits, threat of censure, leadership, ethics, cultural norms and values. These
institutional incentives serve to assurean organisation and its employees of a governance
platform on which they can build their psychological contracts and commitment to the
organisation relative to its competition.

As explicit from this list, financial incentives constitute a major, although not sufficient,
incentive mechanism. An incentive package that weaves the incentives together from the
perspectives of 1) the market, 2) organisational climate and 3) institutional governance is
more likely to ignite the intrinsic contract of the workers for productivity.

2.6 Unpacking the PBC Intervention and its Implementation
As a means of determining the essential elements of a complex social programme or
intervention, a theory-driven evaluation has been recommended (Yin 1984; Pawson and
Tilley 2004; ICEBeRG 2006). Theory-driven assessmentallows the identification of the
essential components without which the programme would not make the desired difference.
Theoretical conceptions of how the complex programmes would work to achieve their goals
have received a fair amount of attention in the evaluation research especially in health
promotion and behaviour change innovations (Judge and Bauld 2001; Pawson and Tilley
2004; Grol, Bosch et al. 2007).
"Successful implementation often requires a sequential approach, with different problems
resolved at each step. Individuals or subgroups within the implementation's target group may
be in different phases of a process of change subgroups may demand different approaches,
...
the target group and the contextfor change must be well known. The implementation process
requires a diagnostic or problem analysis to find out the reasonsfor departures from the
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desired performance, setting, influential parties, and factors that could hamper or stimulate
change"(Grol, Bosch et al. 2007 page 101).

2.6.1 Theory of Dynamic Response:
Despite the expanding literature on the magnitude of effects of health systemsinterventions,
the mechanisms through which such outcomes accrue is sparsely addressed.The dynamic
response model by McPake et al (2006) explicates the mechanism by which context
influences modifies the innovations to create a difference between the intended intervention
(de jure) and what the beneficiaries experience (de facto). The framework recognises that
dynamic responses arise from the interaction of human agents in a particular context to
determine the nature and form of the de facto intervention (McPake, Blaauw et al. 2006;
Ssengooba,Rahman et al. 2007; Rifat, Ohiri et al. 2008). The intended structures,incentives
and procedures that define the formal innovation are modified and transformed during
implementation to create a difference in the way the innovation is experienced by the
beneficiaries. The framework highlights the role of informal actions, behaviours, constraints
and relationships - as some of the lynch pins for the transformation between de jure and the
de facto interventions that seek to influence the health system. Without understanding this
transformation process, evaluation researchin the health system and social programmes fail
and potentially misleads the policy development processes.As a remedy, authors from this
perspective call for new, realistic and theory-driven methods for the evaluation of complex
social programmes (Judge and Bauld 2001; Pawson and Tilley 2004; Green and Bennett
2007). These authors emphasisethe need to understandand document the role of the context
and the mechanisms in addition to the magnitude of effects of social and health systems
interventions. How and why the intervention work is given more prominence. In general this
framework recommends an embedded and microscopic examination of the intervention
mechanismsthat account for the effectiveness of the interventions.

2.6.2 Complexity Theory
Inconsistent results from standard intervention could be related to the content of the
underlying conceptualisation of implementation as linear and predictable. Like dynamic
responsetheory, complexity theory assumesnonlinearity, and capability for interventions to
re-organise through internal lessons, and evolve to suite contextual realities (Plsek and
Wilson 2001; Leykum, Pugh et al. 2007; Rifat, Ohiri et al. 2008). As observed by Gibson,
complexity involves `forms within forms both up and down the scale... Units are nested
within larger units. Things are componentsof other things. They would constitute a hierarchy
except that this hierarchy is not categorical but full of transitions and overlaps" (Gibson
1979 page 9). The seminal work by Pressmanand Wildavsky illuminated the challenges of
implementing complex Federal interventions in the USA. In their work, they documented
over 30 decision points involving negotiations and networking with about 15 different
agencies. All these reduced the probabilities for programme activities(Pressman and
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Wildavsky 1978). PBC pilot is seen a complex intervention requiring several concurrent
actions upstream and downstream and building horizontal relationships with other agencies
and interventions.
"The successof a financial incentive is likely to be inversely related to the complexity of the
basedfinancing is typically part of a package of
tasks it seeks to motivate
... results
interventions and it is difficult, if not impossible to disentangle the effects of RBFfrom other
components of the intervention packages, including increased funding, technical support,
training, new managementstructures and monitoring systems"(Oxman and Fretheim 2008
page 58).
A science of complex adoptive system (CAS) has evolved to provide tools for evaluating
interventions that have characteristics that define complex programmes or implementation
approaches.The key features of effective CAS are:
1. Agents/organisationsthat continuously learn and adapt,
2. Interconnections for communication among agents,

3. Self-organizingto achieveoptimalstability amongagents,and
4. Co-evolution among agents in response to changes in the environment and their
relationships.
From this conception of complexity, implementation of and results from the PBC experiment
can be explained, in part, as context-driven. The tuning of the intervention to ensure context
relevance may dictate particular adjustments. Thus the implementation arrangementis likely
to be different from what is expected.The main implication of this perspectiveis the need for
a prospective study of the contextual factors that drive the implementation decisions and
actions.

2.7 The Nature of Response to PBC: Strategic Options
Some authors, using the economic rationale have advised against the need for micro-care
approaches aimed at supporting implementers and learning about the mechanisms that
external incentives elicit within provider organisations. For example, this "black box" and
"hands-off' approach has been advocated as essential in Rwanda's performance-based
contracting experiment. Soaterset al wrote:
"Respecting the autonomous managementof the serviceproviders is important to encourage
[provider] entrepreneurial spirit. [.. ] this "black box" or "hands off" approach also
requires changing the mindset among the central government civil servants and aid agency
staff ' (Soeters,Habineza et al. 2006 pg 887).
Examination of the strategic response options available to the hospital and their potential
implications are important for heeding the call by the USA's influential Institution of
Medicine (IOM) to ensure learning and adjusting of interventions to avoid unintended effects.
Hospital responsivenessto PBC service volume targets would of necessity involve cost and
revenue considerations. This section deals with how hospital performance and response to
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PBC can be understood from a strategic management perspective using standard
microeconomics of production.
To attain performance targets, the hospital has to increase the demand for its services. The
capacity of the hospital to influence demand for health services can be understood from the
barriers to utilisation(Ensor and San 1996). Provider-influenced barriers include user costs
and quality of services. User costs may include user-charges, waiting time to receive
treatment and travel costs. The provider can reduce clients' costs by reducing user-charges
and bridging the physical distance to hospital (transport costs) by engaging in outreach
service delivery programmes for portable services such as immunisation. Quality
improvement generally includes availability of drugs, diagnostic processes and provider
courtesy and technology. In the short-term, the hospital may respond to service targets under
PBC by adjusting user costs and service quality.
There are economic implications for decisions to increase output or to attain higher service
quality. Strategies to enhance quality i. e. increase drug availability are subject to a budget
constraint just as decisions to reduce user fees are constrained by their implications for the
revenue priorities of the hospital. These implications are illustrated in Annex 1 using
relationships between output, revenue and costs (Ellis and McGuire 1986; Clewer and
Perkins 1998; Parkin, Powell et al. 2000). The micro-economic considerations of revenue,
cost and quality show that the possible strategiesto adjust service charges,quality and reduce
physical accessbarriers (through outreach options) may require more expendituresbut could
be justified if the performance bonuses are large enough to cover the marginal costs of these
strategies.The underlying assumption is that the health providers have the capacity to cost
out the additional activities and/or monitor the changes in the revenues to ensure rational
economic decision making to pursue the PBC targets.

2.7.1 Hospital Objectives and Corporate Governance
What an organisation seeksto maximise in its objective is critical to interpreting performance
response to different incentives(van Montfort 1981; McGuire 1985; McPake 1996). As
organisations, hospitals have different interest groups ranging from national Government as
payers/purchaser,shareholders (if for profit), corporate boards, administrators, physicians,
nurses, supplies and clients. These groups may have different objectives that may conflict.
This implies that a hospital may not have a single unified objective but several objectives
which vary depending on the circumstances and power relationships between the groups
(Cyert and March 1963; Pauly and Redisch 1973; Ellis and McGuire 1986). Multiple
objectives due to multiple stakeholdersimplies that the organisation attempts to "satisfice"'
some objectives as opposed to maximising them (McGuire, 1985). The range of objective
' Satisficing is
an alternative to optimization for situations where there are multiple and competitive objectives
in which one gives up the idea of obtaining a "best" solution but sets lower bounds for the various objectives
that, if attained, will be "good enough" and then seeks a solution that will exceedthese bounds.
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functionsor legitimateperformancedomainsfor hospitalsin thepredominantlyUSA andUK
literatureinclude:
"

Maximizing profit: Models based on the cost/price constraints imposed on the hospitals
show that doctors alter the bundled care in a manner that reduces costs to the hospital,
increases doctors' own incomes and lowers service quality or intensity provided to the
clients (Morrissey, Conrad et al. 1984; Ellis and McGuire 1986; Thorpe and Phelps
1990).

"

managers' onjob consumption or managerial perks: Some literature
show that health care managersuse resources for personal status, comfort and power by
seeking higher salaries, large number of subordinatesand fringe benefits such as cars,and

Optimising

lavish offices (Newhouse 1970)
"

"

"

hospital status: Lee et al urge that hospital managers especially in the
private sector elevate hospital quality and market share by expanding the technology and
attracting specialist services (Lee 1971). This might lead to underutilised capacity and

Optimising

unnecessaryuse of higher quality of inputs.
Quality maximisation: Evidence especially from non-profit hospitals show that they reinvested any surplus (profit) back into the hospital such that higher quality is sustained.
The implication here is that non-profit hospitals seek high price inputs resulting into
inefficiency relative to for-profit hospitals (Newhouse 1970).
Labour- welfare maximization: Evidence from NHS in the UK shows that among the
objectives of hospitals is to increase incomes or working conditions of the employees.
This was made possible by pursuing a budget surplus for re-investing in the employee
welfare. The implication here is that the hospital will seek to increase the welfare
benefits by keeping a small number of employees and invest in less labour-intensive
technologies or low-cost labour substitutes such as non-tenured and unskilled workers

"

(Bartlett and Le Grand 1994).
Supply-side and demand-side objectives: Some studies have documented the existence
of binary and competing objectives between the interests of managers and clinical
departments respectively.

Implication here is that hospital objectives are a balance
between the two groups clinical staff and administrative departments who face inputs
constraints and budget constraintsrespectively (Harris 1977; Crilly and Le Grand 2004).
"

Optimising professional aspirations: Among organisations with predominantly skilled
health professionals, behaviours that attempt to seize control of the organisation decision
making processesto meet the demands for professionals aspirations have been observed
(Mintzberg 1981), Crilly and Le Grand 2004).

From a normative perspective, governance structures exist to ensure that firms behave to
maximise set objectives and mitigate others. Understanding the objectives of the hospital
stakeholders above provides a menu of choices the hospitals might take when subjected to
PBC.

The governance mechanisms to enforce the desired objectives is an important
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contextual variables for performance-based contracts. In general, Boards of Governors
(BOG) exercise these roles. The mechanisms available for the BOG to enforce desired
objectives include recruitment discretion, setting pay levels and the basis for the pay, and can
use the threat of dismissal of executives to ensure compliance to organisation objectives
(Eldenburg, Hermalin et al. 2001; Ellstrand, Tihanyi et al. 2002). Studies have documented
correlations between the composition and size of Governance Boards to differences in
organisational performance (Eldenburg, Hermalin et al. 2001; Rhoades,Rechner et al. 2001).
The relationship between BOGs and executives responsible for management roles is an
important interface for performance management and use of incentives for improving
performance (Young, Beekun et al. 1992; Alexander and Lee 2006).

2.8 Experiences of Performances-based Contracting
Within a public system, the overall goal of performance-based contracting is to ensure that
public funds are channelled in a way that provides incentives for improving the delivery of
services to the intended recipients. This usually requires expansion of the supply capacity of
agents in a way that ensures accountability for results (OECD 1999; Penelope and Murray
2002; Taylor 2003). Preliminary evidence is emerging in middle and low income countries
about performance-basedcontracting in health sector management. Establishedliterature on
the subject is found in United Kingdom (UK) especially about the reforms in the National
Health Services (NHS) and in United States of America
in managed care
- especially
settings. These two sets of literature illustrate the potential benefits of PBC, the remaining
challenges in using these approachesand the methodological constraints in measurementof
performance and evaluating impact of PBC initiatives.

2.8.1 High Income Country Experiences
Experiences in the NHS and USA are illustrative in a number of ways. For example,
performance-based contracting is being used for improvements in service quality and
outcomes in the USA where performance targets and outcome measures focus more on
quality (Schneider, Riehl et al. 1999; Chapin and Fetter 2002; Shen 2003; WHO 2003;
Epping-Jordan, Pruitt et al. 2005; Rosenthal, Frank et al. 2005; IOM 2006; Lu and Ma 2006;
Petersen,Woodard et al. 2006).
In the UK's NHS, performance-based contracting has been particularly driven by cost
reduction imperatives with performance targets being set for unit costs or relative costs along
with other targets such as waiting-times(Le Grand 1998; Dawson, Goddard et al. 2001;
Sheila, Cox Sir et al. 2005; Allen 2009). Empirical work on performance-basedtargets on
waiting time and unit/average cost reduction have been documented in the UK during the
NHS reforms (Dawson, Goddard et al. 2001; Jacobs and Dawson 2003). In the UK the
performancetargets were set as a means of improving the hospital efficiency and controlling
the rate of budget growth. Hospitals with high unit costs were given higher targets i. e. 4
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percent reduction in costs and those with lower unit costs were given targets of 0-2 percent
(Dawson, Goddard et al. 2001). Performance of Trust Hospital was assessedby indicators
such as the rate of return on capital employed, the number of patients, and the costs per case
or cost per patient-day (Bartlett and Le Grand 1994). The strategiesadoptedby the hospitals
to attain unit cost targets ranged from increasing outputs and seeking higher discounts from
suppliers and cutting back on fulltime nursing staff -a phenomenon referred to as
"outsourcing nursing services".
These experiences indicate the promise of performance managementthat underlies the PBC
approaches.More accountability between stakeholders was a major outcome. The response
behaviours among the providers were both positive and negative to the reform objectives.
For example, despite a strong institutional base in both the UK and US, performance
measurement, indicators and information systems have been a major challenge for the
performance-based contracting approaches(Sheila,Cox Sir et al. 2005). Transactional costs
for running the system have been high(Marini and Street 2007). A similar sentiment was
raised by Saltman in 2002:
"as a result of the shift to a more entrepreneurial environment, both within the public sector
and beyond, requires not only a similar level of state activity but substantially more
sophisticated types and levels of activity. This requires better training and motivated
personnel, better information and greater financial and accounting expertise, All of thesein
turn requires considerablefunding "page 1682)
.
Studies that tried to understand the response mechanisms to performance incentives cast
some doubt about the systematic and sustained responses among providers. For example
Jacobsand Dawson noted:
"It was apparent from interviews that the term `strategy' to describe ways of meeting
efficiency targets was clearly a misnomer. .. While there was strategic planning in Trusts, the
evidence suggestedthat most time and effort is devoted to the very short-term problems of
trying to stay within budget and meet activity and waiting time targets "(Jacobs and Dawson
2003 pg 677).
After more than a decade of experimenting with the performance-based contracting
framework in the NHS and USA health care systems, performance indicators, measurement
tools and institutional arrangementswere still undergoing design by 2005 (Dawson, Gravelle
et al. 2005; Sheila, Cox Sir et al. 2005; IOM 2006; IOM 2006-a). The costs of implementing
a more robust performance verification and evaluation systems were becoming a concern as
well as the emergenceof unintended effects (Smith 1995; Marshall, Shekelle et al. 2003). In
their report entitled "Performance Indictor: Good, Bad and Ugly" the UK's Inquiry
Commission on Performance Monitoring cautioned against costs and behaviour effects that
had started to emergein responseto the performance frameworks:
"Inspirational targets have a distinctive role but one which is largely irrelevant to the design
of the PM (performance management) procedures. Motivational targets which are not
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rationally based may demoralise and distort. Anticipated and actual side-effects of PM,
including on individuals' behaviour and priorities, may need to be monitored as an intrinsic
part ofPMprocess"(Sheila, Cox Sir et al. 2005)
In the United States, the experience with performance-based payments is over 15 years
especially under Managed Care interventions. However, the policy framework for pay-forperformance approach is as recently as 2006 and as captured by the Institute of Medicine
report of 2006, there are still major challenges for performance-basedapproacheswithin the
US health system:
"Pay-for-performance programmes should be implementedwithin a learning systemthat has
capacity to monitor and assessearly experiences, adjust for unintended consequencesand
evaluate impact "(IOM 2006-a).

2.8.2 Low income country experiences
Experiences from low income countries are more recent - i. e. in the last 10 years.
Experiences in Haiti, Guatemala, Cambodia, Afghanistan and Rwanda are indicative of the
potential and challenge of performance-based contracting in low income country settings
(Eichler, Auxila et al. 2001; La Forgia, Mintz et al. 2005; Loevinsohn and Harding 2005;
Meessen,Musango et al. 2006; Soeters,Habineza et al. 2006). The experiences,especially in
Haiti are relevant to Uganda's assessmentgiven the similar design features (Talyor 2003).
Due to the differences in the measuresused and the incentive designs in these studies it is
difficult to compare all PBC schemes. Among the key features shared by most of these
experiences is that they have been driven by external (donor) resources and heavily
dependent on external technical assistance. Most are started as demonstration pilots
(experiment) in situations that have marked shortages of resource for health care provision
and contexts emerging from marked destruction of the health system. This probably explains
why most are designed to target non-state health providers. Despite these similarities, there
are differences in how the performance incentives are structured, how performance is
measured and the magnitude of contract effectiveness. The methods of evaluating
effectiveness are themselves subject to methodological weakness which makes the
effectiveness of these initiatives unclear for policy replication (Eldridge, Palmer 2009). These
issuesare briefly discussedbelow.
1. Designs of Performance Incentives: In Haiti, nongovernmental primary care providers
were made to earn up to 5% of their withheld budget and 5% bonus on achieving
negotiated targets for childhood immunisations, prenatal and maternal care and in health
promotion. Both bonus and basic payments were tied to performance in Rwanda with
40% of staff earnings coming from performance contracts. In Cambodia, the bonus was
used for staff but the (NGO) district managers' salaries were totally part of the contract.
The entire cost of the pilot (Cambodia) was not clear but the management contract and
bonuseswere paid out of $1.5 million World Bank loan. In Haiti, the bonuseswere paid
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to the provider organisation. In Cambodia and Rwanda the internal contracts were made
between the managers and each staff member in the organisation as a means of
communicating the performance requirements of the schemes.For example, the contract
in Cambodia indicated that job absenteeismwas punishable with reduced share of the
bonus.

However, as illustrated by the Haitian pilot, bonuses were awarded to all
participating NGOs including the ones that missed most of the targets. This reflects the
"lock-in" problem whereby the incentive-based approach failed to punish poor
performance (Eichler, Auxila et al. 2001). These problems of lock-in illustrate the "small
numbers" bargaining and asset specificity, that result into a relational contractual
relationship. Punishments (withholding of incentives) are replaced by mutual adjustments
whereby the need to support the NGOs to do better becomes more important than to
switch-off essential resources (Williamson 1985). Of particular interest in Haiti is that
some NGOs tried to transmit the risk of PBC to their staff by reverting to performancebased salary payments. However, lower staff morale and less worker performance was
observed as a result of the uncertain wage incomes. The NGO managers,while satisfied
with the high-powered incentives by which they were paid, found it unsuitable to pay
frontline providers in a similar way(Penelopeand Murray 2002; Loevinsohn and Harding
2005). Also displayed in the Haiti case is the potential for perverse incentives arising
from the use of prior performance as the basis for negotiating future target levels. Best
performing NGOs in the first year exposed themselves to steepertargets, while those that
under-performed stood a better chance of netting a bonus with smaller improvement in
the subsequentyear. In Rwanda, the incentives were designed to avoid this problem of
"always push the carrot further ahead". Performancetargets basedon annual increment of
throughput volumes with the prior year as the benchmark (as the case in Uganda)
punishes those that are operating at the maximum of their production frontier. It is not
rational to assumethat providers have inexhaustible capacity for indefinite expansion of
productivity. This problem does illustrate the short-term nature of motivation arising from
designsof incentive contract similar to Haiti pilots. On balance, the designs similar to the
Haiti example were bound to causedissatisfaction in the long-term.
2. Measuring performance: Performance indicators in most cases only covered primary
care services such as child immunisations, use of oral rehydration therapy (ORT),
maternal delivery, client satisfaction (waiting time) and general health centre visits. Some
contracts had management process indicators such as attendance of coordination or
management meetings. Due to their measurement and organisational complexity,
hospitals were explicitly excluded in the pilots in Rwanda and Haiti. The capacity to
sustain the performance monitoring system was questionable. For example the cost of
monitoring activities was about $1 per capita, or 5 percentof per capita health spending in
Haiti at the time (Eichler, Auxila et al. 2001). In Rwanda the performance verification
costs were 11 percent of the project cost in two small districts. In all cases,a third party
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was contracted to verify performance through household surveys and/or random
household checks among clients that received a service. Service records were directly
used to impute performance in all casesalthough in Haiti, 50 percent of the bonus was
based on household survey data. This reflects the need to balance the information sources
for performance audit - given the vulnerability of the service records to opportunistic
distortion by providers. Measurement problems were prominent in the Haiti case and
serveto illustrate the difficulty of the performance framework especially in resource-poor
settings. Where indicators reflected poor performance for all agenciesor were difficult to
interpret, the bonus attributed to the indicators was given to all NGOs (Eichler, Auxila et
al. 2001). WHO cluster survey methodology was used for verification of performance for
immunisation coverage. The surveys required specialists and sophisticated analytical
methods which only one institution in Haiti could provide. Policy adoption of the Haiti
model would require annual surveys covering the entire country and outsourcing survey
activities from outside of Haiti would be necessary.Little is published about the time lag
it took from survey activities to providing performance feedback (findings) and paying
the bonuses. In general, large surveys take a long time to produce results upon which
bonus payment would be based. In Rwanda, and in the redesigned Haiti model,
performance verification was based on routine self-reported performance data by the
health centres with random audit of these reports (Eichler, Levine et al. 2009). Threats of
censor were communicated in the contract to avoid data manipulation. For instance,
random verification of health centre data was performed by visiting households listed in
health centre records by a third party. It is not clear how effective such random threats are
in mitigating data manipulation by the providers.
arrangements: Temporary institutional arrangementsthat do not assure
capacity for sustaining the innovations beyond the pilot projects are a common feature in
the literature. In Rwanda, Haiti and Cambodia, foreign NGOs were performing the
institutional roles such as contract design, service purchasing and in some cases,district
health managementfunctions. The foreign NGOs were initially attracted by the resources

3. Institutional

made available by the World Bank loans or bilateral grants which had time limits of 3-5
years. For the pilot in Rwanda, institution building was considered inevitable to ensure
that the performance incentives operate within restructured institutional, organisational
and management arrangements. For example decision-making was democratised by
setting up and obligating an inclusive approach to organisational decision making. A
"health centre management committee" was created as a structure to oversee the
performance of the health centre and the schemes(Meessen,Musango et al. 2006).
Incentives were also given for the upstream functions for example supervising
organisations were supported to improve the support provided to the health centres
implementing PBC. Nonetheless, other experimenters with PBC in Rwanda preferred a
"hands off' approach and did not invest in institutional strengthening activities (Soeters,
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Habineza et al. 2006). A similar "hands-off' approach is promoted by the Performancebased Incentives Working Group (PbIWG) as one of the benefits of performance
incentives (Eichler, Levine et al. 2009 page 20). The interventions that create a package
of incentives for both down-stream facilities to perform and for up-stream institutions to
function and provide the neededsupport are in part responsible for the successfulnational
scale-up of the PBC pilots in Rwanda and Guatemala. As expressed below, the
Guatemala case shows that incremental but purposeful institutional developments upstream were central to sustainable implementation and scaling-up of performance
contracting:
"In addition to forging the "downstream" infrastructure related to NGO selection,
contractual design, payment mechanisms and information and monitoring systems, the
Guatemalans had to develop the "upstream " institutional infrastructure to support
service purchasing, including the policy framework, regulatory environment, consensusbuilding strategies,financial structures and processes and auditing systems"(La Forgia,
Mintz et al. 2005 pg 11).
4. Contract effectiveness: Over a period of two and half years the contracting pilot in
Cambodia achieved a marked improvement in service utilisation (21% difference)
compared to control districts (Jacobs and Price 2003; Soeters and Griffiths 2003;
Loevinsohn and Harding 2005). Among the unique features of the Cambodia example is
that it also tested internal contracting within the public health facilities where the
incentive was bonus payment in addition to their operational budgets. In addition, the
management contract involved the entire district health system with population-level
outcome targets used as the performance measures. In Haiti immunisation increasedby
24 percent and attended deliveries by 27 percent due to performance-basedincentives in
regions served by NGOs paid on the basis of results(Penelope and Murray 2002). In
Afghanistan, an increase in the proportion of pregnant women receiving at least one
antenatal care visit increased from 19% to 58% and attended deliveries increased from
4% to 13% in one year in provinces covering 3.5 million people. In Rwanda,
performance contracting is claimed to have increased the OPD visits (utilisation) by 80
percent on the average. Attended deliveries increased byl2%-23% in provinces with
performance-based funding in comparison with 6-9 percent in provinces without
(Meessen, Kashala et al. 2007). In Guatemala, managementcontract with performancebasedpayment in rural districts performed better average 11 percent points better than
districts without contracts (La Forgia, Mintz et al. 2005).
5. Attribution

of effectiveness: Like in the Cambodia case, the experimentation design was
initially meant to be a randomised controlled trial. However the descriptions of the

implementation of the pilots shows that several adjustments were made especially in the
intervention arm, making it difficult to attribute the changespurely to performance-based
contracting. For example, higher extra budgets ($4 per capita) were allocated to the
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experimental districts where management contracts were awarded. This is in contrast to
control districts which operated with less - i. e. $0.25 per capita and did not have
comparable management capacity from experienced international NGOs. Variable
attempts were made to improve health workers' satisfaction through financial and non
financial means in the experimental group. For instance, user fees were introduced and
revenues used to provide additional staff benefits. Internal to the provider organisations,
health workers were made responsible for revenue collection and sharing of proceeds implying additional organisational climate interventions among the experimental group.
Indeed the introduced user-fee schemeand salary top-up to the workers were responsible
for over 80 percent of the employee total earnings (Soeters and Griffiths 2003). This
reduced informal fees and dual practice. In Haiti, Eichler et al (2009) state that "more
funding" was a critical "compromise" to the participation of NGOs in the performancebased scheme(page 167). In Rwanda, the contracting experiencewas undertakentogether
with a shift from out-of-pocket payment to third-party (insurance) payment that removed
the cost barrier to seeking care (Meessen, Kashala et al. 2007). These supplementary
interventions i. e. more financing, better salaries, third-party payments and organisational
restructuring coupled with performance-based contracting are by themselves powerful
and independent determinants of provider performance thus confounding any direct
attribution of effectiveness to contracting initiatives or the sub-componentsthereof (Rusa,
Schneidman et al. 2009). In addition, most of these countries were emerging from
conflicts that had destroyed the health provision systems -a situation that makes
improvement in health service utilisation a normal phenomenon as the systems get reestablished. In both Haiti and Rwanda, initial enrolment into the pilots was based on a
criterion for good performance. Despite these different determinants of performance
improvement (i. e. consumption of health services), authors generally make implicit or
explicit simplifying assumptionsto attribute performance changesto PBC. For example,
Meessenand Kashala et al (2007) statesthat :
"... all the changesobserved in the production of health centres stemfrom changes in the
contracts " (page 110).
Some experimenters have authored policy prescriptions (Loevinsohn and Harding 2005;
Soeters,Habineza et al. 2006; Meessen,Kashala et al. 2007) without taking cognisanceof the
weakness in the evidence arising from problematic designs, unique contexts and
implementation adjustments. This problem has been highlighted by Galvin: "
the
..
methodology used in these evaluations along with the overwhelming preponderance of
positive results, makes it difficult to distinguish proven findings from enthusiasm and
marketing"(Galvin 2006 pg 126).
Among the concerns raised about the weak evidence base for PBC schemes are related to
complex design with many sub-components, experiments with weak control groups, weak
designs,and the high costs of schemesrelative to the small effects of these schemes(Eichler,
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Levine et al. 2009; Eldridge and Palmer 2009). Other concerns relate to the relevance of the
PBC policy transfer to fragile health systems.
Most of these studies take a strict "black box" rationale i. e. that performance would follow
from the health facilities if performance-basedbonuses or compensation is to be received.
Other than describing changes in staff salaries, none of these studies have examined the
mechanisms of how provider institutions internally responded to performance contracts and
what internal adjustments, if any, were made to account for the performance improvements.
For some authors,the need to understandhow provider facilities adjust is dismissed outright
as micro-managementthat should not interfere with providers' capacity to innovate and attain
performance. This attitude seems to promote the concept that "performance outputs justify
the means" and within it lies the problem of pervasive short-cuts and displacementsof other
essential processesand outputs of health care as has been documented by several authors
(Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000; Teleki, Damberg et al. 2006; Allen 2009).

2.9 State of Knowledge about PBC
From the review above, several issues emerge regarding the mechanisms of incentives in
driving performance improvements, implementation approachesand behavioural responsesof
organisations and individual workers to such incentives. These are summarisedbelow:
1. Although Agency theory provides the rationale for performance incentives, there are
equally challenging prospects for operationalising incentives into health care
programmes. Most challenges arise as incentives ignite unintended effects such as
distortions of information and disease profiles or modifying the value set of the
workforce. To address these problems, operational research to track the intended and
unintended effects has been recommended.
2. Although Agency theory helps to provide explanations as to why performance incentives
might work, processesbased theories have been most useful in building explanations on
how incentives might elicit changes in behaviors. Processestheories like Expectancy
theory have found wide applications in building explanations about how organisationallevel incentives can be implemented to motivate individual-level efforts to achieve
organisational objectives.
3. Theories of motivation provide more proximal explanations about how individuals or
hospital workers sustain external and internal motivation and build a psychological
contract to their tasks and host organisations. From this perspective, a package of
incentives that provide ongoing job satisfaction and motivation for advancement,job
security and fair governanceand leadershipare essentialvariables.
4. From the experiences of applying performance-based contracting in developed and
developing countries, the operational challenges are many despite an expanded
application in both country contexts. Setting measurable performance objectives and
establishing optimal capacity to measure performance remain some of the major
challenges.
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5. Although several PBC pilots have been implemented and claimed successful, the
institutional development required to support the scale-up of such pilots has attracted
contestations in the literature. Some authors recommend a "hands-off' approach while
others invest in expensive and foreign technical assistanceto play the institutional roles
such as designing, implementing, monitoring and evaluating the PBC schemes. In
Rwanda and Guatemala where governanceinstitutions like health facility committees and
district managerswere empowered to support PBC, national level scale-up has happened
faster than in Haiti where the institutional functions have remained part of foreign
technical assistance. From this perspective, upstream interventions to strengthenhealth
system governance may need to be part of the package to make PBC more feasible for
policy actions.
6. Although the literature about effectiveness of PBC schemesis expanding, the claims of
effectiveness have not been matched with methodological rigor and attention to health
system contexts. The attribution of changes in performance has been entangled with the
complexity of additional interventions that accompany PBC schemes. Most evaluations
have not provided the causal pathways through which PBC leads to changes in
performance at either individual or organisational level.
7. From the implementation sciencesperspective, the literature such as Complexity Theory
and Dynamic Actions Theory suggest that implementation is non-linear and involve
adjustments and adaptations to the historical precedents, contextual realities, and new
information generated during actual implementation. Authors from this perspective
recommend a more processes-oriented evaluation that tracks actions, challenges and
adaptations during implementation of programmes like PBC. Process evaluations
embedded within the implementation are favored to generate evidence in real-time and
have feedback loops to guide the decisions for adaptationsand adjustments.
8. Most PBC schemes especially in the developing countries have been designed for
relatively simple health conditions like child immunisation, oral rehydration therapy,
antenatal care, and maternal deliveries. Although improvements in performance among
hospitals represent high efficiency gain in most health systems in the developing
countries, most PBC schemes have excluded hospitals on the basis of being more
complex with multiple performanceobjectives and multiple stakeholders.
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Chapter 3 Study Objectives and Methods
3.0 Introduction
An implication of the above literature review is that there is need to examine the processes
that get triggered due to performance-basedcontracting. At a policy level, the question of 1)
why should hospitals respond is important. At the hospital level, the question of 2) the how
do the responseactions lead to performance improvements and 3) how does the existence of
PBC pilot affect the job satisfaction of hospital workforce - are critical for policy uptake,
implementation planning and monitoring (Pawson and Tilley 2004; Dobrow, Goel et al.
2006; May 2006).

3.1 Conceptual Framework
Performance-basedcontracting as premised on agency theory explains why the principal (e.g.
MOH) and the agents(PNFP hospitals) seek a contractual partnership to provide health care
services. In the contractual relationship, MOH provides the PNFP hospitals subsidiesand tax
exemptions and the hospitals in turn provide health care services for the clients. In this
relationship the principal has objectives she seeksto maximise. They may be related to the
type of services e.g. essential health services or a subset of these services as in the caseof six
targets in Uganda's PBC pilot. On the side of the agents, the PNFP objectives may or may
not be related to the MOH objectives. For example, availability of budget surplus among a
number of the PNFP hospitals in Uganda may attest to the possibility of a profit objective
(Reinikka and Svensson 2003). Although many hospitals do not make a surplus from the
client charges,they receive government subsidies, charitable donations and tax exemptions
on the basisof a social objective of serving the poor and underprivileged (Green 1987; Good
1991; Hanson, Atuyambe et al. 2002; Ssengooba,Atuyambe et al. 2002). As central to the
agency problem, MOH has limited information about the magnitude of input resources and
efficiency with which these resources are used in the PNFP sector. The implication of this
agency problem is capturedin Newhouse's (1970) reference to US non-profit hospitals:
"Private philanthropy
[non profit] hospitals some deviation from the minimum
... permits
average costs than a hypothetical profit-making one, and yet be able to charge a price equal
to or below that of a private firm. The difference in costs would simply be made up by the
subsidy" (page 66).
In a situation of limited information and a desire to optimise service provision, agency theory
suggeststhat MOH should structure incentives to ensure that her set of objectives are met.
The recourse to PBC could be understood as a lever to drive hospital provision to a higher
level of production/performance. In the context of poor information on the internal cost
structure and efficiency level of the PNFP hospitals, the performance bonus (11 percent of
government subsidy) does representboth a minimum profit (incentive) to the hospital that the
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principal (MOH) is prepared to accept or a premium to the agent against added costs that
might arise in securing higher servicetargets.
The response to the performance-based contracting is likely to be influenced by performance
governance relationships of upstream agencies and their resource inputs and support to the
hospitals (Alexander

and Lee 2006). These agencies include MOH,

districts

and other
projects seeking to achieve specific performance objectives from the hospitals. Performance
surveillance and bonus payments are shown to interact at the levels of the hospital - where
managers and clinical staff will make the decisions regarding the strategies to attain targets
and how to allocate the bonuses. Given their vital roles in performance governance, Boards
of Governors represent a structural institution within hospitals whose function is vital for
PBC response. The conceptual framework thus encompass PBC pilot and its implementation
as a singular intervention within multiple performance frameworks - both upstream and
within the hospitals. Contextual variables such as changes in upstream resources,
relationships, market structure, and internal dynamics such as bonus allocation, institutional
rules and the work environment within hospital organisations (Figure 3.1) are also important.
Learning from ongoing interactions also creates opportunities for adjustments and some
deviation from prior objectives, plans, and implementation activities.

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Framework for Hospital Response to PBC Pilot
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Upstream variables (to the left side) such as financial, technical assistance and other
resources are vital for hospital performance (see figure 3.1). Internal to the hospital,
performance governance requires a relationship between the Board of Governors and the
hospital managers (executives) as well as a motivated and supported workforce. The PBC
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pilot's key contributions to the hospital performance are related to the, performance audit,
feedback and bonus payments all predicted to influence the hospital's strategiesto improve
service outputs. The PBC pilot is not the only intervention that is working to improve
hospital performance. Other down-stream interventions (on the right side) such as Yellow
Star, performance league (rankings) and UCMB are key interventions that influence the
service outputs targeted by the PBC pilot.
From the literature reviewed, the question of why hospitals should responseto PBC and how
the responsewill be elicited has highlighted a broad range of determinants and their potential
relationships. These are summariesbelow.

3.2 Will Hospitals Respond?
The hospital as an organisation may or may not respondto the PBC. The agency framework
and model of revenue and costs of production (Annex 1) predict that the agent would respond
if the contract provides sufficient revenue to meet their reservation utility or cover the
marginal costs of producing more services - in other words, if the size of the bonus is worth
the effort. If the risk (marginal costs of effort) of performance targets is judged to be worth
the bonus amount, economic rationality would commit the hospital to PBC.
Organisation-based theories suggest alternative approaches to the question. Since
organisations are not single-minded, and may not have capacity to assessand monitor their
reservation utility or marginal costs, the approach to organisational rewards and worker
commitment to productivity is embeddedin the environmental factors within the organisation
and not limited to money (bonus). Organisational governance, such as rules and aspirations
of the different constituencies, influences the psychological contract, strategic decisionmaking and goal transmission within the organisation. The perceptions of health workers
towards their organisation, leaders and leadership style may affect motivation and
performance. In particular, the degree of information sharing, consultation or participatory
decision-making among managersand professional staff may influence the choice of selected
performance innovations, psychological contract/commitment to PBC and other
organisational objectives. Governance relationships among stakeholders i. e. the hospital
Boards, core managers and professional staff would provide an environmental context that
may facilitate or hinder the capacity of the hospitals to respondto PBC.
Thus, unlike economic theory that assumes incentivising agents with money-metric
incentives to achieve better performance; organisational theories suggest that organisational
objectives can be manipulated by a package of process-basedinterventions that motivate
people's productivity and job commitment at the same time providing a satisfactory work
environment. In this respect,cultural engineering (clan control) suggestedby Ouchi (1980) -
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i. e. the specification of behavioural norms, procedures and processes, provide alternative
control mechanism for organisational performance that is distinct from money-metric
incentives.
Expectancy theory also provides process-basedconditions that the pilot implementation
project must fulfil if hospitals are to respond. For example, communication that links the
hospitals' effort to the accomplishment of the service target is essential but not sufficient.
Additional communication requires that the measurementsof outcomeswill be fair, relevant
and unambiguous. Institutional arrangements such as rules and structures for bonus
allocation need to inspire trust that the pilot will "stay-the-course" and "measure-up to the
bargain". In this respect, hospitals may choose response behaviours (innovations) that are
tailored to the perceived stability/transience of the pilot or its chance of adoption at the
national level. For example short-term and low-cost innovations may be chosen in light of
uncertainty of the pilot outcome. As predicted from agency and expectancyperspectives,the
size of the bonus relative to hospitals' effort and needsis an important factor in the response
strategy.

3.3 How Will Hospitals Respond?
By the definition implied in the specification of PBC service targets, hospital responseentails
increasing output in those selected services. From the economics perspective of hospital
production, the nature of responsepredicted depends on its objective function, input resource
costs and revenue constraints (Annex 1). The bonus (if sufficient to cover the marginal or
averagecosts) is predicted to enable a responsestrategy of reducing client fees. In addition, a
hospital can lower average costs on input resources to
achieve higher output levels. This
strategy would reduce quality and thus be subject to quality elasticity of demand. Lowering
averagecosts could be achieved by using low-cost substitutes such as less drugs per client,
generic medical supplies, or low-skill personnel such as assistant nurses and trainees.
Strategiesthat increase averagecosts by either boosting service quality or adopting outreachbased provision are predicted to succeed with much higher additional revenue (or bonus)
relative to additional costs. Given the concentration of PBC targets on simpler outpatient
services as opposed to inpatient services, the hospital could respond by shifting resources
internally to reorganise workload and average costs in the relevant departments concerned
with accomplishing performance targets. In this respect, hospital response to performance
targets may subtract from the non-target services (internal displacement). At the level of the
staff, agency theory predicts that the incentives to staff have to be high-powered enough to
motivate them to take on more workload or provide high quality. From this perspective the
hospitals would need to pay the bonus proceeds to the departments and individuals that are
directly related to the successof service targets.
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If the bonusesare sufficiently large, the high-powered incentives thus createdare predicted to
cause opportunistic response behaviours that could lead to distorting performance
information. Manipulation of performance data could be a possible strategy to meet
performance targets since the performance records are in the control of the agents whose
performance they reflect. For example, distortion of data in the UK hospitals was a feature
during the transition to the performance framework (Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000;
Hargreaves2003).
Ideally, the design of the performance-basedpayment schemesin hospitals in Uganda needs
to ensure that:
1. Both volume and quality dimension of outputs/effects are integrated in measuresof
output,

2. Performancetargetsare fairly comprehensive
not to relegatesomeessentialservices
by
to underinvestmentsof effort agents,and
3. Performanceevaluationneedsto cut acrossa wide rangeof mandatedtasksto allow
for theunderstanding
of thedisplacedactivities.
Organisational-processperspectives relating to how the hospital would respond to PBC are
rather complex to predict ex ante. Insights from process-basedtheories of motivation shed
light on key variables. In general the external incentives need to empower the intrinsic
contract for the worker, teams and the organisation as a whole to mobilise their efforts to
accomplish targets. From the perspective of a psychological contract, incentives need to be
comprehensive to empower cognitive beliefs that the employee-employer relations reduce
dissatisfaction as well as enhance employee motivation. The incentive package needs to
address the organisational environment by paying attention to input resources, human
resource practices such as supervision, job security, teamwork and corporative work culture;
and a sense of equity in effort and reward systems. Others include customs, norms and
leadership style. From this perspective the bonuses would do well to motivate the hospital
staff if the allocation decisions improve the work environments, avoid inequities and thus
enhance satisfaction. Unlike agency theory that predicts high-powered incentives to a few
staff, organisational process theories predict low-powered, equity/equality-based and indirect
incentives for productivity centredaround broad employeewelfare and work environment.
However, the contingency of events, organisational circumstances and learning from prior
actions and decisions during pilot implementation suggestthat hospital responseis not a oneoff phenomenon but an iterative and complex process. As noted by Jacobs and Dawson
(2003) while examining the strategiesby hospitals to meet targets for cost saving and waiting
time; "the issue of strategy was a misnomer". Instead ad hoc "fire-fighting arrangements"
varied according to circumstancesof the hospital from year to year(Jacobsand Dawson 2003
page 682). Process-basedtheories for implementation show that the dejury and the de-facto
perspectives often differ markedly. Similarly, complexity theory predicts that processesare
partly determined by the need to evolve and adapt to realities in the context.
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The dynamics within the pilot implementation project may themselves determine the
effectiveness of responsesamong hospitals to PBC. If the pilot implementation is effective,
hospital responseswill need to traverse the remits of organisational governance to ensure
appropriate performance management within the hospitals. For example, the processesof
decision making on bonus allocation and choice of strategies for performance innovations
need strong communication, support supervision and resourcing. If the governanceinterface
is effectively mobilised, the real performance engine of hospitals lies in motivating the
individuals and teams in the work units (departments). Available staff numbers, skill mix,
workload, customer care and diligence practices on performance-surveillance are all
important variables that affect performance on the hospital floor.

3.4 Study Propositions: Competing Paradigms
The study propositions are used as theoretical guides for the building explanations of the
observed response to PBC as either economic-based or organisational process-based
motivations (or a combination). In this regard, propositions are not hypothesesto be testedin
this study but serveas guiding framework for investigation and interpretation of findings, and
framing the policy implications thereof. Each strand of theory offers a proposition:

Proposition 1: Agency-basedtheorieswill be sufficient to explainthe observedresponseof
thehospitalsto PBC.Theresponsebehaviourwill exhibit thefollowing:
"

Economicinterestsof the stakeholders
will shapetheagencyrelationshipsand
determinethe typeandsizeof performanceresponseto PBC.

"

The hospital responsebehaviours to PBC will be sufficiently explained by the size of
the bonus, i. e. higher performancewill arise if larger bonusesare promised.

"

High-powered, money-metric approacheswill be used to allocate the bonusesto
"motivate" those directly involved with the service targets, i. e. direct link between
bonus benefits and personsor work-units responsible for targets.

"

Measurementof performance will be restricted to defined output targets and use audit
like methods.

Proposition 2: The theoretical framework of organisational processeswill be sufficient to
explain the responseactions of the hospitals to PBC. The responsebehaviours will exhibit the
following:
"

Satisfactory organisational climate such as welfare, resourcesavailability,
supportiveness,participatory decision-making will determine the responseactions to
PBC targets.

"

The responsesto PBC will be best explained by the experiencesfrom the
implementation processesand less from the bonus size.

"

Theuseof theperformancebonuseswill be guidedby enhancingstaff welfare
satisfaction.
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"

"
"

Equity principle among staff will be used to allocate performance bonuses,thus
delinking performance of individuals and work units from bonus benefits (low
powered incentives).
The behaviour of the hospital staff will be important in performance measurement.
Performancemeasurementwill be broad and encompassmetering of behaviours and
processesof production.

3.5 Study Questions, Aims and Objectives
The general objective is to learn from the pilot implementation activities, mechanisms and
contexts that underlay successful or none successful hospital performance improvements.
Two alternative theoretical frameworks of agency and organisational process are used to
arrive at policy and practice recommendations.

3.5.1 Study Questions
1. Were hospitals responding to PBC?

1.1 Whatarehospitalstakeholders'performanceobjectives?
1.2 How do governancemechanismsrelate to PBC service targets?
1.3 How effective is the implementation of PBC pilot among hospitals?

1.4

What strategiesare adoptedto attain performancetargetsand how do these
changeover time?
2. What effects doesthe pilot PBC have on the hospital performance?
2.1 How are the bonusesused and how does this affect performance?
2.2 What changesin job perceptionsarise among staff in responseto PBC?

3.5.2 Research objectives
During the 18 months of PBC pilot implementation in Uganda from January 2005 to June
2006, the study objectives were:
1. To assessupstream performance-management,support systemsand influences on PBC
performance;

2. To analysethegovernancemechanismsbetweenBOGandhospitalmanagersfor PBC
performance;
3. To evaluate PBC pilot implementation arrangementsand their effectiveness among two
casestudy hospitals;
4. To analysethe strategiesadoptedby two case-studyhospitals to attain PBC targets and
processesfor the allocation of bonus funds
5. To comparechangesin job satisfaction and performanceamong hospital staff
participating and not participating in the PBC pilot
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3.6 Methods and Study Design
This researchemployed a mixed methods approach within a case study design to explicate
the operational mechanismsabout how PBC implementation triggers improved performance
of hospitals. The unit of analysis in the study was the response of the hospital to
performance-based contracts. Perceptions, behaviours, practices and decision processes
were the basis for assessingthe response. The analysis sub-units embeddedin the case study
included the interaction between hospital actors i. e. Board of Governors, managers and
clinical staff in relation to prerequisites for hospital performance improvement. These
relationships i. e. nature of strategic control (governance) by Boards, and performance
surveillance, feedback mechanisms and technical assistance provided by the PBC pilot
implementation team shed light on the mechanisms that PBC might elicit and provide the
causal pathways to explain PBC response to PBC pilot. The propositions 1 and 2 (section
3.4) were used as alternative theoretical frameworks for building explanations of the
observed response patterns. Several considerations outlined below provide the rational for
both case study design and mixed methods used in this study. Table 3.1 provides the
summary of the methods usedin this study.

3.6.1Case Study Approach
The case study methodology was considered suitable for addressing the study objectives.
These study objectives seek to understanda social phenomenon"system reaction to PBC" at
an organic entity "the hospital" that can be referred to as a social system (Flynn 1992).
Indeed the hospital has a number of actors, a culture for interactions, rules and professional
and personal interpretation of experience (Handy 1993). As such, when the hospital system
is subjected to the PBC as a structural intervention, the experience and interpretation of the
actors provided the basis for understanding the impact that PBC had on the performance of
hospitals. The strength of the case study methodology is the depth of study it enables for the
phenomenonto be better understood.
Yin's definition of a case study illustrates its appropriatenessto the study questions and the
nature of this study as describedabove:
"The case study is an empirical enquiry that: Investigates a contemporary phenomenon
within its real life context; when-the boundaries betweenphenomenon and context are not
clearly evident, and in which multiple sources of evidenceare used." (Yin 2003 page 13)
As (Burgess 1984) notes, prominence (in a case study) is given to understanding the actions
of participants on the basis of their active experienceof the world and the ways in which their
actions arise from and reflect back on experience.
"Thus within this approach the researched are not seen as objects with the given properties attitudes, norms, behavioural characteristics - which can be readily measured given due
care, but as actors whose own frame of reference needsdetailed understanding before their
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actions can be adequately interpreted and explained. Lewis (1980) referred to thesemethods
as "inquiryfrom the inside rather than inquiry from the outside "(Bryman 1989 page 50)
The case study also depends on the careful selection of the object for the study as a way to
make broader generalization from very small casesstudied. The ex ante "representativeness"
of the study object at the selection phaseis in sharp contrast to the statistical methods that use
an ex post approach(Hamel, Dufour et al. 1993). As quoted in Hamel 1993, "the case study
is an induction approach: Details about the object of the study are considered in the light of
the context
to explain the social with the social" (pg 41).
...

According to (Yin 2003), casestudiesare consideredto haveadvantageover other methods
where:
"

"why" or "how" (explanatory and exploratory) questions are being posed in the research
study

"

ongoing policy implementation is being studied empirically
it is not feasible to have control over the study events

"

causallinks arecomplexdueto numerousvariables

"

contextual factors are of relevance to the study questions

"

Thus the focus on contemporary phenomena such as PBC in real life settings (PNFP
hospitals) allows an investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of
real-life events.

3.6.2 Case Study Limitations
Among the limitations of the case-studyapproach is the issue of generalizebility, validity and
a potential for subjective bias. On generalization, Mitchell 1983 urges that case studies
cannot use statistical inference as the basis for generalization but use logical or theoretical
links between them. The practical consequencefor extrapolation from case studies is that
generalization depends upon the adequacy of the underlying theory and related knowledge,
and needsto be qualified by the relevant contextual condition:
".. the inference about the logical relationship between the two characteristics is not based
upon the representativenessof the sample and therefore upon its typicality, but rather upon
the plausibility or upon the logicality of the nexus between the two characteristics" (1983:
198).

Otherslike Seale(2000)take a view that transferabilityof qualitativeinquiry hingeson the
"thick" descriptionof thecontextualto allow informedtransferability:
"whether (the) working hypothesis hold in some other context, or even in the samecontext at
some other time, is an empirical issue, the resolution of which depends upon the degree of
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similarity betweensending and receiving (or earlier and later) contexts. Thus the naturalist
(analyst) can not specify the external validity of an inquiry; he or she can provide only the
thick description necessary to enable someone interested in making a transfer to reach a
conclusion about whether the transfer can be contemplated as a possibility " (Seale2000) pg
107).
On the issues of bias, the study object (if not well selected), the researcher's and the
informant's interpretations can introduced bias. Seale posits that field research potentially
follows a convenience, snowballing or volunteer sampling according to conscious or
unconscious opportunistic criteria, or researcher characteristic e.g. age, gender, ethnic and
culturally ascribed accessto information. According to (Hamel, Dufour et al. 1993; Seale
2000; Yin 2003; Highhouse 2007), comparative methods could be used in this situation, not
for demonstrating proof, but to construct analytical categoriesfree from value judgment and
from the categoriesusedby informants for practical purposes. Triangulation is therefore used
to corroborate findings by using more than one method and to some extent overcome bias in
any one method.

3.6.3 Selection Criteria for Case Study Hospitals
As explained below, only two case study hospitals were selectedfor in-depth study on PBC
pilot. The selection of these case study hospital(s) was guided by the discussion above about
seeking validity of and generalizability in the case study approachie:
"A

qualitative logic for selection of casesfor the study. The qualitative logic here refers to
"one or more selectedexamples of a social phenomenon" (Hakim 1987,61).

"

Selectionof an event or seriesof related eventswhich exhibit the operationof some
identifiedtheoreticalprinciple (Mitchell, 1983:192)

"

Case(s) should pose greater explanatory power for analytical generalization of an
adequateunderlying theory.
Case that allow a thick description of the context i. e. where a degree of complexity is

"

allowed to approximate real life conditions.

"

Wherecomparativelearningis vital, selectionof eventsthat optimizingthe contrastsand
contributesto broaderexplanatorypoweror broadenthe theory(Yin 2003).

Although the MOH PBC study covered most PNFP health facilities in five (out of 56)
districts that were selected using a regionally stratified random approach,the study questions
in this research were best addressedat hospital-level as opposed to smaller facilities. The
major reasonsfor seeking to study the effect of the PBC at hospital-level was that hospitals
representedcomplex organisations and findings from thesehospitals would engender greater
theoretical and operational generalization to guide policy and practice for performance-based
contracting in contexts similar to Uganda's health system. Likewise, hospitals, as opposedto
smaller health centres, have several organisational structures such as board of trustees,
managers,and diverse mix (cadres) of workforce that are essential for the exploration of the
theoretical propositions and conceptualframework for this study.
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In addition,

hospitals represent higher costs of resource inputs (finance, personnel and
technology) in the health system. The social benefits accruing from improved performance of
hospitals may therefore be of higher importance to policy. PBC pilot was promoted by the

Ugandan MOH as a basis to improve value-for-money and access to the minimum health care
package for the poor and most vulnerable(MoH 2003a).

3.6.4 Selection of Study Hospitals
Although

seven hospitals participated in the PBC pilot, only two PNFP hospitals were
assigned to a full range of PBC intervention (Group B see table 1.1 page 16). These two
hospitals were purposively selected as the in-depth case-study for objectives 3 and 4. The
assumption made here was that - if it were to become policy, PBC would be implemented and
experienced in a manner similar to that observed in these two case study hospitals (see figure
3.2).

Figure 3.2 Purposive Hospital Sample Driven By Pbc Pilot Participation
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For objectives 1,2 and 5, the five additional PNFP hospitals assigned to the control group
(Group A) by the PBC pilot and three Government-owned hospitals (not participating in the
pilot but located in same districts) were added to the two hospitals above (group B) to provide
comparative perspectives across all objectives. These three government hospitals were not
involved in the PBC pilot activities. Overall, 10 hospitals participated in this study but only
two provided in-depth insights for objectives 4 and 5 that concern implementation processes
and mechanisms of response to the PBC pilot. Table 3.2 shows the key features of hospitals
in this study.
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The case study was designed to provide explanations for events across time through a
prospective approach. Especially for objective 5, baseline and post-baseline survey of all the
ten participating hospitals provided information for comparison between casestudy hospitals
(intervention arm) and hospitals that were assigned to control group for PBC pilot and the
three that were non-participants.
Table 3.2 Characteristics of hospitals* participating in the stud

Hospital 1

Bedsize Ownership Allocation in the PBCpilot
BonusGroup
100
UCMB

Hospital 2

180

UPMB

Bonus Group

Hospital3

100

UCMB

Control Group

Hospital 4

100

UCMB

Control Group

Hospital 5

100

UCMB

Control Group

Hospital 6

110

UPMB

Control Group

Hospital7

180

UCMB

ControlGroup

Hospital 8

100

Govt

Non participant

Hospital9

100

Govt

Non participant

Hospital 10 100

Govt

Non participant

ept anonymous for ethical reasons

3.6.5 The Case for Prospective In-depth Study Approach
The hospitals being subjected to PBC were complex in their operations and relationships.
The contexts in terms of resource endowment, benefactor control and service environment
were different. Although the PBC intervention provided a broadly uniform new experience
across the case-study hospitals, unique differences were anticipated within each case study
hospital based on the choices of the service targets and decision on allocation of the bonus
funds. It was impossible to predict and structure a quantitative method to address all the
possible contingencies. A flexible but systematic approach to answering the study questions
required a mixed methods approach i. e. qualitative and quantitative approach within a case
study design.
This study was started shortly after the active implementation of PBC pilot, before the actors
had experiencedall the phenomenaand its implications. The data collection (January 2005 to
June 2006) aimed to collect cumulative experiencesover the time of the pilot. This provided
the opportunity to identify key milestones in the PBC implementation and how experiences
of these milestones shapethe behaviours, decision making and perceptions of the actors. The
prospective inquiry was therefore used as an appropriate design strategy. The major
milestone in the PBC pilot included the six monthly performance surveillance (ie verification
output volumes for selectedservice targets), the size of the bonus received and how the bonus
funds were used to motivate better performance - either as rewards to providers themselves
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and/or inputs neededto improve/sustain performance. These events were expected to vary
over time depending on the experiencethat was gained during the pilot period. This kind of
interactive and dynamic nature of the study thus justified the prospective approach to data
collection and the use of qualitative methods in addition to quantitative approach. The
prospective qualitative inquires are recommended especially if causal linkages are to be
extracted from a chain of events acrosstime:
"[t]he process-tracing approach attempts to uncover what stimuli the actors attend to; the
decision process that makes use of these stimuli to arrive at decisions; the actual behavior
that then occurs; (George and McKeown 1985pg 35)
"... the particular significance of the extendedcase study is that since it traces the events in
which the sameset of actors in the casestudy are involved over a relatively long period, the
processual aspect is given particular emphasis. The extendedcase study enables the analyst
to trace how the events chain on to one another and how therefore events are necessarily
linked to one another through time" (Mitchell 1983: 194).
Granham Allan (1996) also notes that:
" Those involved may sometime actually not be in position to recognise easily the factors
that influenced their behaviours. In such cases observation or detailed questioning of
different actors over time is probably the only way in which adequatedata can be collected"
(pg 178).
The interviews in the casestudy hospitals were conductedevery 6 months to allow at least a
3 month interval after the performance surveillance and bonus payment have been completed.
This allowed enough time for reflection (by the actors) on the effects arising from activities
linked to PBC.

3.6.6 Units of Analysis -a Summary

The unit of analysis refer to the objects of the study that provide the source mechanismsor
embody the objectives of interest in the study (Graneheim and Lundman 2004). The
following are the units of analysis that guided the understandingof the hospital responsesto
PBC pilot. These are listed below and in table 3.2.
1. The expectations, nature and power of influence that different stakeholders have in the
performance of the hospitals. These are linked to the first objective. The data sources for
this objective were interviews and participant observations of meetings at the national
level and at district level. These were supplemented by documentary reviews that
provided the context, performance objectives, resource inputs and other influences on
hospital performance. The analysis was also aimed at finding the relative power of
influence of the different stakeholderson the hospitals' choices and priorities.
2. The expectations, nature and power of influence of Board of Governors, and the
relationships BOG have with Hospital management team. These are related to second
objective. The data sources here were the two groups that control the decision-making
process and resource allocation in the hospital ie the Boards of Governors and the
Hospital managementteams.
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3. The implementation processes,contextual constraints and enablers; learning, decisionmaking and adaptations by all concernedparties in the PBC pilot processes.These were
the subjects for objective three in the study. The data sources for this analysis were key
informant interviews with participants in the pilot both hospital managementteams and
pilot coordinators. For comparative analysis, additional information was collected from
other performance-basedschemesled by the Yellow star program and UCMB.
Table 3.3: Summary of Units of Analysis, Method and Data Sources

Objectives
Performance
objectives,

relationships
andinterests.
[Chapter 4]

Analysissub-units
Natureandpower

Analysismethods
Operationaldefinitionso

performance

Comparativemeansof

of influential
mechanism for

improvements in
the

"performance" at different
interface

incentivising performance:
" Low powered or

upstream/broader " High powered
healthsystem:
Comparativewaysto meter
Govt MOH
MOH - District

UCMB - its health
network
performance
governance
relationships
between BOG

Nature and power
of influential
mechanism within
hospitals

andhospital
managers

Governance
structuresi.e.
betweenBOGsand
HMTs
Implementation

[Chapter51
implementation
arrangements
and their
effectiveness
[Chapter 6]

processesand their
capacity to trigger

performance

improvements
among participating
hospitals.

performance features:
" SWAP for Health sector

" District leaguetable
" UCMB accreditation

Performance expectation of
BOGs;
Influential mechanismsat the
disposal of the BOGs to

improveperformance;
Comparativeanalysisof
compositionof BOG for
effectivestewardshi
Identificationof vital

allocationof
bonus funds

[Chapter7]

etween PBC
i
and attempted
actions by hospitals
to improve
performance; and

and de-facto implementation of
PBC pilot;
Reasonsfor adaptations&

abouttheir
performance
[Chapter 8

" Literature review
" Administrative

reportsand
records
Key informant
interviews among
HMTs and BOGs

repeated
(21 interviews)

Key informant
interviews among
PBC pilot Team,
UCMB and HMTs.
Three setsof HMT
interviews in 2 case
study hospitals
i. e.at:
" Baseline
"6 months and
" 12 months

making processesto allocate
bonus;

(16 Interviews)

Comparisonof response

hospital staff
(internal clients of

performance.

PBC bonusesand those not.

PBC)to improve
their personallevel

districtand
nationallevel

Comparison of implementation
processesbetween PBC pilot
and Yellow Star programme &
UCMB.
Building explanations for
successand failure to achieve
targets/bonus;
Trajectories for purposive
actions to improve
performance;

actions of PBC and Yellow
Star programme.
Comparison of baseline an
post-baselinesurvey of
perceptionsof hospital staff.

angesin staff Essential factors for

motivation and
perceptions

1. PBCpilot

2. Performance
reviews at

Comparisonbetweendejury

Decisionprocesses Trajectoriesfor decision

and outcomesfor
bonus allocation.

observation of
meetings:

mechanismsfor PBC
intervention;

omissions

Strategies
adoptedby
hospitals to
attain PBC
targets and
processesfor

Data sources
f-'oParticipant

Comparisonof perceptions
betweenhospitalsreceiving

Surveyof hospital

staff
Baseline (n=560)

Post-baseline
(n=741)
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4. The strategiesadopted by hospitals to succeedin improving performance, and decisionprocessesfor the allocation of the bonus by hospitals. This was the focus of the fourth
objective. Unlike for objective three above, the information here was extracted from the
participants in two hospitals that were subjected to the full PBC pilot. These two hospitals
were treated as in-depth case studies since they experienced the full pilot interventions
including the performance-basedbonuses.
5. The key performance drivers from the perceptions of the hospital staff early in the pilot
implementation and after one year of pilot experience. The objective five in the study
required a survey (before and after) of the front-line workers in all hospitals (including indepth casestudy ones) to collect the perceptions about the performance drivers of internal
clients - the staff.

3.6.6 Research Data
The influential mechanisms of PBC intervention were synthesised from four main data
sources; 1) the inception workshop in July 2003 which was attended by the author. At the
workshop, the rationale, methodology and preparation for the pilot were explained to the
stakeholders in MOH, local government and private not for profit providers (PNFPs); 2)
Participant observations were made at three performance feedback meetings of PBC pilot
during January and February 2005; and 3) from administrative records i. e. monthly progress
reports and other documents related to the pilot. The monthly reports provided
contemporaneousaccountsof the pilot activities, schedules,constraints and coping strategies.
Annual reports of the case study hospitals for the years 2003 to 2005 were also reviewed.
The fourth data source was interviews with
members of the hospital management team
(HMT) in the two bonus-eligible hospitals that
were subjected to full pilot intervention2. The
HMTs were asked how the targets were selected and what influenced their choices. Repeated
interviews with the HMT aimed to describe their
reactions to performance feedback, bonus
awards and constraints in achieving the performance targets. The interviews with HMTs
were conducted 2-3 months following performance feedback workshops to optimise the leadtime for decision-making and corrective actions. Prospective interviews were conducted at
different times between April 2005 and June 2006 (Fig 3.2), in attempt to piece together the
purposive actions in response to PBC pilot. Three sets of interviews were conducted in
April-June 2005, November 2005 through to January 2006 and the last set in May - June
2006.
In-depth interviews were also done with membersof the pilot implementation team (PIT) i. e.
the Pilot Coordinator and officials responsible for verification of performance targets. Both
the HMT and the PIT respondentswere asked about the changesthey had made as a result of
experiences they encountered during pilot activities. The in-depth interviews were only
2 The
study covered 10 hospitals. Two were in the intervention arm 4 PNFPs in the control arm and 4 Govt. one
that did not participate in the pilot activities.
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repeated among the two case-study hospitals. The survey of the perceptions of health
workers was done in all the 10 hospitals at both baseline (April 2005) and post-baseline (May
2006).

Figure 3.3 Timelines for PBC Pilot and Research Events
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3.6.6.1 Participant Observations
Observation of strategic meetings taking place before and during the period of data collection
(le from July 2004 to June 2006) aimed to understand the concept of performance and its
management at the national and district levels. The observations were also made at meetings
related to PBC pilot implementation.

1. National level meetings

At the national level, performance review meetings for the health sector were organised as
part of the SWAP arrangements by the Ministry of Health. The main objectives of these
meetings were to review performance of the previous year and agree on priorities for the
subsequent year. Annual Sector Performance Report for MOH contained league tables
ranking districts on the basis of a common performance criterion (see section 4.5).
Participants at these meetings included the MOH, Finance, Public Service, donors and civil
society. In addition these meetings also drew participation from district level implementers of
programmes such as District Health Officers and hospital managers. Three meetings were
attended at the national level as follows:
"
"
"

Annual Health Assembly and Technical Review Meetings October 2005
Hospital Managers Meetings November 2005
Biannual Technical Reviews Meeting April 2006
2. District

level meetings

At the district level, one meeting was attended in Arua district. The quarterly performance
review meeting was organised by the District Health Office (DHO) and included managersof
all hospitals and people representing technical departments of DHO. Others in attendance
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included project staff from projects that had a presence in the district i. e. (AIC, AIM,
CUAMM).
The meetings related to the implementation of the PBC pilot were organised at each of the
five districts to provide performance feedback to the participating health units as well as to
the district officials. An additional objective of these meetings was to award bonuses to the
eligible health units i. e. units that achieved the performance targets. Observationswere made
at three meetings (districts of Arua, Bushenyi and Mukono) during the first round of
performance feedback in January 2005. Participants at these meetings included members of
PIT from MOH/World Bank, representativesfrom the DHO (usually the PNFP desk officer),
at least one manager from eachof the participating health units, a representativeof the Health
Unit Management Committee and district level politicians. Discussions at the meetings
covered aspectsrelated to setting targets, records and health information systems,approaches
to improve performance and advice on how to use the bonus. Participants also reacted to the
performance assessmentresults (feedback) provided by the PIT. The meetings culminated
into the award of bank cheques(money) to the managersof health facilities that qualified to
get performance bonuses.

3.6.6.2Key Informant Interviews
In-depthinterviewswith key informantswere conductedacrossa rangeof personsthat held
responsibilitiesandrolesthat concernhospitalsperformanceandresponseto PBCpilot.
A structured dialogue approach was taken where the respondent was informed about the
purposeof the researchand given opportunity to opt in or out of the interview. When consent
was given, in-depth interviews initially followed a structured guide (Annex 3 questionnaire).
However, subsequentinterviews (after 6 and 12 months) with the samegroup of personstook
on a more unstructured approach to focus on the issues of interest like the reactions to the
milestones and specific activities in the implementation of the pilot. These included
performance feedback, bonus allocation and key issues in the organisational context that had
potential effects on hospital performance.
Probing was used to focus on the domains of interest that emerged from the responses.When
issues of interest did not emerge in the discussion, specific questions in the questionnaire
guide were asked. In the subsequentrounds of interviews - especially in the case study
hospitals - the interviews were more unstructured but linked to what had changed since the
previous interview and how those changes affected the domains of interest to the research.
The key domains in the interviews include understandingthe following:
" How was performance defined in the power relations between the BOG and HMT
" Incentives that exist for performanceat difference level
"

Capacity for the hospital to perform i. e. staffing, finances, resource allocations and
strategies

"

Recordsandhow they werebeingused
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"

For the two casestudy hospitals:
o What was being done differently to succeedin achieving the target or getting a
bonus?
o Why the hospital failed to achieve X (Y& Z) target or why it failed to get the
optimum bonus?

o When abonuswasreceived,additionalquestionsaimedto understandhow the
bonuswasusedandprocesses
leadingto thesedecisions.
Most interviews were recorded on a digital recorder although some interviews were done
without recording. Most interviews were done in English. Only five (out of 35) were done
with a high interchange (mix) of English and local language (Luganda). Recordings were
downloaded to the computer and stored with the file name of the hospital, designatedtitle of
respondent and the date of interview. Transcription was done by listening to the recorded
interviews and referring to the shorthand notes made during the interviews. The recorded
interviews were transcribed verbatim. The unrecorded interviews were written and expaned
immediately after the interview from the shorthand notes and also the recall of the interview
session. About 7 (out of 37) of the interviews were not verbatim recorded or transcribed.
Given the need to get familiar with the data, the interviewing and transcriptions were all done
by the researcher/author. Most importantly, the transcriptions by the researcher/author
enabled acquisition of more insights for follow-up interview in the next round or decision on
new directions for inquiry. For example, during the interviews, information occasionally
emerged that required new respondentsto be sought and interviewed or adding a new track of
questioning in the next interview round(s). This type of snowballing was particularly used to
understand the various other interventions seeking to influence the performance of the
hospitals. New track for research activities targeted UCMB
and Yellow Star as possible
comparators to PBC. Interviews and documents about UCMB and Yellow Star programmes
were subsequently added to the research processesas alternative performance frameworks
upon which to comparePBC.

3.6.6.3Analysis of Qualitative Data
Analysis of the qualitative data was undertaken within a guiding principle of building
explanations on the basis of observation, document reviews and narratives in the interviews
of respondents. Building explanations was approached by interpreting information in the
context in which the information is provided. To build explanations, the analysis units (table
3.1) and frameworks for hospital performance were used. These frameworks for analysis
included the two theoretic propositions, and the two study questions ( section 3.4) i. e. "will
hospitals respondand how would they respondto PBC pilot". Data were analysedusing both
deductions methods driven by these theoretic framework as well as by inductions methods
that were grounded in the data (Patton 1999; Patton 2002; Graneheim and Lundman 2004;
Pawson and Tilley 2004).
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Building explanations used the "realistic evaluation" notion of understandinginterventions as
complex social programmeswhose effects are realised if certain mechanismsare triggered in
a particular context. Pawson and Tilly (2004) assertsthat:
"Theories must be framed in terms of propositions about how mechanisms are fired in
context to produce outcomes." (Pages84-85)
"Understanding a programme requires that evaluators are mindful of processes both macro
and micro, influencesfrom both individuals and institutions, causal powers emanatingfrom
both reasoning and resources. Programmes, in short, are complex social organisations"
(page 160).
"..combination of qualitative and quantitative data should offer something more than the
weight of evidence but should invite a sense of explanatory completeness,synthesis or
closure "(page 158).
For both induction and deduction approachesto qualitative data analysis, content analysis
was used to generate themes or categorise data into pre-determined frameworks. Interview
extracts were used to extract latent and manifest content. For latent and content analysis, the
meaning beyond the interview text was sought by interpreting interview extracts within the
context of the interview dialogue (eg tables 4.7 & 5.1). The analysis approach built from the
narrative units (or extracts of texts) to meaning units and to thematic domains or categoriesin
a logical order of aggregation(Patton2002; Graneheim and Lundman 2004).
"... analysis of what the text talks about deals with the relationship aspect and involves an
interpretation of the underlying meaning of the text, referred to as the latent content"[ J
...
abstraction, emphasisesdescriptions and interpretations on a higher logical level. Examples
of abstraction include the creations of codes, categories and themes on varying
levels."(Graneheim and Lundman 2004 page 106).
Triangulation of information from different perspectives was undertaken as a method of
synthesising the information from the different sources i. e. both national, and hospital level,
and from managers, to Governing Board members and other relevant sources to provide
coherence and explanations that are most plausible to addressthe analysis units in the study.
Triangulation is recognised as a useful approach for dealing with varied sources of
information in mixed methods and in case-study research (Patton 1999; Foss and Ellefsen
2002).

3.6.6.4 Staff Questionnaire Survey
Perceptions of staff regarding relevant organisation climate variables within each hospital
were assessedthrough a self-administeredquestionnaire. The questionnaireswere anonymous
to encourageobjective assessment. Perceptionsor cognitive feelings of health workers were
assessedusing a purpose-made tool drawing on concepts of expectancy and motivation
theories. Perception questionnaires serve the value of measuring latent variables that operate
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at the cognitive level (Nunnally 1978; Hicks, Hennessyet al. 1996; Podsakoff, Ahearne et at.
1997). Table 3.3 illustrates the theory, concepts and questionnaire items that were developed
basedon the two theoretic concepts.
Each of the domains was assessedusing a set of questions. The domains and the questions
within each were constructed and or adopted from the literature and the two theories above.
The major drivers of the construct validity of the questionnaire were the process-based
theories for motivation especially by Lawler (1971) and Hertzberg (1959). These were
blended with questionsthat addressedthe economic benefits in the work place. The literature
provided a range of validated questionsthat had been usedto assesssimilar issues in different
contexts (Bennett, Franco et al. 2001; Franco, Bennett et al. 2004; Paleologou,
Kontodimopoulos et al. 2006; Petersen,Woodard et at. 2006).
Table 3.4 Content Validity: Theories, Concepts and Questionnaire Itemst
Theo
questionnaire Item
Concepts

Effort-performance

Expectancy
theory

Herzberg's
theory

ormationa out targets

perceptions

Affordability of a 10% increasein workload

Performancereward linkage

ow likely to get a reward if hospital achieves
targets

Motivators

peer cooperation, conflict among workmates.
ppreciation by superiors, encouraging ar
.
to gain
working persons,entrustingof responsibility

Availability of drugsfor patients
Availability of necessarys!!Relies& equipment

Willingnessto contributeto target
Perceivedvalueof
Extentjob benefitscoverbasicneeds
the rewards(bonus) Extentof privateactivitiesto supplementsalary
Satisfactionif salaryis increasedby 10percent
Satisfiers
Workingconditions,receipto supervision,
confidencefrom superiors,meetingsto evaluate
work, fairnessof rulesandregulations,job contract,
l
expertise,job asa sourceof satisfaction,professiona
in me Annex

status due to working at this organisation

The questions were structured in a manner that fitted a 5-point response categories (see
Annex 3 for Questionnaire). The responsesto each question were structured along a 5-point
unipolar adjective scale ranging from "very low", "low", "moderate", "high" and "very
high". The questions were positively structured in relation to the aspect of measure - for
example "To what extent does working at this hospital improve your professional status?" or
"To what extent does your job-contract provide security for your work? " The positive
structuring is known to increase clarity of questions and avoid cultural disinclination to
response (Bennett, Franco et al. 2001; Franco, Bennett et al. 2004). The questions were
sequencedin a careful manner to help the respondent focus on the underlying domain of the
measure. In addition to the domains of interest to the study above, the tool also collected
background details about the respondentssuch as age, sex, cadre and hospital department and
duration of stay (employment) at the hospital.
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The tool was pre-tested for clarity of questions and relevance of the
responsecategorieson
the scale. Fifteen nurses attending the nurse training at Mulago Hospital nursing
school
participated in the pre-test. A group interview was conducted with thesenurses after they had
completed the questionnaire to give feedback about the items that were not clear. Also the
time it took to complete the tool ranged from 35 to 45 minutes. The tool was modified
accordingly and was administered in English.3

3.6.6.5Administering the Survey
The survey was administered twice to each of the 10 selectedhospitals. The first round was
during the months April May 2005 and the second round was after about one year i. e. June
-August 2006. The rationale of the 2-point survey was to set a baseline early in the
implementation of PBC pilot and be able to detect changesin staff perceptions over a period
of one year. The survey aim was to collect data from all the clinical and administrative staff
at each study hospital. Overall, the responserate at baselinewas 78 percent while that for the
post-baseline was 88 percent for the targeted cadres. Clinical, laboratory, and administrative
cadres were given the forms to fill. Cleaners, gatekeepers and similar categories of nonclinical and support staff were excluded.
Each data collection form had a cover letter
signed by the researcher/author.The letter
provided information about the researchpurpose as well as providing information for consent
of the respondent.An open envelop was provided together with the form and the respondents
were requestedto enclose the completed questionnaire and to seal the envelope. Information
was also provided in the cover letter suggesting that the respondentsname should not appear
anywhere on the form or envelop. Arrangements were made at each hospital to provide a
token of Uganda shilling 2,000 (bout $1) for whoever
returned the sealed envelope. The
token was approved by the ethical review board to enable improved
responserate. In general,
the person in charge of records in the hospital played the role of collecting the sealed
envelopes from the staff and dispensing the cash token. Forms were unsealed by the principal
researcher before the data was captured into the computer. SPSS software version 11 was
used to analysethe data (Bryman and Cramer 2002). Analysis of the survey data was based
on Exploratory Factor Analysis and is further describedin chapter8.

3.6.6.6 Study Biases, Limitations and Quality Control
The major study bias was the inadequateimplementation of the pilot activities partly due to
design weaknessand financial constraints. Given the centrality of this bias to influence the
findings of this study, a detailed assessmentof implementation and its (in)effectiveness was
3

The targeted respondentshave a minimum of 11 years of formal education (4 years post-primary) and English is the
official medium of instruction in Ugandan education system. The cadre of nurse assistants,the least cadre in terms of
educational hierarchy among hospitals - are required to have completed 4 years of post-primary education and have
acceptable English competence.
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treated as a valid and independent objective in this study. Chapter six provided the details of
this bias and as such makes explicit the contextual constraints that readersof this work and its
recommendations need to take into account. Although this was a bias in terms of the pilot
effectiveness, the structural constraints such as the pilot design, financial resources and the
implementation adoptability/flexibility are common variables to the field of implementation
analyses(Hill and Hupe 2002).
The author and researcher (myself) had potential characteristics to bias the respondent's
answers especially since he was affiliated to the institution implementing some of the pilot
activities (Makerere University School of Public Health) and as an educator at the major
medical school that trained some of the respondents(medical doctors). Researchdata such as
the questions about the implementation effectiveness of the pilot could have been answered
in a manner that makes the respondent socially acceptable or provide answers that were
assumedto be in the interest of the School. During the researchprocess, the author made it
clear that his work was separate, independent and objective about the experiences of the
respondentwith the PBC pilot. The author was also introduced to the participants during the
meetings as interested in the pilot process for academic purpose i. e. for PHD researchstudy.
In addition, the respondentswere assuredthat their views were anonymous and confidential.
Since the researcherinteracted with the respondentsseveral times in the courseof 18 months,
the biases arising from these relationships were assumedto decline as trust was established
over the study period. In their narratives, there were indeed candid accounts of their
commissions, omissions and experiences - both positive and negative, which implied a
limited impact of this bias. Given the limited number of in-depth case study hospitals, there
was a constant risk in the textual descriptions to un-mask the identity of these hospitals
especially where there are unique featuresparticular to thesehospitals or their contexts. Some
of these features were too close to the explanations needed to understand the hospital
performance and responseto PBC pilot. In these respects, a trade-off was made to keep the
identity of the study hospital anonymous by subtracting some details from the descriptions
with minimal loss of explanatory power. Sub-texts and footnotes were added where
appropriate, to explain to the readerwhy more explicit details were withheld.
Among the major limitation to this study were the weak and incomparable data systems
among study hospitals. Administrative data on finances, expenditures and service outputs
were organized differently among the hospitals in the study. Hospitals under UCMB had
evolved an advanced and common approach to the data system. However, hospitals in the
sister UPMB and Govt hospitals did not have similar level of systematic organisation of the
data. For example, wage expenditures for the Govt hospitals was centralised in the Public
Service Payroll that made it difficult to compare with UCMB expenditures. During this study
there were several changes in the HMIS system of the MOH as a new system was being
introduced. It was common to find new and old data capture forms being used by the study
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hospitals. This made the process of generating service outputs trends more problematic.
Attempts to mitigate this problem required very heavy time and money investmentsthat were
not possible within the logistical support available for this research.
Given the mixed methods approachused in this study, the variety of researchmaterials was
high. Analysis and interpretation required competencebuilding for the researcher as well as
testing the interpretations with academic supervisors and other experts to build confidence in
qualitative researchfindings. The researcher/authorattendedseveral workshops and seminars
on how to analyse qualitative research. Analysis extracts were presented among peer PhD
students, at seminars at LSHTM facilitated by Prof. Jude Green. Seminars were also given at
LSHTM, Makerere University School of Public Health, Ministry of Health, UCMB and at
international conferences such as IHEA 2007 and Implementation Science Seminar in
Bergen, Norway in late 2008. Presentation at UCMB and MOH and MUSPH involved
several persons that participated as respondentsin this research,thus providing feedback and
confidence of the interpretation of the researchfindings. Although less formal feedback was
received, chapters 6 and 7 were shared with managersof case-studyhospitals. Chapters 5,6
and 7 were sharedwith key members of the pilot implementation team at MOH and MUSPH.
Findings in chapter4 and 5 were presentedto officials of UCMB secretariatfor validation as
well as sharing information for decision making. Feedback did not raise major objections to
the findings or their interpretations.
In some cases, the research activities were more ambitious and generated lots of data
especially for the hospital staff surveys. Some of the data collected are not presentedin this
dissertation mostly becauseit was driven by the demandsby MOH to generatesomebaseline
information for the upcoming social health insurance policy. Some of this data will be
processedfor use by MOH and for separatepublication(s).

3.7 Ethical Approval and Its Implications
Ethical approval was sought and granted for the study at four different levels. 1) LSHTM
Ethics and Review Board. 2) Higher Degrees and Ethical Review Board (HDERB) of
Makerere University School of Public Health; and 3) Uganda National Council of Science
and Technology (UNCST). Upon approval by the UNCST in March 2005,4) letters were
written to the selectedhospitals requesting their participation in the study in addition to the
notification letters provided by the UNCST. As it become known during the study that some
researchobjectives would be better servedby interviewing technical staff of Uganda Catholic
Medical Bureau (UCMB) and Uganda Protestant Medical Bureau (UPMB), further
permission was sought and received from theseagenciesas well. Annual progress report was
also provided in June 2006 to the HRERB as required by the guidelines and conditions of
UNCST.
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Central to the ethical requirement of this study was the promise of anonymity of the
respondentand hospitals in the publications arising from this researchactivity. As such, the
names of the participating individuals' i. e. key informants are categorised into broader
groupings to mask the identity of the respondents. The groupings are "Staff", "Hospital
Management Team (HMT), Board of Governors (BOD), District Health Officers (DOHs),
Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB) PBC Pilot Team. The participating hospitals are
presentedwith numeric labels such as from I to 10.
However, some aspectsof the identity such as the unique history of a particular hospital or
organization posed a challenge since this unique history was tied to some core units of
analysis i. e. building explanation for performance trends/history (chapter 7). In this respect,
the author had to use a delicate descriptive language and eliminated featuresthat would give
away the hospital identity to the readers. For example, attempts were made to make
anonymous these key features by using descriptive terms such as "previously stigmatised
hospital" instead of making explicit the source of stigma. This was done as a means to
preserving the major findings and causal explanations as to why performance baseline was
low in particular hospital(s).

3.8 Overview of results chapters:
Apart from the assessmentof the operational mechanisms, the analysis also aims to deduce
theoretical generalisations about how to organise and design performance improvement
innovations in health systems with contexts similar to Uganda. This would form the basis for
policy recommendation and practice guidelines on decisions for adoption and practical
application of PBC. Therefore, the analysis was driven by the need to draw both the practical
implications and the broader theoretical basis for organising performance improvements in
the health systems. For the latter purpose, agency theory and organisation process theories
were taken as alternative theoretic frameworks against which to compare the findings from
this study. As the study progressed, more information about alternative interventions for
performance improvements was obtained. These interventions provided additional
frameworks for comparing PBC pilot as well as enriching the analysis and lessons for policy
and practice.
Please refer to Table 3.2 above for the summary of the analysis units and main methods for
analysis for eachof the results chapters4,5,6,7 and 8.
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Chapter 4: Performance Management in the Health System
4.0 Introduction
This chapter attempts to describe performance managementin the Ugandan health system. It
describes the performance frameworks upstream and how this links with the hospital sector,
which forms part of the ultimate interface for service provision. The purpose is to portray the
mix and range of performance frameworks in the upstream and their instrumental
mechanismsof influence on the hospitals. The chapter uses casestudies to explore different
levers on performance and how they trickle down to the hospitals from the upstream actors.
Case studies of 1) the District Performance Ranking (league table) and 2) Accreditation by
Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB) are presented as upstream interventions to
improve performance at the time PBC pilot was being implemented. In addition to exploring
the synergies and constraints to successful implementation and response to performancebased contracting (PBC) in the Ugandan context, this chapteralso illustrates the use of clanbased control mechanismsto manage hospital performance at a system and network level by
MOH and UCMB respectively.
Performance as a concept is central to the understanding of the context and response of
hospitals to performance-based contracting (PBC). Although the specifications of service
targets to be achieved under the PBC framework provide fairly clear performance
dimensions, the hospital responseto PBC is tenuously interwoven in the broader performance
expectationscontingent on these hospitals. Different stakeholdershave different mechanisms
for inducing their desired performance dimension from hospitals. The key stakeholdersfor
the hospital sector in Uganda include those internal to the hospital such as the staff,
managers,and board of governors. The external stakeholdersinclude the district leaders and
health managers,central ministries of Health and Finance and several national health projects
that link with hospitals for their implementation arrangements. For the PNFP hospitals,
additional stakeholders include religious medical bureaus and religious congregations that
own or run the hospitals. A multiplicity of performance expectations arising from all
stakeholders, their mechanisms and power of influence -formed a context that is central to
understandingthe responseto PBC as a singular intervention in a complex context.
Secondly, hospitals as organisations have a multitude of products and processes that in
combination constitute "performance" to different stakeholders. Given the hierarchy of
agency relationships in the decentralised health and administrative systems, some
performance influences are direct while others are channelled to the hospitals through other
agencies (see figure 3.1). Both agency and organisational theories identify the need for
coordination among multiple principals to ensure that the multitask-agent like hospitals
respond optimally to the relevant performance expectationsand avoid displacement of efforts
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between objectives and avoid goal-confusion (Lawler 1971; Homstrom and Milgrom 1991;
Smith, Stephan et al. 1997). Given several layers of agency relationships, in the Ugandan
health care system, eachlevel in the agencychain transmits incentives to the next agent in the
system.

The chapterpresentsfindings at threeinterfacesin theperformancemanagement
of thehealth
system.Theseare (1) the state-sector(MOH) level (2) the MOH-district level and (3) the
district-hospital(facility) level.
The findings in this chapter were generated from three sets of data collection activities:
document reviews, participant observationsat meetings discussing health sector performance
and from in-depth interviews with stakeholders proximal to the governance of study
hospitals. The latter category included the district health officials (DHO), officials in the
Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB), Boards of Governors (BOG) and membersof the
hospital managementteam (HMT). Two main questionsguided this description and analysis:
1. What dimensions of hospital performance do upstream stakeholdersvalue?

2. What mechanismsdo these upstream stakeholdersuse to influence hospital
performancetowardstheir expectations?

4.1 Macro Level Performance Expectation
Uganda being a low income country, much of the health system and provision of health
services is financed by donor assistance.In 2005, the national health sector budget was 48
percent financed by donor funds (Uganda Government 2005). Donor assistanceis sourced
from both multilateral and bilateral agencies.The financial, material and technical support are
provided on the basis of a number of objectives. Objectives at this level can be deduced from
international conventions. The Millennium Development Goals, the poverty reduction
strategy programmes (PRSP), the disease control priorities project and the report of the
Commission on Macroeconomics and Health are the contemporary reference points for
performance expectations of multilateral and bilateral agencies (CMH 2001; World Bank
2001; UNDP 2003; DCPP 2006).
The performance expectations at the global level are generally health outcomes at the
national level such as health statusimprovements, reduced inequalities, poverty reduction and
enhancedhuman capacity and productivity. The main performance influence is financing i. e.
grants and loans and project funds for health programmes.The threat of withholding funding
to the country is another form of influence. Such threats are usually linked to broad
performance indicators such as governance,corruption and political developments (OliveiraCruz 2007). Through mechanismsintroduced by performance-basedaid such as the Global
Fund, performance auditing has been explicitly added as a requirement for disbursement of
aid at the donor-government level (GFATM 2003). For example, Uganda's HIV and malaria
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grants from GFATM were suspendedand some prematurely terminated after the performance
audit indicated unsatisfactory results in 2005(The Global Fund 2005; The Global Fund 2008).
The integration of agents of the donor countries and projects into sector planning and
monitoring in the form of Sector-wide Approaches (SWAP) is an additional instrumental
influence by stakeholders at this level. Vertical projects designed to directly influence the
health outcomes are also a common approach to addressingperformance expectations arising
from this level. Financing and provision of technical support to conduct demographic and
household surveys at national level are now well established mechanismsof assessmentfor
health outcome indicators(UBOS 2001). Special studies are usually commissioned by both
government and donor countries to evaluate implementation processes and
outcomes(Horizons International Ltd 2001; Business Synergies 2002; AMREF 2004). The
performance expectationsat this level and their mechanismsof influence are summarised in
table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Macro level performance expectations and influences for health outcomes
Level

Global objectives
" MDGs,
" PRSPs
" CMH,
"

DCPP

Performance
expectations Mechanismsof influence
relevant to hospitals

Improvedhealthstatus
Reducedinequalities
More productivity/efficiency
Reducedcatastrophicexpenses

Reducedcorruption among

governmentinstitutions

Reduced population growth

Responsiveproviders
Improvedmanagement
practices
Expandedeffectiveinterventions
Implementation benchmarks

" Conditionalfinancing
aid
- performance-base
into
donor
integration
sector
management/SWAPs

" Project-basedinitiatives

missions
" Technicalassistance
" measuring process/outcome

- implementationreports
- Trackingstudies
morbidity
-mortality and
DHS, Household

surveys e.g.
surveys, national census

4.2 Performance Expectations at the NationalUState Level
The World Health Organisation, in its 2000 World Health Report (WHR-2000), introduced
measures of national health system performance. At a systems level, the report identified
three main objectives: improving the health of the population, responding to people's
expectations and providing financial protection against the cost of ill health (WHO 2000).
The National Health Sector Strategic Plan II in Uganda draws on WHR-2000 in framing the
performance expectations of the Uganda Health Sector Strategic Plan (Uganda Government
2005). The sector plan identified its objectives as producing, restoring and maintaining
health. Hospitals are key players in all three objectives(WHO 2000). To meet these three
health system objectives, the WHR identified four functional domains whose performance is
critical for objective attainment. These four include financing, stewardship, creating
resources/capacity and service provision (WHO 2000 pg 25). The report contains
assessmentsof health outcomes such as life expectancy and process measurements for
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respect, confidentiality and autonomy. Other measures are for responsivenessi. e. prompt
attention, quality of health care amenities and availability of a range of providers to choose
from. Hospitals are also key symbols for the national health system and the social welfare
infrastructure which makes them subject to broader socio-political
aspirations(McPake 1996).

development

4.2.1 National Development Expectations Versus the Health Sector
The main driving force for the diffusion of performance assessmentand monitoring can be
attributed to a number of national and global financial assistanceprogrammes.The advent of
Poverty Reduction Strategy Programmes (PRSP) led by the World Bank and IMF had a
strong influence at the national treasury and development planning directorate under the
custodianship of the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development
(MOFP&ED) and indeed the Government in general(World Bank 2001). The national
development plan referred to as the Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP), was developed
with an explicit set of outcome performance indictors that each government sector had to
contribute in order to achieve the overall national objective of poverty eradication and
development (MOFP&ED 2001). The main contribution by the health sector to PEAP (table
4.2) is related to improving health outcome indicators i. e. infant and child mortality, maternal
mortality and effects of poor nutrition. Explicit indicators and targets were set and have been
actively monitored by household surveys (MOFP&ED 2003).
Table 4.2: Health indi
Indicator

1990

1995

2000

PEAP

target
2005
IMR (infant death/1000
122
live birth)
Under 5 Mortality rate
180

Maternalmortality rate
527
Stunting
(chronic
38
malnutrition
ource (U

; Uganda ovemmen

81

88

by

68

147

152

103

506

505

354

38

38.5

28

pgI6-3U).

However given the multiple determinants of the PEAP, these indicators (table 4.2) and lack
of capacity for regular measurement4,the Health Sector Strategic Plans (HSSP) adopted
process measures (table 4.3) as proxies to the outcome indicators for PEAP. Out of the 25
indicators listed in the HSSP, a short-list of five (table 4.3) were identified as the instruments
for performance managementand assessmentat the implementation level (districts). The five
indicators (table 4.3) were being accessedannually using a routine data collection system
known as the Health Management Information System (HMIS) and a sentinel HIV
surveillance system. The availability of performance data in these two routine information
4 Outcomeindicatorsare assessed
every five yearsusinghouseholdsurveys.
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systems was important in the selection of the indicators for HSSP monitoring (Talisuna
2001).
Table 4.3: Health sector HSSP indicators (1999 to 2005) for monitoring by MOH
Indicator

Baseline 2000- 2001- 2002- 2003- 2004- 2004/05
1999/00 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 tar et

OPD utilisation
0.40
DPT3/pentavalentvaccine
41
coverage %
Delivery at healthfacility
- 25 2
GoU andPNFP
.
Approved post filled by
33

0.43

0.60

0.72

0.79

0.90

0.70

48

63

84

83

89

85

22 6
.

19

20 3
.

24 4
.

25

35

trained health workers
National average for HIV

40

42

66

68

68

52

from ANC 6.8
sero-prevalence

6.1

6.5

6.2

--

7.1

5

sentinel sites

4.2.2 Health Sector Performance Monitoring SWAP
-

A review of the resolutions and "agreed actions" (also called Undertakings) of the Health
Sector Annual Performance Review Meetings provided the priority actions to be achieved.
This list of actions, usually appended to the Annual Health Sector Performance Report,
reflects the formal performance concerns of the health sector stakeholderforum - or SWAP.
For the period 2000-2002, most of the undertakings
reflect attention to the capacity of the
health system to absorb the available funding
and generate value-for-money in terms of
HSSP results (indicators). In addition to HSSP indicators, tracking studies were
commissioned to identify bottlenecks for implementation of the plan. These studies were
commissioned to track the flow of funds and availability of human resourcesand drugs. The
studies found major weaknessesin the financial accounting function, drug procurements and
severe shortages of qualified health workers (Horizons International Ltd 2001; Business
Synergies 2002; AMREF 2004; Ssennono,Petit et al. 2005). Efforts were made to strengthen
the disbursements of funds, and accounts assistants were recruited. Drugs budgets were
increased and procurement systems were changed to allow better responsivenessto health
facilities to reduce acute drug shortages(Nazerali, Oteba et al. 2006). Significant efforts were
also made to train Nurse Assistants as a temporary measure to address staff shortage
especially in the remote and underserved areas (MOH 2003; Ssengooba2004). This period
was characterisedby increased utilisation of health services due to the withdrawal of userfees in 2001and better availability of drugs (Xu, Evans et al. 2006; Yates, Kirunga et al.
2006).
The period 2003 to 2006 was, however, beset with less tractable health sector performance
concerns such as health worker shortage, inadequatesalaries, sub-optimal functioning of the
infrastructure, inadequate drugs budgets and problematic procurement processesof medical
goods(Nazerali, Oteba et al. 2006). Priority actions listed in the Annual Health Sector
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Performance Reports for the period 2003 to 2006 reflect strong performance constraints
arising from human resources inadequacy, low staffing norms (size of establishment),
inequitable staff deployment and efforts to overcome government freeze on recruitment of
health workers(MOH 2003; MOH 2004). Solutions such as increased health worker
recruitment and increasedsalary for government health workers caused problems for PNFP
providers. The latter lost their staff to the government sector due to the salary disparities
created by better pay by Government (UCMB 2005a). Expanding health care infrastructure
especially to underservedareas and to accommodatenew interventions like laboratories for
ARV treatment also faced the constraint of lack of human resourcesto function optimally.
National level procurement of drugs and other medical products was a recurrent problem.
Overall, the performance expectations at the national health sector level reflected a need to
build and strengthenthe support systems such as human resourcesand product procurement,
increase financing and expand provision of infrastructure. These concerns were also shared
by the hospitals participating in this study and the PBC pilot.

4.2.3 The league Table: Ministry of Health - Districts' Performance

Given a national policy of decentralized governance, the Districts are the sub-national
structures for implementation of national programmes including health plans. In this respect,

the performance of the districts was central for the successof the HSSP for the Ministry of
Health (MOH). As holders of the implementation mandate for the national programmes, the
District Councils (DCs) were increasingly being subjected to performance assessmentsand
monitoring of implementation of essential national programmes (Birungi 2003). For example
the education sector used the "pass and failure rates" of pupils and students at the Uganda
National Examinations Board to rank districts according to their performance in education
achievements. DCs responded to poor rankings by sacking the Head Teachersand District
Education Officers (Williamson 2003).
The developments in the education sector had effects on the health sector (Okuonzi and
Birungi 2000). In its third Annual Health Sector PerformanceReport, the MOH had deviseda
league table to addressthe gap in the previous two annual sector reports that did not have
district-level performance information. The "performance" measuresincluded in the league
table were driven by the easeof data availability at the district level. In the 2002/03 financial
year, MOH published the league table ranking all districts (see table 4.4) in its Annual Health
Sector Report(MOH 2003b). As a measure of drilling down the performance governance
responsibility of the DCs and attempting to galvanise performance accountability at the
district level, MOH and its SWAP partners started hosting the annual National Health
Assemblies (NHA). Using the district as the unit of assessment,the league table rankings
were presented to the NHA where the delegates included district and national political
leaders, technocrats, civil society and the media. The political leaders and their technocrat
(DHOs) that were ranked among the top ten districts were invited during the assembly to
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receive a recognition award -a

placard and a handshake from the chief guest -i. e. vice

president.
As expected from the league table approachof winner-loser or "name and shame", there were
many objections and controversies about the measuresused, the missing data, the weights
given to the different measurementsand indeed the overall purpose the table would serve
especially for the districts that were ranked at the top and bottom (Komakech 2005). Indeed
the incentives arising from a good league table position were controversial and demotivating
in the long term. For example, views emerging from the interviews with the DHO indicated
that good performance on the league table was a reason for being denied resources such as
cars and lack of increments for district wage allocation for health workers. Following the
launch of the league table, MOH allocated some resources in a manner to boost the
performance of districts that performed poorly -a practice that generateddifferent signals for
performance.
"Good performance is a risk.
People in the ministry say we are doing well and they do
.....
not give us resources. Whenthey were giving out ambulances, small districts received some
and have since parked them due to (lack of) fuel budgets.For us, they say we are doing well
(top on the league table) and no ambulance is given. So we have to let things slip down (let
performance decline) and be reconsidered. It's demotivating sometimesto do well " (DHO).
It is such concerns that led to the Annual Health Assembly resolution to revise measuresused
with a view to empower districts to monitor their performance better (MOH 2004). This
researcher attended the Working Group meetings organised to revise the league table at the
health sector Technical Reviews Meeting on 27th April 2006. Some of the views expressed
at this meeting are captured alongside the components and weights of the league table
elements in table 4.4. The main concerns were related to the locus of control for the actions
being measuresin the leaguetable. In particular, the attendeesfelt that some of the measures
were partly a reflection of performance of the central ministries as opposed to districts. For
example, league table measuresuch as proportion of disbursed funds that were expendedwas
assigned 10 points but participants indicated that funds were being disbursed too late for
time-sensitive activities at the district-level to be undertaken. This affected the rate at which
disbursed funds were expended. This was capturedin the experienceof one participant as:
"we plan to go to outreach 10 times a month. If the money comes three months late, we can
not do 30 outreach in the next month to catch up. Why do you penalize us and not the
ministry that did not send the money in time? " (DHO)
In addition, the perceived performance failures of the intermediary agenciessuch as National
Medical Store (NMS) were not being taken into account in awarding 10 performance points
in league table for the measureabout "drug purchase". The National Medical Store (NMS)
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was said to have insufficient stocks and yet the performance points (and guidelines) were
obliging districts to buy from NMS.
Table 4.4: league table measures, weights and expressed concerns by actors

League table Measure

Percent of PHC funds disbursed

Score
weights
10

Ignores disbursement delays from treasury to districts and

implementingunits.Participantswant a measureof timeliness

that were expended
Percent of health units

Major comments on measure by annual health assembly

5

of disbursement added.
Ignores availability of stationery i. e. new HMIS forms were

not widely available.Coexistence
of old andnew dataforms

submittingcompleteHMIS
returns to the district

made comparison of outputs difficult.

Percentof districtHMIS returns 5
submitted(to MOH) timely

Lossof databy recipientoffice, no feedbackto districts
exceptleaguetable,vacantpostsamongstpersonnelto deal
with records.
Recruitmentis not controlledby districtsbut Treasury,MOH

Proportionof approvedposts

that are filled by trained health
personnel
Proportion of PHC grants spent
on drugs purchased at NMS (or
JMS)

5

and Public Service. Districts only recruit if funds and

standardsareprovidedor whenthe recruitmentbanis lifted.

10

NMS sometime does not have enough drugs stocks and does
not want to refund the money/credits to the units or districts to
shop elsewhere.

[Guidelineis 50%spenton
drugs]

The budgetratio for drugswasopposed.Hospitalactorsfelt
50%wastoo much. Lack of fundsfor repairsand

Percentof childrenunder 1 year 12.5

No significantcontroversyon this indicator.

received 3 doses of DPT
accordin to schedule
Total Govt and NGO OPD

12.5

maintenance were cited as rationale for lower score.

Insufficient drugs at NMS was a recurrent complaint here too.

utilisation per personper year
Percentof deliveriesin Govt
and NGO healthfacilities

12.5

WithoutenoughdrugsOPD attendances
decline.
Lack of doctors,ill equippedmaternityunits,recruitment
budgets.

Proportion of TB casesnotified

10

Contestation of uniformity of TB incidence among districts

10

Conflict with new guidelineon malariatreatment.Coartem
had replacedFansidarin guidelines.

7.5

Credibility of data questioned. No routine data are collected

comptredto expected
Percentof pregnantwomen
received2nddoseof Fansidar
for malariaprevention
Pit latrine coverage

on this surve s areexpensive.

It is important to note that the leaguetable which representedthe measurementinstrument for
the district health services was a significant deviation from the HSSP indicators (table 4.4).
The leaguetable dropped the indicator on HIV prevalence.Other indicators were added TB,
host
indicators
malaria, sanitation and a
to monitor absorption capacity for
of administrative
disbursed funds, procurement of drugs, and two indicators to measureadequacyof reporting
and information flow from districts to MOH.
Despite its short comings, the league table rankings did spur a number of responsesamong
the DHOs and politicians at the district level. Two DHOs were interviewed in this study and
asked what they had done differently as a result of their leaguetable position for the 2004/05.
The league table position (rank) for their district had ignited some performance related
queries from district political leaders. Political leaders had started to ask why their districts
were in unfavourable positions, or why they had fallen in the rankings from the previous
year. But the most tangible finding was the adoption of the league table idea by the district
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health system in these two districts. The sub-nationalisation of the league table idea and by
adopting similar indictors and providing some form of recognition awards to "good
performers" within the districts, showed that the districts were sensitive to the rankings at the
national level. As illustrated by the extracts of the interview below, this DHO appreciatedthe
general idea behind the league table despite the limitations of its measures.
"Sometimesthe criteria MOH people use are meaningless. Theyput scores on things that
...
are not of anypurpose on the ground. Imagine they give 10 points for purchasing drugs from
NMS. If I purchase drug items worth Sh.20 million from NMS, I get the score even if the drug
is only serving two persons. Drug availability to me is a better measure but the guy (MOH
official) was offended when I challenged him about this. You see thesescores, they makeIDP
camps to do better than us - Godforbid" (DHO)
"This (league) table is brought in a Political Leaders' Forum... You get them (District
Council) Chairman asking "what has happened to our district to be (ranked) down". Of
course no one wants to be at the tail end We defended this since they (MOH) had not
included a score on drugs for our district and yet this drug item attracts a score of 10. When
we askedfor a reason why they left it out, we've never received a response. But the idea is
good. It arouses the interest of the leaders. But the quality of the measurement(is not good)
- the purpose is delivery to people. .. satisfaction of beneficiaries are needed....We also rank
our units through HMS-completeness, promptness and adequacy. Also reproductive health
- deliveries, School health, child health days, (we) give prizes biannually to the HSDs that
perform better. It's now routine " (DHO).
Table 4.5 below provides a summary of the performance expectations and influences at the
national (Ministry of Health) level.

4.3 Expectations at the Decentralised/District Health System
The district health managersexpect improvement in the utilisation of the health services and
proper reports of utilisation and reports of accounts from downstream implementers of
district health programmes.It is upon the aggregation and submissions of thesereports to the
Ministry of Health that quarterly disbursement of funds are triggered. The official
withdrawal of user-fees in public health facilities had also led to the expectation that PNFP
services would also be made affordable to local communities. As will be discussedin more
detail in section 5.1, the push for the reduction of fees by PNFPs providers and non
increasing subsidy from Government had raised sustainability questions among PNFP
providers. This led to active efforts by the district health directorates to assist the PNFP
providers in their districts by seconding staff, donating vehicles and allocating project-based
resources to PNFP hospitals. This active support mechanism was mainly to boost the
operational capacity of theseproviders.

Gulu district with campsof internallydisplacedpopulation (IDP) wasrankedbestoverall
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Table 4.5: Summary performance expectations, support and enforcement at MOH level
Performance

Performance

Performance

Mechanismsof

Expectations

support

Measurements

enforcement

Technical experts and donor
sponsoredstudies

committed to the health
sector plan

Upstream

" aid flows and

expectations
of MOH

predictability
" mobilizing more
resources
" Larger budget

(MOFPED

Donors)

sharefrom

Internal or
horizontal

Treasury
Effective support to " Budget support by donors
implementers with
" Advocacy for higher budget

expectations

" policy and

[le from other
national
agenciesthat

support

of MOH

allocation

guidelines
" Area team

of Autonomous

" Donor funds channelled
through the national

budgetor through

" Resource mobilization i. e.
projects grants from Global

projects
" Availability of sufficient

" Bulk procurement of drugs
and equipment

JAM
" Number of graduating

NMS,National " Healthservice

" Negotiatingperformance

reports with Global Health
Initiatives.
budgets and
Negotiating
"

drugsstocksat NMS &
healthworkersfrom

training schools
" Timeliness of PHC fund
disbursementto districts

disbursements
with National " AnnualSectorReview
finding visits
- fact
annual
reports
-

Treasury

commission
Ministry of

- trackingstudies

Health Service education
Commission

etc]

" Enrolment and
output health

(districts)

" Adequatestock
of qualitystaff
andmix
" Expandcoverage
e.g. ARVs, TB,
malaria
" quality of
services
" provideoutput
information
" value for money
accountability

" prompt
performance
reports

" Advocacy& timely
disbursement
of funds
Planning
and
allocation
of
"
nationalbudgetsthru the
MTEFs.
Reducingbureaucracy
PNFPfunds
- earmarking
drug
providing
credit lines
" Guidelinesfor
implementationand
managing care delivery
- recruitment quotas

- earmarkingdrugbudgets
Media campaignsfor national
programmes

" Area teamsupervision
and supportvisits
" Leaguetablesof district
performance
" Specialstudies
- trackingstudies
- diseasesurveillance
Periodicsurveys
" householdpoverty
monitoring
" demographic and health

" absorption
n
available funds
" PHC

meetingsor
working groups

" Quarterly
performance
reviews by MOH

staff

" Public stakeholder
performance
review meetings

with district

leaders,NGOs &
media.
" Open
accountability

" Nameand shame
in theleaguetable
" Withholding
budget
disbursements
" Not allocating
resourcessuchas

cars, project funds,
infrastructure fund

to non compliant
districts
. Canadvisethe

district employer
against an

incompetent

infrastructure

manager

development

" communityPHC
participation
Trom

ource: researcher construction

" Inter agency
committee

public information
sharing:
pressureof
"nameand
shame"or
"nameand
lori"

workertraining
programmes

Downstream
expectations
of MOH

Displayof evidence

of need i. e.
mortality rates,
shortagesof staff,
drugs and poor
infrastructure

,

Fund

supervision
Improved function

play vital roles agencies
complementary " National medical
to MOH - i. e.
stores
Drug
Authority,

Overall resources

observations

at stakeholder

meetings and rel. v

4.3.1 Performance Review Meetings
In relation to the district level performance management,quarterly and annual performance
review meetings were innovations in the process of being established in two of the three
districts hosting the study hospitals. In these two districts, the processes of performance
analysis and review were being supported financially and also technically by international
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NGO projects working in these districts. One of the NGO projects that
was involved in
supporting Quarterly Performance Review Meetings (QPRMs) had a presence in the two
districts where this practice was being established. Publicly available information about this
NGO project showed that its objectives and therefore its success,were dependent on the
performance improvements of the UCMB health facilities in these two districts (CUAMM
2002). The project was directly involved in the performance assessmentsand also financing
the QPRMs in the two districts as a means of accessing performance information for
monitoring its project. The performance targets and review processeswere guided by the
short-list of MOH indicators for HSSP and the measuresused in the national league table
(tables 4.3 and 4.4).

4.3.2 Performance Recognition and Awards
In addition to the PBC pilot, other projects were also found in the districts trying to influence
the performance of study hospitals. These projects were providing funds and assessing
hospital performance against their objectives. The following four projects used some form of
performance frameworks (measurement and rewards) to directly influence the specific
performance objectives within the study hospitals:

a) Yellow Starprogramme(YSP) wasbeing adoptedby districtsto promoteservicequality
improvements.Although not well institutionalisedin the districts hosting the study
hospitals,YSP was startingto assessservicequality in hospitalsand healthcentres.As
describedfurther in chapter6, the programmewas providing certificatesandother forms
of recognition to the hospitals for good quality of servicesprovided. It was also
supportingactivities that signal to the communitiesthe service quality of the health
facilities. This programmewasjust startingin someof thehospitalsat the time this study
was windingup its field activities.
b) UCMB was influential among the hospitals
affiliated to the Catholic Church. Section 4.4
provides more discussion of its objectives and influence.
c) The reproductive health programme of MOH and UNFPA were supporting districts to
implement project activities aimed at tracking causes of maternal mortality. The
performance measureshere included maternal death audits in health facilities and in the
communities.
d) The rolling out of ARVs in most hospitals in 2004 had also introduced performancetargets for antiretroviral therapy enrolments as well as performance interest in tracking
drug stocks and adherenceto HIV/AIDS care. As incentives, all study hospitals were
receiving project funding in accordancewith the number of clients they had enrolled onto
ART programmes. Some of these projects were being coordinated through the district
health managementoffices.
However, the main challenge was the unpredictability of resources to support these
performance frameworks. There was poor information about their schedules and uncertainty
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surrounded their prospectsfor sustainability. Table 4.7 provides a summary of performance
expectations and influences at the district level.

4.3.3 Districts as Middlemen in Performance Management
It is essential to recognise that the district level served an intermediary role in the
management of service delivery systems. In general the districts did not have locally
generated funds to implement their programmes.Performance expectationsat this level were
contingent on upstream provision of funds, guidelines and policies for district level activities
to run. Much as the District Health Offices were assessing the upstream support they
received, they did not have strong mechanisms to enforce their upstream expectations
especially from the ministries of Health and Finance. The down-stream expectations,support
and influences of the District Health Directorates towards the hospitals were contingent on
the fulfilment of the upstream expectations.As a result, the District Health Officers had low
powered influences which were sometimes counterproductive due to slow or delayed
disbursement of funds from the central government. The following interview and meeting
extracts illustrate the difficulty of demanding better performance from providers when they
are not receiving adequate resources to perform their activities. It also illustrates the
unorthodox ways the district providers and their managers try to secure funds by
pragmatically bending institutional rules and norms:
"We have explained to them (hospitals) in many meetings that the delays (in disbursements)
arefrom central government. This is (an) issue of (insufficient) cash budget and a problem of
revenue collection. Theproblem is also with proportionate disbursements. I was doing my
computation of disbursements- hospital X6 has 100% disbursed, PNFPs have 70 to 80%
disbursed yet this is June (the end of thefinancial year) " (DHO).
"Supervision funds for this district are not forthcoming and most supervision activities have
been put on hold for a month and half.
The project officer informs the quarterly
....
2.2
performance review meeting that
million shillings is now available to start the overdue
supervision visits. However, the project officer needs accountability for this money within
three days after (today's) meeting. This accountability will enable him to get access to a
larger disbursement of 9 million shillings from project office in Kampala. Attendees at the
performance review meeting discuss briefly the ethics of giving accountability before doing
the supervision visits. Eventually they agree to provide the accountability as a means of
securing funds for project activities in the next quarter (Researcher Observation at District
Quarterly Performance ReviewsMeeting).

sName of a public hospital
editedout to concealidentity of thehospitalandthe respondent
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Table 4.6: Summary of district performance framework towards hospitals
Performance
Expectations

Performance
Support

Increased funds for activities
Regular disbursement of fund

Performance
assessment

Mechanisms
enforcement

Developing operational

Disbursementsof funds

Complaints when given
opportunity to talk to

from thetreasury
Project-based
support

MOH and MOFP&ED
- especiallyduring

Guidelinesand coherent
policies

National procurement and
availability of medical goods
Support supervision

Empoweringmeasuresof

performance
MOH feedback systemson

district level performance
Preparationof operational

plans
Timely reports of activities
and accountability

plansfor district
programmes

Sharedistrict level
information to MOH
Accountability reports

especially that channelled
through the districts
Fair shareof facilitation

Serviceutilisation

e.g. developmentprojects,

reporting
Coordinating actions for

cars

implementation
On-warddisbursement
of

operational funds
Mobilizing project-based
funds for programmes

Quality- drugs& satisfaction Recruitment&
Increaseduseof curativeand
deploymentof staff&
preventive services
" achieving HSSP league
table set targets

" acceptablestaffstandards

" Sustainable initiatives
" visibility of health facilities
" programmes/projects

secondmentto PNFP
Procurement support
Coordination with local

and nationalauthorities

Supporting systems:
" Information systems

" Accountingsystems
" Affordable servicesto users " Supportsupervisionto
HSD andlower level
" HSD supervisionto lower
health facilities
units

Implementing ad hoc national
programmes such as

" immunisationsdays(NIDs),
" MMR audits
" ARV drugs
" Yellow star

" Facility planning
" Setting HSSP annual

servicetargets
g
" Networking with
UCMB and UPMB

Routinemonitoringand
support visits
" infrastructure
" staffing

" drug availability
Quarterlyperformance
review meetings:
" Reports of accounts
" Reports of activities

" HSSPtargets
attainment

District-basedleague
table
Project-based
measures:
Maternal
"
mortality
audits
" Drugs stocks for key
programmes i. e. ARVs,

condoms,malaria
" Yellow starrankings
" Performance-based
contracting pilot

of

Annual Health
Assembly and SWAP
sector review meetings

Integration with PNFP
managementi. e.
seconding staff for

HSD work
Recommendation for
accessto national and
project resources i. e.

vehiclesandproject
grants - also threats of
exclusion from project

grantse.g. for ARV,
PMTCT, etc
Awardsfor excellingon

league table

Awardsof certificate
for quality- underthe
Yellow Star
Programme

4.4 UCMB and its Performance Expectations: A Case Study
The PNFP medical bureaus (especially the catholic one) had profound influence on the
performance of the study hospitals affiliated to them. Five study hospitals fall under the
Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB), two belong to Uganda ProtestantMedical Bureau
(UPMB) and three were public district hospitals. The performance interactions between the
bureaus and the hospitals are an essential component of understanding the context of the
study hospitals and their responseto performance contracts. More importantly, the Bureaus
provide reports of the aggregatehealth service outputs as performance accountability for the
grants the government extends to the PNFP sector. PNFPs were active players in influencing
hospitals and lower level providers to provide performanceinformation to government. They
play an advocacy role aimed at improving government subsidies to the PNFP sector and in
advancing the public private partnership policies.
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4.4.1 UCMB and its Institutional Basis for Performance Governance
UCMB is the technical arm of the Catholic Church of Uganda (CCU) in health service
delivery. UCMB programmeshave a direct influence on the performance of its membersand
other PNFP providers. Overall, CCU has about 60 percent of the PNFP health facilities with
27 hospitals, 11 nurse training schools, and 228 lower level health facilities. Given this large
network of PNFP health providers and relatively well resourcedsupport programmes,UCMB
had more performance enhancing innovations for its membersand enjoyed more authority in
comparison to its sister Bureaus. In brief, the mandate of the UCMB as reflected in its 1999
Mission and Policy Statementcovers the following (UCMB 1999):

1. improvingmanagerial,administrative,fiscal andlegal capacitiesof its members,
2. collecting data for demonstrating the relevance, cost efficiency/effectiveness and
social orientation of the CCU health services,
3. disseminating relevant information to CCU health services,
4. facilitating forums of common discussion, learning, collaboration, exchange of
experience,identification of common problems and priorities,

5. advocating/lobbyingfor CCU health serviceswith Government,private-or-profit,
internationalagenciesanddonorcommunity,
6. representingtheCCU healthservicesandliaisingwith Government,
7. cooperatingwith Governmentin areasof healthpolicy development,planningquality
training andotherrelevantissues.
assurance,
Given its linkage with the Catholic Church, UCMB was able to mobilise funds from local and
international agencies, to actively pursue its mandate. Its programmes were geared to
support to its members in the domains of organisational development,
strengthening managementtraining, information systemsand establishing systems for quality
improvement. Its mandate also links it to the Catholic-founded university - Uganda Martyrs
providing

University for the development of management and administration skills of health service
managers.In addition, UCMB and UPMB together are cofounders of one of Uganda's largest
drugs procurement agency Joint Medical Stores (JMS). Through JMS, subsidised drugs
were procured and sold to member organisations of UCMB and UPMC. UCMB used its
network and church influence to attract projects that work to enhancethe UCMB mandate
and to provide support for operational activities in the hospitals(UCMB 2006b). Several
European sponsored projects were found active in expanding the infrastructure of study
hospitals, providing sponsorship for managementtraining and to a lesser extent, contributing
to drug-costs and salariesof doctors.

Due to its relatively well resourcedmandate,UCMB's performanceexpectationsand
supportivearrangements
espousesa powerful influencewithin its network and in the five
studyhospitalsaffiliated to it. Given a history of collaborationbetweenUCMB and UPMB,
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the latter was adopting a number of similar mechanisms(UPMB 2005) in its own network to
which two study hospitals belonged.

4.4.2 The Complementary Roles of UCMB
It is worth noting that UCMB articulated most of its operational mandatesas facilitating its
member organisations to comply with and addressnational and district health objectives. In
general therefore, UCMB's role was mostly to complement government's health objectives.
This cooperation with national and local governments was an essential basis for government
subsidies to UCMB and other PNFPs(Guisti 2006). The following examples indicate the
complementarities of UCMB to MOH guidelines and tools:
1. use of MOH health management information systems (HMIS) for reporting the
productivity of the UCMB units to government and to the governing boards.
2. use of a similar accountsreporting format to that usedby the government system

3. use of a set of quality indicatorsextractedfrom the Yellow StarProgrammeadoptedby
MOH.
4. striving to use the MOH staffing standardsdespite problems of staff attrition,
5. gazetting UCMB hospitals to take on additional roles as Health Sub-District (HSD). As
HSD, hospitals were expected to support lower level units (both public and PNFP) by
undertaking activities for planning, supervision, drug procurement, information
management and performance reporting. Providing outreach services such as
immunisation, health promotion and supporting community health workers were part of
the HSD activities. With the exception of one, all study hospitals had acceptedthe added
role as HSD.

4.4.3 UCMB - Hospital Interface

Performanceexpectationsarising from the implementation of UCMB mandatewere prevalent
among the narratives of study hospital managersaffiliated to UCC. The table 4.7 below seeks

to provide the emergent themes and illustrative statements abstracted from in-depth
interviews. The table also presentshow the narratives about UCMB were interpreted in the
context of the interviews. The interview extracts are from 13 respondentsat the managerial
level in the five UCMB hospitals at baselinein 2005.
Arising from repeated reference to UCMB in the interviews with hospital managers, this
researcher decided to interview two UCMB officials to understand the underpinnings of the
organisational development activities that were being attributed to UCMB by hospital
managers.
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Table 4.7: Illustrative analytic induction for performance expectations of UCMB
Interview extracts

Condensed
meaning

UCMB requires us to report on underExpectation of
takings (actions for improvement) agreed progressreports
in the year.
on agreed actions

We werenot accreditedfor 2004/05due
to failure of reporting.We had all the
information,we [havenow] preparedall
and gaveit. Sowe are accreditedthis

time.
What is behind (improvement in hospital
performance) is one: change of
administrator. Becausethe previous one
did not know much. She was not

and hospitalcharter".

You find for example that a doctor gets
about 650,000 per month which is just
close to what government is paying and

as you know thework is a lot andof
coursebeing a missionhospital,they
havea tight grip - for exampleUCMB
doesn'tallow having(private) clinicsat leastnot nearthehospital.
It's a requirementof CUAMM and

Sub-theme

Theme

meaning
Monitoring of
change
actions

Consequence
of
failure and
Valued
Responsiveness
to benefitsof
UCMB
sanctions

Incentives
for change
or
improveme

Managing
change

nt

accreditation
Intervening in
management
processesby
setting ground

educatedat all in issuesof administration rules
-I alsowent to schoolfor (MSc) Health

Services Management, also UCMB
....
streamlined management.New manuals

Interpretatio
n
of
underlying

Training persons
for management

Capacity

building for
better

Organisatio
nal
managemen

Modernising
Management

t

hospitals
administration

positions
Strictness in
human resource

UCMB seen
as a source of

Human
resource

of HR
control

Governance Governance

UCMB that the board meet monthly. It's
there on paper but we usually meet

controland
institutional
Curbingpractices authority
that competewith
hospitalactivities
Requiremanagers Increase

and Board of
Governors (BOG)

oversight of
BOGs on

oversight/
supervision

quarterly.

to meetmore
often

hospital
of managers
management

alsoUCMB requiresthat we reportto

management

Strengthen
ng Systems

...
board
of governors before sending
[reports] to UCMB.

Essentiallywhat theyhavedone- is
...
to makediocesanco-ordinatorsensure
that thehospitalhavetheir finances,
how they make money [businessplan],

their vision and that kind of thing. They
are the link to UCMB.
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The following section draws on the interviews of the two UCMB officials, documents about
UCMB activities and the interviews with hospital managementteams (HMT) to analysethe
mechanism behind the change processes (table 4.7) that exhibited features of strong
compliance from the study hospitals. The process of change that UCMB was championing
covered core domains of organisational functioning such as revisions for hospital mission
statements,strategic governance manuals and performance management. Understanding the
levers for the apparent good compliance from the hospitals was necessaryin as much as it
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provides a comparative dimension for evaluating hospital responseto PBC. PBC pilot, like
UCMB's mandate, required organisational level responsesin performance management and
governance processes(Smith 2002; Scott, Mannion et al. 2003).

4.4.3.1 Institutionalising Improved Performance by UCMB
The fieldwork for this study coincided with a period of revising hospital mission statements
and constitutions (Hospital Charters) in most UCMB hospitals. This was mostly influenced
by UCMB as a basis for managing the broader organisational changeprocess. Hospitals were
required to align their mission with the newly revised CCU mission for health services. As
evident from the CCU mission statementbelow, values and norms were central mechanisms
that were being strengthened(UCMB 1999).
The mission of the Catholic health services in Uganda is derivedfrom the mission of the Church
which has a mandate, based on the imitation of Christ and His deeds,to promote life to thefull
and to heal. These services are committed to a holistic approach in healing by treating and
preventing diseases,with a preferential option for the lessprivileged.
2. Since the person is at the centre of all activities of the Catholic health services, a basic attitude of
respectfor the human dignity will be the guideline for all. Therefore theprinciple of subsidiarity
will be applied with equity in all relationships within the Catholic health service network.
3. Justice, universality and equality will mark the work of all Catholic health units in Uganda. Their
work will be done in a professional way and in a spirit of total dedication and transparency.
Human life being sacred, the basic attitude of all personnel in Catholic health services will be the
healing of theperson with total respectfor life.
I.

The information abstracted from the UCMB Annual General Meetings from 2003 to 2005
shows a gradual change processmoving its focus initially on output performance assessment
and managementtraining to institutional building processessuch as new hospital chartersand
operations manuals. This process was interpreted as efforts to codify best practices in
organisational decision making(Scott 2001). For example, during the first round of interviews
between April
hospitals were starting to revise their missions and
- June 2005, most of the
governance manuals. The manuals developed included that for financial management and
personnel management (employment). The templates for the revision of these manuals were
traced to the Mission Statement and Policy of the Uganda Catholic Health Services (UCMB
1999). Similar activities of reviewing the "hospital constitution and mission" were found in
one of the two study hospitals affiliated to UPMB. By 2006, the change processesamong
UCMB were targeting fiduciary obligations of managers and quality of health services
provided by these hospitals. The UCMB change processes- like preparing new mission,
charters and operational manuals targeted hospitals as opposed to smaller health centres
becauseof the high investment costs in hospitals and the overall impact they have on service
delivery (UCMB 2003).
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4.4.3.2 Integration of UCMB into Hospital Operations
The advent of UCMB revitalization in 1999 also introduced a new structure the Diocesan
Health Coordinator (DHC) as the technical extension of the Diocesan Health Boards (DHB).
The DHB played the role of supervising health facilities affiliated to the UCC in each
dioceses. The powers of the DHBs were exercised most directly by the DHCs. For example,
the DHCs were members of the hospital Boards of Governors by virtue of their office and
supervised all the UCC/UCMB health facilities. As such, the DHC received reports of
performance and reports of accounts from all member facilities every month. In practice, the
DHC were supervised directly by UCMB due to the technical nature of their work. The
operations of DHCs' offices, salaries and their training had been financially supported by
UCMB.
In effect, the DHCs were the extended arm of UCMB that enabled the latter to
observe the hospitals more directly for example through membership of BOGs. The DHC
were also instrumental extension of UCMB in influencing the functions of DHBs at the
diocese level. In generalUCMB had through its agents the DHCs integrated itself into the
hospitals and the DHBs. As explained by Williamson (1979) integration can be one
mechanism to achieve control in transactional relationships at less cost under circumstances
including information asymmetry (Williamson 1979).

4.4.3.3Providing Technical Support and Training
UCMB had at its headquarterstechnical experts in the field of Information Systems,Human
Resource Management, Organisational Development and Financial Management. These
experts were also boosted by the staff of the Catholic founded University - the Uganda
Martyrs University (UMU). Individualised needs of hospitals were identified and tailor-made
training and mentoring of the hospital managerswas regularly provided in the key domains of
the expertise above. Research on key issues such as policy implementation of user-fee
reduction, service quality assessmentand use of information in managementdecisions, had
been commissioned. The research findings were being presented and discussed at the
performancereview meetings hostedby UCMB (UCMB 2005).
Training scholarships for short courses, Diploma and Masters in Health Service Management
had been provided especially to those in managementpositions in hospitals. By May 2006,22
and 46 managers from UCMB network had benefited from the diploma and masters courses
respectively. Additionally, a fund has been created by UCMB to support the conduct of
operational researchin the domains relevant to UCMB mandate.Most of the researchpapers
produced under this support were published by UMU journal called Health Policy and
Development (HPD 2003-5). The journal topics include management information systems,
strategic planning, human resource, user fees and utilisation, costing of services and service
quality. Other researchactivities were being undertaken with the support of NGOs affiliated
to UCMB.
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In general, managementsupport through coaching,
workshops and training was an important
UCMB
aspectof
reforms to strengthenthe performanceof its hospitals. Likewise, operational
researchwas actively resourced to inform the reform processes.The researchfindings were
being generatedby and sharedamong the key players.
4.4.3.4 UCMB Accreditation Regimen

UCMB deviseda systemof accreditationfor both hospitalsand lower level healthunits in
their networksince2003.Thepurposefor the accreditationwas statedasaiming to transform
CCU health service mission from the religious values to practical steps that could be
measuredobjectively to assesscompliance. Complianceto the accreditationrequirements
and the performanceassessment
of service outputs was brandedas "Faithfulnessto the
Mission"(UCMB 2006).
"They (church) delegated to us (UCMB) the task of implementing the mission. We devised a tool to
ensure that the mission movesfrom moral authority to practical set of things that need to be done to
show cohesion and adherence to the mission. We have invented tools referred to as accreditation
requirements to foster faithfulness to the mission. As the bureau (UCMB), we have translated the
mission, its processes and results that are measured objectively. Theseare (health service) access,
equity to thepoor and vulnerable, efficiency, productivity and improved quality " (UCMB official).

The accreditation consisted of statutory requirements, agreed undertakings and other
necessarysubmissions as illustrated in table 4.8. The important attributes of the accreditation
included a focus on fulfilling the legal status of the hospitals and strengtheningaccountability
of managers to their BOG. The accreditation also sought to bring the BOG into active
oversight by ensuring that they received analytic and credible information about hospital
performance from their HMTs. For example, graphic plots of trends of key services outputs
were required to enable BOG to make informed strategic decisions. As a recent development,
additional accreditation requirements were added in 2005 to encourageprescription audits,
and client satisfaction surveys (Lochoro 2004).
As illustrated in the quotations below, financial and non-financial incentives were attached to
the fulfilment of accreditation requirements by the hospitals (and health centres). These
included discounts on drug purchasesfrom the JMS, representationby UCMB especially by
mobilising donor grants, training scholarships of managers, free learning resources i. e.
journal and bulletins and above all, providing a credible institutions for hospitals to access
donor funds.
The benefits [of accreditation] includes: (enumerates) 1.Discounts of (drugs) procurement
with JMS, 2 -Advocacy - UCMB has little influence if there is no data to defend the hospital. 3Scholarships by UCMB. Myself I benefitedfrom that (I) did a DHSM (diploma health services
management). The Administrator also benefited." HMT-PNFP
"... about 90 percent of all Catholic units are accredited. 45 units still do not have a valid
charter. ... in theory these units have already missed accreditation for 2006/7 since the deadline
is passed (31June 2006). When units are not accredited, it means that they will not benefit from
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our bulletin, scholarships and above all cannot be trusted" UCMB Executive Secretary (UCMB
2006 page 2).
".. concerning management and corporate governance in hospitals, there has been evidence of
progress towards a fair corporate governance. UCMB had to push a lot and a lot has been
achieved to `please UCMB ". Yet UCMB has no vested interestfor itself but it knows that without
good governance there is no fiduciary assurance hence no chance of attracting donors and no
possibility to give real accountability upwards and downwards" UCMB Executive Secretary
(UCMB 2006 pg 2).

In general terms, UCMB accreditation represented a tool to translate UCC mission from
abstract values and norms to measurable performance processesand outputs. Accreditation
was seen not as an end but as a process towards better governance and building institutional
trust for financial survival of the hospitals. The incentives attached to accreditation were
relatively more powerful compared to the incentives in the PBC pilot or league table
approachof the local governments.

Table 4.8: UCMB accreditation requirementsfor 2005/06.
Statutory

" License issued by
registrar

" Annual contribution
to UCMB
" Existenceof
manualof financial
management
" Annual hospital
analyticalreportfor
the financial year
prior.

Undertakings

" Receipt of quarterly HR notification form,
" Receipt of job description of information officer,

Other necessary
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" Submission of
summary report

on fulfilment of
" Copy of reportof Faithfulnessto the Mission
BOG
UCMB,
statutory
to
the
to
submitted
andcopied
80
form
for
requirements,
Submission
60
survey
assessment
"
of undertakingsand
of patients'prescriptionaudit,
for
actions
least
50
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of at
survey
patient
"
Receipt
"
of staffing
satisfaction,
situation
as of
Annual
(inputs,
revenues
"
comprehensive
report
30.06.2006
andoutputs)usingUCMB format,including EDF
" Receiptof
drugs,signed,stamped,
to
questionnaires
Accounts
for
" Statementof achievementof audited
monitor
and
financial
theconcluded
year,
evaluatethe
" Reportof one pageaboutone actiontakento
effectsof global
improvequality of careand its effect(s),
initiativesproject
" (if hasa nurseschool)submissionof complete
in hospital
annual report.

ource: (U(: MB 2UU5pg 7j

services

4.4.3.5UCMB Relative PerformanceAssessment
A database had been created in 1997 to collect comparable information for hospitals and
lower level health units. Analysis of efficiency, access, and equity had been undertaken
annually using this database as a means of providing MOH and the Government with
aggregate performance accountability (service outputs) for the subsidies provided to the
UCMB (Guisti 2006). Additionally, and probably more central to this study, the database
was being used to compute relative (Amone, Asio et al. 2005) measuresof service output and
efficiency among hospitals. These measures - referred to as "standard unit of outputs"
(SUOs) were used to construct relative performance measuresof hospitals. These measures
were presentedby UCMB in its annual and biannual performance review meetings (PRMs)
attended by all managers from UCMB affiliated hospitals. Although similar to the league
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table in concept and method, the relative performance rankings were used to identify
explanations for both good and poor performance. Put differently, the relative performance
rankings were used as entry points for a learning process and sharing of information among
all hospital managersattending the PRMs. Unlike the league table at the national and district
level, UCMB's measures included the following
performance measures of productivity,
efficiency and equity:
I. Weighting all major hospital services outputs (inpatient, outpatient and immunisations)
into "OPD-equivalent" units called SUO.
2. Output efficiency was computed by comparing SUO with inputs such as expenditures and
available staff.
3. Average user-fee charged per SUO was used as a measure of equity (affordability) of
services.
4. The comparative measure (average values) were endogenously generated for each
comparable group such as hospitals and health centres. This allowed the "standard" or
"benchmark" scenario to take into account contextual dynamics that affect all providers such as fluctuation in amount of government subsidies. Unlike PBC that demandedan
increase in outputs every year, UCMB measureswere based on deviation from the group
averagevalue - i. e. the benchmark was set within the groups.
5. The measurement of SUO was for internal hospital assessment.The measures were
consideredto be technical but the interpretation and feasible actions was consideredto be
contextual(UCMB 2006). Therefore, HMT were required during the PRMs to elaborate
the explanations for their hospital's performance and develop action plans for
improvement. The action plans were submitted to UCMB for monitoring and as a basis
for organising supportive arrangementsrequired.
Performance review meetings of UCMB were also used as forums for sharing best practices.
Health units that were making "good" progress were given subtle recognition such as a
podium at the review meetings to tell others about their successstories.
Table 4.9 summarises the performance interactions in the three domains of expectations,
performance support and assessmentbetween UCMB and its affiliated study hospitals. Like
the district health directorates, PNFP bureaus are intermediary organisations whose
downstream performance expectations are subject to, or moderated by, upstream
contingencies.
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Table 4.9: Summary
Performance
expectation
(complimentaryto the
DHOs expectation) plus:

of UCMB performance
Performance Support
Advocacyat national
level for higher PNFP
allocations

Sustainableprovider

Technicalassistance
to

organisations
Alignment to the CCU

provider organisations
Host regular forums for

Mission
Improvedservicequality
Capablemanagers
Improvedmanagerial

peerexchangeand
learning
for
Scholarships
managersand

expectations, support and assessment
Performance assessment
Mechanisms of
Enforcement
Accreditationregimenfor
UCMB membership eg:
" hospital constitution

" organisationalmanuals

A range of incentives for
accredited members eg:

" accounting to the Boards
" performance reports

1. Financial incentives:
" Discount on drug

("faithfulnessto the
mission")
" annualfinancialaudit
" operatinglicenceasNGO

purchases
" Grantsfrom projects
sourcedby UCMB
2. Non financial

systems

administrators in UCMB

" Accountabilityto
Boards
" Governancebest

for
network
" Scholarships
performanceassessment:
Resourcemobilization
training
management
data
for capitaldevelopments " analysisof utilisation
Information
"
. comparingacrossunits
eg
Technology i.

practices
" Human resource

management
practices

" Communication within
organisations
" Performance reporting

"5

EuropeanNGO in

UCMB study

hospitals
Operations researchfor
policy changes:
" User fee reduction

" researchgrantsfor

Msc trainees at UCC

" service quality measures

" customisedplansfor
improvements

incentives:

e. email
system & internet

" Freejournal and

bulletins
" Peerlearning
3. Reputation incentive:
" Trust for UCMB

accreditedmembers

University

Summary:
This chapter has outlined the context within which PBC intervention was implemented in
Uganda. It shows that performance objectives set at the macro (upstream-macro) level were
different from those espousedat (upstream-meso) MOH/sector and sub-national (district)
levels. At the level of service provision (down-stream) hospitals are subjected to fulfilling
several objectives of the upstream agencies as well as their own objectives. Chapter 4 shed
some light on the multiplicity of performance objectives among upstream agencies in the
Ugandan health system. The chapter also illustrated different influence mechanisms for
performance objectives of these stakeholders.Some of these influences were weak, (ie at the
district level DHOs) and some were relatively more powerful i. e. those linked to financial
disbursement
UCMB.
This
allocation,
and accreditation of
context is bound to have both
synergy and constraints to the successof PBC. Synergiesare related to similar service targets
with other performance framework like reduction in user fees, national league table and
UCMB accreditation. In contrast, contextual factors like increase in the costs of production
and less stable workforce especially for PNFP hospitals would make PBC successmore
difficult. The uses of a league table by MOH and accreditation processesby UCMB case
study illustrate the use of clan-basedapproachedas suggestedby Ouchi (1980) for managing
performance by these institutions.

Chapter5 examinesthe structuresfor performancegovernanceat the interfacemost proximal
to the hospital- i.e. betweenthe Boardsof Governorsandhospitalmanagement
teams.
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Chapter 5: Performance Governance Mechanisms
5.0 Introduction
Performance-based contracting as a policy lever assumes a platform of organisational
governancethat is result oriented, that has well articulated goals and objectives and above all,
aligned governance structures such as rules, regulation, protocols and conventions(Palmer
2000; Eeckloo, Van Herck et al. 2004; Latham, Almost et al. 2005; Palmer and Mills 2005).
Governance structures refer to all those arrangementsby which power and authority are
exercised involving variously, formal and informal systems, public and private auspices,
regulative and normative mechanisms(Scott 2001). Both social science and institutional
economics recognisethe need to have structures of control to ensurethat the agent bound into
a contract performs in terms of desired effort, action or behaviour. A distinction is made in
the governance structure between the groups acting on behalf of the owners and the executors
of the task - the agentsor executives. Williamson (1985) notes "the board of directors should
be regarded primarily as a governance structure safeguardbetween the firm and owners and
secondarily as a way by which to safeguardthe contractual relation between the fine and its
management" (page 298). PNFP and public hospitals act as agent organisations on behalf of
the church, government or other non-profit owners. Within hospitals, governance structures
involve the governance Boards, Boards of Directors or Supervising Boards (Weiner and
Alexander 1993; Johnson,Daily et al. 1996; Wagner, Stimpert et al. 1998; Vining 2003). The
principle underlying the need for the governance Boards is to ensure responsibility and
accountability for the overall performance of the organisation and act as the eyes and ears of
the shareholderor owners (Taylor 2000). For PBC to succeed,governancestructures need to
encourageresult-oriented objectives that are aligned with the service targets as specified in
the PBC contract. In situations where governance structures do not value and encourage
result-oriented performance, the internal incentives for managersand executives to achieve
PBC service targets would be weaker.
As normative structures that provide oversight and strategic support to the hospital
management team (HMT), boards of governors (BOG) are a common feature in non-profit
and public hospitals and serve three main functions: 1) developing corporate policies and
plans, 2) providing oversight on organisational performanceagainst the plans /mission and 3)
acting as the voice of the ownership of the hospitals. To perform these roles, BOGs have
privileged access to information about the internal processesof the hospitals. In theory,
access to information about the internal organisational processesis essential to effectively
influence the operations and direction of the hospital to achieve legitimate performance
expectations. On their part, the HMT represents the executive function of directing and
managing the hospital care resources, processes and support systems (Taylor 2000;
Alexander and Lee 2006; Alexander, Ye et al. 2006).
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The context of the governance mechanismsat the interface between the BOG and HMT in
the study hospitals provided an important dimension for understanding the capacity of the
hospital to respond to performance-basedcontracting (PBC). This chapter seeksto describe
the governance interactions between the BOGs and the HMT. These two groups occupy an
essential interface that has most responsibility for performance governanceof hospitals. Data
for this chapter were extracted from the administrative documents in particular the annual
hospital performance reports and in-depth interviews with 16 members of the BOG and
HMT. The interview data were extractedby responseto four broad themes of inquiry:
1. What are the expectations of the board and how are they influencing the hospital to
achieve theseexpectations?
2. What is the composition of the BOG (i. e. professional mix of members and the
chairperson)?
3. How has the BOG characterisedthe interactions with HMT (and vice versa)?
4. What information was being exchangedduring BOG-HMT interactions?

5.1 Performance Expectations of Boards of Governors
The following descriptionand analysisillustratesthe main domainsthat emergedregarding
performanceexpectationsof the BOG towards HMT and the hospital as a whole. The
opinionsof the BOGswereelicited by askingtwo relatedquestionsin a strict order:
1. What opiniondid BOGsmembershaveabouttheperformanceof HMT and
2. On what basis did respondents form the expressed opinion (in response to above
question).
The aim was to assessthe meansused by BOG to assessthe performance of the HMT. The
interview technique of getting an interviewee to form an opinion on an outcome of interest
the performance of the HMT, and later asked the basis for the opinion is used in in-depth
interviews to move from the performance outcome to the mechanisms behind the outcome
and to understandthe circumstancesor context within which the outcome is expected (Patton
2002; Pawson and Tilley 2004). Respondents were probed for examples to clarify their
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the emerging themes and illustrative interviewextracts that best capturedthe attributed meaningsin the context of the narratives.

views.

From the summary (table 5.1), five main themesemerged from the interviews. Sections 5.1.1
to 5.1.7 attempt to interpret the emerging themes in the broader contexts facing the hospitals.
Additional information is provided that seeksto tie up the range of views both reinforcing
and contradicting - into a coherentinterpretation of the themes.
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Table 5.1 Illustrative Analytic Induction of the Performance Expectations of the BOGs

Illustrative interview extracts

expect, the number one (concern) is money.
.as you would
Issues
about funds from the ministry, the disbursement from
donors the expendit ures, and al so th e medical servi ces,
[BOG], always want to see the delivery [maternity]
..
improving. "
"The other issue is the reduction of fees. Although we are
getting more money, its still not enough to pay salaries and run
the hospit al Th e dru*', costs have shot-up as numbers
(utilisation) . increase.
" Becausethepatientshaveincreased,thedemands
and
supplies have increased. Really the money running the hospital
is the biggest
"
constraint.

"They [BOG] also would expectthat we handleasmany
as ossiblewith low referrals."
-(Patients)
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infrastructureThis hospital is young. Weneedto build
. block, the
administration
children'sward and maleward."

"I think they (managers) are doing fine.. because if you show
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.. old but are all renovated.
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Much of themoneyis coming from (namedcountryin
Europe) Thatadministrator has beenwriting many (grant)
.
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" Availability of
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serviceoutputs
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Viability
hospital
p

of

community

services

" Improving the
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" Mobilising

Improving and
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infrastructure
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resourcesfor
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administrationblock... staffblock also comin u"
One

area or BoG monitoring mission) is patients
complaints on staff behaviour, abuse,mistreatment, neglect.
Recruitment of nurses and other clinical staff also get them

(BOG) involved."
"We are concernedaboutthe handlingof patientsandthe
behaviourof the staff. You know this is a missionhospital
whereChrist's valueshaveto be reflectedin the work of the
staff. So thebehaviouris not thebest.... somearestealingand
takealcohol and getbadly drunk.Theseare not Christ-like
behaviours"
recentlywe were interviewingfor recruiting a nurse,of all
the.
seven candidates only one was of (named religion) and this
(person) performed the worst in interviews, but some
was trying to make a case for her becauseshe was (of_panellist
name d
religion). The doctor could not stomach this and told them to

beserious."
"The(namedhospital)usednot to recruitsingle(not married)
peoplelike me. Its thepressureof staff leavingall thetime
that
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no f the drugs. The drugs were being misused

.
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with thi s probl em of drugs. This involves the Store, th e
Pharmacy and Administration. We have
put there registers at
all thesedepartments. When we come like today, we inspect

thestore,thepharmacyand look at theregistersand meetwith
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at we o, at a en oeyu
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give them reports on how the hospital is performing, which
projects we have m ade and di scussa wayf orward and so many

things.
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communityaboutthe hospital,they(boardmembers)approach
conflict
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that it wasdue to poor management,
satisfaction
but whenwe explainedto

them, they understood the issue of salary and government jobs
being more secure Th h
l
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5.1.1 Viability

of the Hospital Operation

The major performance concern across all the PNFP respondents was the challenge of
sustaining, besides increasing, the hospital operations in the context of declining financial
support from government. Although grants from government to all hospitals (Govt and
PNFP) had increased for the period 1999 to 2004, there was a decline in 2005 and 2006
(Lochoro, Batalingaya et al. 2006). The graph below provides the financial allocation to the
seven PNFP hospitals and three Govt Hospitals included in this study for the period 1998 to
2006.

Figure 5.1: Operational funds (grants) per bed among study hos iP
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This decline notwithstanding, PNFP hospitals were being pushed by Government to reduce
their user-charges in lieu of the grants from government. All the PNFP study hospitals had
reduced user-charges especially for the services monitored by the MOH HSSP indicators.
However, these services were the ones that attracted the highest client volumes (and revenue)
e.g. antenatal care, maternal delivery, in-patient care for children and generally for all OPD
The reduction of client charges led to a marked increase in the utilisation of services,
according to the respondents, and also an increase in drug consumption(Odaga and Maniple
2003). In some instances, respondents implied that most of the revenues generated from
client fees were insufficient to meet the increased cost of medicines and sundries - let alone
visits.

the salaries of staff.
We did a pilot study (user fee reduction) and it brought out more revenue, used more of the available
staff and capacity, so at the end of it, we had some results [output]to show. However we had to
increase the number of staff the workload was high. On materials - drugs, sundries
the
, even
had
better
We
having
from
administration
to move
system.
ended up
many
other systems to a new and
more people to manage. Eventually also paper (consumption) increased due to records to he kept "
(HMT-PNFP- Hosp-3).
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As a consequenceand due to its stability as a source of funding, the government grants were
used to pay salaries for hospital staff. The government grant constituted about 30 to 60
percent of the operational funds of the study hospitals (Odaga and Maniple 2003; Giusti,
Lochoro et al. 2004). Although considered stable (secure) as a source of funding, the
regularity of (monthly) disbursement of these funds was the biggest performance constraint
describedby the managersand board respondents. Delays in disbursementsof 2 to 3 months
were common during the study period, causing delayed and unpredictable salary payments
among the PNFP hospitals. Combined with what was mostly described as "staff exodus",
"seeking greener pastures" or "staff sneaking way", the staff movements from PNFP to join
the government sector during the study period, elevated the issue of the viability of PNFP
hospitals. in their narratives regarding performance expectations, some respondents had
explicit or implicit trade-offs that would affect PNFP performance. As illustrated by the
following views, some managers were contemplating reducing their activities and BOGs
were reluctant to enforce some rules in the context of staff dissatisfaction with low salaries:
"The biggest problem is that our budget lines [from Govt] are already getting reduced. I was telling
the DHO that we might have to scale down activities due to lessfunds. UCMB has advised us to try
and cut - minimise costs. Thechallenge is to keep essential services " (HMT-PNFP- Hosp 7).
"The last release was December (3 months ago) and even that delayed since July, they released in
bulk. This affect us very much. We are already charging little. This is a problem and this thing can
affect the performance - the plan cannot be implemented. We have to pay salaries, drugs... we have
made the service fees very low to access to the poor - that is the vision of the church. But flow (of
funds) from Government is poor. Also our donors. These like (3 named European donors) their
projects have ended. Now the hospital is looking of ways to fill the gap " (BOG-PNFP - Hosp 6).
"... welfare issues? its all salaries - salaries - salaries. You know, the government has been
increasing the salaries of its staff. This is putting pressure on the board to pay similar salaries. We
have lost a number of staff to the district. Government should help us so that theypay for the salaries
of our staf. When these staff leave the work is too much for the remaining ones and they also get
unhappy and want to leave" (BOG-PNFP- Hosp-5).
"Umm
(incentives to managers) is free time to do their other business. You see we
the main one
cannot pay the doctor enough moneyyet. In the clinics they are able to earn more to supplement their
income " (BOG-PNFP - Hosp-5).

5.1.2 Expanding Infrastructure
Renovations and new buildings is one of the key distinguishing featuresbetween the PNFP
and Government hospitals in the study sample. The members of the board (HUMC) in the
government units lamented the lack of funds and partnerships for renovation of the old and
dilapidated hospital buildings
hospitals had
- most of them built in the 1960s. All PNFP
major recent and on-going renovations and construction works. Members of the board in
PNFP hospitals attached sufficient importance to performance in this area and used such
construction works to infer positive judgment on the performance of hospital managers. For
example, the capacity of the hospital managers to attract grants for, or to implement, the
In contraventionof the governmentguidelinesthat disallowsthegrantto PNFPto be usedto pay for salaries
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construction works received positive performance perceptions from the BOGs. However, it
was not clear what roles HMT, had played in the sourcing of thesegrants. The respondents'
rationales for the infrastructure improvements had a resonance with improving hospital
performance in several ways. Some of the expressedlinks to hospital performance included
statementslike: "Projecting a better image", "making patients comfortable", "improving the
working environment for staff' and "modernising the hospital". Other reasonswere related to
insufficient space especially due to increased patients being served, providing staff
accommodation as an incentive and adding new services to the profile of the hospital. In two
PNFP hospitals, the infrastructure costs that were reported in their annual reports over the
previous 2-3 year was about half the total annual hospital expenditures. The investments in
infrastructure also did generateadditional expectationsfor hospital managersespecially from
district level managers. As the extract below indicates, BOGs place too much emphasis on
infrastructure development that would generate unsustainablerecurrent costs, according to
some respondents. The infrastructure focus seemed to be at the expense of priority
operational needsof the hospital such as improvements in salaries.
" we get information about these hospital. I was in (named hospital) when they were commissioning
the sewage plant last month. They got 1.5 billion (shillings) installation from (named European
country). The challenge will be to maintain the installation. Donors give these hospital funds but they
are for strict purpose only..... Most of thefunds are for capital developmentfor example and they do
not want to assist with the recurrent costs. Currently the problems they [PNFP hospitals] have is
salaries and no donor is helping on this" (CAO and Member BOG - PNFP hospital).
"It (maintenance) can be a headache. We have some people who are trained to maintain the
equipment when wefind the problem is difficult, we communicate with thosepeople (in Europe) to
come in - especially those that did the wetland (sewagesystem)" (HMT- PNFP-Hosp 7).
".., I do not see how they (equipment) will be sustained if you do not save money. The hospital needs
to save money to do the repairs and servicing of the equipment. Ok, they have trained some mechanics
to repair but money to buy spares and replace some is not there" (HMT-PNFP- Hosp 7).

5.1.3 Code of Conduct
Performance expectations that reflected religious values or serving God or being a good
Christian were expected by the PNFP BOG from both the hospital managementteam (HMT)
and the hospital staff. With the exception of the representatives of the district (local)
authorities, the governing boards in PNFP hospitals were generally appointed using a
criterion of "religious faithfulness". The terms of reference for the BOGs included
overseeing the "Christian Code of Conduct" (UCMB 1999; KCH 2005). Generally, the
religious values the BOG expected included the displaying of good behaviours such as
"sacrificing for the good of the hospital". Poor attitude towards patients, stealing of drugs,
lacking voluntary spirit in serving the hospital, being driven by "selfish interests" instead of
the "common good" of the hospital or patients - were some of the descriptions used to
explain poor performance of the BOGs, managers or staff. Given the context of a crisis of
nurses and doctors deserting the from PNFP hospitals in large numbers, values of
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volunteerism and sacrificing were being usedby the BOG to appeal to the remaining staff to
stay and to deflect the staff demands for higher pay. Performance expectations geared
towards religious values and norms were invoked by both managersand board respondentsin
situations of negative behaviours. Examples here included BOG pressurising the HMT to
recruit unsuitable staff (eg family relatives) or when managerswere drunk (with alcohol) on
duty. Reference to institutional symbols, ritual and norms rooted in religious beliefs were
also used by respondents as means for performance assessment.Examples given included
recruitment of staff from the same religious faith, respecting Christian calendar events and
perceptions related to being married in a Christian way. It was observed that catholic
hospitals had Nuns (religious sisters also trained as nurses) heading most of hospital
departments. In addition, it was observed that all PNFP hospitals practiced routine religious
ceremoniessuch as prayer sessions,"devotions" and "fellowships" for their staff members.
However tensions and contradictions did exist about the elements related to the code of
conduct. The opinions of medical professionals that constituted the HMT reflected some
disapproval of the code of conduct especially when used to interfere with their private life or
professional activities. Interestingly, the HMT were keen to use the languageof the behaviour
code when dealing with conflict situations with members of the board or their subordinates.
Clearly, there were views that did indicate a pragmatic flexibility in enforcing the code of
conduct especially in the context of the contemporary shortage of clinical staff. This
pragmatism tended to allow recruiting of clinical staff with different religions, "improper"
marital relationships and doctors to participate in private practice. The issue of code of
conduct was not prominent among the respondentsfrom government hospitals.
".. we in management are Catholics,, (for the example) SNO is a nun, The Chaplain is -a priest.
Wehave a code of conduct what we should and should not do. As managementwe have a challenge
- not to make every person a Catholic in the hospital. The majority of our patients are not Catholics.
Many are Muslims
-that is one thing. Many times when we advertise for jobs here, you find that
there is no catholic applying, so we have a very mixed staff. But when the staff come we tell them that
this is a Catholic institution. Mostly these are uniform Christian values, which are known "(HMTPNFP Hosp-3).
"The other issue is the Medical staff. They do their best working within ethics and staff rules and
regulations on how to handle patients and to administer drugs. Underlying that is the mission of
hospital. This is a Christian hospital. We keep reminding the staf. The service we do is to glorify God
by proper attention to the patients. And we keep reminding them about this mission. We discourage
private practice and encourage service above self. Theseare some of the major control measuresaccording to the mission of the hospital "(HMT-PNFP Hosp-2).
"I have noticed that DHO sends indisciplined staff to usfor correction and shaping them into better
people. We have that kind of thing. But it takes daily devotions. Every morning we have prayers,
praise and preaching. Theseare done by the staff or the reverend" (HMT-PNFP Hosp-2)
"Other issues (challenges) relate to staf. This is a Christian hospital, not being married can be a
problem for nurses.If one gets pregnant, they commission an inquiry on how she got pregnant - yet
this is biologically clear (laughs). These are adults with rights but it can be dcult.
I have had
problems to deal with both staff and church on this ....Also having two or more wives (polygamy) is a
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cause of (staf dismissal despite good performance.
PNFP Hosp-2)

This amounts to social interference" (HMT-

"...something (religion) you have not grown-up in is sometimesdifficult to appreciate. What we have
decided - my Admin[istrator] is a staunch Catholic. So I said to him to represent me on such things
(religious ceremonies).I go and sit close to him to get some tips and coaching. But as it were, I am a
surgeon, and appointed - now also appointed as M/S [hospital director] " (HMT-PNFP Hosp-3).

5.1.4 ManagementCompetence
Within this theme, managementcompetencereferred to both what people do or should do and
the systems or arrangementsthat should be put in place to make them do those things in a
proper, acceptable and organised way within the hospital. The views from the BOG
respondents for this theme did overlap to some extent with the views captured under the
viability theme. For example, the capacity for managersto increase the revenues from user
charges subject to the constraint of reduced charges spans both themes on viability and
management competence. The predominant views in this area did reflect the need for the
managers(or the hospital as a whole) to improve its public relations and customer satisfaction
as a means to increase the number of patients and revenue. The descriptions of the
interactions between BOGs and managers had a lot to do with sorting out internal systems
constraints to performance as well as addressingexternal barriers to utilisation of services.
Three contextual issues are important to understand the expressed views relating to
managementcompetenceduring the study period.
1.) Given the context of free services in the government health units, the performance of
PNFP hospitals that still chargedusers (even though fees had recently been reduced) did
present a competitive disadvantage that needed proactive approaches to increase the
PNFP hospital shareof the market. But more importantly, PNFPshad to justify increasing
size of grants provided to them by the Government for the period 1997 to 2004.
Communities neededto be aware that the fees in PNFP hospitals were reducedso that the
utilisation could improve. Active marketing activities in the community were being
undertakento attract more utilisation and revenues.
2.) Reduction in the user charges did bring in more users to the hospital and increasedthe
workload. Complaints by staff about the workload and low salary, coupled with PNFP
staff crossing over to the public sector during the study period, must have focused the
boards' attention towards the performance of the managers in handling of staff or
managing what was referred to as "staff exodus".
3.) The increasednumber of donor projects in PNFP hospitals also brought with them new
stakeholders and accountability relationships. For example, a feasibility study done by
European engineers before the refurbishment of one of the study hospitals by such
projects made 23 recommendations for "correcting"
problems in the
management/administrativesystems. Among the recommendation was a requirement to
develop a written hospital constitution and written clear terms of reference for the
governing board (DKA Austria 1999).
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"The Hospital needs a re-organisation of its management The management needs to implement
....
urgent measuresof correction of theproblems related to employment, financial and resource control
systemshave to be introduced with urgency. " (Extract from executive summary(DKA Austria 1999 pg
3).

Given the weaknessof governance,the study also recommendedthat a representativeof the
project be co-opted (or integrated) into the BOG. This practice of donor projects integrating
themselves into the BOG or HMT was common among PNFP hospitals with big donor
funded projects.
"... WhatI havebeendoing is not to control but to know what is going on" (Donor-Rep& HMTPNFP)
Respondentsfrom the government study hospitals also did expressviews reflective of active
attention to strengthening systems for financial accountability and responsivenessto views
from the community. One hospital board8 among the three government hospitals in the study
was proactive and unique in its activities to strengthen systems. This board had devised its
own systems within the hospital to get performance information in areasrelated to the use of
finances, drugs and ward-level absenteeism of nursing staff. In the community they had
instituted a system of oversight of hospital performance in areas of drugs availability and
staff courtesy to patients. The vice-chairman of this board was heading a community-based
NGO providing primary health care service in the catchment area of the hospital. This role
enabledhim to monitor the hospital performancefrom the community's perspective.
"The other problem was the drugs. We have informants in the community and they tell us that the
drugs used to disappear from the hospital in (hand) bags. This, we have investigated and involved the
community and we have apprehended some culprits. ...Police has done its investigations and made
arrests. We have about 10 informants in the community. They come as patients and are not identified
by the hospital staf.
Before I come for the (board) meeting I gather my information from the
...
informants and get the key issues to discuss with management." (BOG-Govt-Hosp-10)
"Before we sit down to discuss, we do an inspection of the hospital again we gather information on
cleanliness, OPD and ward records. One of the sources is the daily hand-over records (for on-duty
nurses). We have tried to make sure that when nurses are leaving the duty, they have proper
handover records to the next team " (BOG-Govt Hosp-10)

5.2 The Boards of Governors (BOG) and their Capacity to Govern
The normative function of the governing Boards is to provide oversight and guidance to the
executives. This presupposesan effective Board with knowledge of the industry as well as
capability to observe or monitor the executives (HMTs) and organisations' management
processes(Taylor 2000; Alexander and Lee 2006). Indeed business firms invest a lot in the
boards to ensure that the oversight capacity is effective (Wagner, Stimpert et al. 1998; Coles,
McWilliams et al. 2001; Hillman and Dalziel 2003; Vining 2003). By implication, the BOG
needs to have capacity to serve these dual functions of monitoring and strategic guidance.
s Governing
boardsin

Committees
(HMC)
hospitals
government
aremisleadingly
calledHospitalManagement
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This section provides analytical insights into the capacity of the board to undertake these
functions given the structural arrangementsthat affect the interactions between them and the
HMT. The structural concerns for this study are related to Board composition and locus of
power in the interactions between board and HMTs. Knowledge as a source of power of
leadership or governance is essential in knowledge-intensive organisations like hospitals.
Without the requisite knowledge, the information exchangedbetween HMT and BOG may
not lead to effective control or performance governance. Other sources of power in
governance are related to ownership of productive assetssuch as the hospital infrastructure.
Power in governance may also be gained through the use of symbolic artefacts such as ranks
and titles that order the social structure of actors (Scott 2001; Struyk 2002).

5.2.1 Board Composition
The MOH guidelines (MOH 2006) require that the district level technocrats i. e. the Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) and the District Health Officers (DHOs) be part of the hospital
boards in both government and PNFP hospitals. Members of the hospital managementteam
also form part of the BOG, and these include - the Medical Superintendent (MS), Senior
Nursing Officer (SNO), and Hospital Administrator (HA). Among the study hospitals, the
HMT sometimes included either an Accounts Officer or a staff representative. The different
hospital ownership structures - diocesan health boards - had different approaches to
constituting the BOGs in the PNFP hospitals. Three notable differences existed among the
study hospitals in the composition of the boards and the board leader (chairperson):
1) Mix of professional experts led by a doctor as chairperson of the board (3/10)
2) Predominantly clergy people and led by senior clergyman or bishop (4/10)
3) Predominantly politicians and led by a chairperson who is a politician (3/10)
Regarding the hospitals managementteam (HMT), two main differences seem to capture the
difference in structure regarding the interactions between the BOG and HMTs:
1) Doctor (medical superintendent)as leader of the HMT (8/10)

2) Administrator9(or "chief executiveofficer") asleaderof the HMT (2/10)
5.2.2 Governance Structures and Power Play
This section describesthe respondentviews regarding the capacity of the BOG to support and
provide effective oversight and stewardship of the hospital management and performance.
Both HMT and BOG respondentswere asked to express opinions on how effective the BOG
was and also asked to provide views about the exchange of information between the two
groups of actors. The views expressedregarding the board capacity differed significantly
across the three predominant professional groups of the board and the two forms of
9Administrators
were not medically trained although one was trained to a level of Master of Business
Administration (MBA). All were Ugandans.
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professional leadership of the HMT. Five heuristic scenarios (figure 5.2) emerged in relation
to the characteristics of the interactions between the HMT and BOG regarding the capacity of
the latter to influence performance management or organisational governance in general.
These scenarios map out better the differences in the structural mechanisms that were
observed in the data regarding the BOG and HMT interaction in the study hospitals. The
structural mechanisms are confined to the two categories of lead actors in the governance
exchange - the chairperson of the BOG and the lead manager in the HMT since these
embody the institutional powers in the interactions (Taylor 2000; Alexander and Lee 2006;
Ditzel, Strach et al. 2006). These interactions are highlighted here becausethey represent the
exchangeof information essential for the BOGs to effectively exercise their roles as stewards
of hospital performance (Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000; Taylor 2000; Coles, McWilliams et
al. 2001).
Table 5.2: Dominant Characteristics in The Interactions Between the BOG And HMT
Lead Person -Board of Governors
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The limitations in this categorisation are nonethelessrecognised.For example the boards and
HMTs are not stationary objects to be describedwithin a given box. Their views may capture
feelings of the moment and may have huge variation over time and across different
respondentsthat may have dissimilar perspectives. For example, some contradictory views
were encounteredacrossthe two groups of actors and within the groups but these were minor
and did not pose a strong challenge to the value of analytic insights according to the five
characterizations.
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5.2.1.1 Scenario-1: Doctor Doctor Interactions
One Catholic diocese owned the hospitals in this category (and one hospital in scenario 2)
where the chairperson of the board had a medical professional background. This did reflect
the decision of the diocesanhealth board (DHB) that had the powers for appointing the BOGs
in each hospital in its dioceses. In addition, the chairperson
of the BOG in these two
hospitals (also scenario 2) was also a Medical Superintendent (lead hospital
manager/director) in other Catholic hospital. In effect, a peer-review system was established
since the two leaders for the BOG and HMT had similar experiencein hospital management,
medical orientation and religious socialisation. The BOG-HMT interaction in this model were
described with accounts such as "being pinned down", "blamed for overspending", "put our
position", "defended our actions", "opened our eyes to this problem", being embarrassed.
These accounts were interpreted to imply active governance accountability and or active
oversight in the interactions of the two groups in this scenario. The information provided to
the BOGs in thesetwo hospitals comprised of graphic display of trends in hospital outputs in
addition to reports of accounts and other administrative information. Graphic displays of
hospital outputs were also shared within the hospitals on Notice-boards, and at ward-level.
Below are illustrative views in this category:
"They (BOD) say "Doctor, the graph is going down patients are decreasing what is happening? " But when
you compare with the target you see that we are doing well. There are seasonal variations of cause in these
trends - but overall the targets are achieved" (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-4).
"Yeah. Even the other week, when it (Board) sat these are graphs they got.
impressed by the
... they are
improvement" (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-3).
"... we are not balancing our budgets. Everybody has reasons. They (BOG) were blaming us for overspending
but again we put our position clear... "Ladies and gentlemen, we are receiving a new ambulance worth 60
million shillings and Customs want us to clear taxes - 4.5 million - should we leave the ambulance because we
are trying to save expenditure? " So this is what I told them " (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-3)

5.2.1.2 Scenario-2: Doctor as BOG - Clergy person as CEO interactions
One hospital falls under this category. As described in chapters6 and 7, this hospital was one
of the two that were selected for in-depth case study since it was allocated to the full set of
the PBC pilot. This hospital also had several opportunities to network with the hospitals in
scenario 1 since all three belonged to the samediocese. Like in scenario 1 above, the board
chairperson was a lead manager in a different hospital1°. However the lead manager for the
HMT was a clergywoman with no medical background but had an MBA degree. The official
title in the organogram for this person was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) ". Three
departmental heads reported to the CEO
-a Medical Department headed by a doctor (also
called Medical Superintendent or MS), Nursing Department headed by a Senior Nursing
Officer (SNO), and Administration Department headedby assistantCEO. More importantly
the CEO also symbolized hospital ownership in this hospital since she was a senior member
10The boardchairman
(MS) in a governmenthospitalalso
wasa catholicdoctorandthe medicalsuperintendent
participatingin this study(scenario5).
' In the
narratives of the rest of the HMT respondentsin this hospital, the title of "Administrator" was used
instead of CEO.
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of the founding religious congregation. The ownership claim was even more enhancedgiven
an additional leadership position the CEO held at the national headquartersof the founding
congregation. As a result, the CEO representedthe powers of the ownership of the hospital,
a situation that had implications for the effective governance oversight and CEO
accountability to the BOG. Due to dual leadership roles in different locations, the CEO was a
part-timer in her hospital job with frequent delegation to ajunior non-medical assistantCEO.
The narratives in this hospital indicated problems in the interactions within the HMT itself
and between BOG-HMT. For example, there was a sense of poor coordination within the
HMT as captured by descriptions such as "impatience (among managers)", "confusion", "not
sure what to do", "overstepping roles", "rumours" and "different ways of making decisions".
Narratives about the BOG
interactions, seemed to indicate dysfunctional
- HMT
accountability: "managers doing their own things", "not transparent", "fear to challenge holy
people", "odd ways of managing" and "too much power" assigned to some individuals.
Below are illustrative views:
"I sit in these boards. I see lots of problems with accountability. They (managers) depend on
individuals and not systemsand since some individuals are "holy ", people fear to ask them questions.
Or they think holy persons don't make mistakes. They have orders to do things and orders may be
wrong" (DHO - member BOG-PNFP-Hosp-1).
"This is a Catholic institution. It has given so much powers to the nuns [... J the way those ladies do
their stuff is not very transparent sometimes. The kind of leadership is like [... ] the Admin (CEO) is
the centre of everything [... J also the Admin is both above and below the Board. The SNO, and myself
have literally little role - all issuescentre on Admin[istrator] " (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-1).
... all
",,, I do my work and there is no big difference12(between this hospital and the one before). But as
MS things are different here
by
ladies (nuns) work in
-a lot different. Institutions headed the veiled
(some
decisions
is
different,
Sometimes
The
some odd ways.
silence)
way
are made very
workers are
not that free - they are not sure to do what they know should be done. People get sacked at will
(without required procedure).,, (nuns) have odd ways of managing. I am doing my work and studying
the situation "(HMT-PNFP-Hosp-1).

Despite these largely negative accounts, there were indications that within bounds,
governance interactions were active. The board meetings were regular (every 3 months),
proposals for grants were being endorsed by the chairperson and some financial allocation
decisions were open to board influence. However, examples given implied that hard
decisions presentedto the BOG were being pushedback to the CEO to handle which might
implying that the CEO had the ultimate decision making powers.
"Even as we talk now the non-offset arrears of NSSF (Pension Fund) are very big. The board
meeting last week could not help on this. They just said, "Sister (CEO) do something" (laughs) "
(HMT-PNFP Hosp-1).
"Well, these board members, they know (competent) they ask why nurses are leaving for example"
(HMT-PNFP-Hosp-1).

'2 A seniormedicaldoctor(lead
manager)found in scenario1 hospitalat the startof the studywastransferredto
scenario2 as MS towardstheend of thestudy.He is interviewedafter4 monthsin thenew place.
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The use of visual graphics to show trends in service outputs and active reactions from the
Board on issuespresentedwas evident in the narratives. The district level technocratswere
also active in the board meetings.
"When we meet, it's like politicians
- they (BOG) need to look at those data and ask - "you are
be
here.
Why?
"
And
supposed to
using these graphics, it's better than talk talk. " (HMT-PNFPHosp-1).

" theydraw nice graphs on computerand the departmentseehow theyare doing (performing).You
canseethat OPD now isfalling and try tofind out why? WhyOPD is falling. For examplelike now,,
" (BOG-PNFPHosp-1).
youfind that the OPD is low sinceparentsaresendingchildren to school13
One essential aspect of the context in the three hospitals (both scenario I and 2) was the
presence of an NGO project with objectives to improve health provider performance in
UCMB facilities during the implementation of the policy to reduce user-fees(Santini 2002;
Mugisha 2004; Amone, Asio et al. 2005). As a way of monitoring the project results and
impact, the project had established a computerised system for data capture and processing of
the Health Management Information Systems (HMIS). Computers and excel spreadsheets
with automated generation of graphs for trends of service utilisation and revenue generation
were installed at all three hospitals. The project systems of performance monitoring also
included quarterly performance review meetings at the diocese-level that brought together the
three hospitals and other lower-level providers. The project monitoring system probably
explains better the widespread use of service data and graphics in BOG-HMT interactions in
these three hospitals (scenarios1 and 2).
"We have been drawing them (graphs) previously it's beenfor (named) project. (Named) project
have been using them as a way to solicit ,,,
for funds from abroad" (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-3).

5.2.3.3 Scenario-3:Clergy Personboth asBoard and asCEO
One hospital fitted this category. The board in this hospital was chaired by the bishop who
delegated the functions to the nearby parish priest. Three members of the board were drawn
from the lower level units belonging to the diocese. Thesehad a medical background - mostly
nurses. The district technocrats that represent the District Council on the board rarely
attended the board meetings - sometimes delegating to junior officers. The lead manager officially called CEO was clergy person -a priest14. The board meetings were rare (twice a
year) probably since the two major actors - the acting board chairperson and the CEO stayed
in the samebuilding thus facilitating daily interactions.
When it did meet, the interactions within the board were variously described as: "not
proactive", "things are slow", "no discussion", "normally approve whatever is given", "weak
13Seasons
when families do not attend hospitals as a result of low cash arising from having paid school fees for
their children's return to school.
14Towards the
end of this study the CEO changed from clergyman to a clergywoman.
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control from above", "do not ask any question", "just say go ahead", "delegate attendanceto
junior people" "not held accountable by the board". The power relations were a major
,
source of negative accounts. UCMB accreditation regimen - especially the drafting of a new
hospital charter, had imposed explicit changes in the power relations between the medical
members in the HMT and the role of the clergy person as CEO. Power relationships and
friction arising from the need to get accredited created dissent
and led to the quitting of the
doctor. The turnover of the membersin the HMT in this hospital was high i. e. 3
out of 4
key membersleft during the 12 months of this study.
".. what I see here is that the Board is not proactive. They normally approve what they have been
given. SometimesI feel disappointed at the end of the meeting. I would expect some reactions but they
just do not say anything. Theyjust say "yesgo ahead". We have good relations with the Bishop but he
does not attend much
-he just says 'you go ahead"(HMT PNFP-Hosp-7).
"..... only meeting twice a year and there is no discussion? No questions about what was achieved or
not achieved. They are not technical people. Some members are from other Catholics health units,
the priest and core management. The DHO and the CAO are on the Board but do not come.
Sometimesthey sendjunior people to represent them " (HMTPNFP-Hosp-7).
"Most managers came through relatives priests and nuns. They are not held accountable by the
..
Board. Thesepower
relations will bring the hospital down. Confronting thesepersons in the hospital
is like confronting the bishop " (Former HTM PNFP Hosp-7).

"The Bishop also trusts thesepersonsbetter than the MIS. Thereis a small circle of disgruntled
relativesof priests and nuns theygive him [bishop] wrong information" (FormerHMTPNFP....
Hosp-7).
Given the weaknessof the governance in this hospital, a donor project that was supporting
this hospital had to employ their own staff to be part of both the managementteam and BOG
partly as a means of ensuring performance accountability and transparency. The changes in
HMT and the structure of power in the hospital had made the donor representative'5 worried
about accountability and transparency.

5.2.3.4Scenario-4:Clergy as Board- Personand Doctor asLead Manager
One of the two case study hospital for this study belonged to this group. The three hospitals
in this group had a bishop as the chairperson of the Board of Governors. Two hospitals
belonged to the UPMB and one to UCMB. Infrequent meetings were reported among UPMB
hospitals although this changed somewhat due to the need to review the hospital constitution
(charter) during the study period. One hospital in this category had a Board that was too
scattered geographically within the country probably making it expensive to meet more
frequently. This board sat once a year.
In the remaining two, the bishops delegated their roles as board chairpersons to other clergy
members - usually closest to the hospital. Like in scenario 3 above, the district technocrats
(CAO and DDSH) mandated to represent the district were not attending most of the time or
" One donor
representative (European national) was acting as a member of the HMT during the study period
and interviewed in this respect.
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delegated to junior staff. In thesecircumstancesthe lead manager
doctor, tended to have a
-a
wider scope for autonomous decision-making. The board was seenmore as a body to notify
of what is going on. Accounts here related to the scopeand boundaries for Board actions. For
example, the roles of BOG were perceived to be limited to a set of activities such as "limited
to policy making", "their interest is [mostly] cash flow". In this scenario, the Board was not
invited to make decisions such as erecting new buildings becausethe manager considered
such decision as " day-to-day matters for managementto decide", and the Board only needed
to be notified about the outcomes "we report what we have done".
"They are definitely interested in the expenditure report. Weprovide a detailed expenditure report.
That is where most of their focus is in the meeting. We will present what we have done with thefunds
in the expenditures" (HMT-PNFP -Hosp-2)
"No input (from the BoG was needed). This is day-to-day running of operations and the management
does this sort of day-to-day matters (decision to use bonusfunds to build a staff house). The board of
governors is for policy. We report to them everything we have done. They meet only three times a
year, but more if there is a need. The house will be there to see " (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-2).
"They are all ministers [church leaders] except the treasurer, who is an accountant
They
...
understand only the finance statement and liquidity - working capital, and revenuefigures " (HMTPNFP-6).

These accounts indicate a narrower scope of functions accorded to the Board by the lead
managers. From the perspective of the board members, contrasting views were expressed
indicating some conflicts of objectives among the two groups. For instance the Board
respondentscomplained that managerswere "ignoring structures", "do not want to account",
"slow to act on Board decisions", "do not coordinate well [with BOG]" and "do not provide
feedback outcomes on prior decisions". These seem to indicate a contestation of the power
relationship between the Board and the HMT.
"The administrator and the MS sometimesdo not coordinate well [... ] some of the mishandling -I
think - is due to lack of managementtraining.
financial mishandling - you find these
... For example,
People
do
problems.
spend without authority,
not want to account to the board sometime" (BOGPNFP- Hosp 5).
"Some of the workers' problems are not well handled. [... J like recently a staff was suspended. The
board has a disciplinary committee but we were only copied the suspension letter. Sometimespeople
do not know why these structures exist. Since I stay very near the hospital, the staff come to me to
complain about their issues" (BOG-PNFP- Hosp 5).

There was also a problem related to the use of technical languagein the exchangethat could
have reduced the effectiveness of the communication between the BOG and HMT in this
category as illustrated by this respondent's struggle to reproduce the word "mortality" and
"morbidity" which were used in the reports the HMT provided to the BOG.
"The doctor gives us a summary of what they have achieved in the period and also the actions on
what was decided on in the last meeting. The report has those medical details of diseases, motaliza,
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motalita ,,, you16 doctors use terminologies. We have asked them (doctors) to use clear language "
(BOD-PNFP-Hosp
5).

Nonetheless, attempts to simplify the technical information for easy consumption by the
BOG were encountered but these efforts also posed a new problem of oversimplification.
For example, despite a similar practice of generating graphic trends in service volumes, by
managersin this group, thesegraphics were not shared with the boards largely due to feelings
that the board memberswould not understandthem.
not all of them (BOGs) have basic medical experienceand qualification. Especially those that do
have
not
this- find it difficult to comprehend. They use their common senseto give advice. But those
that are medical, deliberate on the technical" (HMT-PNFP-Hosp-2).

Faced with the difficulty of executing its roles, one Board in this category had expresseda
need to learn from other hospital Boards.
"Well, we are not perfect as the board. Wehave requested the chairman to organize and take usfor a
study trip to other mission hospitals to see how other boards do their business... You see, issuessuch
as salary levels in other hospitals and the benefits they give their staff would help. We have a big
number of staff deserting the hospital and we thought the visit might help to learn from others and
compare notes. The hospital administration was asked to plan for this but they are slow to act. "
(BOG-PNFP- Hosp 2)

5.2.3.5 Scenario5: Politician asBoard-chair and Doctor asLead Manager
This scenario has all the three government hospitals in this study. Due to the political nature
of the supervision Boards in this group, most of them were engaged in electioneering or
electoral campaigns during the study period and were hard to find and interview. Related to
the outcomes of the elections, new Boards were constituted during the study period.
Nonetheless, two interviews were done with BOG with sufficient experience in this group
and six interviews with HMT. The HMT respondentsprovided additional views about their
Boards members current and previous ones. One of the key features within this group is
that relatively frequent Board meetings were held - usually monthly meetings of the entire
Board or its sub-committee. District technocrats always attended the board meetings. The
narratives used to describe the BOG-HMT interactions had some unique language such as
"watchdogs", "tracking" or descriptions of processesthat can be called "espionage". Some
narratives among the HMT implied a fear of victimization and a prominent expectation of
monetary benefits by the members of the Board. Narratives from the HMT did indicate
some areas of cooperation between the two. For instance, the Board was used by HMT to
intercede between contract providers firms contracted to clean the hospital and provide
catering services. The BOG was also used to "to advocate" for the hospitals' interests such
as protecting the hospital budgetsfrom being diverted to other useby the District Councils.

16The interviewer(researcher)introducedhimself
as a doctorto the respondents.
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"When we complain about the tenderers they (contract providers) feel it is a personal issue. So we
ask them (Board) to intervene. Also they are helpful to take the information on the effectivenessof the
tenderers... we have complained before about thesepeople (contract holders) who do a poor job. Of
course some are politically connected. You cannot raise much complaint about them. That is why we
prefer that fellow politicians (the Board) deal with them - so that the issue is not personalized"
(HMT-Govt-Hosp 9).
"We sit every month with the hospital committee (board)... we have had this feeling (too frequent
meetings) as management but the issue is, when they were made members ..., they expected some
money..... We also buy some sodas. Chairman gets [Ug Shillings] 55,000, other 40,000, staff get
20,000
do not accept. It's a personal issue.
If
..... you suggest making meetings every quarter, they
They were made members with expectation of allowance every month. Like now this month, there is
nothing new to report. So wejust went around the hospital on a tour and they observed cleanliness,
noting some repairs. Wejust had the old issuesto discuss"(HMT-Govt-Hosp 9).

The information generated and provided by the HMT to the Board showed a marked
difference across all three hospitals in this group. In one hospital graphic summaries of
utilisation were provided but in a remarkably different way. In this hospital each ward had a
hand-drawn graph on the wall which displayed the trends in the services provided on that
ward or department. As part of the board meeting, the members are taken on a tour of the
hospital wards and the graphs were used to show performance of each department. This
innovation seems to have been imported from the UCMB hospital where the lead manager
acted as chairperson for the BOG. As Board chairperson, he got regular exposure to the
information and graphics from the PNFP hospital. Although not directly admitted, the lead
manager's role as board chairperson may have contributed to adaptation of graphic
information for the interactions with his BOG. Additionally, this hospital also had high media
visibility especially due to road traffic accidents (located on a busy highway) and the hospital
was used by MOH as the show-case for the launch of the 2004 World Health Report that
focused on road traffic accidents (WHO and World Bank 2004). This critical incident may
have instigated17the adoption of this practice although the rationale for its sustenancewas
described as an imperative for improving performance:
".. when I got here, people did not know that data wasfor administration use - until I told them that
they should draw data in their own area [departments] and know how they are performing. ...So this
has helped the staff to know what they are doing - other than giving it to administration, to district
in
and ministry. They should also know what they are doing. "Are you improving? " For example,
"
live-birth?
having
still-birth or
maternity, "are you [midwives] delivering more women? Are you
There you would know your quality " (HMT-Govt-Hosp 8).

In another government hospital, information provided to the board was different. Although
graphs of service outputs were nicely displayed in the lead manager's office, little attention
was paid to the graphs by either the HMT or the board. Incidentally, the graphs were
indicating output trends far below the set targets for several of the service outputs plotted.
For this hospital, the graph was seenas a requirement by the District Health Office (DHO) to
monitor immunisation.
" This
author had carried out a different researchproject in this hospital in 2003 and the practice of displaying
service output graphs was not in use.
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"No (we do not use graphs in the report to the Board). We give them outlines with numbers we have
seen (utilisation figures) in a month. We make it simple for them. But they see the graphs,... They are
always in this office (graphs are displayed in respondent's office)..... The graphs are plotted by the
Records person. The only thing that I have been following is the immunisation. The DHO always asks
about DPT3 target not being achieved We have constantly failed to meet that target" (HMT-GovtHosp 9).

As discussedalreadyin section5.5 above,anotheruniquecaserelevantherewas the board
that had set up its own systemof informationto track the performanceof the hospitalin the
areasit consideredimportant.
5.2.3 The Complication of Delegated Managers
All medical doctors that exerciseddirectly the powers of the lead manager(scenarios 1 and 4)
or indirectly by participating in the HMT under the CEO (scenarios2 and 3), were delegated
staff to PNFP hospitals by either the local governments or donor projects. Delegated
(seconded)staff in this context meant that the salariesof the delegatedstaff were paid not by
the hospital but by local governments or the NGO projects. In principle, the Government or
project reserved the right to recall such seconded staff and redeploy them elsewhere. The
delegated staff represented a financial contribution to these hospitals, although it was
considered problematic by the hospital BOGs. The expressedcomplications were related to
the delegated doctors who also played management/ governance roles. For example, the
respondents among the BOG feared that such staff could be recalled at the discretion of
Government or projects, have different allegiances in decision making and that such staff are
difficult to control since the hospital was not paying their salaries. Probably as a means of
buying some stake for allegiance to the hospitals, these delegated staffs were being paid
substantial "salary top-up" and benefits. The consequence of this approach was an
underlying problem of wide disparities in the employment benefits among the HMT and a
potential for dysfunctional teamwork and poor performance.
"Both doctors in the hospital belong to the district; they are seconded by the district. Thesecome
with clear terms of work, the duration of tenure and different pay. They may not share the missionary
work of volunteering spirit. Whenthe hospital begins to suffer, they leave. " BOG-PNFP-Hosp-2

5.3 Summary: Strategic Intents and their Control.
As summarised in the table 5.1, the performance expectations of the BOGs included: 1)
viability of the hospitals; 2) expansion of hospital capacity; 3) adherenceto code of conduct
and 4) competent management. With respect to the control of hospital performance and
supporting innovations like PBC, the findings show that the BOGs were using a mix of
approaches.Although result-oriented performance is neededfor PBC, these findings show a
mix of mechanismsused by governance structures in hospitals. Prominent among thesewere
the following:
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1. Assessments of inputs, processes and outcomes: The findings indicate that all boards
generally were monitoring the hospital financial accounts and client volumes by way of
information provided to them by the hospital management teams (HMTs). This
information, however, had different formats across the study hospitals. Graphic plots of
output/financial trends - considered more empowering to the boards' monitoring role were established in mostly UCMB hospitals. Where networking was enabled between
UCMB and government hospitals (cross membership on BOG), the findings show that the
practice to use graphical information was diffusing to the latter. Observation of resource
inputs by the BOG was being actively used in monitoring the hospital performance,
infrastructure developments such as renovations and new buildings were most observed
aspects. The performance perceptions of the board members tended to assign higher
judgments of managerial competence on the basis of improvements in the hospital
infrastructure. Although the findings showed that the BOGs were most likely to examine
the financial information, obvious limitations to their financial control were related to
erratic disbursementsof grants from Government and restricted increasesin public grants
/subsidies. For instance, when faced with what they described as "staff exodus" from the
NGO hospitals, the BOGs were unable to use available (donor project) funds to prop-up
the staff salariesand prevent the staff exodus. Other domains of outcomesthat were being
monitored by some boards - albeit unsystematically - included client satisfaction, drug
pillage, hospital cleanliness, staff attrition, quality of nursing staff and disbursement of
funds from Government and donors.
2. Assessments of behaviours: Behavioural assessmentor monitoring was implicit in the
boards' expectationsrelated to the code of conduct by the managersand staff. Behaviours
such as drunkenness, stealing, adherenceto managerial procedures, duty hand-over by
nurses, and compliance to religious practices (e.g. proper marriage) were some of the
information sources upon which the BOGs formed their perceptions for performance
effectiveness or control. Religious norms were the most prominent basis for behaviour
assessments.Behavioural assessmentbased on clinical and managerial protocols required
the boards to have more technical capacity than was available within most BOGs.
Nonetheless, some attempts were being made to set up systems for observing
medical/professional and managerial behaviours as exemplified by the establishmentsof
ward registers to monitor change-over of nursing duties in one public hospital, and
constituting hospital boards on the basis of professional peers to enable peer-review
mechanismsfor medical and managerial behaviours.
3. Inculcating norms for behaviour: Mostly among PNFP hospitals, findings such as the
religious-oriented staff recruitments, insistence on rituals such as prayers and devotions,
and expectations that the managers (and staff) actions be "Christ-like", "volunteering",
"sacrificing for the good of the hospital", "glorify God by attending to patients" -
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suggestsefforts to inculcate norms for behaviours as a form of control. As a structural
design for inculcating religious values or ensuring norms-driven control, most department
leaders in UCMB hospitals were religious cadres (nuns) with nursing or midwifery
professions. Justification for this pattern was directly related to ability of nuns to
"following orders" and being able to inculcate religious discipline among the hospital
staff. A related finding among PNFP hospitals was that board members were more likely
to be socialised in religious norms either as clergy persons or selectedon the basis of their
religious devotions. Taken together with the findings related to religious-based
recruitments, religion was one of the common operating norms among PNFP hospitals.
These findings show that, at best, there were two norms for controlling behaviour in the
PNFP hospitals -a religious and a medical profession one.
in the control mechanisms: Some indication of conflict in the control
mechanismswere observedin the data presentedin chapter 5.4. The medical staff seemed
to resist some aspects of the behaviour norms based on religious faith. In particular,
behaviour controls that reducedautonomy of staff or constrainedtheir social interactions

4. Conflict

such as marital status and pregnancy among unmarried females or polygamy and male
staff, were considered as "social interference". Technocrats within the board were
worried about what they referred to as "blind actions" and "religious commands" arising
from inappropriate advice from "holy people". The findings also support a proposition
that dominance of clergymen and clergywomen in the managementof the PNFP hospitals
had a higher preponderancefor dysfunctional governancerelationships within BOGs.
This mix of approaches for managing performance illustrates the preponderancefor using
norms, behaviours and process-basedcontrol mechanisms in the BOD-HMT governance
arrangementsin addition to output-oriented management.

5.3.1Context: Performance Governanceas a barrier
Findings in this chapter shed some light on the level of awareness of strategic intent,
exchangeof information and capacity of the Boards to effectively and legitimately undertake
their roles and support innovations like PBC. Composition of the Board and the information
systems to provide usable information are essential for the Board to optimise and legitimise
their performance control and oversight. The following issues show the promise and
challenge of optimizing performance governance and control at the interface between the
BOG and HMT:

1. Composition: The capacityof the Boardsto provide effectiveleadershipexpectedfrom
them was dependenton the compositionof the Boards.There were findings to suggest
that the Boardswith medicalorientationandmanagerialexperiencewererelativelybetter
suited to provide governanceleadershipof hospitals.The hospital Boards that were
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composed on the basis of "peer-review" mechanism engendered better governance
interactions between BOGs and HMTs. Peer review systemsare considered appropriate
mechanisms for institutional control in situation of complex performance objectives and
in knowledge-based organisations (Williamson 1979; Ouchi 1980; Moss, Dugal et al.
2005). Hospitals are knowledge-basedorganisations with complex objectives and outputs.
However, as illustrated in section 5.6.2.3, medical or managerial orientation may not be a
sufficient condition if the intrinsic power of the Boards are inferior to that of the HMTs.
For example the peer-review systemsdid not counter governanceproblems in the hospital
where the CEO symbolised ownership-rights (section 5.6.2.2).
2. Information quality: Information provided to the Boards was being tailored according to
the perceived capacity of the Boards to understand complex activities in the hospitals.
Boards with predominantly non-medical members i. e. clergymen or politicians received
over simplified information with less value for effective performance control and
oversight. UCMB and projects associated with it had succeeded in standardising the
information to be provided to the Boards. Due to their recent introduction by UCMB, the
study was not able to capture the effects of these changeson the capacity of the hospital
Board. Among government hospitals, similar findings were observed. There were no
specific programmes to prepare members of Boards for their roles in government and
PNFP hospitals.
3. Power structures: The institutional power structures - especially the symbolisation of
ownership of the hospitals by some members in the HMT was associated with
dysfunctional interactions between the Board and HMT, contributing to ineffective
control, poor accountability and sub-optimal managementof operations. Partly, this may
be a result of a clash of values and norms between professional autonomy as a value
among medical professionals versus values of "order-obedience-sacrifice" based on
religious culture in PNFP hospitals. Similarly, in public hospitals, the rent-seeking culture
among politicians (Eeckloo, Van Herck et al. 2004) may explain in part, the observed
dysfunctional power relationships with the HMTs. The power of HMT to award financial
allowances to the Board membersseemedto insubordinate the latter to the former.
4. External control of organisations: The external source of salariesfor doctors that play a
major role in the HMT imposed a problem of multiple allegiances among the executive,
thus blunting the influence of the Boards. The majority of the doctors undertaking
managementroles in PNFP hospitals were secondedby either District Governments or
NGO projects. When the Boards of Governors did not pay the managers directly, the
latter's control was blunt. For instance, members of the Board were reluctant to
reprimand managerswhose salaries they did not pay for fear that the doctor may request
for redeployment to another hospital. Performancegovernance and organisational control
is built on the assumption of reciprocal exchangeof valuable benefits among the agent
and the principal (Goddard, Mannion et al. 2000; Taylor 2000; George2003).
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External pressures such as to reduce user fees, increase staff salaries and massive staff
departures created disempowerment of the governing Boards especially in the PNFP
hospitals. Inability of the Boards to provide salaries comparable to those paid to
government employees and constraints against growth of hospital revenuesput the PNFP
Boards in a disempowered position. In these circumstances,the Boards were willing to
tolerate illegitimate behaviours such as dual-practice by somehospital staff.
5. Delegation in the Boards: Delegation of authority within the Boards was observedto be
a major feature especially in hospitals where the Board chairperson was a bishop or a
senior/prominent clergyman or woman with major responsibilities elsewhere. Delegation
of Board membership was also common among the local government representativeson
the PNFP hospital Boards. In such a situation, there were problems related to slow
decision-making, poor accountability and overall poor assertion of good leadership.
6. Performance control by integration: Probably as an implication of the weaknessin the
governance systems within the study hospitals, donor projects seeking to access
performance information for their objectives resorted to integrating their staff into the
BOGs or HMT. Many donor projects in the PNFP hospitals planted their representatives
into the BOG and/or within HMTs with explicit objectives to accessthe information they
needed to monitor the performance of their projects. In government hospitals, more
frequent Board meetings can be interpreted as attempts by the Boards to integrate
themselves into managerial operations to overcome poor access to performance
information. Alternatively, more frequent Board meetings could be due to the need to
extract some financial benefits (allowances). By seconding medical staff to PNFP
instrumental
- some as hospital managers, the local governments achieved
means of integrating themselveswith the PNFP hospitals and achieve a vantage position
to observe their performance.
hospitals

Overall, the governance of hospitals (both PNFP and Government) createda context that
was weak to provide synergistic support to performance-basedcontracting pilot. For a
more successful PBC initiative, additional efforts would be required to improve
performance governanceat the interface between BOGs and HMTs. Promising models in
the data include establishing BOG on the basis of "professional peer review" and
establishing systems that harvest user-information from the community about the
performance of the hospitals.
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Chapter 6:

PBC Implementation

6.0 Introduction
This chapter aims to explore the mechanismsof effect of the PBC pilot by analysing the
designs, implementation arrangementsand their influence on the hospital performance given
a plethora of performance expectations and a myriad of performance influences in study
hospitals. To be able to appeal to hospitals, PBC interventions needed to be
sufficiently
powered to overcome the competition from other frameworks likes that of UCMB and
Yellow Star Program, or ride on the synergistic tide of these and similar interventions. By
analysing the implementation activities, explanations of the successand failures to achieve
targets, this chapter tries to illuminate the vital mechanisms at play within the PBC
intervention for the hospitals to respond. Thus, this chapter attempts an objective evaluation
of the PBC pilot design and implementation activities to ignite effective response
mechanisms. The evaluation is also aided by a brief description of the implementation
As comparative
arrangements of UCMB and the Yellow Star Programme (YSP).
programmes with similar purpose of influencing performance improvements among
hospitals, UCMB and YSP provided local benchmarks upon which to compare PBC and
arrive at more practical policy and practice alternatives (Nolte, Wait et al. 2006). During the
field activities of this researchit was observed that UCMB and Yellow Star Programmes
were actively engaged with the same study hospitals with demonstrable responsiveness.
Chapter 7 deals with the response patterns arising from the implementation of PBC
innovation from the perspective of two case-studyhospitals.
For PBC to have an effect on its specified performanceexpectations the six goals (see table
6.1)
it
influence
to
the
would need
mechanisms of other performance
compete with
frameworks such as UCMB, district leaguetable and YSP. In general,PBC needsto appeal to
the hospitals to pay attention to its set of targets.Alternatively, PBC responsecould capitalise
on the synergistic influences of other performance frameworks with similar performance
goals and/or similar interests in the mechanismsunderlying the performance of hospitals.
Text Box 6.1: Performance goals menu for PBC
A choice of three performance goals selected from a list of six:
1. increase the number of outpatient visits by 10%

2. increasethenumberof birth attendedby a skilledhealthworkerby 5%

3.
4.
5.
16.

increase the number of children under one year who are fully immunised by 10%
increasethe number of new acceptorsof modem family planning methods by 5%
increasethe averagenumber of antenatalvisits by pregnant women by 10%
increasethe number of children under five yearstreated for malaria by 10%
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6.1 PBC Implementation: De jure and De facto
The influential mechanisms of PBC intervention
were related to the major design features
discussedbelow. These features are extracted from four main data sources. The inception
preparation workshop in July 2003 which this researcherattended,participant observationsat
three meetings of PBC pilot during January and February 2005, and from monthly pilot
progress reports. The monthly reports provided contemporaneous accounts of the
implementation of the pilot activities. The fourth data source was interviews
with membersof
the hospital managementteam (HMT) in the bonus-eligible hospitals. The HMTs were asked
how the targets were selected and what influenced their choices. Additional data was
collected by interviewing members of the pilot implementing team (PIT) such as the pilot
coordinator and officials implementing the performance surveillance/verification activities.
The PIT respondents were also asked about the changes they had made as a result of field
experiences they encountered during pilot activities. Analytical frameworks provided by
complexity theory and the theory of dynamic response actions were used for data extraction
and analysis.
The following sections provide a description as well as a qualitative analysis of the
implementation arrangementsand the range of mechanismsthe pilot employed. In analysing
the implementation arrangements,it is important to note that the pilot design and activities
were implemented using district-based forums (meetings) that targeted all the participating
health facilities in each of the five districts. Given this arrangement,the PNFP'8 hospitals in
this study were part of a large set of health facilities in these districts that were subject to the
pilot activities.
The implementation arrangementshad several components that together formed the PBC
pilot intervention. Each of these componentsrepresentsthe cluster of essential activities for
PBC as implemented in Uganda:
I. A consultative meeting for consensusbuilding among stakeholdersat national level at the
start of the pilot in July 2003,
2. Meetings to select servicetargets and create awarenessabout PBC at the district level,
3. Semi-annual performance surveillance activities measured the output volumes for the
selectedservice targets,

4. Meetingsto provideperformancefeedbackto theparticipatinghealthfacilities, and
5. Providingtheperformancebonuseswhereeligible.

18Only PNFP hospitals
were eligible to participate in these processes.The 3 government hospitals were not part
of the PBC pilot and did not have any participation in the PBC pilot activities.
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6.1.1 Consensus Building for PBC Pilot
A consensus-building meeting with national stakeholders was an essential first step in the
pilot activities. The stakeholders included MOH, PNFP bureaus, Makerere University
Institute of Public Health (MUIPH)19, District Health Officers (DHO) from the selected
districts, and some of the managersof the health facilities. The first meeting at the national
level took place in July 2003. At the national level, the stakeholdersincluded the Ministry of
Health (MOH), the three Medical Bureaus and the Makerere University Institute of Public
Health (MUIPH).
At the first national level meeting that this researcherattended,there was strong support from
the three PNFP Bureaus for the PBC pilot. This support was premised on the dissatisfaction
of the Bureaus about the administrative controls that Government (MOH) was using to
control the use of the grants it was providing to the PNFP sector. Among the main causesof
discontent about the administrative controls was the government guidelines that restricted the
use of the Primary Health Care (PHC) grants to pay salaries of PNFP staff and the
specification of the grant proportion (50%) to be spent on drugs (Giusti 2003; MOH MTR
2003). At the first PBC meeting, Bureau officials presentedpapers that advocated for a
contractual arrangement with Government that allowed more autonomy for managerial
decisions in using this grant money. The PBC experiment by the World Bank was a welcome
development.
After a 2-day meeting at the national level, the PNFP health facilities in the five selected
districts were randomised into control group and treatment group. The treatment group were
eligible to receive a bonus only if they achieved or surpassedtheir service targets. Facilities
in the control group were not eligible for bonus even if they achieved or surpassedtheir
targets. At the end of the national meeting, there was broad consensus to have similar
meetings at the district level to sensitise the local leaders especially about their roles in PBC
contract experiment and its legal implications. The main legal implication was that a subset
of small health centres in the control group and all facilities in the treatment group were
allowed to allocate the grants from Government freely - in disregard to the MOH guidelines.
MOH guidelines required all grant beneficiaries to spendthe grants in a specific manner. For
instance, about 50 percent of the grants were to be used for procuring drugs, and no wagerelated expenditures were allowed. MOH guidelines against salary expenditure had been
relaxed for PNFP hospitals before PBC pilot started (MOH 2005).

19MUIPH
was the holder of the World Bank sub-contract to undertake the performance surveillance activities
for the PBC pilot. Their contract also involved other data collection for impact evaluation of the pilot. The
author of this dissertation did not play active roles in the pilot activities other than those limited to participant
observations of some pilot activities. Nonetheless some ideas, complaints and influence could have been
introduced during interviews and informal interactions with the pilot implementers. Given the limited decision
spaceand resource constraints on the pilot implementers, theseinfluences may have had limited impact on the
pilot processes.
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At the district level, the stakeholdersincluded the District Health Officers, the District PNFP
Coordinators, District Health Secretaries (political leaders in-charge of health) and Chief
Administrative Officers (in charge of district administration). Facility managers and
representativesof their Board of Governors were also invited.
Subsequent meetings were held in the five selected districts of Arua, Bushenyi, Jinja,
Kyenjojo and Mukono. The aim of thesemeetings was to build commitment for participation,
compliance and support among the stakeholdersat the national and district level.

6.1.2 Selection of the Targets for PBC Contract
Ideally, the selection of the three service targets representeda strategic step for the bonus
eligible hospitals to succeedin achieving PBC contract targets.The best approachto strategic
choice (ie selecting three out of a menu of six) would entail some analysis of prior trends in
service outputs, the needs of the community, alternative providers and the capacity of the
hospital to succeedfor the selectedtargets. Capacity considerationswould include things like
internal resourcessuch as staff and external resources such as grants and technical support to
fulfil the PBC contract obligations. From the Expectancy theoretic construct, this represents
the need or belief that the agent's (hospital) efforts will result in the attainment of the desired
performance. In general, strategic choice of PBC targets would be best done by the internal
hospital actors since they have accessto this set of strategic information about their capacity
(Gibson, Martin et al. 2005). The internal actors here included the members of the Board,
Hospital management team (HMT), the heads of department and clinical staff. In addition,
the internalisation or "ownership" of the PBC innovation would be best served if the choicemaking process and analyses were open to discussion by the service departments in the
hospitals (Gardner and Schermerhorn 2004). It is the service departments that have more
specialised information on their capacity as well as strategic information for success. In
general, a participatory process for making the choice of targets would have the effect of
communicating the performance expectations to those at the frontline of producing the
contracted services - thus fulfilling one of the predicted requirements from Expectancy
Theory.
In reality (de-facto situation) the selection of the targets was done differently. The targets
were selected during the district meetings organised to generate PBC awareness. At these
meetings, 2-3

members of the HMT (inclusive of one member of BoG) from each hospital
and other participating health facilities were invited to the PBC district awarenessmeeting
(DAMs). At the meeting, the 2-3 representativeswere required to make the selection of the
service targets. At the end of the one-day DAM, a PBC contract was signed between the
hospital representatives and the PBC pilot team. The signing of the contract signalled the
start of the PBC obligations. These workshops were held during September and October
2003. Of interest to this study is the implication of the choice of service targets that were
made by the two invited persons from each hospital, in particular, the likelihood of
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insufficient consultation within the hospitals regarding the
selection of the performance
targets.
"We selected as a group me and back then there was doctor XX
a
- we both attended
the meeting at the district (DAM) and chose these targets " (HTM-Hosp-2).
6.1.2.1 Limited Awareness of Performance Targets
There was evidence of limited knowledge of PBC contracts and the service targets that had
been selected among PNFP study hospitals. It was apparent that little effort was made to
create wider organisational awarenessabout PBC contracts. The knowledge about targets
was limited to a few persons that had attended the DAMs. The commitment to the three
selected performance targets was therefore limited to members of the hospital management
team (HMT).
Secondly, the lack of dissemination of targets within the hospitals could have been due to the
loss of momentum of pilot activities soon after the performance contracts had been signed.
For nearly 12 months following the DAM and signing of the PBC contracts,there was little
pilot activity. For example, in some health centres (not hospitals) the persons that had
participated in signing the performance contract and selecting the performance target had
moved or died. This slow start of the pilot activities was attributed to two reasons:delayed
disbursement of funds by the Bank and the departure of the person that was supposed to
coordinate the pilot activities. Partly due to the delayed disbursement of funds, the
replacement of the coordinator took eight months and during this period, the pilot activities
stalled.
"Another thing that happened in that period is that many of the health workers left their positions.
Many left for greener pastures or were transferred. One died. As a result when (we) started in August
2004, I found out that people who had also been sensitised had moved and fresh sensitization was
done by myself" (PIT-MOH).
"In other cases, the in-charges were new, did not know and did not add extra effort. In certain units,
they (had) transferred the people and we would find a new managementteam with no information at
all about the pilot" (PIT-MOH).

Partial ignorance about the selected targets remained even after the pilot activities had been
revived. For example, inconsistency about which targets were chosen by the hospital was
common after an 8-month period (September 2004- April 2005) of invigorated pilot
activities. In this period, re-sensitisation workshops had been held, performance verification
visits had been made and the first round of performance feedback (f bonus payment) had
been accomplished. When asked a direct question such as "which targets did
you choose?"
most respondents among hospital managerstried to search for and read their answers from
their copies of the contract. In one instanceillustrated by the extract below, the lead manager
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discovered during the interview with this author that the targets in the contract were different
from what he thought they were:
"we selected- I think OPD
- (looks up thefile and readsfrom file) - we had selected -(smile of
surprise). I wish we had selected OPD. Weselected deliveries, immunisation and under-5s treated
for malaria. But you know back then, theseare targets we,,,,. I wish we had selected 1,2,3 (OPD,
deliveries and immunisation of under 5s) " (HMT Hosp-2).

6.1.2.2 Replacing Flexibility with Rigidity
According to the original design and the contract document, the hospitals (and other health
centres) had the freedom to choose different service targets at the beginning of each financial
year (World Bank and MOH Uganda 2003). During the first round of performance-feedback
workshops (PFW) in January 2005, the freedom to change and choose different targets was
ruled out. The pilot implementation team (PIT) wanted to ensure that the hospitals did not
abandonselectedtargets before purposeful strategiesto improve them. In effect, the hospitals
(and other participating health centres) were locked-in with the choices made in haste or
whose context had changed sufficiently for the hospitals to make any meaningful efforts to
succeed. For example, community-based programmes to prevent malaria had been initiated
within the catchmentpopulation of the study hospitals after the contracts were signed. These
prevention initiatives were being led and supported by the study hospitals that had selected
the malaria treatment target. Successfor such a target would mean reneging on the prevention
programme objectives of the samehospital.
"... for the one of malaria (target), I am not so sure (of success). Wehave - (stops and laughs). (....)
there are many things we are improving down there (in the communities), you know. We are
responsible to the Health sub-district (prevention programmes) and we are making sure they have
drugsfor community-basedmalaria treatment" (HMT-Hosp-2).
".... You know (for) malaria, there was this home-basedmanagement(new programme) that we did
notfactor in. We thought the malaria will always be there but it was not to be. The immunisation one,
I thinly is right" (HMT-Hosp-2).

6.1.3 Performance Verification
Performance verification (PV) or assessmentof the magnitude of service outputs related to
the performance targets was one of the major mechanismsto influence hospitals to respondto
PBC. In agency theory this relates to the ability to observethe effort of the agent and is seen
as an essential tool to overcome the agency problem of non-observable effort (Goddard,
Mannion et al. 2000). PV also serves to focus the agent's interest on the records or systems
that generate the performance data. According to the pilot design, and implicit in the PBC
contract document, PV was to be "confirmed based on HMIS reports". HMIS (health
management information systems) reports were monthly and quarterly reports of service
outputs that each health facility was obliged to submit to the District Health Office. The
reports use a standard format (Govt of Uganda 2005). To guard against distortion of the
HMIS reports, the contract included the penalty clausebelow:
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"
health unit's performance will be confirmed based on HMIS reports, institutional surveys and
... the
household surveys. If any large discrepancies between the survey and health unit's data are found
regarding over-reporting, any bonuspayment received will be claimed back. The district reserves the
right to take other disciplinary actions based on those findings "(World Bank and MOH Uganda
2003).

During implementation of PV activities, the sub-contractor Makerere University, Institute
of Public Health decided to modify the sourceof PV data. Primary registers instead of HMIS
reports were used by the performance verification team (PVT) to compile the performance
data. Primary registers are the detailed medical records that have each patient/client details
e.g. name, age, diagnosis and treatment items. Monthly HMIS reports on the other hand have
aggregated performance data generated by adding up every entry in the primary registers.
The basis for this change was due to the alleged fear that the HMIS reports were vulnerable
to manipulation. Despite the apparentdeviation from the contract specification implicit in this
action, the PVT set themselves a large task. Processing performance data from primary
registers required several stages with workload implications. For example, the PVT had to
had to tally
identify the contract
- relevant services from multipurpose registers. They
thousands of cases,visits or services provided by a hospital during the verification period.
From the perspective of understanding the effectiveness of the PVT activities, three main
implications could be attributable to its workload. These are discussedin sections 6.2.3.1 to
6.2.3.3.

6.1.3.1Crowding out PerformanceVerification Activities
In addition to the PV activities related to the three selected service targets, the financiers of
the pilot - the World Bank ResearchGroup (WBRG) soughtto collect a broader set of data to
analyse the impact of PBC pilot in Uganda. The need for impact data required the PVT to
conduct several surveys in addition to PV activities in the registers. The impact assessment
required data from five survey components: 1) facility equipment, 2) the staff, 3) exit poll of
patients, 4) households and 5) survey of the support systems(supervision and financing).
As a result, the workload for the performance verification team (2-3 persons)in the hospitals
was not restricted to tallying the cases in the registers related to the three PBC targets.
According to the Health Facility Module of the survey tools, the PVT had to extract from the
hospital registers and tally outputs for a total of 39 different services (World Bank, MOH
Uganda et al. 2004 pg 3&4). The same team had to conduct an exit poll of clients (at least
30), interview the clinical staff (average of 60 in hospitals), as well as conduct household
interviews (at least 10 households). Given the financial constraints within which the PVT
operated (see section 6.2.5.1), all these activities were done within three days for each
hospital. These activities were supposedto be repeatedfour times i. e. every six months for a
period of two years.
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"An overriding constraint was that due to a tight budget,
eachfacility/community had been budgeted
for one day but hospitals and big health centers needed three days
on average to collect facility data
and also to do staff and exit interviews. " (progress report December 2004 - page2).

6.1.3.2 Reliability of Baseline Performance Measures
It was necessary to collect the baseline performance of each provider 12 months before
September 2003 when the PBC contracts were signed. However, the baseline performance
verification activities were delayed for 12 months. The implication of this delay was to
increase the workload for the PVT. For instance, the review of patient registers for the
baseline covered 18 months instead of 12. This long period for performance verification and
the decision to use primary registers instead of monthly (aggregated)HMIS reports, caused
excessive workload especially for the baseline PVT in April May 2004. There was also a
steep learning curve as the PVT was new to the task. There were particular challenges in
extraction of PBC related target and non-target services from primary registers full of clinical
jargon and shorthand.
The verification of performance data was probably the most challenging and as illustrated in
box 6.2, was also most likely to attract shortcuts by the PVT. It also illustrates the problems
of performance auditing such as disruption of service provision with likely negative effects
on clients' waiting-time and satisfaction.

Textbox 6.2: Bottlenecksto PBC Pilot Implementation
Question:- What needsto be strengthenedfor thepilot process to work better at the district level?
Answer: "Monitoring is key. (..) For example in (namedhealth centre)
-a health centre III
in
bonus
It
did
in
both
first
was the
and second round. We
group.
not meet the target at all
decided to give it a visit to find out what was happening..... We realised that it isfar from
(named town). That is 60 miles.(.. ) Thesepeople (clinic staff) told us that the research
assistant [PVT] arrived late and was in a hurry and did not look at all their records. That is
how they did not make the targets. But on the second round the research assistant [PVT] did
not actually arrive -so you seehow monitoring is very important? He might have sat under
a tree and wrote the data. So monitoring of research assistants [PVT] is very important.
Wealso had emphasisedthat they notify the health units about their schedules- sometimes
you find that in the middle of a busy clinic, the research assistants[PVT] are collecting all
the registers, stopping the clinic to talk to (interview) the staff. The health workersfind it
very difficult to organise themselves.The other issue was the exit interviews. Thesewere
veryfew simply becausethey had taken away all the stafffor interviews and there was no
one left to see the patients and therefore no exit patients [to interview]. Someof these units
have 2 or 3 staff only. At the exit poll, the patients were very tired. They had waitedfor too
long and did not cooperate ".
Question:- Wereyou interested in information about waiting time in these clinics?
Answer: " Yes(burst into laughter),,, indeed,yes " (member PIT).

It can be implied from the above extract that the PVT team had potential for causing
ineffective functioning of the serviceprovision on the day their
of
visit while at the sametime
data
from
facility.
collecting
the clients at the
The negative effects such
about service quality
as long waiting-time for clients may partly be due to the PVT processesand not the routine
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reality of clients at the health facility. Likewise, client satisfaction would be reduced by the
auditing activities of the pilot and not the routine experience of clients. Unfortunately the
interpretation of such data makes all attribution of waiting time of client dissatisfaction to the
provider organization.
The faults in baseline PV activities affected the legitimacy of the performance feedback
activities (see section 6.2.4) but also provided an unreliable performance benchmark for the
rest of the PBC pilot. Most discussions during the performance feedback workshops
contestedthe service output figures used for calculating the bonus amounts. The discussions
and explanations during the performance feedback workshops did indicate a significant
dissatisfaction with the PV activities during the baseline survey.
"... frankly, I do not know (why we failed the target)
What I realised, there is a problem with
....
do
measurement- the people who collected the records -I
not know what they looked at. ... The data
collection was problematic. One thing I am sure of is, our numbers are much more than what was
reported. We have even gone again and looked at them and they are much higher " (HMT-Hosp-2).
"What is this thing 'data not available? ' I see everywhere 'data not available', 'data not available'.
What is the purpose of this [pilot]? What is called data? This is demotivating and makes us inferior
saying that data is not available yet the DHO (district health Office) has been receiving these data
and our databasesare complete "(HMT at PFWArua 8'k Feb 2005).

From the perspective of the PVT, the imperfections in performance measurement were
explained variously as due to "missing records", "records were locked up and not accessible
to the researchassistants","registers were misplaced" or "the staff responsible for the records
was absent at time of the visit". Implicit from thesereasonswas the de-facto concept of the
"cross-sectional survey"
in
For example, if the
-a snapshotpicture at a particular point time.
registers (records) were locked up in a cupboard on the day of the PVT visited, a "zero
outputs" was recorded against the service targets and no return visits were made to fill the
missing data. This could be interpreted as a coping mechanism by the PVT that was under
pressureof heavy workload. In addition to enormous workload as an underpinning logic for
explaining the behaviour adopted during performance verification, restrictive budgetary
provision and questionable financing priorities for pilot activities all biased the performance
verification activities to ineffective execution.
"There was a problem of facilitation (financing). For example, I was supposed to monitor and
supervise the units but we did not move out at all, exceptfor bonuspayment " (member PIT).
"Call-backs [return visits] to facilities or communities were impossible given the tight budget and this
could have contributed to the teams getting less stafff' and exit interviews than targeted "(progress
report December 2004 -page 4).

6.1.2.3Adjusting to the Constraintsin the RecordsSystem
The specification of some PBC targets required data that were not routinely captured in the
aggregated HMIS reports. For example, the process of aggregating service output data
created only two age categories "under 5-years" and "above 5-years", in the national
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information system and facility performance
For antenatal visits, the HMIS
reports.
categoriesincluded "1st visit" and "re-visits" (Govt of Uganda 2005). Three PBC targets i. e.
antenatal, immunisation and malaria (see box 6.1) required exact "age" or "visit number"
variables for performance verification. In response to these problems, calculation of
"average" number of ANC visits as required by the ANC target was abandonedand instead
the "total" number of visits was used. For the malaria target, where an age cut-off eg "oneyear and below" was needed,the primary registers presenteda problem. All malaria casesin
the registers that did not have the "age" entries were not counted when imputing performance
for the malaria target. This problem led to very low performance figures for the
malaria and
immunisation targets during the baseline survey and was a source of heated discussion in the
performance-feedbackworkshops.
"People used to put (make entries like) `adult' and `child' instead of the age. We had problems with
this for immunisation and malaria (targets). We only counted suchfor OPD but not for immunisation
and malaria targets " (memberPIT).
"Being able to make correct recording improved the numbers (in 2"dPV round). Someof them, it was
improving the handwriting so that we (PVT) can understand the diagnosisfor the tallying. Clinicians
use lots of shorthand in the registers. Some used "PF" (plasmodiumfalciparum) for a diagnosis of
malaria " (memberPIT).

The implication of theserecord-entry problems and unavailable records and workload for the
PVT at baseline is that performance "improvements" observed in the subsequent PV
activities potentially arose partly from the improved capacity of the PVT to deal with the
registers and not necessarily from more clients being served by the participating health
facilities.

6.1.4 Performance Feedback
Performance feedback information about the successesand failure to attain the performance
targets was an essentialpart of the design. Providing information to the agents- the hospitals
and health centres about their level of achievement in relation to the targets is meant to
motivate them to improve or sustain required efforts. On its own, performance feedback is
effective in improving performance of health providers (World Bank 2003; McNamara
2006). The key findings related to the activities of this component are related to the
adaptations that were made in the implementation arrangementsfor providing feedback and
the challenge of the negative effects that arose from randomising the monetary bonuses to a
few providers. There was also a problem in the temporal sequencebetween performance
feedback and performanceverification. These are discussedbelow:

6.1.4.1 Performance Accountability: A Good Start but..
Performance feedback workshops (PFWs) were organised as a one day event in each of the
five pilot districts at the start of 2005. As a
measure of creating effective performance
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accountability to the relevant authorities, the invited guests to the feedback workshops
included the district political leaders,district technocrats in
charge of finance, administration
health.
One member of the Board of Governors (BOG) was invited along with two
and
members of the management team from all participating health units (hospitals and health
centres). During the first round of PFW in January/February 2005, a good turn-up of
stakeholderswas observedat the three workshops attendedby this researcher.
Participating units that had achieved or surpassedtheir targets and were eligible for bonuses
received their bank cheques and a handshake from the chief-guest (mostly District Health
Secretaries). The PFW included speechesfrom the chief guest and representativesof the
Chief Administrative Officer and the District Health Office. The speechesgenerally provided
guidance on how health managerscan succeed to achieve better results. For example, the
speechescontained suggestionssuch as: "publicising services", "making services affordable
to the poor", "being nice to patients", "accountability for the money and outputs" and
"making the records (data) speak for themselves". The key themesin the discussionsarising
from the three workshops attendedby this author can be summarisedas follows:

1. Focuson Records

More discussionscentred on the need to keep good records. In one district which was ranked
31st on the national MOH league table, discussion focused on improving the completenessof
records as a strategy to improve the district's ranking in the national league table. As
indicated in section 6.2.3.1, the performance feedback results presentedat thesemeetings had
several missing figures attributed to problems in the service records. Given the precedent of
poor performance of this district at the national MOH leaguetable for similar reasonsof poor
data completeness,the politicians and the District Health Officers (DHOs) in this district took
advantageof the forum to emphasisethe messageabout improving records:
"Lack of data made the district get ranked number 31 on the national league table. You can say by
mouth that you are performing but without evidence,this is nothing" (DHO at PFW 8`hFeb 2005).
"We need data. That is how you account for government funds.
Performance feedback workshop 8`hFeb 2005).

(District political leader -

2. Credibility of Performance Assessment
During one of the PFWs, the submission of one of the bonus recipients capturedthe attention
and discussions of both political and technical leaders as well as the health unit managers.
The extract from the submission (below) indicated some loopholes in the performance
attributed to innovative efforts as opposedto usual practice or trends.
"Me -I have nothing to say but to thank you. I did not know of this contract thing [PBC pilot]. lam
only seven months in the post and did not know of this contracting. I was surprised [to be] invited to
this workshop to receive a bonus. I am very happy. Thank you very much" (laughing from the
February 2005).
participant PFW 8r1J
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The discussion that followed variously used the language of "a joke", "fluking" or "accident"
in reference to the connection between purposeful actions and the receipt of the bonus.
Recommendationswere made to make the bonus competitive as well as making sure that the
performance verification activities measured "real" improvement and not "usual" expected
increases.It emergedduring the interviews with the hospital managersthat the level of the set
targets for the PBC pilot were either similar or lower than the ones the hospitals had set as
part of their routine annual budgeting processes.
"... for example we have a target of 19,000 OPD attendance this year and the target is based on the
previous year and we set at 10 percent .... the issue is that as administration we are tuned to a 10
percent increase in the budgeting" (HMT-Hosp-2).

It is therefore possible to speculatethat PBC targets were not sufficiently challenging and the
hospitals were taking advantageof the same or lower targets of PBC, thus not pressuredto do
anything different from the ordinary.

6.1.4.2 Demotivating the Control Groups: "Done Better but no Bonus"
During the first round of performancefeedback workshops it become obvious that the bonus
was a potential source of negative emotions for the health managerswhose facilities had done
better than those that were randomised to the bonus-eligible group. Facilities in the control
group also witnessed the bonus giveaway ceremony but received nothing irrespective of good
or better performance a situation that evoked feelings of envy and unfairness. This was
evident as numerous and spirited attempts by the participants in control groups to contest the
randomization approach.
Numerous views were expressed suggesting that the bonus be made competitive for all
participating units. In both rounds of performance feedback i. e. January and September
2005, participants attending the PFW continued to urge that the bonuses be opened up to
competition (tournament design). Other views within the pilot implementation team (PIT)
and the district health officers (DHO) were suggestive of adding some forms of placebo
benefits or recognition for the facilities in the control group that exceededtheir targets.
However, there was no guaranteethat such placebo benefits would not potentially become a
disguised "bonus" to the control group.
" Wehad also suggested token things like pens, calendars, books - things to remind them about the
study and make the study visible. ... It would have been a good idea that all participating (health
centres) got something (benefit) " (Member PIT).

Indeed some district managerswere beginning to consider providing some kind of "placebo
rewards" to counter what they describedas insidious apathy to the pilot. For example, lack of
cooperation had been observed among the control groups especially during subsequent
performance verification activities. As illustrated in the extract of a group interview with the
district health officer (DHO) and the district coordinator of non-profit providers (PNFP-
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Coordinator) in box 6.3, the bonuses had elicited negative
satisfaction among the control
groups.
Text Box 6.3: Bonus as a source of negative motivation for control group
Interviewer:

"What do you see as the future for the contracting arrangements
with PNFPs and performance bonuses?

PNFP Coordinator:

What I hear is that thepeople are not happy. It also looks expensive
and not reliable. So the (health) units did not appreciate it. They
are participating but do not get a bonus. Theysaid -I remember one in-charge [manager] complaining that even when other health
centres performed better, the bonus is only paid to HOSP-I
hospital and same HOSP-1 hospital only every time. XXX health
centre improved 20-50% They say they squeezehere and there to
improve performance and directed resources to register
improvement but they are not recognised (given bonus).

DHO:

May be as a district, we need to recognise them - those that are the
controls but are doing well. I hope the study team (pilot) does not
mind. They did not understand the issue of control group. We can
provide certificate or sponsor managersfor a study tour.

PNFP Coordinator:

The control groups have performed even better than those getting a
bonus. HOSP-1 hospital got 10 million (shillings) and yet ZZZ
hospital is doing far much better. It's frustrating and has lost
meaning - done better but no bonus."

(Extractfrom a groupinterview of District HealthDirectorand District PNFPCoordinator)

6.1.4.3Bonus-biasedPerformanceFeedback
A notable finding at the first PFWs (January 2005) was that the "real" performance feedback
was only given to the bonus-eligible group of participating health units. Real performance
feedback entailed provision of absolute service output figures for the period under review.
These figures were also compared(percent change) with a correspondingcalendar period in
the previous year. Taking the immunisation target as an example, total immunisations figures
for January March 2004 were compared to a similar period in 2003 and the percentage
increase/decreasewas computed and compared with the target. Feedback was limited to the
three service targets selectedby a facility20. Although health units in the control group had
been subjected to the same pilot activities i. e. target selection and performance verification,
their performance figures were not provided during the first and second performance
feedback workshops.
`Indeed we did not give it (feedback to control groups) out. But for round 1, we did send all the
performance feedback through the district focal persons (PNFP coordinators).,,, for the second
round, we only processed the one for the bonus group since there was pressure to disburse thefunds
20Even though
the performance verification team collected data for about 37 different services/diagnoses,
feedback was limited to the three service targets in the contract.
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since (named NGO) was closing up. But the rest of the result will be worked out and sent " (Member
PIT).

For the second round of feedback in September October 2005, participants from control
groups and the local government officials were all excluded from these workshops. Only
participants from the bonus-eligible health units were invited. The exclusion was attributed
to lack of sufficient budgets to hold big and all-inclusive workshops. The performance
feedback for the health units in the control groups were sent by email several months after
providing feedback to the bonus-eligible group.
"Another disappointment was
- we were unable to organise big workshops that bring all the
health
participating
units together including the district health and local government officials. This
time (second round of performance feedback) it was a mini workshop involving only members of
bonus group hence could easily be looked at as discriminatory " (Progress Report, September2005
page 2).

According to the interview with the pilot implementation team, the biased feedback also had
implications for the successof the subsequentpilot activities. Cooperation from the control
groups was eroded in the subsequentperformance verification visits since they did not see
much value in participating. Most participants in control groups did not take interest in
signing the secondPBC contract for the financial year 2005/06 as was expectedof them.
"I think theproblem (lack of cooperation)was that someunits werenot involved... Theyalso did not
appreciatethe issueof randomisation.All theyneededwas to be in thebonusgroup." (MemberPIT)
"In my view we should have included some government units in the bonusgroup. It was an oversight.
They did not have any interest in the study " (Member PIT).
.. You see, the overall objective was to have all groups together in a forum (feedback workshops).
Also we wanted these that fail, to learn from the successful ones. Unfortunately this is not done.
...
Thefunders were not willing to finance this (PFWs). They were purely paying for the bonuses. In
...
the second round we called only the bonusgroup. " (Member PIT).

6.1.4.4 Hitting Two Birds with One Stone Or Temporal Bias?
According to the PBC contract, performance feedback was expected to happen within the
first three months following the PV visits. Implicit in this time specification was the need to
allow a minimum of three months to the recipients of performance feedback to undertake
corrective actions before the next PV visit.
The de facto practice did not allow time for the recipients of performance feedback to adjust
and innovate before the next PV visits. Subsequent PV visits were started immediately
following the performance feedback activities. From table 6.1, the performance feedback for
round-1 took place in the months of January and February 2005. The PV for round-2 started
also in February 2005. The performance feedback in September 2005 was immediately
followed by PV visit in October.
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Table 6.1: Schedule for pilot implementation

Round-1
(baseline)
Round-2
rooud-3

activities.

Performance
verification

Performance
feedback

April/May 2004

Jan/Feb 2005

by
Period/months
covered
verification
performance
activities
Jan 2003-March 2004 (14 months)

Feb/March
2005
Oct/Nov 2005

September2005

April-Dec 2004 (9 months)

Pending by Aug 2006

Jan - Sept 2005 (9 months)

ource: Adopted from (PBC-MPK 705b)

Although not directly admitted by the pilot implementation team the synchronisation of the
performance feedback activities with the activities for performance verification was intended
to "hit two birds with one stone". Less than optimal financial facilitation of the pilot
implementation

team seemed to explain why several activities were being clustered together

to fit the budget.
The first bonus payment was done in January (2005).... Meanwhile, the data collection teams left
for fieldwork at the end of February (2005)" (progress report February 2005).

"It is anticipated that the 2"d bonus payment (read performance feedback visit) should be done in
August (2005), and data collection for Wave3 (PV round 3) should be conducted immediately
thereafter " (progress report July 2005).

The implication of this practice is that any corrective actions or performance innovations
arising from the performance feedback would not show up in the outputs of the next round of
performance feedback. Participants in the performance feedback workshops (PFWs)
expressedthis concern as the meeting extract below indicates:
"We are just receiving this information and there is no time to do those things you are talking about
(improving records). How can we change them (records) if the team (PVT)is coming hack this
month? " (Participant - PFW, 8`" February 2005)

Any purposeful response by the hospitals to the first performance feedback provided in
January/February 2005 would not be picked up by the PVT until Round-3 in
October/November 2005. Given that the pilot was limited to two years of implementation,
this problem created a systematic bias against finding a positive responseto the performance
feedback element of PBC experiment.

6.1.5 Bonus Payment
The bonus represented the apex of the PBC pilot. The bonuses were computed as a proportion
of the government annual grant given to a hospital as opposed to its total annual revenues.
The bonus payments were designed to take place every six months. This was meant to
provide mid-year21 and end of year bonus payments. For each of the three targets achieved or
exceeded, one percent of the base grant was payable i. e. three percentage points at mid-year
21Financial
year was used to synchronise with the budget cycle. The mid year target was equal to half the
annual target.
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and at end-of-year. The bonus award was designed to include incentives for effort to be made
across all the three selected targets and also across time for each target i. e. at mid-year and
end-of-year. In this respect, an extra bonus point (1%) was given if successwas consistently
achieved at both periods for each target - thus providing three additional bonus points. An
additional point (1%) was given if two annual targets are achieved and another point (1%)
added if all three annual targets were achieved (Talyor 2003). Overall the maximum bonus a
hospital could get was 11 percentof its government (PHC) grant.
At the time of computing the first bonus payments, it became clear that the bonus amounts
were too small especially for the smaller health centres. Lower level PNFP health centres
generally received small grants ($ 4,300 - 6,400) from Government. The pilot
implementation team (PIT) successfully negotiated a doubling of the bonus points. By
implication, the maximum attainable bonuses changed from 11 percent to 22 percent of
Government grant. Among the study hospitals, the contribution of the governmentgrant was
30 to 60 percent of the total annual revenues. Table 6.2 shows the assessedperformanceand
the proportions of bonus received and their US dollar equivalence.
Table 6.2: Bonus payments and as proportions to annual revenues in eligible hospitals
2 round

Hospital
(base Govt
grant)

Targets

1' round

1'
bonus
max

Hospital
HOSP-1
($74,135)

OPD
ANC
Malaria

0
1*
1 (0! )**

1
$1,480 1
(2/3)
1

Hospital

Malaria

0

HOSP-2
Immunisation 0
($180,807) Delivery
0

$0
(0/3)

bonus as %
(total annual
revenue)

Annual
target
(+ extras)

2
bonus
(max)

1
1+1
1+1

$5,930 3 3 %
/0
.
( 8/8)
($227
053
, )

0

0

1
1

1 +1
1 +1

$9,040 2.00
(4/8)
($451778)
,

t nereimpliesonetargetexceededandtwo percentof tile governmentgrantpayatneas toms.
** Targetawardedwhen it shouldnot havebeenawardedsinceperformancedeclinedi.e. -21%

Despite doubling the original bonus amounts, table 6.2 shows that the received bonuses were
too small a fraction of the total revenue of the hospitals. For example in the hospital (HOSP1) that did well (got 10 out of 11 percentagepoints), the total bonus (1st and 2nd) was 3.3
percent of the total annual revenues.
Total revenue of the hospital in contrast to the size of bonus provides a better picture of the
valence of PBC bonuses to induce a profound performance improvement response. If the
hospital actors were rational and calculating agents as assumed under the agency and
expectancy theories, they would pay correspondingly little attention. Chapter 7 provides
details of the responseto the bonuspayments and how they were used.
Despite it making a small contribution to hospital revenues, the bonus amount shared
between the two hospitals (table 6.2) was equivalent to 82 percent of the total bonus
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payments made by the PBC pilot. Eighteen percent was shared among the rest 17 bonuseligible health centres. The large share of the bonus funds by the hospitals was due to
relatively larger base grants they received from the Government. The hospitals in the pilot
also had a relatively high successwith the PBC targets. This finding has implications for the
feasibility of sustaining financial bonuses especially for hospitals that have
relatively high
operational budgets.

6.1.6 Pilot Financing: Uncertainty of Bonus Funds
Despite the centrality of the "bonus" in the PBC pilot as the intervention, the financing of
bonus payments was relegated to uncertain transactions with a potential to ruin the pilot
purpose. As the main architect of the PBC pilot, the World Bank ResearchGroup (WBRG)
staff securedfunds for the coordination and impact researchcomponentsof the pilot. A local
research institution22 (LRI) was contracted by the WBRG to conduct the impact assessment
surveys and performance verification activities. In addition, a local consultant was hired as a
Pilot Coordinator (PC). The financing of the bonus paymentswas assignedto the Ministry of
Health. Counterpart funding (read bonus fund) was required from MOH as a demonstration
of the Ministry's commitment to PBC pilot. MOH also provided the office for the PC.
However, given the government budgeting cycles, and the priorities contingent on its budget,
the MOH could not fulfil the counterpart funding requirement. This left the pilot
implementation team (PIT) with no guaranteedfunds to pay the bonuses.
"... This is the problem. It was assumed that MOH will take care of some of these things but this is
wrong..... So the assumption that MOH would provide resources [for bonus payment] need to be
streamlined at the beginning" (Member PIT).

"...In theory, they (MOH) acceptedthe study to be done, but due to resourceconstraints,their
commitmentto the study was lost... It's possible that they (World Bank people) did not do good
thinkingand groundwork. No budgetfor the critical parts of the study- the bonusandfacilitation of
monitoring" (MemberPIT).
The PIT had to engage in additional activities to source for funds to finance the bonuses.
With the recommendation of the MOH, PIT negotiated with several US-basedNGO projects
in Uganda to pay the PBC bonuses. Fortunately, one of them agreed to finance the bonus
payments. Although this NGO assistedwith two (out of three) rounds of the bonus payments,
the NGO wound-up its programme in Uganda leaving the third round of bonus payment in
jeopardy. By August 2006, the source of funds to pay for the third and last bonuseswas still
not secureddespite a 9-months delay to pay the bonuses.The pilot coordinator's contract had
a total of 42 days in a period of 12 months. The coordinator indicated that most of his
contract days were used for "hunting" and "negotiating" funds for the bonus payment. The
funds made available for the sub-contract for performance surveillance were also perceive as
insufficient for the extensive surveys.
22This researcher/author
belongsto the institutionthat wascontractedto conductthe researchbut kepta
reasonabledistanceandpositionnot to influencethe researchactivitiesrelatedto thepilot.
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"The research team reported that they were working under a very tight budget. They planned for
$280,000 but only $175,000 was approved. The mode of payment too was unfriendly. That is, they got
first payment on signing the contract ($17,000). Thereafter, they could only receive funds after the
deliverables were submitted and accepted. As a result, they had to incur debts
Besides,fewer
.....
research assistants were recruited and time for fieldwork was limited. Budget constraints also
affected the inland travel arrangements for the local consultant and facilitation of bonus payment
workshops " (Alia 2005bpg 20).

In general, the financing problems displaced activities necessary to support the pilot
implementers and caused uncertainty in the schedules for bonus payments and performance
feedback activities23. In the language of the expectancy theory, the uncertainty of bonus
payment weakened the instrumentality of PBC pilot - i. e. the necessarybelief among pilot
participants that rewards will follow from the successfulattainment of expected performance
(targets).

6.2 Comparison with Other Performance Frameworks
As indicated from chapter 4, there were several initiatives in the study hospitals trying to
influence their performance improvements. Although the Maternal Death Audits and District
Performance Reviews (and infra-league table) were taking root, they lacked documentation
and sufficient history in the study hospitals to characterise their activities. This section
provides brief descriptions of the implementation arrangementsof the two well established
performance improvement initiatives found among some of the study hospitals. These are
UCMB's

performance reviews and the Yellow Star Programme (YSP) for quality
improvement. This comparisonis meant to highlight the strengthand weaknessof the PBC in
relation to theseprogrammesthat used different mechanismsto secureimproved performance
from the same hospitals. The comparison here is used for the dual purpose of aiding the
evaluation of PBC pilot as well as enabling learning across all these three performance
frameworks.

6.2.1 UCMBPerformance Reviews
As discussed in section 4.4.3.5, UCMB had since 1997 started a process of comparative
performance assessmentfor its network of health facilities. The key aspectsof the UCMB
performance framework (Lochoro 2004; Mandelli and Giusti 2005; UCMB 2006) are briefly
listed below:
1. Annual Performance Reviews
Hospitals and lower level health facilities in the UCMB network were required to submit to
UCMB their annual comprehensiveperformance reports. These reports were only received at
the end of the financial year. The annual reports comprised of hospital revenues, resource
inputs and service outputs during the financial year. The information under the categoriesof
23Activities for bonus
paymentandperformancefeedbackwere coupledtogether.Failureto find fundsfor
bonusesalsodelayedtheperformancefeedbackactivities.
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revenue, inputs and outputs was standardisedto ensure comparability. The reports of hospital
inputs and outputs were based on the national Health Management Information System
(HMIS), thus enabling the same reports to
serve both the reporting obligations of UCMB as
well as that of the district health office and MOH. Guidelines about how to process and
aggregate the data had been made available to the managersof health facilities affiliated to
UCMB. There was evidence of activities by UCMB to
validate the information in the reports.
Verification of the submitted performance data
was done through soft bureaucratic
arrangements such as accreditation requirements - i. e. that these performance reports be
endorsedby the chairperson of the Board of Governors before their submissionto UCMB and
to the districts. Additional bureaucratic control and verification of performance data was
given to the diocesanhealth coordinators. These coordinators had a structural role to receive
monthly and quarterly performance reports - that could potentially serve as validation for the
annual performance reports.
Before the annual performance review meetings (APRMs), the data from all the UCMB
affiliated hospitals were analysed.The aim of the analysis was twofold:
1. To construct an average performance among hospitals in the UCMB network (ie a
benchmark scenario) and

2. To compareeachhospitalwith this average.
Lower-level health centres had their analyses separated from hospitals. For comparative
purposes, it is important to note that all outputs of a hospital were being converted into a
standardunit of output (SUO). The SUO was constructedby applying weights to all hospital
service outputs relative to outpatient visit. Thus all hospital serviceswere converted to "OPD
equivalence" (Beekes 2003; Giusti, Lochoro et al. 2004; Mandelli and Giusti 2005). Relative
performance was assessedfor averagehospital cost, client fees, staff, and a combination of
these. For example, comparisons were made for SUO per available staff, cost per SUO and
client fees per SUO. Each hospital was compared with the average for each of these
measures. Figure 6.4 illustrates the type of analysesand trends for hospital SUO.
By 2004/05, quality assessmentswere introduced. These include prescription audits, client
satisfaction and others related to infection control. Many of these measureswere borrowed
from the Yellow Star Programme.
Attendance at the APRMs was mainly limited to the management teams
of hospitals and
health centre, diocesan
coordinators and UCMB experts. Each hospital performance was
compared with the averagescenario. During the meetings,the hospital managementteams for
eachhospital were tasked to come up with explanations for their performance i. e. variance
from the average.All hospitals,
for
below
those
the averagescenario, action plans
especially
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were developed together with UCMB experts to address the identified causes of less than
optimal performance.

Figure 6.4: Standard Unit of Output for 63 UCMB hospitals (1997/98 to 2006/07)

2. Performance Monitoring, Support and Incentives
At the level of the dioceses, quarterly performance reviews meetings (QPRM) were hosted by
the Diocesan Health Coordinators (DHC) and attended by some UCMB experts. The aim of
the QPRMs was to monitor progress towards the action plans each hospital (and health
centre) had developed at the previous APRM. The DHC- the diocesan link persons to UCMB
were receiving monthly reports of outputs and revenues including reports of disbursements of
grants from the Government. These monthly reports were aggregated before the QPRM and
used for performance assessment during the meetings. After the second quarter's QPRM
(semi-annual) at each dioceses level, all the DHCs were invited to UCMB headquarters to
discuss the performance of their dioceses. At these semi-annual meetings at UCMB
headquarters, the aggregate performance of each diocese was presented and reasons for better
and poor performance sought. As a product of this forum, action plans for monitoring and
supporting the dioceses or their health facilities were made by DHCs and internal UCMB
experts. Particularly for hospitals, technical workshops were commonly organized alongside
the second quarter's QPRM (semi-annual) meeting. These technical workshops were aimed at
providing training to the hospital managers and DHC for identified gaps in skill and
knowledge. Many of the training workshops focused on financial management, information
and computing systems.

The incentive for good performance in the UCMB framework was internal recognition. For
example the units that performed above average were mentioned for recognition during the
performance review meetings. The best hospital teams were given space at the podium to
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share their success strategies with the others at the review meetings. Facilities that had
accomplished the requirements for accreditation were also awarded their accreditation
certificates. Other than the disincentives related to not being accredited(see section 4.4.3.4),
there was unwillingness to use coercive approachessuch as sanctions for poor performance.
"Usually we usesuch graphs as these(comparativegraphs) to motivatethem to do better and to
comparewith others.Its also a motivationto thosethat are belowto improveand catch up "(UCMBDHC).
"No no we don't give them sanctions (for poor performance) but we look for reasons, we look
deeper and (try to) see why. Is it (becauseof) free services in government units? Is it (inadequate)
drugs? Are the staff there? " (Official, UCMB).
".... some of the privileges (of accreditation) are access to free advice from us (UCMB), we have
experts in Human Resources,ICT and Data Management, Organisational Development and Financial
Management" (Official, UCMB).

There were also activities to support and strengthen the information system of the UCMB
members. For example, computers and email systems were found installed at the UCMB
study hospitals and training of staff in the records departmentshasbeen undertaken. UCMB
had in-house experts especially on information and communication technology (ICT) to
strengthen information and communication systems in the network. For example,
performance reports were being sent via e-mail to DHC and UCMB and there were efforts to
activate electronic communication within the UCMB network (UCMB 2005 pg 7). Other
experts were in human resources,organisational development and financial management.As
discussed in chapter 4, these were critical capacities for hospitals to build their systems to
support organisational performance. Trainings - short courses and supervision visits were
the common forms of benefiting from the UCMB experts. The Diocesan Health Coordinators
were required to provide support to the health facilities especially to strengthen the use of
information technologies made available.
UCMB accreditation was another form of
performance incentive (see section 4.4.3.4).
In general, the UCMB performance framework had a ripple-down effect of performance
evaluation meetings and action plans for performance improvement, performance monitoring
and performance support. There were regular quarterly, semi-annualand annual performance
review meetings. Support was provided for developing action plans to fix performance
problems and training especially in financial and information processing. All these were
grounded on a platform of UCMB accreditation regimen.

6.2.2Yellow Star Programme
The Yellow Star Programme is a quality improvement initiative that aimed to improve the
quality of health care in Uganda through a system of supervision, certification and
recognition of facilities that achieve and maintain minimum standards. It also aimed to
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improve client satisfaction by involving
communities in improving and monitoring the
quality of services at their facilities (DISH. 2002; Ekochu 2005). The Yellow Star
Programme was started by the MOH as an initiative to
sustain quality improvement processes
and improve performance and compliance to standards. The programme was started in seven
districts in 2002 and was being
scaled-up to all districts in a phasedmanner. By early 2006,
the programme had just started in Arua district that provided this researcheran
opportunity to
its
hospitals
encounter
in that district. The programme started in
effects among the study
Mukono district in 2003 and hospitals from this district had
well-established experience of
the programme. The programme had three sets of activities that were essential to its
performance influence on the hospitals. These are describedbriefly below:

1. Internal Assessmentof Provider Quality

The internal assessmentof provider quality was basedon 35 minimum quality standards.The
standards covered six domains of the provider functions. These were infrastructure,
management systems, infection control, information and interpersonal communication,
clinical services and customer care. The programme concept was basedon a provider and
community report card concept (McNamara 2006). The assessmentswere supposedto take
place every three months (quarterly) although there was evidence that this was not the case.
Checklists, interviews and observations were used by an external team of supervisors to
assessperformance and provide scoresfor all the 35 standards. The scoreswere standardised
and feedback was given for each of the six domains and as overall percentageachievement.
2. Feedback of Performance and Action Plans
The results of the assessmentwere provided as feedback immediately (within a week) after
the assessment.The feedback was provided at a forum that included the hospital managers,
the district technical and political leaders as well as community leaders. The feedback was
aimed at providing the hospital managerswith their internal quality assessmenttogether with
the views from the community about the hospital services.
"Thesepeople (yellow star team) visited on 9`hFeb, 2006. They assessedthe hospital and also went to
the community. After their visit they called us to town and gave us their report All of findings were
...
given. They also invited DHOS, political leaders of local government" (HMT-Hosp-2).

During the feedback meetings, the facility managementteams together with the community
leaders were facilitated by the Yellow Star Team (YST) to develop action plans to address
the shortcomings identified in the assessment.The implementation of the action plans would
be followed up and included in the quarterly supervision by the YST. More importantly,
financial resources had been committed to theseaction plans. Project grants provided to the
hospitals for the community health programmes were being
used to implement these action
plans. The YSP activities were being financed by a USAID project known as UPHOLD.
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3. Recognitionfor Quality Improvement

The recognition of quality improvements by the YSP was similar to the one used in the hotel
industry. "Star" insignias were used as external signals to the public for quality status of the
hospital or health centre. Consistent attainment of scores above specified cut-off percentage
points in two consecutive assessmentrounds (i. e. quarterly assessments)qualified a hospital
or health centre to a "Yellow Star" insignia. If continued improvements in the scores were
sustained on two subsequentassessmentrounds, the hospital would be awarded a second and
third Yellow Star insignias -thus symbolising 2-star and 3-star status respectively. A huge 3dimensional monument of a star would be erected in front of the hospital as a public
recognition of excellence if the 3-star status is sustained over three consecutive rounds of
assessment.Clearly these processes were indicative of an incremental process of quality
improvement that took over one year for a facility to reach the ultimate prize. Internally
within the hospital, small prizes - certificates and trophies were used to encouragea culture
for quality improvements. As the message on the exhibit below shows, this cultural
engineering was aimed at creating trust in the health services (DISH. 2002). In the early
phase of quality assessmentsthe hospitals were encouraged by recognising outstanding
progress (improvements) in eachof the assesseddomains. Trophies or placards were awarded
for this purpose. Mugs, individual certificates and calendarswith Yellow Star messagesare
also provided to individual staff with excellent qualities24.

4. Community Awarenessof Provider Quality

The advocacy component of the programme was geared to improving community awareness
of good quality health services as well as for gaining support for Yellow Star Programme
activities. For example, communities were informed about the significance of a Yellow Star
insignia given to the health provider facility. They were also being encouraged to demand
key aspectsof service quality from health providers. Advocacy activities included talking to
the community leaders and attending community-level meetings. Fliers and meetings were
also being used in the early phases of the programme. For example, at each Star-award
ceremony, the community leaders would be invited to witness the occasion. Available
information from another district indicated that the award of the ultimate prize i. e. the event
of erecting a huge 3-dimensional star in front of the health facility was a much-publicised
event. Available pictures showed that the event was presided over by a Vice President of
Uganda and included a Brass Band leading a public march in the community (UCMB 2005b).

24Based feedbackfrom
on
the communities,namesof staff identifiedasoutstandingin their work would get
suchawards.
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Figure 6.5: Yellow Star Programme:
Quality Improvements

Log: Yellow Star Programme

Log and Public Event to Recognise Success in

The Vice President and district Icaders at the l cllme
Star Branding Ceremony at a health center 2005

5. Capacity Building at the District
One key feature of the YSP was the decentralised nature of the programme right from the
start. Early in the start-up of the initiative in a district, a district Yellow Star Team was setup,
trained and facilitated to undertake the programme activities in the district. Membership of
the district yellow star team had been drawn from the health workers in hospitals, district
health officials and a political leader in the district. The trained persons were provided with
manuals and linked to the District Health Office. However, the financial support for YSP
activities was still not integrated into the district budget and was a source of uncertainty and
irregularity of YSP activities. For example, by 2006, there were only three quality assessment
visits (10 expected) among the study hospitals that had started participating in the YSP in
2003.

6.3 Summary:
This chapter has highlighted the performance mechanisms at the interface between PBC and
the case study hospitals. The pilot mechanisms included selection of the targets, performance
measurements, performance feedback and if eligible, a financial bonus was awarded for
successful target accomplishment. The findings in the chapter have shown that constraints
were encountered in animating these mechanisms in a manner that would lead to effective
performance responses to PBC pilot.

The chapter findings highlighted difficulties in performance measurement and in the
feedback. The implementation of the PBC pilot was itself problematic especially due to
insufficient financing for the essential activities. Other causesof ineffective implementation
were related to the coupling of conflicting roles. The pilot implementation team was charged
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with concurrent objectives for pilot implementation and pilot impact evaluation. The
important findings regarding performance control
and management are related to
feedback
measurements,
and the bonuses.These are highlighted below:

6.3.1 Measurement Difficulties
The findings in this chapter illuminated several sources measurementdifficulties for the
of
desired outcomes PBC targets. Performance assessmenttogether with impact surveys was
contracted to a local research institution. As a prerequisite, from the lens of expectancy
theory, the measurementsneededto be fair, valid and consistent. These conditions were not
achieved during PBC implementation.
1. Fairness: Several approaches used to measure the output volumes were not fair to
hospitals. For instance, the measurementswere basedon primary registers even when the
contract document stated otherwise. Non-availability of the registers on the day the
performance verification team (PVT) visited was punished as zero performance. The
failure by the verification team to read or understand a diagnosis in the register also
meant under assessmentfor the provider's performance.
2. Validity: Validity requires that the measuredperformance arises from and encompasses
all the dimension relevant to the efforts towards a measurableobjective (Smith and Street
2006). The main finding on validity related to problems in the format of the data in the
registers and the behaviours of some members in the PVT. For instance some essential
variables for computing the service targets such as "age of patients" were not routinely
recorded. The PVT was taking shortcuts that included instances of forging performance
data. Given the problems in the registers, steep workload and the opportunist behaviours
of the PVT, the performancemeasurementprocess lacked validity.
3. Consistence or reliability was a problem due to several adjustments that were made
during implementation period. As the performance verification teams acquired some
expertise in dealing with the registers, they were more likely to understand the recorded
diagnoses,and shorthand used to record performance data. This improvement among the
performance auditors meant that the data they collected was not comparableacross time and by extension not reliable to compute percentagechange in performance of provider
organisations. Given the decline in cooperation (providing data and being interviewed)
from the provider organisations in subsequentrounds, additional problems of reliability
were likely.
4. Confusion of roles: The findings in this chapter show that there was confusion of roles
within the performance verification team (PVT). Performance-verification and impactassessmentwere merged and undertaken as one activity by the PVT. This caused a
tension between proper implementation of the pilot and the evaluation of its impact. From
the findings, the activities of impact evaluation seemto have crowded-out those aimed at
auditing the performanceagainst the three performance targets.

5. Intrusive approach:It emergedfrom the descriptionsthat the PVT was disruptiveto the
provider organisationsby trying to accomplishseveralactivitiesin a shortperiodof time.
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Findings indicate that the service provision activities were nearly halted in order for the
PVT to do its performance audits. Some implications of these problems were observed
among the narratives of respondents.Resentment and lack of cooperation had emerged in
the subsequentrounds of performance verification with reported decline in compliance
with pilot activities. The narratives indicated that the PVT auditing processesmay have
affected the clients' experiences and indicators like "waiting-time", thus creating a
potential bias for negative results in the impact data for PBC pilot.

6.3.2 Performance Feedback
On its own, performance feedback was shown to have important effects on the hospitals.
Findings show that performance feedback by the PBC pilot and among Yellow Star and
UCMB frameworks was helpful for identifying solutions for improving performance. In its
early phase, when the feedback was given amidst an inclusive forum with representatives
drawn from the political, technical, peer providers and their BOG members,the discussions
in this forum suggested an opportunity for learning among the key stakeholders and
improving performance governance. For example, political leaders and membersof the BOG
were exposed to comparative information about service volumes from many health units and
information about operational constraints such as staffing levels and inadequatebudgets. It
was observed that the discussions at these inclusive forums provided strategic guidance for
performance improvements and innovations. For instance providers were urged to address
problems of incomplete records and handling clients well. However, financial insufficiency
for the PBC pilot activities gradually eclipsed performance feedback and focused on bonus
payment instead. The timing between performance feedback and performance assessment
was also problematic. Little time was given to the hospitals to act on the feedback results
before the next performance assessmentwas due. The synchronisation of feedback and
assessmentseemto have a structural bias against the hospital making any correction action.
Some differences in design of performance feedback existed among PBC, Yellow Star and
UCMB frameworks (table 6.3). Feedbackunder Yellow Star programme was given soon after
the assessment.This was possible due to simpler measurementtools i. e. checklists and client
by
satisfaction survey that did not require complicated analysis. Like the initial feedback
PBC, Yellow Star also used a stakeholder model for promoting broader performance
accountability and governance. Feedback forums included peer providers, political and
technical district leaders. A local team made up of clinically oriented personsfrom the district
undertook the technical measurement of quality. This is equivalent to a peer-review
mechanism that Ouchi (1979) refers to as a clan-control mechanism. Community views and
satisfaction were undertaken together with members drawn from among the community
leaders.As such, the district Yellow Star Teams had both a clinical and consumer orientation.

The UCMB design for feedbackand for collecting performancemeasurements
showed
marked differences.For instance,the collection of performanceinformation relied on the
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performance reports submitted by the hospital managers. Probably due to more established
trust arising from a strong institutional foundation of UCMB hospitals, performance
verification was anchoredin bureaucratic and soft control systems.Unlike YSP and PBC, the
performance feedback forum for UCMB included mostly UCMB members i. e. hospital
managers, DHC and UCMB experts. In the descriptions by Ouchi, this arrangement can be
referred as a "clan system" where feedback is for members only (Ouchi 1979). Like YSP,
UCMB also used the performance measurement and feedback as a means for generating
action plans for performance improvements. Both financial and technical support was being
provided by YSP and UCMB based on the action plans for performanceimprovements. The
table 6.3 provides a summary of the contrasts between the three performanceframeworks.

6.3.3 Bonus: Financing and Size
Since bonus payment was
delays due to securing the
show that fundraising for
design and timing of the

coupled to performance feedback processes,it was subjected to
funds for both the feedback costs and the bonuses. The findings

the bonus money was transaction intensive and influenced the
performance feedback. For example funds secured for bonus
payments did not include costs for inviting key stakeholders to broaden the performance
accountability and nurture the governance for results. Despite doubling the bonus size, the
amounts were too small comparedto the total hospital revenues.For instance the total bonus
accounted for 3.3 percent of revenue for the case-studyhospital that succeededin achieving
10 out of a maximum of II bonus points. It was not possible in this study to establish the
costs of generating a five or ten percent increase among the service targets. Such information
would be useful to make firm conclusion about the incentives implicit in the contracts
offered. However, the findings also show that the two case study hospitals in this chapter
were responsible for 82 percent of the entire bonus funds paid out to a total of 19 health
facilities. As such, efforts seeking to measure the impact and cost-effectiveness of
performance bonusesor PBC innovation need to pay more attention to the hospitals.
In summary, the pilot implementation was faced with several technical and financial
challenges. Adaptations were made to the implementation arrangements.These adaptations
had both enhancing and blunting effects on the pilot design mechanisms for successful
response to PBC pilot. Enhancing adaptations included the doubling of bonus amounts, the
initial attempts to bridge performance accountability and governanceamong key stakeholders
and establishing a forum for shared learning among pilot participants. The imbalance
between proper implementation of the essential elements of the pilot and evaluating its
impact was a sourceof problems for both.
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Table 6.3: PerformanceFrameworks-contrasts betweenPBC, UCMB and Yellow Star
Yellow star
PBC
UCMB
Objective

Measurem
ent
variables

Data
source
Data
collectors

Increasein the 3 services Efficiency,productivity and

Qualityimprovementand

selected as targets
Percentageincrease in
target outputs.
Also data for impact

use of quality standards.
Multi-dimension quality
measures- 35 process
indicators for quality and

equity of the provider Org.
Computation of average
scenario for efficiency &
productivity to compare

assessment
Primaryregisters,
householdsurvey,staff
interviews,organisational

acrosssimilarunits
Annualperformancereports
submittedby providersplus
newsurveysfor client
inventory
satisfactionandquality
Outsourcedperformance Hospitalmanagersbut reports
to a research verified by BOG and
assessment
institution.
DiocesanCoordinators

Performan

At first, a stakeholder

Professional (clan model) of

ce
feedback

modelof performance
accountability.Also
aimedto achievepeer-topeerlearningfrom best-

performanceaccountabilityi. e. feedbackfor members
only. Strongpeer-to-peer
learningfrom clanbest

practice. But abandoned

practices.

stakeholdermodeldueto
insufficientfunds.
Feedbackdelayedfor 5-8
months
Someinformal guidance
is providedto participants

Feedbackgivenannuallyand
bi-annually
Causesof sub-optimal
performanceareidentifiedand
actionplansaredevelopedto
addressthem.Funds,

communitysatisfaction.
Observations,
checklists
andclient interviews
Yellow StarTeammade
up of clinical peers,
administrativeand
political leaders.

Decentralised YSP
activities to district level
Internal to hospital, clan

modelof feedbackis
givenaboutthe clinical
qualitydomains
Externalto the hospital,a
stakeholder model of

accountabilityi. e.
"public-reportcard" for
quality.Feedbackgiven
soonafter the
assessment.
Aim is empowermentof

coaching and supervision

client voice & Exit as the

Technical No technicalsupportis
support
given.
provided
to the
"Arms length" and

providedbasedon plans.
Micro-careapproachis used.
Action plans,monitoringand
Active
supportprogrammes.
institutionalsupporti.e.

basisof servicequality.
Micro-careapproach.
Action plans,monitoring
and financialresources
for the plannedactions.

Incentives/ Financialbonusto the
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In particular,the findings show that the performancemeasurement
affecting the subsequentactivities in the PBC implementationchain- feedbackand bonus
payment.Properadaptationof thehospitalsto PBC requiredthat the selectedservicetargets
were adjustableover time to avoid conflict amongdifferent performanceobjectives.This
adaptationwas eliminated, thus locking-in the contextualcausesfor sub-optimalpilot
effectiveness.
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Chapter 7: Hospital Responses to PBC
7.0 Introduction:
This chapter analyses PBC response from the perspective of two in-depth case study
hospitals. Given the implementation arrangements of the PBC pilot that focused on the
bonus-eligible group of participants, a casestudy of the two bonus-eligible hospitals provides
a closer opportunity to examine responsesto PBC. Given their eligibility for performance
bonuses (treatment group), these two case study hospitals enjoyed a relatively full package of
PBC pilot activities. The aim of this chapter is to explicate the actions taken by hospital
actors in responseto pilot activities.
The information in this section was extracted from the responsesto two sets of questions. The
general questions such as "how do you see the performance of the hospital?" or "how is the
hospital doing?" were analysedtogether with responsesgiven to questionsdirectly relating to
the success or failures to secure a bonus in each of the two bonus payment rounds. The
responses to the general hospital performance provided contextual information on
performance constraints and enabling factors. The more direct questions such as "why did
you fail to achieve the targets?" or "what did you do differently to succeed in getting a
bonus?" sought to explore the respondents' explanationsfor failure and for successwith PBC
targets. The respondentswere mostly from hospital managementteams (HMT) and in a few
cases, clinical staff in hospital departments directly responsible for providing services
selected for PBC contract. Additional insights for this chapter come from the observation at
three performance feedback workshops in January 2005, two interviews with the pilot
implementation team (PIT) and two interviews with district directors of health services. The
interviews tried to extract information related to the responsesto the Yellow Star Programme.
The responseto UCMB's framework was presentedin chapter4 along with the casestudy of
UCMB's performance expectation.

7.1 PBC performance trajectories:
As shown in table 7.1 and 7.2, eachhospital had a different temporal experienceregarding its
successwith the PBC targets or securing the performance bonuses.
Case 1 Hospital secureda bonus at both the first and secondround. In total, Case1 posted the
best overall performance among all 19 bonus eligible health facilities in the entire PBC pilot.
This hospital received two (out of three) bonus points in the first round (Jan 2005) and
received the maximum (8/8) bonus points in the second round (Sep 2005). Despite the
success in securing a bonus, the views among the hospital management teams (HMTs)
indicated concerns for less than optimal performance for the hospital as a whole.
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Table 7.1: Case 1 Hospital Explanations for Successand Failure to Secure a Bonus
Bonus
T-Round 1 (targets -= OPD, ANC and I Round 21
status

Success

malaria treatment for children)
(Bonus Success=2 of targets)
" Reduction of fees (free AMC)
" More doctors i. e. from I to 3.
" Outreach programme expanded
" Marketing the reduced fees

" Reducedwaiting time

" Government ggrant-a major
contribution S7%.
" History of "total collapse" i.e. starting
from low performance baseline

" Facelift andrenovations

Failure

(Bonus Failure =1 of 3 targets)
" Seasonalvariations
" Government grant - delay in
disbursement
" Declined revenue amidst increased
recurrent costs e.g. salaries
" Nurses are leaving hospital - salaries
are too low.

(Bonus Success=8 of targets)
" "Got a Surgeon"
" Became a referral hospital due to surgeon
" Reduction of user-chargeshas generated more
utilisation (although feesraised a little since last
year)

" Decentraliseperformanceaccountabilityi.e. made
eachunit accountablefor their performancee.g. each
unit preparesits annualreportand "needto show
data Renovationsof old establishments
.
" Historical stigma2sabout this hospital is now fading
away - so more patients are coming now than
before.

(Bonus Failure -0 of 8 target)

" despite total success,respondentsperceived failures
due to:

" Reducedoutreach
" Governmentgrantcut

" breakdown of vehicle for outreach services

" staff (doctorsand nurses)changingall thetime

Case2 Hospital started by failing to secureany bonus in the first round but went on to secure
five bonus points in the second round. Given a larger base-grant from the Government, this
hospital secureda much larger bonus than the total bonus secured by Case 1 hospital. Table
7.2 provides the summary of the explanations provided for failure and successin rounds 1
and 2.

Table 7.2: Case2 Hospital Explanationsfor Bonus Failure Followed by Success
Bonus
status

Round 1 (targets= malaria treatment,
immunisation and delivery)
(Bonus success=0 out of 3)

Success

Round 2

(Bonus successa5 out of
" Improvedcommunityawareness
of reducedfees
" Improvedimagei.e. new buildings/renovations.
" Governmentgrantis essentialfor hospital
survival.
. Improved staffing- more doctors and "white"
doctors improve confidence.

" Marketinghospitalservicesduringcommunity
outreachand advertisereducedfees.
" Offer better qualitythanpublic hospital
(Bonus failure =3 out of 3)

"
"
"
"
Failure

Unhappy with verification method used.
"Unstrategic" choice-making.
Seasonal drought and low malaria.
Programmes that compete with PBC
targets are making it had to succeedeg:
" Community malaria treatment project
" Making efforts to support lower units.

(Bonus failure =3 out of 8)

" Poor target selection especially malaria.
" Poor disbursementof Government funds
" Level of poverty is high - people still complain
about reduced fees or bypass the hospital for
free care at government hospital

" Competitionfrom freepublic services.
" Povertyin community- inability to pay
for reducedfeesat hospital.
" Increasingrecurrentcostsat a time of
decreasingGovt.grant (contribution).

25To protectthe identity thehospital,the historical
of
sourceof stigmacouldnot be stated.
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7.2 General Strategies for Performance Improvement
The narratives describing reasons for the general hospital performance had similarity with
reasons related to successand failure to secure the PBC bonuses (table 7.1 and 7.2). For
example, the reasonsgiven for successwith PBC were reasonsthat affected a broad range of
outputs and had no direct relation to the selected PBC targets. However, the failures were
more linked to the target - problems in verification, selection or the environment. The
similarities implied a general lack of distinction between improvement for PBC performance
targets and performance improvement for the hospital as an organisation. The general sense
arising from this lack of distinction is that the response to PBC was perceived as a
consequence of broader and arguably more powerful causal levers for organisational
performance. This assertion arises from the following five thematic domains providing
explanations of performancechangesin the two hospitals.
I. Quality Improvements
In general, the improvement or successof the hospitals was attributed to enhancementsin
staffing and quality of amenities. Renovations and new buildings were describedas signal to
the community for better quality. These were variously referred to as "facelifts" and
"projecting a better image to the community". The effects of theseimprovements were linked
to "reduced stigma" towards the hospital as well as "comfort to the patients and staff'.
Stigma was particularly important in case-1 that evolved from a specialised health centre that
formally treated victims of a socially stigmatised disease - before it was converted to a
generalhospital.
An increase in the number of doctors was said to be a causefor improved service utilisation
(and PBC targets) while a decreasein nurses was ascribedto an internal workload escalation.
In these hospitals, the availability of expatriate or "white' doctors was seen as a "boost" to
the image and confidence of the hospital. The increase in the number of doctors and nurses as
a source of performance improvement was always couched with a caveat about inadequate
salaries. Sustaining doctors and higher cadre nurses was highly problematic due to what was
described by some as a staff exodus. Staff desertion from the study hospitals during the
period of data collection for this study was high. Quality of amenities as a reason for
improving utilisation of services was used to describe a comparative advantage the PNFP
study hospitals had over other providers especially the government and lower-level providers.
For example, better diagnostics, drug availability and transparent (official) payments were
perceived to be better in these hospitals compared to lower level providers or government
hospitals.
"we used to be two doctors, now we have been three. Thoseare the things that had put us on (PBC)
target- becauseof thepresence of those two young men (doctors) " (HMT-Hosp-1).
"Indeed there is a marked increase (in attendance) if you compare with the last two years partly
(because) there are more doctors. Patients want doctors. Also we now have these nurses with yellow
belts (qualified nurses). Previously we had many nurse
assistants. The surgeon has also added to the
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patients. Now we are getting patients from (named referral) hospital. Before, we used to refer
(patients) to them. This is now the opposite. The hospital has also had a face lift - buildings are
renovated and it doesfeel good "(HMT-Hosp-1).
"..In addition, we have improved on staffing. since December 2004, we have received two White
...
doctors from German and two American doctors
- all together we have six doctors, two native ones
believe
White
doctors.
They
have confidence in the hospital and this increase
more in
... our people
(White
doctors)
attendance. They do not know that these
are hereto learn tropical medicine" (HMTHosp-2).

2. Reduction of User Fees

Most study hospitals started reducing user-fees or making fees fixed for key services -a
phenomenon popularly called "flat" fees. This explanation was given in the case study
hospitals and all other PNFP ones as a source of improvement in utilisation of services since
2003 or 2004. The reduction and fixing of fees was one of the Government requirements
arising from Government subsidies (grants) to PNFP sector. The successfor PBC targets was
seen as ridding on the momentum createdby this policy imperative to reduce fees for PNFP
services.
Making PNFP services "affordable" to the poor was the basis upon which the Government
grants were being provided to the PNFP. By 2004, the Government contribution to the PNFP
hospital budgets was estimatedat about 35 percent and ranged 30% to 60% depending on the
size of the PNFP facility (Giusti, Lochoro et al. 2004; Lochoro, Batalingaya et al. 2006). The
services whose fees were reduced included OPD services for children and maternal health
services, especially antenatal care and delivery services. For admission services the reduction
of fees was restricted to children and special programmes such as HIV testing and
antiretroviral therapy (Odaga and Maniple 2003). Immunisation services had long been
provided free by all PNFP hospitals and health centres.As illustrated by the interview extract
below, casestudy hospitals were emerging from a period of low serviceunitisation.
".. One of the major threats was user fees. In 1994 when the White sisters (Irish Nuns) left, also the
funding wasstopped. The managementthat took over grappled with shortage of funds and resorted to
hiking fees to get more revenue. Unfortunately the clients run away. What we have done is (..)
...
lowered thefees. This led to a turn around. Utilisation (bed occupancy) movedfrom 37% to 87%"
(HMT-Hosp-1).

3. Changesin the GovernmentGrants

The problems arising from the reduction of fees were related to the Government grants.
These grants were seen as a source of hospital successwith performance improvements and
also as a source of performance failure. In relation to the total grants received by the hospital,
the grants were viewed as critically important for the survival of the hospitals and central to
the recent performance improvements. However, in relation to the erratic disbursementsand
perceived decline in the grant amounts for the year prior to this study, the respondents
attributed their performance failures also to government grants.
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"... We used to get Sh 7 million now we get about 137 million from Government. (...) We also get
some moneyfrom the (namedEuropean country) " (HMT-Hosp-1).
"I evenpresented a paper - `managingunder minimal resources'- you know hospitals are dependant
so much on Government.... We had a crisis here. Governmentfunds never camefor three month. It
affected us so much. So from that time what we decided is to make sure we use the money on the
capital account (for donor projects) to pay for the salaries and when the Governmentfunds come we
replace. Because it does come but theproblem is that it is not regular. So we get the salaries paid out
of thefunds we have "(HMT-Hosp-2).

4. Cost-reductionEfforts
Cost reduction strategies were closely linked to the user-fee reduction explanation for
enhancingperformance and also to the decline in government grants. Given the pressurefrom
MOH to have user-chargesreduced, most hospitals had experienced some increase in the
utilisation of their services but also some variable costs like drugs had increased. Cost
reduction in the provision of care was being recommendedas means of sustaining lower usercharges (Odaga and Maniple 2003; UCMB 2003).
Cost reducing measures were articulated as curbing irrational drug use; making staff
conscious of costs in the prescriptions; and discouraging "heroic surgery" or discouraging
admission of "chronic" and "costly" cases.As a tool for building this cost-consciousness,
continuous medical education (CME) sessionshad been invigorated to sensitise the staff on
the cost issues (see case 1 below). As a means of inducing staff behaviour change,the future
improvement in staff salaries(a contemporary concern) was being tagged to the staff ability
to reduce costs through approachessuch as rational drug use, longer-duty hours for nurses
and clinical triage aimed at screening against high-cost care. The two case-study hospitals
had training schools for nurses.These nurse trainees were increasingly used as substitutes to
compensate for nursing staff shortages. In case 2 hospital (see below), the cost-reduction
strategies aimed at reducing the size of the support staff that was considered too large. For
example, a policy of non-replacement of retiring support-staff had been adopted in the
revised employment manual. The following extracts from the manager of clinical services
are suggestive of an active strategy to cut cost and changethe case-mix of the hospital. The
extract also raised the danger of such measures:
".. Wehad to redirect CME to look at those targets.... Previously it wasjust to choose topics without
(performance objective),
but what we did was to choose those topical issues affecting the
... drugs.
hospital.... Like rational use
Because if people do not know rational use of drugs, it directly
of
flat
affects the work becausewe have a
rate (fixed charges) "(HMT-Hosp-I).
"..for example, these days, we are not in the moodfor (treating) accident patients. So what we do okfor simple cases like fractures [we can fix], but this businessof long (stay) - six month. ... If you see
what we put in (spend) compared to what the patient pays - those are referred (to other hospitals).
Actually, I have been telling my colleagues (doctors) - these chronic, chronic conditions, heroic
surgery, should not be encouraged.... Becausefor one week of admission, we spend a lot on them. We
rather work on those with 3-4 days - may be 5 days maximum, and someone is discharged "(HMTHosp-1).

5. Historical Trends
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Many of the narratives used historical trajectories of the hospital's performance to
contextualise current service outputs levels. For instance, respondentstended to use historical
comparison of hospital performance in the last 3-5 years as explanations for current
performance successes. The elements in the historical trends to which performance
improvements were tied included new infrastructure, past increments in the size of grants
from Government and in some cases,reduced stigma towards the hospitals - especially the
hospital that was established as a specialised treatment centre for a socially stigmatised
disease.When it became a generalhospital six years before this study, there was community
stigma attached to seeking care from this hospital. There was a clear difference among the
two case study hospitals regarding the historical trajectories and current performance. These
are briefly outlined:
Case I Hospital
The respondents in this hospital used a language that implied that the hospital was near total
collapse 5-6 years before. The hospital was said to have had "pathetic infrastructure",
suffered from the withdrawal of funding by the founding European congregation and from
community stigma due to its earlier focus on treating victims of a locally stigmatized disease.
These features had been significantly overcome by 2005 due to a number of positive
developments. Among the developments were the new and competent administration staff,
increased26Government grants and renovations and new buildings. The narratives implied
very low utilisation 4-5 years ago which might have formed a relatively low and easy
springboard (baseline) for acceleratedcatch-up in the recent years.
"By the way, compared to some 4-5 years ago - we are now performing very well. For once now our
bed occupancies is 70percent some time in thepast it was lessthan 40%" (HMT-Hosp-1).
"You probably do not know where we started, our name was so bad and people used to say (named)
hospital was about [named disease]27.Wehad very old infrastructure. Wehave had to renovate some
and maintain the other" (HMT-Hosp-1).

"WhenI waspostedhere therewerethreepeople (patients)in (the) medicalward.It wasdilapidated,
I myselfcould not allow beingtreatedthereas a patient" (HMT-Hosp-1).

Case2 Hospital
The performance of this hospital was described as very high in the past and was now on the
recovery trend after a depression.The depressionwas attributed to both internal and external
changes. The internal issues related to poor management practices culminating in a staff
strike and short-lived hospital closure in 2003. The new managementteam after the strike
made several internal changes to administrative systems to assure steady salary payments.
One of the changes was to establish a regular staff assembly to improve communication
between staff and administration. A reserve fund was also established to cushion staff
salariesfrom irregular Government grant disbursements.The external changeswere related to
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the market structure for this hospital. In the past, this hospital had less competition due to
dysfunctional public providers and lower level health facilities. From their descriptions, the
hospital was the only place of resort for good services in the past. When the public facilities
stopped charging user-fees in 2001 and lower level services improved in terms of drugs and
staffing, the hospital experienceda decline in performance (attendance).
"If you look at the overall performance of OPD attendance over the years, OPD of thoseyears were
about 35,000 (now about 20,000). They (OPD attendance) have been dropping, dropping until about
2001 and started going up a little. I believe people in those years (of high OPD attendance) used to
come herefor every minor illness. There were no services working down there (lower levels) at all.
But services down there are improving and they do not have to come to the hospital for small
ailments " (HMT-Hosp-2).

7.3 Performance Strategies Attributed to PBC
It is not easy to make firm attribution of response to PBC intervention using qualitative
interview techniques. Part of the problem is related to the multi-component intervention that
PBC pilot signified (see chapter 6). As discussed in section 6.2, the components included
selection of performance goals/targets,performance verification, performance feedback and
where eligible, bonus payment.
For the two casestudy hospitals, three setsof prospective interviews were conductedto try to
unpick the strategies- purposeful actions attributable to responseto PBC. The questionshere
aimed to find out what was being done to secure the next bonus and what was done
differently to win the previous bonus. These questions were repeatedin the second and third
interviews rounds. The first and second interviews were conducted 3-4 months after PBC
bonus payments.This temporal delay between bonus payment and interviews was essentialto
allow time for the hospitals to react to the PBC feedback and to make allocation decisions for
the received bonus funds. However, the third interviews were done before bonus payments
were made. The funds to pay for the third round of bonus payments were not forthcoming
due to prolonged negotiation with potential financiers, leading to these interviews taking
place before the bonus payment.
The responsesin the two casestudy hospitals are best summarisedin two categoriesi. e. early
adoptersthat failed to sustainpurposeful actions and late adoptersreacting to late success.As
implicit in these qualitative descriptions, the response actions and their sustenance were
linked to the manner in which the received bonus was used. Section 7.4 discussesthe use of
the bonuses. As already discussed in section 6.2.2, there was no evidence of consistent
knowledge of the selected performance targets among the HMT and little evidence of
purposeful responseactions before the first round of bonus payment in both hospitals.
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7.3.1 Early Adopters and Poor Sustainers
There was evidence in Case 1 HOSP-1 hospital
of active interest and purposeful actions
(strategy) for attaining the targets and their second bonus during the first set interviews in
of
May 2005. This was four months after the first bonus
of about $1,500 was awarded to this
hospital (table 6.2). In the
narratives of the two hospital managersand departmental leader
(ward nurse) in-charge
of one of the targets, it was clear that two active strategies were at
play to attain targets. These were:

1. Marketingof reduceduserfees:
The recent reduction and fixing of the fees for OPD, ANC, maternal delivery and child-care
admission services needed to be communicated to the communities to ensure that utilisation
improved. This strategy was being used as a means of achieving successon both the PBC
targets as well as other performance requirements from the district, UCMB and yellow star
programmes. This hospital had OPD, antenatal and malaria treatment as their selected PBC
targets. The OPD and antenatal targets were similar to the targets in the league table of the
MOH. The prospects of additional bonus from PBC pilot seemed to have synergised the
otherwise generic strategy of marketing the new and reducedfees in all the PNFP providers.

The marketing strategyincluded expansionof the outreachservice team of providers to
include a Health Inspectorwho was chargedwith the responsibilityof marketingthe new
hospital feesandservices.From thenarratives,theduty of theHealthInspectorwas to talk to
the community (outreachclients) about the changesin the hospital fees for OPD, ANC
maternaldelivery and admissionfor children. Awarenessof new servicessuch as ultrasonography,antiretroviraltherapy,andanew eye-clinicwasalsomentioned.
There was little sharing of information regarding PBC within this hospital. For example, the
head nurse for the paediatric ward was not aware about the childhood malaria treatment target
that was under her departmental responsibility. To a large extent, the information regarding
PBC targets was limited to those in the hospital management team and in particular the
doctor responsible for the Community Health Department (CHD). This is probably due to the
external focus of the marketing approach which could be justified given the fact that the
clinical staff only dealt with clients that had elected to come into the hospital. The responses
from the ward nurse and midwife in this hospital suggestedthat they had little influence over
the number of admissions on their wards. Their responsibility was to treat those that come to
the hospital. Nonetheless, this view did not recognise the role of building a reputation among
clients to influence future return for the service or referral of other clients.

2. Internalsystemsreorganisation:
The secondexplicit and well-triangulatedstrategyfor successwith PBC targetsamongthe
respondentsindicated an internal reorganisationto reducewaiting time. The client flow
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within the outpatient department was reorganised to quicken the clinical processes. For
example, the antenatal clinic was separatedfrom the general OPD clinic -a situation made
possible by a new building. The antenatal clinic was also made more self-contained by
creating a provision for the clinic to hold its own drugs and to receive payments from clients.
The reorganisation saved time for antenatal clients from queuing up at the midwife's office,
the pharmacy and at the cashier's office, which used to cause long delays and complaints.
Separation of the ANC clinic also reduced the congestion within the OPD clinic. This
reorganisation of services within OPD was traced to a study in 2002 at this hospital
(Nakafeero 2002). To enhance its competitive advantage, the study recommended that the
hospital decongest OPD and decentralise some of the pharmacy and cashier functions to
clinical departments. The recommendations were made in light of the study findings that
most client complaints were related to long waiting time and multiple queues.It seems the
decision to separatethe ANC clinic from OPD was made long before the PBC pilot was
introduced. The new building to house the ANC clinic was commissioned in mid 2004.
Although PBC pilot did not trigger this reorganisation, it provided a "validating effect"- that
the reorganisation of ANC clinic was a good decision and useful for the successof the new
initiative like PBC.

7.3.1.1Adapting PBC Demandsto Internal Changes
Findings from the second-setof interviews conducted between December 2005 and January
2006, showed a shift in the main strategies for success- i. e. securing the third bonus.
Explanations had now changed from the marketing of the new fees and services to the
influence of a new and specialised doctor
-a surgeon. Although none of the PBC targets
required the services of a surgeon,it was claimed that the surgeonhad elevated the hospital to
a "referral" status. This may imply that the surgeon was seen as a quality signal to the
community and perceived to influence the increase of hospital clients beyond the surgical
services. For instance,claims were made that this hospital had startedreceiving patients from
the neighbouring governmenthospital (15Km a way) that had a regional referral function.
During the second and third interview rounds, it was evident that the original strategy for
marketing the fees in the community had been derailed. A number of significant changes
had happened within the hospital six months after the first interview in May 2005, which
made the marketing strategy unsustainable.These are reviewed briefly:
1. An entire new set of doctors (three including a surgeon) had been recruited to replace the
three that had left six months before December 2005. More importantly, these staff
changeshad resulted in the loss of the main strategist for PBC in this hospital. During the
first interviews in May 2005, the doctor in charge of the Community Health Department
(CHD) was most enthusiastic and most involved in the PBC pilot activities i. e.
performance feedback workshops. The doctor was the most articulate about the
contractual commitments to PBC targets and how the targets were being addressed.The
CHD that this doctor headed was responsible for marketing of hospital services and
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generally organising outreach services. Given the limited sharing of PBC-related
information beyond this doctor and the hospital
managementteam, the doctor's departure
causeda significant loss of institutional memory for PBC pilot activities.
2. The second significant change was related to the
stoppage of funds for the CHD 28
activities to this hospital. Without these funds to conduct CHD activities such as outreach
immunisations and support supervision to lower-level health units, the
marketing of
hospital services and its reduced fees was also affected. Failure to properly account for
the CHD funds to the district authorities was implied as the causeof the stoppageof the
funds. As discussed in section 5.6.2.2 (chapter 5) the managementin this hospital was
generally perceived by the district authorities as having weak institutional structures for
proper financial accountability. By the third and last interviews in June 2006, one of the
new doctors had been formally assigned the role of managing the CHD activities and the
funds for the CHD had started to flow again.
At the end of field study activities in June 2006, the future oriented strategiesfor successwith
PBC targets were loosely premised on a new innovation that was being rolled out by UCMB
at this time. The Cost-Centre Approach was being introduced in all UCMB hospitals as a
means for enhancing "decentralised" financial-control systems within the hospitals (Akidi
2005). This innovation was seen by the hospital respondentsas a means of sustaining PBC
success. In particular, the requirement under the cost-centre approach for each hospital
department to prepare its own performance report was assumedto be a sufficient incentive to
keep PBC targets improving. For example, those in administration believed that each
department would need "data to show improvements" and the PBC targets would ride on this
new innovation.
" The in-charge and her team prepare their report.
Our job is to give them guidelines and
...
deadlines. This motivates them in a small way.
There is no worry (of PBC targets) at all. These
...
are part of the normal working. No pressure (of PBC targets) at all. In their (departmental) meetings,
of course they are asked how they are performing. Remember they are charged with the
responsibility of writing (departmental performance) reports. They need data and indicators to show
improvement" (HMT-Hosp-1).

7.3.2 Case 2- Late Adoption and a Focus on Records

The caseof HOSP-2 illustrates the influence of performance feedback about service records.
In the first round, HOSP-2 did not qualify for any bonus and one of the reasonswas that it

had "incomplete records". A zero mark was given against its malaria target. This feedback of
incomplete records attracted mixed reaction from the respondents in the HMT. There
was
disappointment about the feedback of "incomplete records" at the same time there was
interest by the HMT to establish why the records
were considered incomplete. Concurrent
with PBC pilot implementation, this hospital was monitoring the effects of its recently
28CommunityHealthDepartments
arethe creationof the district healthsystemto implementhealthprevention
andpromotionactivitiesaccordingto theHealth Sub-districtPolicy of MOH.
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reduced client charges.Utilisation and revenue data were actively being collected, aggregated
and plotted to monitor client-trends and income. The office of the Lead Manager (Medical
Superintendent) had graphic displays of utilisation
and income for key services for 2003/04
and 2004/05 financial years. The feedback of incomplete records was not well received since
the plotted service utilisation trends were showing upward trends. Although the interest to
investigate the problems in the records to find out why they had failed to secure the bonus
was expressed during the first interview round (May 2005), it is after the hospital had
successfully secured its first bonus in the second round (September 2005), that purposeful
actions on records and internal information sharing on PBC started.
"All along I had kept silent about this (PBC pilot) but when the bonus came, I used this story (bible
story in Mathew about talents) to talk at the (staff assembly. I reminded them about the study and
announced the bonus " (HMT-Hosp-2).

By the third interview in June 2006, the HMT had completed a mini re-organisation of the
records system. It was "found out" that there was "under-recording" of bed occupancyon the
wards. This was partly attributed to shortageof nurses,high workload and over-delegation of
primary records to nurse assistantsand trainees to fill. As part of the reorganisation of the
records system, new data-captureforms were designedto ensurethat daily auditing of patient
numbers on the ward was done and reported to the Medical Superintendant(MS). Likewise,
patient registers had to be reconciled with the cashier records. More importantly,
performance feedback to each department was initiated. The performance monitoring graphs
that were exclusively for the managementteam (to track trends for fees and utilisation) were
used to give performance feedback to each department.
"We had to show them the graph with 50% bed occupancy and yet we are always having floor-cases
(beyond capacity) and they would complain that they are under assessed. But this under recording is
improved a little. Also there is this too much work (overload). They always say that they forget to
record. Sometimes there is only one staff on the ward. If it's maternity, you would be busy with
clearing the line and forget to record all patients you see " (HMT-Hosp-2).

Towards the end of this study, it was claimed that the new system of auditing patient records
had improved the bed occupancy substantially and made the hospital manageroptimistic that
they would be in position to securethe next round of bonus. It is noteworthy that two of the
selectedPBC targets, i. e. malaria and deliveries, were in-patient services and thus subject to
"under-reporting" of bed occupancy. It is also noteworthy that the attention to records was
more for in-patient services. The managers reported a perception that the records for OPD
services were fine.

The focus on the recordsin this hospital can also be traced to two additional contextual
developmentswithin the broader district. Poor and declining ranking of the district
performanceon the national MOH leaguetable had been widely blamed on incomplete
submission of performancereports to the district. In responseto the poor district
performanceon the MOH leaguetable, there were concertedefforts by the district health
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directorate to ensure that
all its health facilities improved their records systems and promptly
submitted their performance reports. This author witnessed active discussionsabout missing
and incomplete records in one district performance review meeting he attended.For example,
managers of health centres that had incomplete submission of performance reports were
booed, teasedby colleagues and pressuredto explain to the
meeting why they had incomplete
reports. The second contextual issuefor poor records was the acuteshortageof health staff in
the PNFP sub-sector. Given better salaries and a massive recruitment exercise by the
government sector, the remaining staff in this hospital faced a huge workload burden.
Records become one of the tasks that the overburdened staff were less willing to complete.
This issueis discussedfurther in chapter 8 on motivation of clinical staff.
By the third and last interview, there were also actions towards the marketing of hospital
services to the community as a way to achieve PBC targets.The marketing strategy seemsto
have arisen from the assessmentand the recommendationsof the recently establishedYellow
Star Programme in the district hosting this hospital.
"... Outside in the community like today, we are having meetings with the community leaders. The
uptake of outreach services is poor. So we have started to mobilise the community- to inform them
about new services available - like PMTCT, ARV orthopaedic and X-rays. Last month, Yellow Star
,
people assessedus and also recommended that we mobilise the community and educate them about
the services. Weare also building skills to mobilise the community better" (HTM-Hosp-2).

7.4 Attributions for Performance Failure
Many of the reasonsadvancedfor poor performanceregardingPBC targetsand generallyas
failuresto achievemaximumpossibleperformancefor thehospitalasa whole wereattributed
mostly to external influencesthat had affected the internal capacity to perform well. In
additionto theproblemsof staff shortagealreadydiscussed
above,thetwo major reasonsfor
sub-optimalperformancearebriefly describedbelow:
7.4.1 Increased Costs and Dependence on Uncertain Government Grants
The delay in monthly disbursementsand the decline in size of Government grants to the case
study hospitals were the main reasons given for suboptimal performance. From the
descriptions, the study hospitals were vulnerable to fluctuation in the flow of government
grants due to reduced net revenues from user fees. The reduction of client fees had led to
increased service utilisation and gross revenues. However, concurrent increasesin the drugs
and supplies costs as a result of more clients had increasedthe overall operating costs of the
hospitals. Furthermore, higher operation costs were attributable to increased salaries.As the
PNFP hospitals attempted to curb staff losses to the government sector, they had to increase
the salariesof their staff to reduce the salary gap.

Basedon the narratives,it is possibleto conjecturethat the increased
utilisation due to
reduced and fixed fees was not sufficient to compensatefor the increasedcosts. The
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reduction of net revenuesfrom user-feesincreasedhospital dependenceon government grants
more than before. Several narratives described financial difficulties to pay salaries and
keeping drugs available. Expressions such as "hand-to-mouth", "challenge
of managing
broke institutions", "juggling funds" and "breaking the
rules" were used to describe the
financial constraints to performance. In some institutions, financial vulnerability had forced
those in managementto open up communication channelswith hospital staff to explain why
the salary payments were delayed or to inform staff about plans and proposals for better
salariesin the near future.
The heightened perception of financial vulnerability does explain to an extent why the
winning of the PBC bonuses was not a source of triumph. Even after winning the maximum
bonus in the second round, respondents in Case 1 HOSP-1 continued to complain about
performance constraints when asked about the strategic actions that allowed them to succeed
to secure PBC bonuses. Similar behaviours were observed during the first round of
performance feedback meetings in January 2005. In these meetings, the recipients of the
bonus preferred to speak about their performance constraints than to speak about what had
been done to be successful. The expressedconstraints in theseworkshops related to delays in
disbursement of PHC grants and "poaching" of PNFP staff by local governments. The
reasonsfor reluctance to take credit for successamong the bonus winners were not clear from
the data. As a conjecture, it may be an issue of the size of the bonus being small or internal
information that such performance levels were part of the normal expectation or indeed other
reasons.

7.4.2 Lock-in of "Unstrategic" Choice of Targets
Some of the reasons for failure were related to the PBC pilot itself. As experience and
learning about PBC accumulated and events in the environment evolved, hospitals needed
some room to adjust their initial set of PBC targets to avoid failure. The decision by the pilot
implementation team to confine the hospitals to the performancetargets they selectedin haste
two years earlier was blunting their capacity to adapt to new contextual realities. Given this
"lock-in effect!'of the PBC pilot (also seesection 6.2.2.2), hospitals faced barriers to respond
by altering the initial choice of service targets that were selected "unstrategically" or those
that were redundant due to new developments. This particular feeling was building up after
Case 2 hospital (HOSP-2) had received its first bonus an event that increasedattention paid
to PBC targets. From the narratives, HMT members made explicit and implicit fears
regarding the prospects for successon the malaria target in the context of seasonalvariations
and growing prevention efforts to "eradicate" malaria in Uganda. Given this context, the
selection of OPD or malaria as service targets for this hospital was probably unwise. Uganda
is one of the beneficiaries
of the United States' Presidential Malaria Initiative to scale up
prevention efforts for malaria (USAID 2006).
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"...In particular
When drugs are there attendance is
... we will ensure that supplies are available.
good. But it's a tricky situation. The population may get better and PHC (primary health care)
activities may reduce the needfor (hospital) care. People are talking of malaria eradication. If they
are serious, we will have trouble (laughs) " (HMT-Hosp-2).
"... like for OPD attendance, the problem (is) these seasonal peaks last year, what I realised, there
was that dry season. It (OPD) was so, so low. Abnormally low. But this year when you look at the
targets, we are on the way "(HMT-Hosp-1).

7.5 How were the Bonuses Used?
How the bonuses were used was an internal process to the hospital but subject to some
influence from PBC pilot implementation team (PIT). In this section both PIT influences and
the internal processesfor handling the bonuses are examined in relation to the outcomes- i. e.
what the bonus funds were used for. The question addressedin this section was: To what
extent did the bonus use and the decision-making processes affect the response to PBC
targets within the case study hospitals? The underlying assumption was that the decision
processesand outcomes affect the motivation to pursue successfulstrategiesfor PBC (Lynch,
Eisenberger et al. 1999; Gibson, Martin et al. 2005). The descriptions are limited to the two
case study hospitals that received the bonus. To a limited extent, information regarding
responseto the Yellow Star Programmeis used to comparewith the responsesdue to PBC.
There was also a variable time lag from the time the bonus chequeswere received and the
interviews by this researcher to establish the process and outcome of the allocation of the
bonus funds. The two casestudy hospitals had some similarities in the outcome of the bonus
allocation but very different decision making processes leading to these outcomes. The
following sections provide the brief description of the processesand outcomes for each case
study hospital.

7.5.1 Case 129Hospital
7.5.1.1First bonus: Open Transactions,Exhibitionist Outcome
This hospital received two bonuses US$ 1,480 for round one, and US$ 5,930 for round two.
During the first round there was active consultation within the Hospital managementteam,
the clinical staff and some involvement of the Board of Governors on the allocation decision
of the bonus funds. The processeswere led by a doctor who was leading the community
health departmentsand at the time acting in the position of the lead hospital manager.In brief
the processesof decision making and their outcome are presentedbelow in the order in which
they happenedfollowing the information that the first bonus was due to be received:
1. Consultation within the HMT:
Before the receipt of the bonus money, the HMT made some tentative allocation decisionsfor
the bonus with the underlying assumption that the bonus was to be used at the discretion of
29Hospital
namesmaskeddue to ethicalrequirement.
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the hospital actors. The HMT came up with two options for bonus allocation. The first and
most favoured was to hold a party (picnic) at the popular tourist site - the source of the River
Nile. The second option was to invest the bonus fund into a money-making venture i. e. buy
tents, chairs and other accessoriesto be rented-out at a fee for ceremoniessuch as weddings
and parties.
".. We as management, we sat down put down a few (options). Of course we did not know the
amount. For us we thought that we can use it for practically anything we wanted. One of the ideas
was to make a party and cerebrate. Ok, that was high on the agenda. Go to Bujagali (waterfalls -a
popular tourist site). The other idea was to make packagesfor hire - buy a tent and chairs to make
money by hiring them out. Thesewere the ideas we brought to the members (of staff' (HMT-Hosp-1).

2. Consultationwith the Staff:

The HMT presented their options to the hospital staff at one of the monthly staff meetings.
From their narratives, the staff meetings endorsed the holding of the picnic. But becausethe
size of the bonus was not known, the staff meeting also added the option of buying
equipment for OPD such as blood pressuremachines.
3. Receiving the chequeand guidance to use funds:
Two members of the HMT attendedthe performance feedbackworkshop (PFW) at which the
bonus - in the form of a bank chequewas presented.At the sameforum, guidance on the use
of the bonus was given. Several speechesalso emphasisedproper accountability for the bonus
funds. From their narratives and the observation of this researcher at this meeting, the
guidance was off-the-cuff and did have strong influence in the use of the first bonus in this
hospital. At the feedback workshop, the pilot coordinator advised that the bonus funds be
used for "visible improvements" in the hospital.
"We were briefed that we were not supposed to distribute it but do something that can be seen... not
to distribute it (to staff like `you take 20,000, you take 30,000" (shillings) " (HMT-Hosp-1).

4. Reallocation decision given the guidance:
Following the advice to use the bonus in a manner that was visible and also allowed for
proper accountability for the funds, the HMT decided to use the funds to build a gate at the
entrance of the hospital, fencing around it and erect a signpost indicating the services
provided by the hospital.
"But when we received the (bank) cheque, (namedpilot coordinator) discouraged the party (picnic)
business and told us to use the bonusfor visible improvements in the hospital. When they come next
time, the gate is therefor accountability" (HMT-Hosp-1).

5. Feedbackto thestaff aboutchangedpriorities:

Following the advice given by the pilot coordinator at the workshop, HMT informed the staff
during their next monthly meeting about the untenable allocation of bonus to a party or picnic
as had been agreed.From the narratives, the hospital staff memberswere not happy about the
changeof priorities -a situation that resulted in loss of interest in PBC.
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".. we called for the meeting and the administrator gave them the clarification that we are going to do
this and that (gate and fence). Of course somepeople were still adamant - "our party ", "our party "that kind of thing. But this was a directive, you ca not go against it. We might jeopardise our (next)
chance. So we had to be obedient" (HMT-Hosp-1).
".. Wejust told them (the staff) what we were told - how to spend the money and suggestedthat we
work on the gate and fencing. It also provides security to their houses. They were complaining about
some thefts and thefence will reduce that" (HMT-Hosp-1).

6. Belated inputs by the Board of Governors:
The opportunity to inform the Board arose during the construction of the gate. The Board
meetings were held every 3 months. Although the Board's advice was late and was not taken
into account, the Board preferred the bonus funds to be invested back in the department that
had contributed to the achievement of the bonus. They had advised that the funds be used to
buy equipment for OPD and antenataldepartments.
"... Although somepeople - the members of the Board - you know, there waspulling ... some (BOG
members) saying that we should have used it to buy equipmentfor ANC (antenatal clinic) ... We told
them that we are going to get equipment worth much more from (named European NGO). And
besides, thesepeople (PIT) might not realize the impact of their project" (HMT-Hosp-1).

7.5.1.2SecondBonus: ClassifiedTransaction and Outcome
The second bonus ($5,930) was paid out in September 2006 after the substantive hospital
manager was back in her position as CEO. Unlike the active consultation processes and
information sharing for the first bonus, the secondbonus was handled in a manner that is best
described as a classified secret. Only two individuals among the HMT knew the second
bonus and how it was used the CEO and the accountant.According to thesetwo personsthe
bonus funds had been used to pay-off the accumulated arrears for the National Social
Security Fund (NSSF) and the little that was left contributed to the annual hospital party.
Several explanations can be advanced from the narratives as to why covert actions were
preferred in handling the secondbonus.

1. Financialcrisis andescalatingcosts:

During the second interviews in December 2005 and January 2006, it was evident that the
hospital had problems meeting its operating costs. Government grants had not come for a
long time. For example the disbursementsfor July through Septemberwere releasedin one
bulk in December 20053°. Several staff had left due to better salary in Government, and
according to some respondents,the hospital had been "forced" to raise the salaries of its staff
to curb the exodus of nursing staff. Matters were made worse by UCMB's accreditation
requirement for fulfilling the statutory staff contributions to the National Social Security
Fund (NSSF). The increased salaries also meant an increase in the NSSF contributions31.In
response to these increasing costs of operations, this hospital raised the user charges in
30Presidential
electionswere due in March2006 and electionpressuresaffectedthe flow of fundsto thesocial
sectors
31Employers
contributed 5% and the employees 5% of salary amount
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September2005. For example, the price for delivery
a
was increased from 5,000 to 7,000
Uganda Shillings. OPD and antenatalvisits had been increasedby USh 500. Antenatal
visits
were previously free of charge when this study started in May 2005. It follows from this
context that when the secondbonus was received in September2005, there was a shortageof
money due to the delays in disbursement of the government grants by three months and
increased costs of
operations. Thus, the bonus funds were used to mitigate the financial
shortage. About 70 percent of the second bonus was alleged to have paid for the NSSF
arrears that had accumulated in the four months prior to receiving the second bonus.

2. Prior Boardadvicefor spendingthebonus:

The advice by the Board of Governors as to how the first bonus ought to have been spent
probably explains why the second bonus was handled in a secretive way. The Board had
advised that the bonus be used to benefits those departments that were responsible for the
PBC service targets i. e. children's ward, OPD and antenatal clinics. Although the Board's
advice came too late for the first bonus it preceded the second bonus. Given the financial
crisis at the time of the second bonus, wider dissemination of information about the bonus
would have legitimised the claim of the favoured departments and aroused the Board's
interest in the matter.

3. Internalcontestationof PBCbeneficiaries:
Related to the secondpoint above,there was a strong view among the HMT against
privileging the clinical departmentsthat were responsiblefor the PBC targets.Those in
administrationconsideredthemselvesasthe main implementersof PBCin thehospital.They
rationalisedtheir claim by implying that the administrationwasthe "engine" for thehospital
to run. Otherrespondentsin administrationfavouredmore inclusive approachesto sharing
thebonusbenefits.
"The Board wanted ANC, OPD and,, paediatric ward to benefit. But we urgued and said no.
Management is the implementer. Weare on the ground and know our people. If thesepeople are to
be promoted (privileged) and given something, it will not work. We all contribute in one way or the
other" (HMT-Hosp-1).
"... You should see them (nursing staff when the salaries are delayed. They are all demoralised and
cannot work. Like the other day when the water tank was down (no piped water), the nurses were
running to us (in administration) to fix the problem. Also the plumber is important for their infection
control" (HMT-Hosp-1).

In general the use of the bonus was affected by contextual circumstances such as cash flow
problems as well as internal disagreementson how the bonus should be used. The Board's
advice aimed to closely link the bonus and the PBC targets - e.g. advised that bonus be
invested back into the departments responsible for the targets. Those in
administration
opposed this view and preferred a more equitable process. Lack of communication for the
second and much larger bonus can be (in part) interpreted as a mechanism to avoid potential
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conflicts and staff dissatisfaction arising from the high-powered incentive approach
recommendedby the Board.

7.5.1.3Internal Implications of Bonus Use
There were limited reactions to the bonus use amongst this hospital's staff. The reactions
were further limited to the first bonus that was fairly open to discussion. By June 2006, the
interviews with clinical staff at the departmental level in the hospital showed much less
knowledge or concern about the bonus and how it was used. Respondents vaguely
remembered the party that was cancelled and a gate that was built instead. Although not
admitted by the hospital managementteam, or the staff, the open decision-making processes
used for the first bonus and the unsatisfactory outcome of the decision i. e. cancellation of the
picnic left dissatisfaction among the staff. Probably as an attempt to salvagethe situation, the
Annual Hospital Day to honour the hospital patron was cerebratedat the waterfalls along the
River Nile the site that was preferred for the picnic to celebratethe first PBC bonus. Prior
to this, all Annual Hospital Day celebrations had been held within the hospital. In keeping
with the efforts to keep the round-two bonus a secret, the respondents did not recall any
mention of the PBC bonus at this party. This was an important finding especially given the
fact that this cerebration at the River-Nile was held during October 2005, one month after
receiving the $ 5,930 PBC bonus. Two persons among the hospital management team
claimed that part of the second bonus was used to contribute to this party. Other views
indicated that the party was a regular budget item for the hospital.

7.5.2 Case-2 Hospital
7.5.2.1First Bonus: Open Transaction and Exhibitionist Outcome
Unlike Case 1 hospital discussedabove, Case-2 hospital received one bonus equivalent to $
9,040 during the course of this study. The following section describesthe process of decision
making in the order in which its stagestook place. In this hospital several outcomes from the
PBC bonus were found. It is also important to note that this hospital spread these bonus
outcomes over a longer period of time. It took nearly five months i. e. from September2005
to February 2006 to complete the transactions related to the bonus funds. Section 7.4.2.2
describes some of the expressedeffects the bonus allocation processesand outcomeshad on
some of the actors in this hospital.
1. Consultation within HMT:
The management team after receiving the bonus made some decisions on how to spend the
bonus funds. Three allocation options were preferred; 1) to build a house block as
accommodation for three nursing staff; 2) to hold a party for all hospital staff and 3) to
recognisehardworking staff.

2. Consultationwith theheadsof departments:
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The managementteam presentedtheir decisions to a meeting of departmental(ward) leaders.
The departmental leaderswere requestedto identify the names of the hard working staff that
would be recognised in each of the departments. During this meeting there was discontent
about building a staff house but more so about the decision to recognise a few hardworking
staff. The staff representative was commissioned to undertake wider consultations with the
rest of the staff and report back to the managementteam.

3. Feedbackaboutstaffconsultation:

The outcome of the staff consultation rejected the idea of identifying and rewarding a few
hardworking staff. Implicit in the rejection of recognising a few individuals as hardworking
(performers) was the need to uphold teamwork among the clinical staff.
".. The staff representative was requested to go and consult with all the staff. He came back and his
view was that everyone was performing hard and needed to be appreciated. You see here - there is
that feeling that if you have got the prize, you work alone. It does not encourage team spirit" (HMTHosp-2)
"They refused the idea of giving names. They wanted everybody to be appreciated. They said that ill
feelings will be left with those that do not get rewarded" (HMT-Hosp-2).

4. Generalassembly 1: Ratificationof Decisions:
-

At its bi-monthly general assembly in October 2005, the broader hospital staff body had
opportunity to provide input into the decision-making regarding the bonus. It seemsthat the
main inputs were intended to make all hospital staff eligible for some bonus benefit. Ideas
brought forward by the assembly recommended that a bale
of old clothes be bought and all
staff get some cloth item. In addition, it was suggestedthat electric kettles be bought for each
department to make tea while at work. It is clear that the decision to build a staff house was
not popular but the managementteam insisted on having it as part of the outcome.
"At the general assembly many ideas where given and the one of old cloth was the best. People also
talked about the party - which we (in Management also) had, but Management also insisted on a staff
house of three (units). So we decided to pick three items party, block and clothes " (HMT-Hosp-2).
"They liked the idea of the party and it seems this is going to be the first end-of-year party in the
history of the hospital at least in the last about S-7 years. We will have a bull slaughtered and
recognise some staff especially the long serving ones and those due to retire " (HTM-Hosp-2).

5. General assembly 2: Unwrapping presents:
At its next general assembly in December2005, eachstaff had a chanceto pick and unwrap a
pack of clothes as a reward for hospital performance.Three bales of used (secondhand) cloth
had been bought and sorted by "gender" categories male and female. A random method was
used for eachstaff member to pick a set of the clothes according to his/her sex. According to
the narrative of the event, the lead manager also took the opportunity of this event to remind
the staff about working hard albeit basedon a biblical sermon.
"We had to get three balesof cloth, old clothes,and everyonegot three items.(Nursing)Sisterand
her team organisedand packed thesefor both maleandfemalesto pick It was nice andfun. It was
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random. People appreciated it. We also gave a kettle to each ward for making tea. That general
assemblywas the best one we have had" (HMT-Hosp-2).
"This time I reminded them the story of the Talents (bible story) and announced that the master
(MOH) has rewarded usfor hard work" (HMT-Hosp-2).

6. End-of-year party:
Although belated, the end of year party for the hospital was held in February 2006. From the
respondents' narratives and pictures of the party seenby this researcher,it was a large party
involving over 150 people. The guestsincluded membersof the hospital governing Board and
district leaders. A cultural troupe was hired to entertain the party and disco music was also
hired to provide music for all to dance. The electronic copy of the lead manager's speechwas
provided to this researcher. The following extract from the speech indicates that the bonus
and PBC were made visible at the party and the hospital staff were made aware of the link
between the bonus and increasedperformance;
"There was an increase in outpatient utilisation, admissions, deliveries and immunisation as
compared to the previous year. The outputs also surpassedthe planned targets for theyear. However
a decline in antenatal attendance was noted. The increased outputs resulted in the hospital winning a
bonusfrom the Ministry of Health amounting to 16 million shillings. This is the main reasonfor this
ceremony. I therefore salute all the stafffor this major achievement and encourageyou to work even
harder this year" (Medical Superintendent'sEnd-of-Year Party Speech2005).

At theparty the management
teamdecidedto restrictthe recognitionof individualsto those
that weredue to retire from hospitalserviceasopposedto hardworkingstaff. Thesereceived
householdgifts.
"We also gave out gifts. Wegot gift'salsofor thosethat were retiring. Wegot things like lanterns,
kettlesand clocks small small householditemsfor them. So we gavepresentsto about 15 staffas
send-off" (HMT-Hosp-2).

7. Commissioningof thenew staffaccommodation:

Although the building was not ready for commissioning by the end of fieldwork for this
study, it was included in the plans to have the new building commissioned before the end of
the year. From the trend of events above, the commissioning of the staff accommodation
building block representedyet another event to remind the staff about the PBC targets and the
need to improve the performance.

7.5.2.2Internal Implications of Bonus Use
There were extensive reactions about the PBC in general and the bonus in particular in this
hospital. Most of these related to the effects on managers.In general the responsesfrom the
managersreflected that; "it felt good', "cemented my leadership" and "proved" that those in
administration were effective. The implications of failing to secure a bonus in the
forthcoming PBC performance feedback were describedas "it would be very sad" and "it will
be a big disappointment". As discussedbefore (see section 6.4.3.2) there
was indication that
the staff had now understood what was at stake and had started to pay attention to
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"recording" their work. The challenge and
stakes of sustaining ever increasing performance
trends at the level specified in the PBC targets
-5 or 10 percenthad become a worry for the
in
managers this hospital.
"Some time back, people (staff)
used to question us 'what are those people doing in those offices?
They do not care about our problems' Now that has changed
- at least a bit" (HMT-Hosp-2).
"All the staffs are aware about this bonus and they
are expecting it, if they do not get it, it will be a
big disappointment ( ) We have been
pushing them to record their work but they did not appreciate.
...
Now they know that without
proper recording, they cannot show that they are performing. Records
are now improved a lot" (HMT-Hosp-2).
"It (securing the next bonus) is big challenge. Now that we have
a
got a bonus, it would be sad to fail.
The challenge is that the bonus is based on increment of a previous performance. It's very difficult to
always have big increases. Wewill try to do our part " (HMT-Hosp-2).

The internal implications in Case-2 hospital
are better understood in the context of two
prevailing circumstancesat the time of the bonus:
1. Prolonged and incremental approachto bonus processes:
The process of bonus handling, decision making and implementing the allocation decisions
took five months. For example the party was held in February 2006, five months after the
bonus was received at the end of September 2005. The extended period
and incremental
approach is best explained as "buying time" by the hospital administration. At the time the
bonus was received, the hospital had pressing needs for money. Like in case-1 hospital
above, the Government had not disbursed funds for four months. The bonus funds were in
the meantime used to pay salaries for staff. When Government released some funds to the
hospital in December, the first planned expenditure three bales of old clothes, was made.
The party was held after another batch of funds from the Government was releasedin January
2006. As partly explained in the interview extract below, the hospital had adopted a practice
of keeping some funds in reserve to mitigate the disruptive effects of delayed government
funds especially on salary payments.
"It (bonus) came at a good time. Wehad experienced a delay in disbursement by Government.... It
helped to offset the problem at the time. We operate a revolving fund
back-up for smoothening
... a
such problem area. So the bonus came at such a time -four month delays, and it helped solve the
urgent problem - paying salaries. When the (Government) disbursement came, we have started to
implement what weplanned (for the bonus) " (HMT-Hosp-2).

2. Open and deliberative decision-making
A staff strike in 2003 was said to have helped to establish a forum for staff deliberation and
interaction with those in the
administration of the hospital. A staff assembly was being held
every two months. The consultations on the bonus found an existing and functional forum
that enabled the staff to be part of the decision-making process and more importantly, to
share information about PBC and its performance requirements.
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"Since I came into leadership, I started dialogue between administration and the staff. There was
accusation of aloofness in the past and a big problem of suspicions. WhenI became the MS (medical
superintendent), I established theforum for discussion. Staff assembliesare held every 2 monthsfor
discussion of issues" (HMT-Hosp-2).

Arising from the protracted, participative and incremental processesrelated to the bonus use,
there was increased and sustained visibility of PBC in this hospital compared to its
counterpart (Case 1 HOSP-1). The clinical staffs were generally aware of PBC although the
knowledge about the specific PBC targets continued to be limited to personsin management
and records departments.

7.6 Response to Yellow Star Programme
Both case study hospitals had experiencewith the Yellow Star programme. The Yellow Star
Programme started in Case 1 hospital in 2003 while for Case 2 hospital, it hadjust started in
January 2006. As detailed in section 4.4.3, UCMB also offered a powerful range of
influences to the study hospitals in its network. Its accreditation processes,technical and
financial support systemsprovided a legitimizing force for the responseof its hospitals. Many
of the responses to UCMB were related to securing accreditation and are discussed in
sections 4.4.3.4 and 4.4.3.5.

7.6.1Case I HOSP-1Hospital
During the interviews conducted in the early phase of this research, respondents in this
hospital made several referencesto the trophy that was awarded to this hospital in recognition
of improved performance. The trophy was mentioned by five out of six respondents in this
hospital during April May 2005 interviews. Later it was discovered that the trophy was part
of the Yellow Star Programme that was piloted in the district hosting this hospital since 2002.
From the narratives, the basis for receiving the trophy was not clear. Each respondenttried to
rationalise the trophy in relation to his/her functional roles. For example, a Board member
thought it was given for excelling in financial accountability, a manager responsible for
administration thought it was for "improvement in infrastructure and accountability".
Another manager responsible for nursing thought the trophy was for "improved nursing" and
a nurse on the ward believed it was for "better handling of patients". The uncertainty of
criteria for receiving the award is probably a structural side-effect of the multi-dimensional
assessmentof Yellow Star Programme which made it difficult for the recipients to identify
the basis for the award. Alternatively, it could have been due to less than optimal
communication systemsin this hospital.
"In 2003/04 (HOSP-1)hospitalgot an awardas recognitionfor the mostimprovedinfrastructure
and in accountabilityfrom the district. It was not imaginable- eventheBoard was very happyabout
this achievement"(HMT-Hosp-1).
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More interesting, was the finding that there was
no mention about the PBC bonuses (total $
7,410) received by the hospitals in both its annual hospital
reports for 2004-05 and 2005-06
respectively. The interest in this finding is relative to the 2003-04 annual report that had its
second page dedicated to a full-page photograph of the trophy the hospital had won in
recognition of its performance by the Yellow Star Programme. This 2003-04 report made
numerous references to the improved hospital performance and to the trophy as evidence of
this improvement. The trophy
-a copper placard engraved with the words "Appreciation
Award: In Recognition Of Your Commitment Towards Improved Health Services In The
District" must have cost not more than US$150 from the local art shops in Kampala. The
trophy was a decoration piece on the wall of the hospital's Board Room.

7.6.2 Case-2 Hospital
Since Yellow Star Programme was just starting in this hospital during the conduct of this
research,the opportunity available was to learn about the responseit was able to attract. Of
interest to this research was the finding that this hospital showed a relatively high
responsiveness to Yellow Star Programme feedback in a short period of time. High
responsivenesswas related to the design feature of Yellow Star in particular, the attention
paid to the development of action plans for correcting the performance gaps identified. The
assessment had found some gaps in infection control and communication with the
community.

Figure 7.1:
Interviewer:
Respondent.

Responseto Yellow Star Programme Feedback
Whataction plans?
Weplanned and have already done some of the activities we developed - planned
with the LCs (community leaders), hospital staf, yellow star team - all these were
invited to the feedback meeting in town. The action plan had objective, activities,
date, responsible persons and resources need. The activities were agreed upon by us,
the DHOs and LCs. The dates were identified together with the village LCs. - On the
19th February the community sensitisation was done. The SNO (senior nurse
officer), myself and Health Inspector responsiblefor PHC, we wentfor the meeting.
Secondly, regarding infection control, we have already held CME (continuous
medical education) session. The nurse who had attended infection control workshop
was asked to do the CME and share with all sta..
Internal supervision for (improved) waste disposal - the buckets were bought and
distributed to all the departments and wards.

Interviewer:
Respondent:

Wheredid you getthefunds to do all these?
We usedPHC funds since the DHO said it was ok to plan them and improve the
hospital.Somefunds werealsopromisedfrom YellowStarpeople(project)

"There were many positives (feedback)from the community views but 1
only noted the negatives. ...
Many of the negative views were not true but lies. Like they said that the gates are closed at night,
that time is not given for mother to push (deliver normally) but hurriedly takenfor cutting (caesarean
section). In general they said there was a communication gap with the community. We developeda
certain action plan about these" (HMT-Hosp-2).
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There was evidence that the action plans for the corrective actions had been implemented
within a period of one month from the time the yellow star team gave them feedback as the
interview extract in Text box 7.1 indicates.

7.7 Summary
Several approachesto increase hospital performance can be summarisedfrom the findings in
this chapter. Most of the strategieswere internal to the hospital although some were aimed
outside the hospital. However, these strategies faced problems in the broader context. The
findings regarding how the bonus was used have also illustrated important findings regarding
the processesof decision-making and hospital priorities for spending the bonuses. The main
findings are summarisedbelow.

Strategiesfor Improving Performance

The range of strategies adopted by the case-study hospitals to increase their outputs during
the period of PBC implementation and other performance demands can be summarised as
internal and external strategies(table 7.3). Although most of them were not directly triggered
by PBC per se,the latter seemto have had a "validating effect" in the case-studyhospitals.

Contextual Influences
Severalproblemsas well asopportunitieswere illuminatedin the contextof the case-study
hospitals.The problemswere mainly due to salaryincreasesin the public sectorand the
delays and uncertain disbursementsof the major source of operational funds from
Government.Compoundingthe problem was the recent reduction of user-chargesin the
hospitals.The descriptionsshowa mixed blessing.Although the outputs(performance)were
reportedasimprovedespeciallyin responseto user-feereductions,thereweremanyproblems
internalto thehospitals.Theseincluded:
"

"
"

Increasedoperational costs of the hospital especially as they attemptedto stem loss of
their staff to better paying jobs in the public sector,

Increasein workload as more patientsstartedto come to hospitalsseemto have
compoundedthedissatisfactionof staff leadingto moredepartures,
Although markedincreasein governmentsubsidieshadbeendescribed4-5 yearsago,
views indicatedarecentdeclinein the grantamounts.

In reference to PBC targets, constraints to performance were related to a number of design
featuresand changesin the context. For example;
"

Targets were selected in haste with limited information on the hospital's capacity to
accomplish them,

"

Changesin the external environmentover time required a changein the service
targets.For exampledroughtsreducedmalariacases.
New preventionprojects demandedthat hospitals focus on activities that were in

"

conflict with the PBC targets.For example hospitalswere required to train, and
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support activities aimed at treating malaria cases in the community - putting their
PBC target to increase volume of hospital-based malaria treatment in jeopardy.
Table 7.3: Range of strategies to increase service outputs.

1. Reducing user chargesfor selectedservices especially OPD, child

admissionand maternityservices
2. Increasingstaffingqualityespeciallymoredoctors
3. Ensuringavailabilityof drugsand sufficientstocks
4. Signallinghigher quality.This was impliedin "white" doctors,new
surgeon,technologye.g. ultrasono ah, X-rays

5. Staff welfare - reorganise the finances to buffer salaries from external

uncertainty,attemptsto increasesalaries,promisesof betterpay in the
future andbuilding newstaff accommodation
6. Reorganisation
of clientflow to reducewaitingtime, e.g.
Internal
decentralizingpharmacyandcashierfunctionsto departments
strategies 7. Vigilancetowardsrecordsof outputs,for exampleauditof outputdata,
newmonitoringtools
8. Internal arrangementsfor performance accountability - e.g. providing

performancefeedbackto departmentalstaff andmakingthe
departments
accountfor their outputsto the administration(costcentre
approach)
9. Cost-controlapproaches
e.g. screeningagainsthigh costcare,control
drug
of
prescriptions

10. Activating learning systemsto support the desired behaviours i.e.

External
strategies

CMEs for cost-awareness,
prescriptioncontrolandimprovingservice
quality
11. Marketingof servicesto thecommunityespeciallynewand reduced
user-charges
12. Outreachserviceprovisionto the communities

On the positive side, the hospitals' performancewas helped by a number of historical
developments.
The descriptionsshoweda majorrole playedby thefollowing:
Infrastructuredevelopmentsin the case-studyhospitals.New buildings,clinical and
administrativetechnologieshad beenput in place mostly by projectssupportedby
foreigndonors.
" Managementtraining for hospitalmanagersespeciallyin the UCMB network.Better
administrationwassaidto be amongthereasonsfor performanceimprovements.

"

"

Information technology investmentslike computers and associatedtraining.
Increased subsidies to case-study hospitals from Government. Some hospitals
described this as increasing from about USh. 7 million to USh. 137 million in the last

"

seven years.
New project-based support for new services such as for ARVs, malaria, and Yellow
Star activities.

"

In general,the hospitals' capacityto producemore serviceoutputshad beensupportedby
theseinitiatives.Thesedevelopmentsallow a possibleconclusionthat the changesin service
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outputs (performance) during the PBC pilot activities were mostly due to these factors - as
opposed to PBC intervention.

Bonus Use
Findings about how the bonuses were used provided several useful insights into the capacity
of the hospital to handle and transmit incentives for internal performance improvements. The
findings regarding the use of the bonuses can be categorised according to the level of
stakeholder consensusachieved: 1) consensus;2) controversy and 3) rejection.

1. Consensuswas achievedfor the use of the bonusfor holdingstaff-partiesor picnicsto
celebratetheperformanceachievements.
2. Controversial decisions included bonus allocation to build capital infrastructure such as
staff-house, gate and fencing. Other controversial decisions aimed to award the bonus to
the departments responsible for the service targets; offsetting operational expensesand
investing the bonus in money-generating venturesfor the hospitals.
3. Rejected options were those seeking to use the bonus to recognise or encourage
hardworking individuals or departments that were deemed responsible for securing the
service targets. Upholding equity and team spirit were the main reasons given for the
rejection of approaches seeking to link bonus rewards to individual/departmental
performance criteria. The bonuses were used instead to ensure equity and team work
spirit among the hospital staff.
The findings suggest that depending on the size of the bonus, options 1 and 2 above were
likely to be used for the bonus and not option 3. This fmding has implications for designing
incentives for hospitals and other team-based work. Whereas the hospital staff
- when
consulted - preferred universal welfare benefits such as parties, electric kettles and clothes managerspreferred outcomes that had durable visibility such as buildings. This finding is
essential in developing guidelines for reducing the potential conflicts and dissatisfaction that
may arise from thesedifferent objectives.
Process of Decision Making for Bonus
The findings regarding the process of decision-making provide a cautionary tale for using
financial incentives within weak leadership structures. The case-study hospital that had
idiosyncratic governance structures (chapter 5) showed that a bonus might have no effects on
performance if no communication is made to link a bonus and performance. At worst, the
information about the bonus can cause dissatisfaction if what information is provided is of
action contrary to the expectationsof those working to achieve the service targets. These two
patterns were exhibited in this hospital and seemedto sow the seedsfor institutional distrust
in handling money-metric performance incentives. An additional finding contributed by this
casestudy (case I hospital) was the risk of losing institutional memory when information is
not widely shared within the organisation but confined to a few individuals. When the most
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knowledgeable individual

for PBC left the hospital, the innovation momentum was

dissipated.
The findings from the second case-study(case 2 hospital) showed that a precedentof strong
communication, democratic leadership style and decision-making was superior in
communicating the performance demandsfor the PBC pilot. The leadership in this hospital
was able to communicate on several occasions about the link between hospital performance
and the social and welfare benefits arising from the bonus. Although from the agency lens the
incentives were much weaker than the powerful money-metric ones for performance, the
leadership in this case study hospital was able to fulfil several prerequisites predicted from
the expectancy theory.
Performance Management Implications
Finally the above results show the need for strong capacity for performance managementi. e.
strategising, resourcing and monitoring processesfor service outputs. The case studies also
demonstrate that internal strategies were helped by such developments as infrastructure
investments, and increase in revenues such as government and donor grants. Given the
context of increasing costs and declining revenues, some strategieswere aimed at reducing
costs by screening against high-cost care such as "heroic" surgery and accidents.
Performance monitoring and feedback was getting established mostly as a result of user-fee
reduction and a need to closely monitor revenues and costs. In both hospitals the forums for
continuing medical education (CME) were being used to communicate changes needed to
sustain performance given the new innovations. CME sessionstargeted towards rational drug
prescription and infection control were found. In one hospital the PBC bonus had been used
to enhancecommunication about performance. Findings in section 7.4.2 show that the bonus
provided opportunity for managersto inspire staff to work hard and achieve more. However,
the rejection of using high-powered incentives that make effort-attribution to the individual or
department meant that performance managementapproachesavailable within the case-study
hospitals were mainly driven by (low powered) universal distribution.
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Chapter 8: Staff Perceptions about Hospital Performance
8.0 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to assessstaff perceptions regarding the major performance drivers
and constraints at the level of the worker teams. In this chapter, attempts are made to assess
the capacity of hospital staff to do more work. Staff capacity to do more is a critical
assumption of PBC service target as designed in Uganda. Performance targets under PBC
sought to increase annual outputs by 5 or 10 percent. If the hospitals are unable to increase
their staff numbers in the short-term, achieving 5-10 percent higher output targets would
entail increases in the workload among available hospital staff. Secondly, as deduced from
the previous chapter, the staff would need to improve the service records to ensure that the
performance (outputs) of the hospital are optimally captured and reflected in the performance
reports.
The performance (production

of service outputs both for targets and non-targets) of the
hospitals is mediated through its workers. There are several theoretical constructs attempting
to explain the performance at the level of the individual worker, the work team and the
organisation. All these theoretical explanations have a common denominator - the individual
and his/her capacities to cooperate with others for team-based or organisational-based
functions. The human capacity to perform required tasks in hospital setting has attracted
several researchers (Marsden and Richardson 1994; Podsakoff, Ahearne et al. 1997; Franco,
Bennett et al. 2002; MSH 2002; Franco, Bennett et al. 2004; Paleologou, Kontodimopoulos et
al. 2006; Petersen, Woodard et al. 2006). The workers' performance-capacity investigated by
these research efforts includes: Staff motivation,

satisfactory work climate, organisational
resources and support systems, teamwork and rewards. Psychometric surveys are mostly used
in these studies as a means of measuring staff attitudes and perceptions essential for inferring
specified performance objectives. The survey methods are described in section 3.6.6.4 and
3.6.6.5.

8.1 Description of the Staff Surveys
A total of 1,301 staff in ten hospitals responded to the questionnaires in both rounds (see
table 8.1). Of these 560 (43%) were from the baseline survey. At baseline 714 questionnaires
were distributed while in the second round 845 were distributed among the ten study hospital.
Table
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Distribution was according to the staff-size for each hospital except in the first round (2005)
where a few hospital departments were excluded due to insufficient financial resourcesfor
the survey activities. The table 8.1 provides the responserate and sample by hospital in each
of the survey rounds while table 8.2 presents the background characteristics of the
respondents. Overall the responserate at baseline and post-baseline was 78 and 88 percent
respectively. The percentageof missing responseswas generally low 5-8 percent.
Table 8.2: Respondent demographics at baseline 2005 and post-baseline (2006)
Demographic
Total
2006
characteristic 2005
(n=560) (n=741) (n=1301)

Q44 Sexof respondent

Male
159
Female
392
Duration of service in hospital
Under 1 year
91
1-5 years
182
5& above
243
Department of service
Administration
55
OPD (ANC/MCH)
232
In-Patient ward
250
Cadre mix by survey
Administration
18
Clinical officer
17
Doctor
17
Midwife
79
Nurse
176
Nurse assistant
125
Paramedics
66
Support
42
Staff by hospital ownership

Government
PNFP
UCMB
Bonusgp

197
363
273
94

236
501

395
893

122
210
383

213
392
626

68
357
308

123
589
558

22
36
23
104
227
144
95
65

40
53
40
183
403
269
161
107

297
444
262
172

494
807
535
266

8.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) as described below was employed to achieve two main
analytic objectives:
1. To reduce the data to fewer functional variables:
EFA is an analytic method for determining the number and nature of fewer variables that
helps to
underlie larger numbers of variables or measuresin a dataset. This feature of EFA
It
explain data by reducing large amounts of information into a manageable form and size.
does this by identification of measures(factors) that belong together or virtually measurea
similar concept or latent construct.The result is fewer functional variables (factor or patterns)
from the 19 variables that were used to assessthe determinants of staff performance. As
stated by Rummel (1970), "it (factor analysis) disentanglescomplex relationships among the
It
phenomenon into its functional unities (ie separate or independentpatterns) of behaviour.
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handles social phenomena in the situation. The interrelationship between behaviour and
environment can be analyzed as they exist in real life" (Rummel 1970 pg 3).
2. To generatea standardisedmeasurementscale:
Factor analysis generatesempirical weights to transform ordinal data (ie I-5 point Likert
scale) into standardisedfactor scores. To determine the factor score for each case,the case's
data on each variable that constitute the factor is multiplied by the factor weight for that
variable. Factor weights (also called loadings, a) measurethe degreeof involvement of each
variable in the given extracted factors (see table 8.4). Cases will have high or low factor
scores, as their Likert scale values are high or low on the variables that constitute a factor.
These factor scores are standardisedor scaled so that the mean is zero and about two-thirds of
the values lie between +1.00 and 1.00. In effect, the factor scoresare normally distributed
continuous variables that can be used in subsequent analyses to explore relations using
multivariate analysis such as logistic regression (section 8.6.1). Similar approachesare used
in marketing, education psychology and health research (Dobie, McFarland et al. 1986;
Telesi 2006). To achieve standardisation of the factor scores across the two surveys in 2005
and 2006, EFA was applied to the combined sample for both years. In effect, the factor
means for each survey round, each hospital and sub sampleswill differ from zero (combined
sample mean)(Hays, Brown et al. 2006). It is thesesub-sampledifferences that the analysis in
this chapter seeksto exploit. The key purposesaddressedby EFA are summarisedin the table
8.3.

Table 8.3: Researchnurnosesand ex loratorv factor analytic approachesused
Question

Method
1. Whatarethe patternsof relationship Factorextractioni. e.
datareductionby
amongthe 19 variablesusedto
different
Principle
Component
measure
aspectsconsidered
essentialfor improving performance

from the theoriesused?

2. What do the extracted factor patterns
i. e. clustering of variables tell us

aboutthesefactorsthat capturethe
mostvariability in the data?
3. How do the extracted factors predict
the performance experiences
(perceptions) captured in the

performancescoresdevelopedin
section8.4?

Implication
Inductivelyextractfewer
variablesthat capturemostof
the variability in the datafor

Analysis (section 8.3)

further analysis

Examine the factor
structure i. e. variable

Examine items for multiple
factor loading and reliability.

loadingon eachfactor
usingvarimaxrotation

Descriptivelylabel the
extractedfactorsin
to thecomposite
accordance
items(section8.3)

Linear regression
analysis of extracted
factors against proxy

Identify models that best
explain the performance
perceptions at baseline and

"performancescore"as
dependentvariables

(section8.4)
post-baseline

8.3 Extractions of Latent Factors

FactorextractionemployedPrincipal ComponentAnalysiswith varimax rotation technique
in SPSSversion 14 (Bryman andCramer2002).The combinedsampleat baselineand postbaselinewas used to ensurestandardisationof the extractedfactors acrossthe two time
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periods. All the 19 variables assessedbased on the theoretical drivers of staff performance
were used to extract fewer but functional latent factors. Several rounds of PCA were
performed each time, dropping variables that had high cross loading on different extracted
factors (components) until 13 variables were left in the
model. The questions that were
dropped due to cross loading on different extracted factors implied that they were imprecise
or had more than one meaning to the respondents. To generate reliable measurement
instruments, this approach is
recommended especially for instruments that have not been
validated before (Hicks, Hennessy et al. 1996; Castle 2006; Hennessy, Hicks et al. 2006).
The items (variables) that were dropped due to cross loading included the following:
Q423 Extent supervisors showed appreciation of your work last 2 months
Q425 Extent job contract provide security for your work last 2 months
Q426 Extent superiors encouragedhardworking persons last 2 months
Q422 Extent your department held meetings to evaluate clinical activities last 2 months
Q419 Extent working condition meetsyour expectations last 2 months
-

Q429ExtentWorkmatescoveredyour dutyhoursif you neededhelp- last 2 month
For the final factor extraction,all caseswith missingresponsein any of the remaining13
variableswereexcluded(ie listwisehandling)to improvetheaccuracyof the correlations.As
a result, 1,050responses(86 percent)wereprocessedfor this analysis- dropping14 percent
dueto listwise missingvalues. Analysisof missingvaluesdid not showsignificantchanges
in theitem meansasa resultof this samplereduction.
Overall the sample adequacyfor the remaining caseswas acceptablei. e. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
measureof sampling adequacywas 0.784. The significant Bartlett's Test of Sphericity (P=
0.000) indicated that there were significant relationships among the remaining 13 variables to
justify the use of factor analysis to extract the latent factors. Table 8.4 presents the final
results of the EFA. The item-to-scale loadings were substantial in magnitude, ranging from
0.52 to 0.95 across the four extracted factors. The convention is to treat loadings above 0.44
(negative or positive)
as salient in defining a factor (Rummel 1970; Henson and Roberts
2006). The higher the loadings (positive or negative) the more important the variable is in
defining the factor. Negative loading imply an inverse relationship.

8.3.1 Factor Description
Four factorswere generatedthat accountedfor 53 percentof thevariancein the 13 variables
measuringdifferent perceptionsfor worker performanceand motivation. The standardized
factor scoreswere savedback into the datasetfor subsequentcomparativeand regression
analysis. The four extractedfactors (seetable 8.4) were responsiblefor 53 percentof the
cumulativevariation (ie 24.3%, 11.4%,9.1%and 8.4%respectively).
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Table 8.4: Total variance explained by extracted factors
Extracted
factors

1
2
3
4

Extraction Sums of Squared Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
Loadin s

Initial Eigen values
Total

%
of
Variance

Cumulativ
e%

Total

%
of
Variance

Cumulati
ve %

Total

%
of
Variance

Cumulati
ve %

3.16
1.48
1.19
1.09

24.32
11.43
9.19
8.41

24.32
35.75
44.93
53.35

3.16
1.49
1.19
1.09

24.32
11.43
9.19
8.41

24.32
35.75
44.93
53.35

2.34
1.69
1.50
1.40

17.99
12.99
11.56
10.81

17.99
30.98
42.54
53.35

A descriptive approachwas used to label the extracted factors as "Performance Governance";
"Job satisfaction"; "Drugs and Supplies" and "Financial Satisfaction". The descriptive
labelling of the factor (factor scores)was based on the variable loadings (partial correlations)
generated from the pattern matrix (see table 8.5). These correlations help formulate an
interpretation of each factor or component onto which a set of variables have high correlation
(Rummel 1970). This "intuitive" description was done by looking for a common thread
by
among the variables that have large loadings for eachfactor. This processwas influenced
the theoretical literature that formed the basis for the design of the questionnaire items i. e.
Expectancy theory and Herzberg's two factor theory of work motivation.
Table 8.5: Item descriptive statistics and item to scale partial correlations*
Scaleitems

Q421Extentsupervisorshaveconfidence
in your work - last 2 months
Q427ExtentSuperiorswere friendly to
their staff - last 2 months
Q420

Extent you received supervision
from your superiors last 2 months
Q428 Extent superiors entrust
responsibilities to junior staff to enable
gain expertise
Q424 Extent rules and regulations were
fairly applied to workers last 2 months
Q433 Extent your job provided satisfaction
- last 2 month
Q434 Extent your professional statusis
improved by working at this hospital
Q443 Extent your job benefits (salary etc)
cover your basic needs
Q412 Extent of drugs available for your
patients in last 2 months
Q413A Extent supplies and equipment
available for successfultasks completion
Q445 Extent you supplement your salary
by doing private activities to earn more
income
Q444 Extent job benefits (salary etc) differ
among colleagues doing similar work
Q430 Extent conflicts did exist among
workmates in your Dept - last 2 months

can
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n
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0.04

ion
-0.09

3.92
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Nance
0.69

3.18

1.11

0.66

0.29

0.16

-0.01

3.26

1.07

0.66

0.12

0.02

0.10

3.19

1.09

0.66

0.22

0.05

-0.06

3.31

1.00 r 0.54
54
.

-0.02

0.27

0.10

3.05

1.07

0.22

ý0.78
78

0.09

-0.03

3.51

1.05

0.26

0.69
0.69

0.02

-0.10

2.54

1.04

-0.06

0.62
0.62

0.21

0.39

3.70

0.91

0.12

0.08

0.84

0.03

3.18

0.94

0.16

0.14

0.80

1073-0.02

2.10

1.22

0.08

0.18

0.03

0.73

2.98

1.20

0.19

-0.15

-0.04

0.64

4.22

1.03

0.25

0.01

-0.02

-0.52

-

Reversecoded
Keverse

t Combined2005and2006(baselineandpost-baseline)
sampleto standardisethevariationsscoresfor comparativepurpose
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8.3.2 Reliability for Extracted Factors
Table 8.6 provides the Spearman's correlation coefficient among the factor scales (off
diagonal entries). The low correlations among the extracted factors show that theseare fairly
distinct from each other. None of the correlation coefficient was statistically significant (Pvalue range 0.557 - 0.896). With the exception of the Financial Satisfaction factor with
Cronbach's alpha score of 0.329, the internal reliability estimate of variables underlying each
factor was good i. e.
-the Cronbach's alpha coefficient (in main diagonal) are much higher
than the correlations among individual factors. These findings imply fair discriminate
validity of the extracted factors.
Table 8.6: Correlation among factors and their reliability estimates (diagona
Governance
factor score
FAC_Gov

Job Satisfaction
factor score
FAC_Sat

Drugs &
Supplies
factorscore
FAC Avl

Governance factor score
FAC_Gov

(0.703)

Job Satisfaction factor score
FAC_Sat

0.013

(0.601)

-0.009

-0.009

(0.608)

-0.018

0.004

-0.009

Drug & tools availability
factor scoreFAC Avl
FinancialSatisfaction
FAC Fst

Financial
Satisfaction
FAC_Fst

(0.329)

8.3.3Sample Differences in Relation to Extracted Factors
The figures 8.1 to 8.4 below shows the profiles of all the ten hospitals on the basis of the four
extracted factors from the sample at baseline in 2005 and post-baselinein 2006 respectively.
The blocks represent the 95% confidence intervals, while the lines represent the range. The
dots show outlaying observations. Noticeable in figure 8.1 is the lack of significant changes
in each of the study hospital observations for the two surveys. Non significant improvements
in the governance in hospitals 1,6,8,9 and 10 compared to baseline survey are noticeable
however. Likewise, the governance for hospital 4 shows some declined while the rest had no
noticeable changes.
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Figure 8.1: Box plots: Performance
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Figure 8.2 shows the plot for the job satisfaction across the 10 study hospitals at baselineand
post baseline. Although small improvements are noticeable in hospitals 1,9 and 10, theseare
not statistically significant. Similarly, a non-significant decline is noticed for hospital 3 and 7,
while the rest had little difference from baseline.
Figure 8.2: Boxplot for job satisfaction at baseline (2005) and at post-baseline (2006)
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As for the factor for Drugs and Supplies, hospital 7 posted the highest score at baseline and
was able to better this score one year later. Although not significant, the factor scores
improved for hospitals 2,7 and 10. Marked low scorespersistedfor hospitals 3,9 and 10.
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Figure 8.3: Boxplot for Drug/supplies

at baseline (2005) and in 2006
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The factor that captured the construct about Financial Satisfaction showed that hospital 5 had
low relative scores about financial satisfaction
especially at baseline. The next remarkable
finding is that hospital 4 posted the highest and significant improvements in scores for this
factor relative to baseline. In general, the extracted factors
show small and statistically
insignificant changes between baseline and post baseline indicating the little changes in the
staff perceptions of the work climate factors.
Figure 8.4: Boxplot Financial Satisfaction

at baseline (2005) and in 2006
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8.4 Changes in Perceptions during PBC Interventions

Table 8.7 reports the mean changes in the factor scores from baseline survey in 2005. This
table aggregatesthe hospitals in accordance to their exposure (randomisation) to the PBC
pilot. Government hospitals were not exposed to PBC at all. As discussed in chapters 4-6
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there was unique intervention among hospitals affiliated to UCMB in the form of
performance interventions and accreditation system. For this reason, the UCMB group has
been singled out in the
analysis below. Among the Government hospitals, the main change
was a decline in perceptions regarding performance governance and an increase in
perceptions related to financial satisfaction.

Table 8.7: Mean changes in the factor scores: Baseline (2005) and in 2006*
t-test for Equality of Means

Government
hospitals

Survey Round
Governance factor 2006
scoreFAC_Gov
2005
Job Satisfaction factor 2006
score FAC Sat
Drug

&

availability
score FAC

tools
factor

2005
2006

2005
FinancialSatisfaction 2006
AvI

PNFP

Governancefactor

hospitals

score FAC_Gov
Job Satisfaction factor
score FAC_Sat
Drug Supplies
availability factor
score FAC Avl
Financial Satisfaction

UCMB

Governancefactor
scoreFAC_Gov

hospitals

Job Satisfaction factor
score FAC_Sat
Drug & tools
availability factor
score FAC Avl
Financial Satisfaction
Bonus

Governance factor

hospitals

scoreFAC_Gov
Job Satisfaction factor
score FAC Sat
Drug & tools
availability factor
score FAC_Avl
Financial Satisfaction
FAC Fst

*

tac ec

I'on's

in

icate

Statistically

significant

SE

tP

0.10

-2.53

0.012

0.09

-0.20

0.843

0.08

0.10

0.73

0.468

0.11

1.42

0.154

0.08

4.40

0.000

0.08

1.51

0.131

0.08

-0.05

0.958

0.01

0.08

0.18

0.858

0.33
1.10
0.99
0.20
1.13
1.13
1.07 0.02

0.10

3.22

0.001

0.10

1.98

0.048

0.11

0.15

0.885

0.09

-0.51

0.12

3.25

0.001

0.17

0.59

0.557

0.14

2.33

0.021

0.14

0.60

0.552

N
Mean
259 -0.14
147 0.10
259 0.30

SD
0.94

Mean Dif

0.96
0.82

-0.25

147 0.32
259 0.01

0.87
0.87

-0.02

147 -0.07
259 0.26

1.07
1.01

2005
2006
2005
2006

147
356
288
356

0.11
0.19

2005
2006
2005

288
356
288

-0.27
0.01
0.02

0.15
1.08
0.98
0.35
1.06
0.98
0.13
1.11
1.04
1.03 0.00

2006
2005
2006

356
288
209

-0.12
-0.14
0.14

0.98
0.92
1.02

2005
2006
2005
2006
2005

221
209
221
209
221

-0.19
-0.15
-0.35
-0.02
-0.04

2006
2005
2006

209 -0.16
221 -0.11
147 0.45

2005
2006
2005
2006

73
0.04
147 -0.13
73
-0.23
147 -0.21
73
-0.53
147 -0.10
73
-0. I8

2005
2006
2005
mean

differences

at Po

-0.16
-0.14

to

15",,

1.01
0.87 -0.05
0.91
0.40
0.79
1.03
0.10
1.27
0.93
0.32
1.02
1.00
0.09
1.03
-1'a ae

value

0.608

level

Compared to baseline, the factor scores for performance governance perceptions reduced
significantly (P-value 0.012), while scores for financial satisfaction increased (p-value 0.154).
Compared to baseline, PNFP, UCMB and hospitals in Bonus Group of the PBC pilot
improved their perception scores of performance governance by a factor of 4.4; 3.2; and 3.2
respectively. These governance changes were all significant (P-value below 2.0 %). Staff job
satisfaction was significantly improved among the PNFP and UCMB hospitals (ie 1.5 and 1.9
times, p-value 0.131 and 0.048 respectively) but not among hospitals that received
performance bonuses. However, there was a significant improvement (t-test 2.33, p-value
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0.021) in the perceptions of availability of drugs and supplies among the hospitals that
received performance bonuses.
From the table 8.7, it can be said that there was improvement in the perceptions related to
performance governance, drugs/supplies availability and staff job-satisfaction among
hospitals affiliated to the PNFP group and to PBC bonus group. Among governmenthospitals
performancegovernance perceptionsdeclined comparedto the baseline.

8.5 Measure of Performance Perceptions

In the same staff survey described in section 3.6.6.4 (chapter 3), questionswere included to
generate staff perceptions towards performance related variables such as workload and
service records. As noted in chapters 7 and 8, it emerged that some responseto PBC pilot
were geared towards the betterment of service records or information system in general.
Given a before-and-after survey, changesin theseperceptions too can shed some light on the
performance-relevant variables.
Self-assessmentof performance was measured using seven items in the staff questionnaire.
Likert scales with 5-point categorieswere used to rate the staff perceptions on these items.
The questionnaire items were related to "working beyond normal experience" and "the extent
of filling required service records" (table 8.8). These two aspectsi. e. perceptions of efforts
towards service records and doing more tasks (workload) compared to prior experiencewere
used to design a proxy measureof performance among the staff. As measured,higher scores
indicated that the staff performance on these aspects is perceived as already high and
implying less room to expand. In contrast, lower scoresindicated an opportunity for the staff
to improve their performance. These assumptions are based on the optimal "efficiency
frontier" as perceived by the staff from these measures(Chu and Spires2003).

8.5.1 Internal Consistence of Performance Measure
A similar approachwas taken as in section 8.3 above to extract fewer composite performance
factors. Principal component analysis was employed together with Varimax rotation and
Kaiser normalisation. Table 8.8 shows the items used for the construction of a performance
scale and the two factors that were extracted. The two factors extracted were descriptively
labelled "workload" and "records vigilance" in accordance with the higher item loadings.
The reliability of the scale was acceptable as reflected in Cronback's Alpha coefficient of
0.708. The missing values on each of the items were generally low (less than 5%) and did
not have a significant effect on the mean and aggregatescores.
The Spearman's correlation coefficient among the two factors was low (Spearman's rho of
0.011, p-value 0.713), suggesting that the two factors were distinct enough from eachother.
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The reliability
for Workload and Records Vigilance factors were acceptably
Cronback's alpha coefficient of 0.721 and 0.736 respectively.

Table 8.8: Item descriptive statistics and item-to-scale partial correlations
Scale Items

Mean

S.D

Missing

Floor

Ceiling

"Workload
Factor

(N=1165)
Q447 Extent you worked beyond 3.44
your normal experience because of
service targets past 2 months
Q448 Extent service targets have 3.38
made your colleagues work beyond
normal levels
Q415 Extent you worked beyond 3.79
last 2
normal expectations in
months
Q410 Opinion on workload
clear daily in last 2 months

you 4.03

Q416 Extent completed records 3.75
last 2 months (task related records)
Q417 Extent colleagues in Dept 3.66
completed required records

high -

"Record
vigilance"
Factor

1.04

2.4

5.5

15.0

0.810

0.034

0.99

3.5

4.4

11.5

0.789

0.049

1.03

1.8

3.2

28.0

0.699

0.060

0.84

1.8

0.8

32.0

0.654

0.100

1.03

3.9

4.2

24.4

0.086

O.RR8

0.96

3.6

2.8

18.4

0.064

0.888

8.5.2 Performance Perceptions: Baseline and Post-baseline
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show extracted factor scores for each sample hospital. The wide
confidence intervals around the means also indicate that the samples for each hospital were
too small to give precise measures. Non significant increase in the perceived workload
scores were observed in hospital 8. Several hospitals show some decline - i. e. hospitals 1,2,
5, and 10.

Figure 8.5: Mean Workload score at baseline and post-baseline
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Among hospitals 6,8,9 and 10, the scores for records vigilance (figure 8.6) were above the
hospitals were
combined sample average in both survey rounds. This indicates that these
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doing generally well on records compared to others. Non-significant increase on the
workload score was observed in hospitals I and 4, while perceptions declined in 5 and 7.
Figure 8.6: Mean Records Vigilance score at baseline and post-baseline

As summarised in table 8.9, the main difference from baseline across all hospital ownership
categories was a relative decline in the workload scores indicating less workload compared to
baseline. This decline in perception was nearly 2.5 times compared to baseline for the PNFP
hospitals. For the government, UCMB and hospitals that
decline
received a PBC Bonus, the
in scores was about 1.5 times compared to baseline (p-value range 0.131 0.138). There was
no statistical difference in the mean scores capturing perceptions for efforts on records among
these hospital categories.

Table 8.9: Mean Change for the elements in the performance score

t-test for Equality of Means

Survey

N

Mean

SD

Round

Government
hospital

Workload
Performance score
Records
Performance score

PNFP
hospitals

UCMB
hospitals

Bonus
hospitals

Workload
Performance score
Records
Performance score
Workload
Performance score
Records
Performance score
Workload
Performance score
Records
Performance score

2006
2005
2006
2005
2006
2005
2006
2005
2006
2005
2006
2005
2006
2005
2006
2005

Mean

SE

t- test

275
165
275
165
407
318
407
318
241
235
241
235
156
79
156
79

-0.01
0.11
-0.01
-0.03
-0.11
0.09
0.04
-0.03
-0.03
0.12
0.03
-0.02
0.05
0.26
0.06
-0.04

0.87
0.86
0.86
1.03
1.11
1.01
0.99
1.11
1.08
1.00
1.06
1.16
1.03
1.00
0.92
1.14

PValue

Diff

0 09
.

-1.49

0.138

0 03
.

0.10

0.28

0.782

-0. 19

0 08
.

-2.43

0.015

0.07

0.08

0.90

0.368

-0 . 14

0 10
.

-1.51

0.131

0.05

0.10

0.45

0.656

21
-0.

0 14
.

-1 .49

0.137

0.10

0.15

0.65

0.516

0 13
.
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8.6 Performance Drivers and their Dynamics

Regression analysis was used to find to what
extent performance related perceptions - i. e.
factor scores for
workload and records were influenced by other variables. The results
provide the magnitude of influence the independent variables had on these two derived
measures of performance. Although the limitation of ordinal scores is acknowledged, the
standardised scores generated by factor analysis provided an extended range of ordered
scores from -3.0 to +3.0 that is approximate to interval data. Within theselimits, the models
indicate the essential factors influencing
performance variables i. e. scoresfor "workload" and
"records vigilance" at baseline and post-baseline.
For interpretation purpose,
perceptions favourable to PBC successare those that indicate a
climate of performance that is much less from the hypothetical efficiency frontier implied in
the measurementscale.The following predictions would aid successin attaining PBC targets:
1. Positive correlation between performance variables and staff satisfaction variables
(table 8.8) i. e. more staff satisfaction with greater/heavier workloads or "records
vigilance". This would imply that greater staff satisfaction is associatedwith higher
performance.
2. Negative correlation between performance variables and different work units. This
would indicate that staffs in these work units perceive less heavy workloads or
"records vigilance" compared to staff in other units/hospital. Relative to other
hospitals/units, this would imply that more room exist to expand performance in the
units with negative correlations. Negative correlations indicate work units operating
below their optimal efficiency frontier (Clewer and Perkins 1998; Chu and Spires
2003).
Table 8.10 presentsthe demographic, staff motivation factors (from section 8.3.1) and workunit variables used in the regression models for workload and records. The staff motivation
factor scoresrange from
falling between -1 and +1 with
-3 to +3 with two thirds of the scores
a mean of zero. By implication, negative mean scores for staff motivation factors for 2005
(table 8.10) imply that the perceptions for these factors in 2005 were relatively lower
compared to the range of factor scores in the combined (total) sample. Dummy variables
were created for different types of hospital departments (work units) and for hospital
affiliation to Government, UCMB, PNFP and PBC Bonus group (Experiment-arm). The
dummy variables for work-units (hospital departments) enable the perceptions of staff in
different work teams and variable proximity to PBC targets to be
examined. For instance,
OPD, Maternity
and ANC/MCH departmentscan be consideredto house the PBC targets for
OPD, Maternal Delivery,
and Antenatal Care respectively. Support departments included
mostly laboratory and pharmacy staff. Variables such as age and duration of stay were
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checked for normality and the latter was log-transformed to achieve optimal normal
distribution (skewness0.744 and 0.678 respectively).
-

Table 8.10 Variable definition and descriptive statistics
Variable

Demographics
Sex

Definition

Age

Years (Mean)
Male =1
Female =2
Log years

Duration of stay
Staff motivation factors
Fac_Gov
"Performance Governance"
Fac_Sat
'job Satisfaction"
Fac_Avl
"Drug/tools availability"
Fac_Fst
"Financial Satisfaction "
Dummy for work
department
unit or
Dp_Adm
(% Administrative staff =1)
Dp_Opd
(% OPD Dept staff =1 )
DP_ANC
(% ANC/MCH Dept staff=1)
Dp_Mat
(% Maternity Dept staff =1)
Dp_Ped
(% Paediatrics Dept staffl =1)
Dp_InP
(% In-patient Depts staff =1)
Dp_Sup
(% Support Depts staff =1)
Dp_Svd
(% Other service Depts staff =1)
Dummy for hospital
ownership

DmGovtt

DmPNFP
DmUCMB

Percent/mean(SD)

T-2006 survey
35.0 (9.4)
32.1(8.3)
67.6
%
69.3%female female
0.65 (0.59)
0.57 (0.61)

2005 survey

% Government=1
Otherwise=0
% PNFPhospitals=1°°
% Otherwise=0

% UCMB hospitals =1
% Otherwise =0
DmTreat
% PBC Bonus hospitals =1
% Otherwise =0
xc a variablesincluded or mu taco tnearity

-0.072
-0.067
-0.013
-0.054

0.051
0.048
0.009
0.038

10.24%
14.90%
4.28%
12.85%
10.06%
23.65%
19.18%
4.84%

9.28%
18.42%
4.50%
11.60%
8.87%
21.56%
20.19%
5.59%

35.0%

40.1%

61.2/0

60.0/o

49.0°°
/0

35.3 /o

16.7

23.2

8.6.1 Regression Results
Linear regressiontechnique was usedwith all variables entered together as a block. Extracted
factor scores for "workload" and "records vigilance" were used as the proxy dependent
variables for staff perceptions about their performance. Regression results explaining the
main drivers of the performance are summarisedin table 8.11.The model fits were generally
weak accounting for between 8 to 19 percent variation in the dependentvariables. Although
the models account for less variation in the performance variables, they are all statistically
significant -F statistic less than 0.001.

Dynamicsfor Workload Perception
These regression results indicate that perceived higher (heavier) workload in 2005 was
negatively correlated with several significant variables - mostly staff motivation factors and
particular work-teams in the hospitals. Controlling for other variables, a unit increasein the
factor scores for "performance governance" and "financial satisfaction" were responsible for
10.2 and 14.0 percent increasein higher
workload perceptions respectively. In contrast, a unit
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increase in the factor scores for "Job satisfaction" and "drugs &tool availability" would lead
to a decline of 20.5 and 9.0 percent respectively for workload perception scores. These
findings imply that perceptions for job-satisfaction and drug availability would be adversely
affected as workload perception increase. In contrast, better governance and financial
satisfaction would infer positive perception of heavier workloads. Extrapolation to the PBC
pilot, this implies that betterments in governance and financial satisfaction factors would
engenderfavourable perceptions of workload.

Table 5.11: Linear regressionresults:2005and 2006surveys

(Constant)
Age in log years
Q44 Sex of respondent
Duration of stay at this
hospital

WorkloadScores
2006
2005
B
SE
B
SE
0.481
0.451
-1.639 0.551
0.010
0.008
0.018** 0.006
0.122
0.186* 0.096
-0.075
0.001
0.010
0.005
0.007

RecordsScores
2005
2006
SE
B
SE
B
0.479
0.501
-0.624
-0.046
0.005
0.009
-0.002
-0.005
0.084
0.115
0.135
-0.090
0.006
0.011
-0.002
-0.002

Governance factor score 0.102**
FAC_Gov

0.049

0.047

0.044

0.253**

0.054

0.230**

0.038

Job Satisfaction factor score
-0.205**
FAC_Sat
Drugs & tools availability
-0.090*
factor score FAC Avl
Financial Satisfaction
0.140**
Administration Department
-0.587*
OPD Department

0.049

-0.027

0.046

0.055

0.055

0.076*

0.040

0.053

-0.012

0.044

0.290**

0.058

0.216**

0.038

0.054
0.352
0.323
0.390
0.331
0.336

0.040

0.042
0.514

-0.071
0.392
0.611
0.888**
0.429
0.290
0.015
0.455
0.358

0.060
0.391
0.360
0.433
0.368
0.374
0.354
0.358
0.472
0.209
0.178
0.172

-0.050
0.578
0.442
1.107**
0.369
0.371
0.252
0.288
0.436
0.089

0.037
0.447
0.432
0.459
0.436
0.439
0.431
0.432
0.456
0.123
0.106
0.111

ANC/MCH Department
Maternity Department
Pediatrics Department
Other In-patient Depts.
Support Depts.
Other Service Depts.
Dummy PNFP group
Dummy UCMB group
Dummy Bonus group
R Square
N
value

;

-0.539*
-0.011
-0.429
-0.421

! -0.642**
-0.761 **
0.880**
-0.089
0.025
0.119
0.137

355

0.318
0.322
0.425
0.188
0.160
0.155

0.445
0.536
0.562
0.386
0.639
0.516
0.537
0.251
-0.176
0.229*
0.357**
0.081

554

0.497
0.528
0.502
0.505
0.496
0.497
0.525
0.141
0.122
0.127

-0.198
0.362**
0.169
0.191
354

-0.060
-0.061
0.179
554

value < u.us.

Further still, 2005 findings show an inverse correlation between heavier workload
perceptions and several dummy variables representing work units for administration, OPD,
in-patient (wards) and staff working in "service departments" (ie pharmacy, laboratory and
X-ray). For example, staff affiliation to "other service department" would reduce the
perception of heavier workload by 88 percent (other factors being constant). By implication,
these units, relative to other units, are more likely to have spare capacity to expand their
workload.

From the perspectiveof implementingPBC pilot that soughtto expandthe workload by
increasingservicevolumesasdefinedby PBC targets,thesefindingssuggestthatthe context
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can be made more hospitable for successful PBC intervention by mitigating staff
dissatisfaction through:
1. Paying careful attention to improving availability of drugs and supplies if heavier
workloads are to be acceptableto the staff.
2. Better governance and financial satisfaction are likely to make heavier workload more
acceptableto staff.

3. Channelling more work to departments(work units) with relatively less perceived
workload i.e. in Administration,OPD, In-patient wards and staff working in "service
departments"(e.g. pharmacy,laboratoryandX-ray) would be a feasibleoptionfor higher
outputs(performance).
By 2006, the findings show changes in the variables correlated with workload perceptions.
Although not statistically significant, most correlations became positive. Statistically
significant findings reflect that staff in UCMB hospitals and staff in hospitals that received
PBC bonuses (PBC experiment arm) were more likely to perceive higher workloads in 2006.
Controlling for other variables in the model, belonging to UCMB and to PBC Bonus Group
would increase workload perception scores by 23.0 percent and 35.7 percent respectively.
Age and sex of the staff were also correlated with heavier workload perceptions. These
findings suggestthat:
1. Relative to other hospitals, increase in workload was less feasible from UCMB and
Hospitals that were in the Bonus (treatment) group of the PBC pilot. Staff in these
hospitals already perceived higher workload (during 2006), implying a situation closer to
their optimal workload frontier. By extension, expansionof workloads in thesegroups as
specified by the annual targets would be less feasible comparedother groups.
2. Participation in the PBC pilot was associatedwith higher staff perception about workload
especially in 2006. This findings implies that PBC as implemented was associatedwith
increasedworkload perceptions among the staff in the case-studyhospitals that received
performance bonuses.This could have resulted from an increasein the clients handled by
each staff at thesehospitals or a reduction in the staff numbers (seesection 7.3 and 7.4) or
both. Increased awareness of the performance targets may likewise influence the
workload perception - especially as sustaining the increased targets becomes more
challenging.
3. Older (in age) and female staff (sex) were more likely to perceive higher workload
relative to younger and male staff.

Dynamicsin for Perception about ServiceRecords
The regressionmodels for

staff perceptionstowards "records vigilance" show somesimilarity
over the two survey rounds. In both surveys (2005 and 2006), factor scores for performance
governance, drugs/tools availability and working in ANC/MCH departments show positive
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and statistically significant coefficients. Other factors being constant, the governance factor
was associatedwith 25.3 percent and 23.0 percent (both P values < 0.0005) increase in the
perception scores for higher records vigilance at baseline and post baseline respectively.
Likewise, the "drugs and tools availability" factor was associatedwith 29.0 percentand 21.6
percent higher scores (both P values < 0.0005) for attention to service records for the
respective survey periods.
In both rounds, the coefficient for ANC/MCH department (work unit) is highest and
statistically significant - implying a most powerful influence in the models for records
vigilance factor. Controlling for other variables in the model, working in ANC/MCH
department was associatedwith an increase in perception scores for "records vigilance" of
88.8 percent (p value 0.041) at baseline and 110.7 percent (p value 0.016) one year after the
baseline survey. Similarly, belonging to UCMB at baseline was associated with a 36.2
percent (p value 0.042) increasein factor scoresfor recordsvigilance. However this influence
was not noticeable in 2006 for among staff of UCMB.

From this perspectiveof perceivedefforts on servicerecordsasmeasuredin this study,these
findings showthat:
1. Higher efforts on service records are consistently perceived in contexts of higher/better
perception scores for Governance Factor by the hospital staff. By extension, better
governance is likely to make the attainment of PBC targets successfulby enabling more
efforts (improvements) in the service records.

2. Availability of Drugs and Tools is also essentialfor the perceivedhigher efforts on
records.Likewise,betterresourcingof drugsandtools would makeservicerecordsbetter
ableto supportPBCpilot.
3. Relatively higher perception scores on service records among staff working in
ANC/MCH departments, and staff working among UCMB hospitals shows that PBC
targets in theseunits are less likely to succeedrelative to other work units and non UCMB
hospitals. From the efficiency perspective, UCMB staff and staff working in ANC/MCH
indicate a perception for records performance that is closer to their efficiency frontier
relative to staff in other units/hospital.
Regression models for baseline (2005) and post-baseline (2006) show that there was marked
dynamism in the factors driving the perceptions scores during the two survey periods. For
instance, the model for Workload at baseline (2005) shows mostly negative (inverse)
performance influences on workload compared to the positive (proportionate) model for
2006.
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8.7 Summary and Implications
This chapter,using the perceptions of the hospital staff has provided additional insights about
the performance of the hospitals during the period of PBC implementation. From their
perceptions, important factors responsible for motivation and performance were extracted.
Exploratory factor analysis extracted four factors to summarise the major variables
underlying staff perceptions (motivation) measures developed. These were described as
"Performance governance", "Job satisfaction" "Drugs/tools availability" and "Financial
Satisfaction". In a similar manner, proxy variables for Performance were extracted and
described as "Workload" and "Records vigilance". Taking the proxy performance variables
as dependantvariables, regression analysis provided some insights into the dynamics of the
extracted factors for staff motivation between baseline and post baseline periods. From the
perspective of evaluating the successof the PBC, thesefindings are interpreted below:
1. Performance governance:
Table 8.7 reports changesin means for the extracted factor scorebetween 2005 and 2006 and
shows that "performance governance" improved significantly for PNFP, UCMB and Bonus
hospitals but declined significantly among government hospitals. As shown in table 8.5, the
performance governance factor was mostly composed on variables measuring institutional
rules and supervision i. e. supervision frequency, content and quality (table 8.3). The
performance governance factor had positive and statistically significant correlation with
perception scores for the proxy performance scores i. e. workload (2005) and records
vigilance (both 2005 and 2006). In general, these findings imply that managers in nongovernmental hospitals were perceived by their staff as providing better performance
governance.

2. Job satisfaction:

The extracted factor measuringjob satisfaction (table 8.7) showed that there was relatively
more dissatisfaction at baseline (2005) compared to post-baseline. This improved markedly
especially in UCMB hospitals (t-test 1.98, p. value 0.048) and marginally among all the
PNFP hospitals (t-test 1.51 p. value 0.131). There was no change in the level of satisfaction
in government hospitals between these two time periods. From the regression results,
perception scores for job satisfaction was particularly correlated with workload performance
at baseline (table 8.10). At baseline, and holding other factors constant,job satisfaction was
responsible for 20.5 percent decline in workload perception scores (t-test -4.15; p value
0.000). Job satisfaction also had a statistically significant correlation with performancefactor
scorefor records vigilance in 2006.

3. Drugs/toolsavailability:

The major change in drugs/tools availability was only perceived among hospitals that
received PBC bonuses (pilot experiment arm). Drugs availability was perceived to have
improved in 2006 by 2.3 times relative to baseline (t-test 0.021). This group of hospitals also
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had the lowest mean for drug availability at baseline
- which partly explains their capacity to
improve. For example, the mean baseline for drug
at
availability for hospitals eligible for a
PBC bonus was
-0.53 and this improved to -0.21 post-baseline (table 8.7). The improved
factor scores for drug availability in 2006 for the same hospital group was still below the
combined sample mean (zero). Among the regression results, availability of drugs and tools
had strong and positive correlation with the perceived performance towards "records
vigilance" in both survey rounds. However, the influence towards workload was generally
negative for both survey rounds. For instance, controlling for other factors in the regression
model (table 8.11), a unit increase in factor scores for drugs availability was responsible for a
decline of nine percent (t-test 1.71; p-value 0.087) in the perception scores for workload at
baseline. A similar
unit increase was associated with 29 percent and 21 percent increase in
records vigilance at baseline and at post-baseline respectively. The implications of these
findings are:
1. Although workload is expected to increase with more drugs availability, this finding
implies a relative ease with which tasks are completed in an environment that was
perceived as well resourcedwith drugs, medical supplies and other tools for health care
provision.

2. More attentionis paid to filling the servicerecordsin the contextof betterresourcesfor
health care provision. This may be driven by a need to accountfor theseresources
especiallyin contextswheresuchreportsare usedfor calibratingthe next disbursement
financial and in-kind resourceslike drugs. Staff may be less driven to fill the service
recordsin situationsof low or insufficientresourcessuchasdrugsandmedicalsupplies.
3. Taken together, these findings imply that more patient care resourcing is necessaryfor
PBC to inspire more effort (or tolerance for heavier workload and filling service records)
from the staff.

4. Financialsatisfaction:

The factor that captured the variability due to Financial Satisfaction showed weak statistical
significance for the changesbetween the two periods. The biggest change from baseline was
seen among government hospitals. There was an increase in the scores for financial
satisfaction from baseline of 42 percent (P-value 0.154) among government hospitals. Among
the regressionmodels, a unit increase in Financial Satisfaction factor scoreshad a 14 percent
(t-test 2.6; P-value 0.010) improvement in the perceptions scores for Workload at baseline
(other factors constant). Although not statistically significant, financial satisfaction was
inversely related to the models for RecordsVigilance.
5. Work-unit level differences:
The dummy variables for Department that was added to the regression models provide
additional information about the performance perceptions for Workload and Records among
different work-units (teams). From the regression results, all work-units had negative
(inverse) relationship with
workload scores at baseline but all improved to positive
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coefficients in 2006. In particular, the coefficients for OPD, Administration, In-patient wards
and Support Departmentswere statistically significant at p-value of 5 or 10 percent.However
none of these work unit variables was significant for workload in the 2006 survey. The
regression models for Records Vigilance indicated that there was high and stable correlation
with this dependent variable from ANC/MCH department. This dummy variable comprised
of mostly Midwifes working in small-specialised teams to provide immunisation and
antenatal services. These services are associated with special reporting requirements (eg for
MOH League Table) that are driven by service statistics thus necessitatingmore effort on the
service records. For example, immunisation requires several efforts on Service Records tallying the official immunisation register, logging information onto the client-owned
Immunisation Card and plotting baby weights for growth monitoring. Similarly, ANC visit
requires logging information onto official MOH registers for ANC and PMTCT and logging
details onto the client-owned ANC Card. It is possible that the more intensive engagement
with records by staff in this department explains the statistically significant correlations from
this group on both rounds. A second explanation may be that the long standing performance
managementpressurearising from measuring performanceon thesetwo services had trickled
down to staff in these work units in form of more effort on service records. For example the
Uganda National Expanded Programme for Immunisation (UNEPI), PMTCT programme and
MOH League Tables regularly use these indicators for performance monitoring of
programmes.

6. Hospitalaffiliation to differentperformanceframeworks:

The dummy variable for PNFP, UCMB and PBC bonus (pilot experiment group) were
included in the regression model. Statistically significant coefficient was noted for workload
model in 2006 for staff in UCMB affiliated hospitals. Other factors being constant, affiliation
to UCMB was responsible for 36 percent improvement in the Records Vigilance scores at
baseline. Likewise, UCMB affiliation was responsible for 23 percent improvement in
Workload performance scores in 2006. Hospitals that received PBC performance bonuses
were associatedwith statistically significant results for Workload scores for the post-baseline
survey (2006). Other factors being constant, affiliation to the PBC bonus hospitals was
responsible for 35.7 percent (t-test 2.8; p-value 0.005) improvement in the Workload scores.

8.7.1 Implications
From the perspectives of hospital staff, these findings show that the essential performance
drivers were PerformanceGovernance,Job Satisfaction; Availability of Drugs and Tools and
Financial Satisfaction. In relation to work units the performance towards service recordswas
most likely to be high in the antenatal and childcare clinics. In general the findings showed
that belonging to hospitals owned by UCMB and hospitals receiving PBC bonuses was
associated with significant perceptions of higher workload especially in 2006. This might
indicate that these hospitals were already feeling higher constraints to improve their
performance. The findings also show marked dynamics in performance perceptionsbetween
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baseline and post-baseline. The baseline findings showed that performance drivers such as
Job Satisfaction, Availability of Drugs and Financial Satisfaction were mostly negative
(inverse)

- implying a general dissatisfaction with workload at baselines compared to postbaseline. Findings also show that less capacity for performance (workload) improvements
was mostly in work units related to the targeted services by PBC pilot i. e. ANC, maternity
and childcare. This would imply less optimal effectiveness of PBC Pilot in this context.
Viewed from the perceived staff efforts towards to improve service records less improvement
in performance would arise from the same work units targeted by PBC. This is important
especially given the centrality of service records (information systems to the performance
measurement).
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Chapter 9: Discussion
9.0 Introduction
This discussionaims to

addressthe two broadquestionsthat haveguidedthis research- i.e.
1) will hospitalsrespondto PBC?
and 2) how will they respond?To addressquestion1,
chapters4,5 and 6 assessed
influenceson thehospitalsfrom external
theperformance-related
context,theinternalgovernanceandimplementationeffectivenessof PBCpilot respectively.
The secondstudyquestionrequiredan in-depth casestudy of two hospitalsto identify the
strategiesadoptedto attain PBC targets.Thesefindings were the focus in chapters7. To
understandthe performancedrivers in all hospitals,perceptionsand motivationsthe staff to
accomplishhigher performancetargetsis the focusof chapter8. Thediscussionis structured
to addressthese two broad questionsthat guided the study. This discussionis structured
alongthreesections:
1) The substantive discussion is
related to the research questions and objectives. These
covered performance governance and management contexts within the broad health
system and within the hospital Boards; how effectively PBC was implemented and how
the hospitals respondedto PBC pilot mechanisms.Additional objectives were related to
perceptionsand motivation of hospital staff about their capacity to improve performance.

2) The theoretical discussion seeks to draw generalisableimplications for adapting,
designingand implementingperformance-based
contractingas a tool for reformingthe
health systems.This part of the discussioncomparesthe observedpattern of response
actionspredictedby economictheory of Agency and those predictedby Organisation
ProcessTheories.Thesetwo theoreticaldomainsprovidedalternativepropositionsthat
guidedthis study.
3) The methodologicaldiscussion
providesinsightsgainedfrom the evaluationof complex
interventionslike PBCthat seekto achieveresultswithin real world settingscharacterised
by complexanddynamichealthsystems.

9.1 Performance Managementand Multiple Performance Objectives
PBC was being introduced into the health
system that has several performance objectives.
Understanding the broad health
systemperformance objectives was essential to assessthe fit
and synergy of PBC. At the state level, outcome measures like reduced mortality and
improved health
status were expected from the health sector investments. The indicators for
the health sector
plan were of necessity defined to be process indicators as outlined in the
League table. The
objections to the league table by the district health managers provided
insights into the differences in performance expectations at the district level. For example
client satisfaction and service coverage were considered more important at this level. The
implication
of MOH league table and its strong influence on local governments was that -a
small set of the sector performance was being drilled down to the hospitals with little
attention to other objectives that the hospital serve. If hospitals were sensitive to the league
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table, this might blind them against other hospital service objectives which were not
subjected to performance assessment.These include services like in-patient care, surgeries,
diagnostic services, and measuresof efficiency such as bed occupancy rates. Likewise, client
satisfaction and better coverage of interventions were not given priority despite being
desirable at the district level. Like MOH league table performance indicators, PBC targets
included OPD attendance, immunisation and maternity services thus achieving good
alignment and synergy.

9.1.1 Quality as a Desirable Performance Dimension
At the district level, disbursement of operational funds, staffing levels, availability of drugs
and satisfaction of clients and better coverage were important performance indicators. In
general these relate to quality of care provided. Although quality becomes a more explicit
performance expectation at the district level, the capacity to assess it was not well
established. Diverse projects were found trying to push hospitals to pay attention to quality
issues. These included the UCMB experimentation with client satisfaction surveys and
clinical audits. Other players were trying to use maternal mortality audits, and provision of
project related drugs like antiretroviral for HIV/AIDS and antimalarials. The Yellow Star
programme was starting to scale-up among study hospitals. The Yellow Star programme was
employing a broad range of quality assessmentindicators that were being transformed into a
public report-card aimed at branding provider-quality to the communities (DISH 2002;
McNamara 2006). The programme was trying to assessinternal process of care, providerclient interaction, client satisfaction, and community activities.
These findings show that PBC was being implemented in a context with several other
performance related interventions. Although PBC did not specify the quality of services, its
objectives overlapped significantly with those espousedby programmes like UCMB and
Yellow Star that had a focus on quality. At best PBC would provide a synergistic effect by
Pushing targets based on service volumes while other programmes push the quality
dimension. From the evaluation perspective, however, the attribution of performance
improvements to PBC
interventions.
can be difficult among hospitals subjectedto multiple
The range of mechanisms for enforcing performance expectationsin a decentralised system
of government call for careful designs of financing arrangementsand incentives to ensure
complementarities and synergy among different agencies that seek to influence the same
serviceprovider organisations like hospitals.

9.2 Implications of Weak Governance

At the interface between Board of Governors (BOGs) and Hospital Management teams
(HMT), governance hospital performance was assessed. Findings in chapter 5 imply the
of
existence of significant barriers in these governance structures for the performance
framework to function in the
in
manner assumedby PBC. For example, PBC as implemented
Uganda and elsewhere
(bonus) is
assumed a "hands-off' approach - where the incentive
sufficient to drive performance improvement among hospitals (Soeters, Habineza et al. 2006).
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Entrepreneurial science
provides a basis for performance governance and organisational
control that is vested in the Boards of Trustees or Boards of Governors and the managersas
the executives (Young, Beekun et al. 1992; Taylor 2000; Eldenburg, Hermalin
et al. 2001;
Eeckloo, Van Herck et al. 2004; Alexander, Ye et
al, 2006). The performancebonuses may
be
not
a sufficient incentive or mechanism to overcome governanceconstraints describedin
chapter S. Problems included composition of Boards, capacity to provide effective oversight
for hospital performance
and weak information exchange with hospital managers.
Organisational theory and management science perspectives
regarding the development of
governance systems are useful additional prerequisites for performance-basedcontracting to
work more effectively in improving hospital performance. The implications of the findings
for weak governance
are well capturedby Taylor (2000):
"Over 100 years of organisational theory building and theory testing by
some of the greatest minds in
managerial sciences have resulted in one consistent finding: as ambiguity increases with and/or
across the structure of an organisation, so does the probability of strategic error, fraud, negligence,
anarchy, destructive power struggles, bureaupathic layering, inaction, decreasedaccountability and
responsibility taken for decisions and total organisational collapse when under economic
stress "(Taylor 2000 pg 108).

From this perspective,strengtheningof institutionalcapacityfor goodgovernanceneedto be
Part and parcel of the performance-based
incentive schemes.Studies from Rwanda,
GuatemalaandrecentlyHaiti havefocusedon the governancestructuresboth at the
up-steam
and downstreamto makePBC schemessustainableand more effective(La Forgia, Mintz et
al. 2005;Meessen,Musangoet al. 2006;Rusa,Schneidman
et al. 2009).

9.3 PBC Implementation: Measurement of Performance
Measurement
of performance is central to the PBC intervention. For measurementto function
there must be data systems and instruments to measure the desired performance from
hospitals. Hospitals
serve various objectives. In terms of health programmes, they have
nursing care, preventive and promotive objectives. Under nursing care, they espouse
objectives related to paediatrics, obstetrics, gynaecology, surgery, emergency and chronic
care. In addition they service acute care needs such as OPD consultation and emergency
treatment for accidents. In the Uganda context and indeed globally, hospitals are being asked
to contribute more to the prevention and promotion aspects of health in communities
(McPake 1996; McKee
and Healy 2000; Hanson, Atuyambe et al. 2002; WHO 2003; Alia
2005a page 13). Chapter 6 illustrated among other findings the problems of metering
Performance by the PBC pilot. Metering performance is the central mechanism of
Performance-basedcontracting and more broadly, pay-for-performance approaches(Penelope
and Murray 2002; La Forgia, Mintz et al. 2005; Palmer and Mills 2005; Soeters,Habineza et
al. 2006). The findings show big challenges with the feasibility of measuring performance
among hospitals.
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9.3.1 Feasibility of Measuring Performance
In general, measurement difficulties were experienced
at all levels of performance
management.The centrality of metering performance is captured in Lawler's comments:
"The key to any successfulreward systemis effectiveperformancemeasurement and indeed,the
mostcommonreasonthat individualpay-for-performancesystemsfail is their lack of goodappraisal
system"(Lawler 1989pg 57).
Ease of measurement,accessand regularity of data availability for performance assessment
were major constraints at all levels. The ease of measuring performance was critical for
performance indicators that were being used at the national, sector and sub-national levels. At
the national level, the periodic national surveys for economic, health and demographic
monitoring enabled the tracking of outcome measures such as mortality, fertility and
morbidity patterns (UBOS 2000; UBOS 2001; UBOS 2002; UBOS 2003).
Given its decentralised
governance and service provision, measures selected at the sector
level by MOH were driven by the need to track indicators at the level of the district using the
well established Health Management Information Systems (HMIS). Such measuresalso had
to be available annually for the national league table (NLT) to be constructed and presented
in the Annual Sector Reports and to the Annual National Health Assembly (MOH 2003b;
MOH 2004). The focus of the national and district level performanceassessmenton a limited
set of process and service volume indicators (see leaguetable 4.5) implied that the overriding
performance expectationsof MOH were contained in the leaguetable. Vigorous assessments
of the measuresin the NLT influenced local governmentsto focus on similar measures.Since
the PBC pilot was using a similar set of measures to those in the League table, it could
benefit from the existing NLT incentives as well as supplementthem. At the sametime, the
NLT measuresfaced marked dissatisfaction from those that it assessed the district health
managers. The dissatisfaction was mostly due to ambiguities in the measures - especially
external factors that influenced success for the measured indicators. For example, the
delayed and
erratic disbursement of grants by Finance Ministry, was vital for district and
hospital performance and successon most NLT indicators.
9.3.2 The Best as the Enemy of the Good: Performance Measures for PBC Pilot
Above all the difficulties
encountered in the implementation of PBC pilot, performance
measurement posed the greatest constraint. In particular, the use of primary records for
Performance verification raised the workload beyond the capacity of the available financial
and human resources for the pilot. The findings in chapter 6 illuminated several sources of
measurementdifficulties for the desired outcomes - PBC targets. Performance assessment
together with impact surveys were contracted to the local research institution. As a
Prerequisite, from the lens of expectancy theory, the measurementsneededto be fair, valid
and consistent. These conditions were not achieved during PBC implementation.
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1. Fairness: Several approaches used to measure the
output volumes were not fair to
hospitals. For instance, the measurementswere basedon primary registers even when the
contract document stated otherwise. Non-availability of the registers on the day the
performance verification team (PVT) visited was punished with a zero performancescore.
The failure by the verification team to read or understand a diagnosis in the register also
meant under-assessmentfor the provider's performance.
2. Validity: Validity requires that the measuredperformance arise from and encompassall
the dimension relevant to the efforts towards a measurableobjective (Smith and Street
2006). The main finding on validity related to problems in the format of the data in the
registers and the behaviours of some members in the PVT. For instance some essential
variables for computing the service targets such as "age of patients" were not routinely
recorded. The PVT was taking pervasive shortcuts that included instances of forging
performance data. Given the problems in the registers, steepworkload and the opportunist
behaviours of the PVT, the performancemeasurementprocess lacked validity.
3. Consistence: Reliability was a problem due to several adjustmentsthat were made during
implementation period. As the performanceverification teamsacquired some expertise in
dealing with the registers, they were more likely to understandthe service records and
diagnosesand shorthand used to record performance data. This improvement among the
performance auditors meant that the data they collected was not comparable across time and by extension not reliable to compute percentage changes in the service-output
volumes (performance) of provider organisations. Given the complaints about the decline
in cooperation (not providing data and refusing to be interviewed) by the provider
organisations in subsequentpilot activities, additional problems in reliability were likely.
4. Confusion of roles: The findings in chapter 6 show that there was a confusion of roles
within the performance verification team (PVT). Performance-verification and impactassessmentwere merged and undertaken as one activity by the PVT. This caused a
tension between proper implementation of the pilot and the evaluation of its impact. From
the findings, the activities for impact evaluation seemto have clouded-out those aimed at
auditing the performance and providing feedback.
5. Intrusive approach: It emerged from the descriptions (6.1.3.2) that the PVT was
disruptive to the provider organisations by trying to accomplish several activities in one
short visit. Findings indicate that the service provision activities were nearly halted in
order for the PVT to do its performance audits. Some implications of these problems
were observed among the narratives of respondents:
"sometimes you find that in the middle of a busy clinic, the research assistants (PVT) are
collecting all the registers, stops the clinic to talk to (interview) the staff. The health workersfind
it very difficult to organise themselves. The other issue was the exit interviews. Thesewere very
few simply becausethey had taken away all the staff for interviews and there was no one left to
see the patients and therefore no exit patients. Some of these units have 2 or 3 staff only. At the
exit poll, the patients were very tired, .. waited for too long and did not cooperate "( Member,
Pilot Implementation Team).
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Resentment and lack of cooperation had emerged in the
subsequent rounds of
performance validation (data collection), with reported decline in compliance with pilot
activities. As the extract above shows, volume targets may be counterproductive. Client
satisfaction could be worsenedby the PBC approachesthemselves.

9.3.3 Implication of MeasurementProblems:

Problems in the measurement of the baseline performance
and the records used for this
purpose had negative credibility implications for the rest of the pilot. For example,
contestations of the assessed(verified) performance were a key feature during the feedback
meetings held early in 2005. From the findings of chapter 6, performance verification
activities that were central to the pilot and contracted targets were eclipsed by a need to
collect lots of data to assessthe impact of PBC.
The implication of these measurementproblems especially at baseline is that performance
"improvements" observed in the subsequentpilot activities potentially arose partly from the
improved capacity
of the PVT to audit the records and not necessarily from more clients
being servedby the participating health facilities. These findings support the proposition that
the changes in the service output volumes generated by the PVT reflected its capacity to
handle the records as well as changes in the service outputs produced by the participating
health facilities.

9.4 Hospital Response to PBC
At the outset, the propositions for why and how hospitals would respondto PBC were framed
along five objectives. Among the factors examined albeit in a qualitative manner, were the
costs and size of the financial incentive implied in the PBC bonus. The "how" question was
closely related to the effectiveness of the implementation mechanismsfor PBC intervention.
The following section outlines the major findings related to these objectives. The findings
also show that incentives that are explicitly or implicitly attached to performance measures
can be demotivating if viewed from a different context. The following illustrates the range of
influences observed in the findings and their potential effects:

9.4.1 Effective Performance Influences
In a resource constrained environment as Uganda's health system, the financing of the
activities that lead to performance is probably the most direct influence on provider
organisations like hospitals and the intermediate agenciesthat support them. In this respect,
global level providers of international aid for health programmesand National Treasury have
strong influences on national and sub-national performance. In this respect, the provision of
funds or withholding funds for health programmes wields strong influence and provides high
powered incentives for agenciesto respondto performance expectations.The withholding of
funds by the Global Fund
provided a powerful incentive to streamline performance and
governancerelated problems in the Uganda's HIV programmessupportedby the Global Fund
(GFATM 2003 page 5; UAC 2006). Similarly, MOH has
effective performanceinfluence on
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hospitals due to its central procurement role and discretion to
allocate budgets (drug credit
lines and salaries) and resource inputs such as drugs,
vehicles and other hardware goods to
districts and hospitals. Availability of drugs, for example, has a direct effect on the
performance as measuredby OPD attendance(Nazerali, Oteba et al. 2006).

9.4.2 Incentive Package for Performance Development
In general, UCMB case study in section 4.4 suggests that "a package approach" to
organisational development and performance improvements is more effective for successful
response from hospitals. As put by Grol et al (2007) "Extra resources,support, training in
skills, redevelopment of care processes, temporary support or consultants, information
materials for patients" are necessaryfor changeto be effectively sustained. The casestudy of
UCMB also shows an example of a package of incentives that attractedhigh compliance. The
multi-component package as contained in the UCMB accreditation regimen (section 4.4)
boosted the power to influence performance among Catholic health facilities. The UCMB
casestudy also showed that building a strong institutional basewas required for performance
improvement activities. In particular, the institutional change processes championed by
UCMB involved supporting activities for the basic building blocks of the organisational units
such as revising hospital missions, constitutions, operations manuals, training for managers
and provision of computers and e-mail capabilities for information systems. UCMB
mobilised financial resourcesto support hospitals during the processesof institutional change
and during the process of reducing user-chargesfor improved access(UCMB 2003). There
was good compliance for UCMB's accreditation which suggested a powerful set of
performance incentives (Giusti, Lochoro et al. 2004; UCMB 2006). The multi-component
(package) approach of UCMB change process was assisted by its affiliation to Uganda
Catholic Church (UCC)
Catholic health
- which signalled authority and credibility among
facilities. This credibility and authority was also boosted by a broad range of technical
support, training and information sharing UCMB provided to its members.

9.4.3Weak Performance Influences
The national league table (NLT) and the performance bonuses did not espouse strong
Performance influences relative to those discussedabove. These parameters are expounded
on below:

9.4.3.1National LeagueTable
In general, the influence mechanisms that were not associated with financing, technical
support or material resourcebenefits had weak or moderate power to influence performance
expectations. Although it ignited performance-relateddiscussions and accountability among
district leaders, the league table faced strong contestations to its measures. The locus of
control for improving the National League Table (NLT) indictors was not totally in the hands
of those whose performance it assessed.For instance,delays in financial disbursements,poor
drug stocks and capping of staff recruitments were
strong performance inhibitors external to
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the control of districts and hospitals. Some findings also indicate that perverse incentives
were associatedwith the NLT. One district health officer complained that the bestperforming
districts on the NLT received token awards (placards and certificates) while the worst
performing districts were awarded vehicle/ambulances and new project to finance
improvements in health care provision. The misalignment of rewards for the NLT indicates a
tension between performance-basedincentives which promote competition and favour highcapacity organisations, and the equity motives which favour theprovision of support to weak
organisations that perform poorly.
But the fact that the NLT was quickly adopted by the districts shows that it had some
influence on performance.This may be due to its "name and shame" strategyespecially at the
National Health Assembly
leaders and with
-a forum that attracted most political and civic
high media coverage. Despite the weakness in the NLT, it representeda useful tool for
performance monitoring for the district-level political leaders. It was able to provide them
with a relative measure of performance that enabled peer comparison among local
governments and a basis for dialogue with district health mangers. Findings show that
political leaders had started to ask performance-related questions to their technocrats in
charge of district health services (section 4.2.3). The district health technocratswere also
sensitive to the ranking they received from MOH and were quick to adopt the NLT approach
within their performance managementsystem at the district level.
9.4.3.2 Awards and Recognition
The least power to influence performance was at the local government or district level. The
mechanisms at this level were mostly weak and limited by strong constraints external to
districts. When available, project-based financing was assisting the district health managers
to hold performance review meetings and to award certificates of recognition to health
facilities that posted good performance. Most of these mechanisms of influence were
financed through projects such as the Yellow Star Programme and thus vulnerable due to
irregular financing and weak sustainability. When rewards are not reliably linked to
performance measures, such rewards fail to motivate agents (Lawler 1989). Nonetheless,
when received, recognition awards enjoyed durable impact. Several years later, a certificate,
placard or trophy continue to motivate and symbolise appreciation of progress (DISH 2002;
Ekochu 2005; UCMB 2005b).
9.4.3.3 PBC Bonuses, their Financing and Size
Although performancebonuses are known to motivate improved performance, they are prone
to design and implementation failures (Marsden and Richardson 1994; O'Donnell and Shields
2002; Petersen,Woodard et al. 2006; Roen, Arai et al. 2006). For instance, bonus payments
evaluatedin this study were coupled to performance feedback activities which causeddelays
in bonus payments. Design failures were also explicit in the lack of secure funds for paying
performance bonuses. The findings in (section 6.1.4) show that securing the bonus was
transaction-intensive and negatively affected the implementation of several pilot activities.
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Despite doubling the bonus size, the amounts
remained small compared to the total hospital
For
instance
revenues.
the total bonus receipts accounted for 3.3 percent of revenue for the
case-studyhospital that succeededin achieving 10 out of a maximum of 11 bonus points. It
was not possible in this study to establish the costs of generating a five or 10 percent increase
among the PBC service targets. Such information would be useful to make firm conclusion
about the bonus size in relation to the volume of outputs that are required for achieving these
targets. However, the findings also show that the two casestudy hospitals in chapter 7
were
responsible for 82 percent of the entire bonus funds paid out to a total of 19 health facilities.
As such, efforts seeking to measure the impact
and cost-effectiveness of performance
bonuses(PBC innovation) need to pay more attention to the hospitals.

9.4.3.4Bonus Managementby Hospitals
Regarding the value placed on the rewards (bonuses),the findings show that there was need
for the hospitals to test the benefits of the rewards before
undertaking purposeful actions for
performance improvement. For example, before the case study hospitals received their first
bonuses, there was limited awarenessof the performance
expectationsof the pilot. Attention
to the pilot's performance targets was galvanized after the case study hospitals received their
first bonuses. When the bonus benefits were made visible and shared by all staff, there
were
improvements in the records system of one case study hospital. Also managers in this
hospital gained leadership capital from the bonuses and were able to use this capital to
demand performance improvements from their staff. Having appreciatedthe benefits the
of
first bonus, both hospitals started to actively create awareness about the
performance
requirements of the pilot. This may have design implications for the early phases of PBC
policy implementation. For instance, PBC implementers need to assist organizations to use
the bonuses in a manner to securevalued benefits by staff early in the processof policy scaleup. Active internal awarenessabout the bonuses and the performance expectations (targets)
within the hospitals is also required.
Additional effects of the performance bonuses are related to the PBC pilot design. The
randomised experiential design that was usedto implement PBC pilot createdsentimentsthat
reflected a potential for causing dissatisfaction especially among the control groups (This is
further discussed in the methodological section below). Such effects call for a careful
understandingof the effects of performancebonusesin different contexts. Findings in the UK
also show that financial incentives may result in less than optimal performanceoutcomes.For
example, the safety of donated blood worsened when financial incentives were introduced to
replace voluntary (free) donations (Titmuss 1970; Kingma 2003; Le Grand 2003).

Findingsfrom this
studyshowthat receiptof a bonuscanignite an internaldecision-making
processfor its allocation.This decision-makingprocessis critical to understanding
theeffects
of performance-bonuses
that are awardedto the organisationasa whole in contrastto those
awardedto individual workers or employees.The hygieneof the decision-makingprocesses
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may boost, dampen or totally negate the performance improvement effect of the bonus
(Lynch, Eisenbergeret al. 1999; Gardner and Schermerhorn2004).
".. on the basis of the reciprocity norm, employees who perceive that their organisation values their
contributions and cares about their well-being are obligated to increase their (.) performance. In
contrast, repeated indications that the organisation does not value employeecontributions and fails to
reward increased performance reduce employees' perceived obligations (Lynch, Eisenberger et al.
1999page 469)

The findings also showed that there were differences in the value placed on performancerelated benefits between the managersand the clinical staff. Exhibitionist rewards such as a
trophies, buildings and or status symbols such as star-ratings used by the Yellow Star
Programme were more valued by managers. In contrast, clinical staff valued workplace
improvements such as social events (parties) and social amenities (kettles for tea) at their
workplace.

9.5 Response Actions and Role of the Context
The basis for performance successwith PBC was generally a contingent phenomenon. The
response to PBC targets can be described in part as hitchhiking on more fundamental
performance levers the study hospitals were experiencing. The efforts to enhancehospital
performance were many and varied in their capacity to addressmore critical constraints to
performance. Both success and failure of performance was attributed to a number of
contextual variables, such as increased costs, staff exodus and the flow and size of the
government grants. Other contextual interventions like Yellow Star Programme (YSP) and
UCMB's organisational development programmes also provided concurrent synergies and
alternative drivers for addressingperformance improvements among hospitals.
Among the critical constraints were the increase in the cost of hospital service delivery and
high dependenceon uncertain financial flows (grants) from the government. Erratic financial
flows probably posed one of the greatest constraints to performance among all hospitals
during the period of this study. The reduction of user-chargesamong PNFP hospitals in this
study also created additional constraints. The reported increase in service utilisation and
outputs due to the reduction in user-chargesalso increasedthe variable costs of inputs like
drugs. Additional increase in the cost of service delivery among PNFP hospitals was due to a
substantial increase in staff salaries(about 30 - 50%) as attempts were made to catch-up with
the much increasedsalariesof health workers in the government sector (UCMB 2006).
The dynamism in staff movement in and out of the study hospitals was another major source
of contextual contingency. Improvements and failures in performance were likewise
attributed to this problem. Staff movements hit a peak during 2005, the year before the
presidential elections. Through a presidential directive, money was made available to
increase the salaries of health workers in the public sector. Likewise, about 3.4 billion
shillings were made available to recruit about 1,800 health workers into the public sector.
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These two actions precipitated what was described
as staff exodus from the PNFP hospitals
health
and
centres(Guisti 2007). About 60 percent of the health workers recruited into
government service were from PNFP health sub-sector (MOH 2008). The loss of staff with
managerial experienceespecially affected the continuity of the internal strategiesto improve
performance against PBC service targets (section 7.2). For example, an internal champion
for PBC strategies in one case study hospital moved
out for different employment thus
precipitating leadership vacuum for PBC targets. Acute staff attrition in the early phase of
this study escalated the work burden for the remaining staff, making the response to PBC
more complicated. The fmdings show that service records - the basis for determining
performance, were more likely to be ignored by the overburdenedstaff. The implication of
this action was likely to understate the service outputs of the hospitals.
Indeed the
purposeful actions to respond to PBC in one case-study hospital were related to efforts to
improve service records as opposedto actions to
servemore clients. The focus on records in
one of the case study hospitals was also synergisedby the prevailing district-wide efforts to
improve the service
records and routine systems for reporting of service outputs. These
district-wide efforts were being driven by a need to improve district performance scores on
the national MOH League Table. Likewise, the observed strategy in another case study
hospital i. e. to re-organise and reduce clients' waiting time was also contingent on the prior
infrastructure developments for expanding hospital space and a prior internal study that
provided additional rationalisation for re-organisation of client flow to enhance client
satisfaction.
Marketing of the hospital services was one of the strategic responsebehaviour to PBC in both
case study hospitals. Findings (section 7.3.1) show that the marketing strategy was being
pushed by several contextual contingencies. These included the need to make the
communities more aware about the reduction in service charges that had been recently
introduced and the explicit objective by the Yellow Star Programme(YSP) to create servicequality literacy in the community. Availability of grants (from YSP and Govt PHC grant) to
finance the community-level activities was a strong synergistic factor for a successful
marketing strategy for attaining PBC service targets. Additional synergistic factors included
quality assessment,feedback and technical support from YSP to hospitals. This support led to
the development and monitoring of action plans whose aim was to fix performance gaps
identified by the YSP assessment.The findings show that preparation of actions plans,
financial support to fix
quality gaps and active monitoring by YSP were essentialto the high
priority and prompt responsesto the YSP and UCMB programmes. In a sentence,micromanagement and a package of supportive actions of YSP and UCMB generated more
responsiveperformance action from hospitals relative to arms-length approachby PBC.
How respondents explained their performance successes,failures and processesfor bonus
allocation were indicative of the contingencies in the context and precedents within the
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organisations. From a rational perspective, the findings about the context in which the
hospitals were responding to PBC innovation support strategiesto cut costs and/or cutting
back on service outputs (performance). Indeed strategiesto screeningagainsthigh cost clients
were explicitly being adopted in some of the study hospitals. Given the increasedcosts of
service provision, increasesin the size of the grants (government and donors) seemedto hold
a powerful lever for future performance improvements relative to the PBC bonus.

9.6 Response Action and Organisational Precedents
The potential for case study hospitals to increase their service outputs (performance) was
partly explained by the precedents in the organisation trajectories. Precedentsare events in
the history of the organisation that have influence on current actions and behaviours (Scott
2001). For example, lower performance baseline in the years prior to PBC was a factor in
both case study hospitals. Increases in the size of financial grants from Government in the
years prior to PBC pilot were also important considerations. Improvements in the hospital
infrastructure were also used to explain successesin improving performance of the hospitals
in the years prior and during PBC pilot.
The processesof handling the bonusesilluminated yet another perspectivefor understanding
organisational precedentsin responding to PBC. Despite the bonus amounts being a meagre
proportion relative to the overall hospital budgets, the internal processesof decision-making
were driven by organisation precedents. The decision-making process and outcomes of the
bonus allocation were a potential sourceof successor failure to respondappropriately to PBC
innovation. The two case studies displayed internal processesthat could ignite both staff
satisfaction and dissatisfaction with PBC. For example, in the hospital where the participatory
decision making processes and consensus outcomes were overridden by administrative
directives (HOSP-1), perceptions of dissatisfaction among staff were created and risked
ignoring PBC innovation. Poor handling of the bonusesseemedto fracture the trust between
staff and those in administration. Given this unsatisfactory precedent, the decision-making
regarding the allocation of the second bonus was confined to a few personsin administration
department as opposed to broad consultations used for allocating the first bonus. The
information about the second bonus was not communicated to staff. Nonetheless, the
administration attempted to redeem some of the fractured trust by hosting a party in
accordancewith the popular staff decisionsmade in relation to the first bonus.

Implicit in the chain of eventsin this hospital is the fact that, the internal management
culturesandprecedentscan influencethe handlingof the bonusesandcan drive performance
on a downwardspiralif the internalprocessesof bonusallocationareconsideredunfair. The
financial incentives (bonuses)needsto
use of arms-lengthtools like performance-based
consider the institutional competenceto handle such financial incentives. Institutional
economistWilliamsoncapturedthispoint:
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"... high powered incentivesfound to be effective in market organisation give rise to dysfunctional
consequencesif introduced into thefirm.... Whereasmarket organisations are associatedwith
higher powered incentives, and lesser controls, internal organisation joins lower powered incentives
with greater controls. The choice (of market or firm) necessarily must make allowancefor these
respective incentive-and-control syndromes"(Williamson 1996page 178).

This case study provides evidence that financial incentives introduced in the wrong
institutional context can do more harm than good. Effective "hands on" or bureaucratic
controls in form of governance are needed inside the firm. Organisation process theorists
treat this issue as a matter of building trust in organisation systems to overcome wary
employee perceptions (Guest 1998; Lynch, Eisenberger et al. 1999; Rousseau 2001;
O'Donnell and Shields 2002).
"The culture and history of the organisation can influence responses to factors interpreted as
threatening within the facility. The internal climate that exists within a facility can determine the
ability of the staff to accept change in a positive manner. Poor morale, lack of trust, and a feeling of
disengagement with the organisation are internal factors that influence the organisation's ability to
reform and succeed.... A secretive senior management also may lead to distrust on the part of
employeesas opposed to an open communication model in which staff are kept apprised of events that
may impact their future" (Stanfill-Edens 2005 page (web page)).

The different approachesused to make decisions about the allocation of the bonus in the case
study hospitals also reflected the organisational precedents. The precedent of open and
participative decision-making processesin one hospital (HOSP-2) illustrated the potential for
enhancedvisibility of PBC bonus within the hospital and a potential for all staff to internalise
and increase commitment to the PBC innovation. In this hospital, the bonus allocation
decisions hitchhiked on the well establishedinternal communication system. The outcomesof
bonus allocation showed optimism for innovation and visibility within the organisation. The
positive leadership elements displayed in this hospital - i. e. participatory processes,
communication that linked performance to the PBC bonus - seemto have emergedas a result
of learning from a negative historical event namely a staff strike two years prior to the
introduction of PBC pilot. The strike was mostly about poor communication between people
in managementand the staff.

9.7 Theoretic Perspectives and Their Utility in PBC Pilot Evaluation
To understand the context and its influence on both the implementation of and the effects
arising from PBC, a conceptual framework was used to guide and provide the key dimensions
for the assessmentof the hospital responseto PBC pilot. Performancegovernanceassessment
examined the key relationships the hospitals had with their main external or up-stream
stakeholderssuch as the central ministries and district health officers (DHOs), down-stream
relationships i. e. UCMB and Yellow Star Programme and stakeholders internal to the
hospitals such as the Boards of Governors (BOG) management teams and staff. Given the
interdependenceof the hospitals to the broad health sector management,additional insights
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about performance governance were examined at the health sector ministry. The main
elements examined in these relations included performance expectations,support, influences
and control mechanisms.The utility of the theoretical frameworks and the emergent themes
are discussedbelow.
Although the framework (see figure 3.1) was vital for structuring the domains and limiting
the scope of this study, building functional explanations of how and why hospitals responded
to PBC required the use of functional conceptualisationswithin the various study domains. In
this respect, Agency-based theories and Process-basedtheories were set up as alternatives
ways to explain the hospital responseswith contrasting propositions (see section 3.4). As
will become apparent below, agency-basedtheories and process-basedtheories had elements
that exhibited different and contracting explanations while in some respects, they both
provided complimentary explanations.

9.7.1 Strategic Intents and Their Control
As a means of examining why and how hospitals respond to performance-basedcontracting,
two theoretical lenses from different perspectives were used in this work. These are (1)
agency-basedtheories, which are economics-oriented approaches,and (2) process theories
that reflect both the sequential nature of events as well as the social-psychological
mechanisms necessary for sustainable performance of organisations. For example,
satisfactory social-psychological perceptions are vital for durable employment contract
(Rousseau2001).

9.7.2 Agency-based Theory Applications: Use of Bonuses
The linkage between rewards and performance is a primary concern of agency theory. Better
linkage boosts the power of incentives to influence performance. In practice, the best
incentive alignment is achieved by calibrating the reward in accordance to the measured
performance of the agent (Frant 1996; Gauri 2001; Smith 2002; Stark 2002; Jacobs and
Dawson 2003; Kingma 2003). Individualisation of incentives such as performancebonusesis
central to the principle of self-interestednesson which neoeconomic/institutional theory is
built (Williamson 1985). Incentives achieve optimal power to induce behaviour if there are
individualised and strictly linked to performance (Sappington 1991). Group incentives have
a problem of reducing the power of incentive and overall, reducing the productivity of the
organisation (Dixit 1996; Sinclair-Desgagne2001). In the context of PBC pilot, high powered
incentives as predicted from agency theory would imply that the bonuseswould be allocated
to individual workers or departmentsin accordanceto their particular contribution (effort) to
achieve the PBC targets. By extension, the bonus would lead to winners and losers within the
organisation. Winners would be those that have made significant effort to the generation of
the service targets. Losers may include individuals or departmentsthat had little to do with
the achievementof PBC targets.
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9.7.2.1High-poweredVersus Low-poweredIncentives
The major finding from this work shows that the use of high-powered incentives as predicted
by agency theory was debatedbut discarded in both hospitals. Low-powered incentives were
used instead. The use of the bonuses indicated some common features in both case-study
hospitals. Discussionsabout the criteria for allocating the bonus included "nomination of best
performers", giving the money to the "departments" where the targets were generated, or
buying equipment for those departmentsthat were associatedwith the selectedtargets. These
would fit practices predicted from agency theory. Nonetheless, both case-study hospitals
agreedto use the bonuses for staff cerebration (party/picnic), managersinsisted on allocating
bonus funds towards infrastructure/operational expensesand both groups rejected the use of
bonus funds for "glorifying" selected individual or groups on the criteria such as
"hardworking" or "departments" responsible for the achievement of PBC targets. By
rejecting the use of performance-related criteria for allocation of the bonus, case-study
hospitals illustrated a preference for low-powered incentives. The findings such as "everyone
needsto be recognised" or "if you get the prize, you work alone" showedthat the justification
for not using performance-relatedcriteria for bonus allocation was to uphold equity and team
spirit among the staff. From the perspective of the managers,the staff were being protected
from feeling unappreciatedand from dysfunctional team spirit.
Equity in the allocation of the bonus funds is the antithesis of high-powered incentives.
Upholding equity in the use of performance-base bonuses indicated that the hospitals
preferred low-powered incentives. Both hospitals generated innovative schemes - as
predicted by process-based theories - to transform the PBC bonuses into low powered
incentives. Celebrations (party/picnic) were the popular choices for spending the bonus
money by staff members in both hospitals. Additional means of distributing the bonus
equitably involved the use of "randomization" to remove bias from the selection of the
beneficiaries of the items purchasedusing the bonus funds. For instance,one hospital bought
bales of second-hand
clothes. The clothes were sorted into male and female items, 3-cloth
item packages
were made and wrapped, and each staff randomly picked a package. The use
of random allocation of packagesin this case was interpreted as a signature for equity - i. e.
optimising fairness in the allocation of PBC bonus benefits. In general, the allocation of
bonusestowards celebrations, clothings, building staff accommodation,kettles for making tea
on the wards, farewell gifts for retiring staff, building a fence around the hospital and paying
arrears for National Social Security Fund have one thing in common - staff welfare. Thus,
improving the
staff welfare and the collective work environment can be inferred from the
various allocations of the financial bonuses. From the allocation of the bonuses, the
proposition that economic rationale i. e. the use of high-powered incentives would drive the
behaviour of the hospitals
was not carried. Instead the equity in the work place predicted
from process theories fit the observed behaviours better. Extrapolation from these
observations suggest that in contexts similar to the case study hospitals, performance-based
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incentives should address staff welfare benefits
within a framework that optimise process
fairness and teamwork among hospital staff.

9.7.3 Process Theory Applications
Process-basedtheories try to explain how events must be planned and sequencedto ensure
effective performance outcomes.For changeto be effective communication, participation and
leadership are important. Structures for governance or leadership and individual champions
for the changeprocess help to accelerateintegration of new innovation. The receiving context
for the new innovation is also essential. The following findings from this work show the
relevance of applying the lens of Processtheories to PBC pilot.
9.7.3.1 PBC Implementation and Dynamic Action Theory
The findings about the implementation of PBC pilot shows marked variation in the sequence
and organisation of pilot activities. There were numerous adaptations, coupling and
unbundling of some activities. The findings show that the de-facto implementation markedly
diverted from the dejure plan that would engender greater effectiveness. Examples here
include the coupling of performance feedback and performance verification activities that
feedback
improve
to
their
reduced the time or period necessary for hospitals to act on the
performance. The performance accountability to the local government officials that was
considered necessary for the visibility and local sustainability of the pilot at the local
government level were eliminated from the subsequentpilot activities. Supervision and
support that was expected to ensure successof hospital plans and strategiesfor PBC was not
provided. Financial insufficiency for the pilot was a major reason for these pervasive
adaptations and omissions. Reimbursement-basedfinancing for pilot activities by WBRG
was considered "unfriendly" to the pilot implementers who did not have big financial
reserves to drive activities. Oversights in the design and financing of the pilot left critical
activities such as the performance bonuses unfunded. Lack of flexibility about the need to
changethe selected service target also got the hospitals locked into a set of targets for which
little improvement was possible or necessary.For example, some hospitals were scaling-up
community-based malaria control which would mitigate the need for malaria treatment at the
hospital, while PBC targets demandedthe exact opposite.
In general the processesof implementing the pilot activities did not fulfil the logical and
ordered sequenceof events for optimal effectiveness of the pilot (dejure). On the contrary
the findings fit better the theory for complexity and dynamic actions that predict that PBC
pilot implementation may differ from the planned ones due to contingencies and constraints
in the context and among agents. Indeed the seminal work on implementation by Pressman
and Wildavsky (1978) also concluded that:
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"the planning model does not recognise thepoint that many, perhaps most, constraints remain hidden
in theplanning stage, and are only discovered in the implementation process. Moreover,feasibility
conditions keep changing over time: Old constraints disappear or are overcomewhile new ones
emerge. The solution space undergoescontinuous transformations, shrinking in one direction,
expanding in another" (page 180).

From this perspective, the design and evaluation of innovations like PBC should build
methods to assessthe contextual variables and factors that may constrain (or enable) agents
from acting in a manner to optimise the effectiveness of the innovations.

9.7.3.2PBC Implementation and ExpectancyTheory Application
At the minimum, expectancy framework requires a 3-stage process: 1) The process of
decision making must assure that the effort is linked to accomplishment of performance
goals; 2) the accomplishment of goals are linked to rewards and 3) the rewards are valued in
relation to the effort spent or satisfy important needs/wants.The 3-step process is glued
together by information to make the staff aware of the linkages if expectancy is to motive
performance improvement. The case studies in chapter 6-7 showed a mix of practices in
communicating the link between performance expectationsof PBC and the bonuses as well
as the link between the bonuses and benefits to the hospital staff.

1. Linking performanceto rewards:
The findings in this study show that the link between bonus and performance targets or
communication to the effect that attaining the targets would lead to receipt of rewards was
not actively made until the hospitals received their first bonus. Subsequentto their first
bonus receipt, the linkages were made in one hospital (Hosp-2). However, these links were
not made in another hospital (Hosp-1) despite two events of bonus receipt. The major
genesisof the failure to make the linkages in the early phaseof the pilot was partly due to a
long period of uncertainty about the pilot implementation. The findings show (section 6.2.2),
that nearly a year elapsed from the time hospitals signed the performance contract to the time
the pilot activities resumed.During this period, expectationsof the bonus and memory of the
contents of PBC pilot contract diminished. The predicted perceptions from expectancy theory
that attaining the PBC targets would lead to bonus award were not fulfilled in the early phase
of the pilot. Resumption of the pilot activities especially the award of the first bonus (or
provision of first performance feedback) was a wakeup call for managers to start active
innovations to succeed in the subsequent rounds of performance audits. However, the
implementation and scheduling of pilot activities did not provide enough time for internal
innovations. Performance feedback to hospitals was tightly coupled with performance
auditing, thus reducing the capability to use the feedback as a basis for internal learning and
improvement. These findings show that theoretic link between internal decision making and
performance improvement was weakenedby the design of the pilot.
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2. Reward attribution problems:
Contrary to the theorised motivating effects of
performance rewards, findings in this work
show that collective rewards may lead to positive or negative effects on performance. Due to
the nature of hospital work and its accomplishments,performance rewards at the level of the
organisation have an attribution problem. How should a hospital manager decide how to
allocate a performance bonus to various work-units that may have direct and indirect
contribution to the attainment of a performance target? The attribution problem is more
pronounced if the rewards are meant to stimulate more effort from the entire organisation as
opposed to an individual worker. Although tools such as Annual PerformanceAppraisal for
individual staff performance have been used as the basis for awarding performance-related
bonuses in organisations, the sametools have limited value for appraisal of clinical teamsthat
may be responsible for achieving a target of 10 percent increasein child immunisations. For
the purpose of rewarding performance that requires collaborative effort of many individuals,
team-basedperformance appraisal is needed. A performancetarget for a surgical team may
be easily stated as a
number of surgical proceduresand rate of post-operation complications.
If the target is achieved and a financial bonus is awarded, the managerswill have a long list
of legitimate claimants: - the surgeons, the anaesthetists,theatre nurses and recovery-room
staff. Other claimants include staff from the laboratory, blood bank, laundry, procurement
(for right tools and surgical supplies) and staff on the convalescentwards that deal with care
of the surgical wounds. For the bonus to be allocated fairly, the manager requires a robust
system of measuring the relative contribution of all thesework-units (Bokhour et al 2006). If
the allocation is perceived as unfair to any of the team members in the work chain, the
manager risks causing dissatisfaction and fracturing the collaboration and team work needed
for quality outcomes.
From the findings of this study, there were deliberations of how to link the bonus to the direct
implementing units or persons but failure of how to "identify performers" was partly a
problem of lack of valid measuresacross collaborating work-units for a joint output such as
OPD, ANC, or Delivery. Similar fmdings have been found in USA. Hospital managersthat
were conscribed into pay-for-quality schemesto improve quality of care outcomes failed to
pay any bonuses to the hospital staff due to lack of an objective meansto fairly distribute the
bonuses(Bokhour, Burgess et al. 2006). As a consequence,the returns on investmentsin the
pay-for-quality schemes were poor (Grossbart 2006). Among the UK nurses, there was
indifference to financial incentives that were
aimed at individual nurses to improve care in
home care setting (Kingma 2003). In Rwanda,
performance bonuses given to the health
centres were allocated to individuals on the basis of staff ranks and not on the basis of
personal or group performance criteria (Meessen, Musango et al. 2006).

3. Communication:awareness
of targetsandrewards:
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From the findings, the prerequisites of expectancy theory ie awarenessof the targets and
rewards - were not observed early in the process of pilot implementation. Findings show that
the pilot implementation schedulessuffered time delays and hospital managersdid not create
awarenessabout the targets until after a bonus was received - albeit without much evidence
of purposive strategies. Effective communication and sufficient time for internal adjustments
are important featuresfor effective implementation of PBC interventions.
"... Effective communicationwith physiciansis essentialfor the successof [pay for performance]
programmesand that policymakersneedto build enoughresourcesand time into the implementation
process to accomplishthis. findings also highlight the need to considerthe "startingpoint" for
..
physicianswhendesigningrewards" (Christianson2007page 530).

9.7.4. Trust or Audit based Control Systems
Comparison with other performance improvement frameworks found in this study suggests
alternatives approachesto performance managementof hospitals. Measuring performance of
contracted agents is a central control mechanism for performance-basedcontracting. From
the perspective of agency theory, ability to measure or observe the effort of the agent
mitigates the agency problem i. e. ensuresthat the agent exert the required efforts in pursuit of
the principal's objective. By implication sharp mechanismssuch as audit-based approaches
are used to objectively verify performance (Lawler 1989; Le Grand 2003).

By contrast,organisationalprocesstheoriesprescribesoft and bureaucraticprocessesfor
Efforts are investedin the "hygiene" of the processesto grantee
performanceassessment.
industries,thecultivationof trust,groupnormsor
goodperformance.In knowledge-intensive
(Ouchi 1980;Weaverand Sorrellsculturearevital formsof controlfor productionprocesses
Jones1999).Comparedto PBC pilot, UCMB andYellow starprogramsemployedalternative
approaches
to improving hospitalperformance.Below arethe key reflectionsaboutthe main
differencesin the conceptualframeworksbehindthesealternativeapproaches.
9.7.4.1UCMB: Trust-basedPerformanceControl
The difficulties of metering performance especially in complex and knowledge-based
organisations like hospitals pose enormous challenges. Although these difficulties were not
eliminated (table 6.3), the case study of UCMB's performance framework showed that the
measurement difficulties were minimised by its reliance on the routine reports of service
outputs. This was possible due to UCMB's investment in supportive infrastructure for data
capture and processing. Computers, email communication and training to strengthen the
information system among member organisations had been invested. Greater dependencies
between UCMB and its members also enabled higher level of trust to build-up over a period
of about seven years. Trust in the data submitted by the member hospitals enabledUCMB to
use less sharp approacheslike data auditing and instead resort to soft bureaucratic methods
for data verification. For example, verification of the submitted performance data was done
through fulfilment of accreditation requirements e.g. endorsement of reports by the
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chairperson of the Board of Governors before their submission to UCMB and to the districts.
Additional bureaucratic control and verification
of performance data was given to the
Diocesan Health Coordinators who also have accessto the hospital boards. "Faithfulness" to
the CCU was a mobilizing symbol for compliance and trust building for technical
assessment
hospital
of
performance. For example, some findings show that "values-based" code of
conduct or "mission" of the CCU were transformed into "objectively measurable"
performance indicators that were used to demonstrate "faithfulness" to the Mission (see
section 4.4.3.4). In a sentence,long term institutional relationshipsenabled UCMB to control
performance by a mix of tools i. e. measurementbuilt on trust in the routine performancedata
as well as using low powered incentives like training and resource support to its members.
Similarly, in Rwanda, the implementation of performance-based contracting required
building up the institutional framework for the interventions to work optimally. Efforts were
made to establish structures of accountability within the community and health facilities
(Meessen,Musango et al. 2006).
9.7.4.2 Yellow Star: Cultural-cognitive and Market-based Performance Controls
The Yellow Star programme (YSP) on the other hand was designed to provide a report-card
to the community about provider quality. In its design, information to the community was a
central element. External to the hospitals, the YSP was built around symbols, education,
communication and information about what good quality health services should be. Internal
to hospital, the programme had an explicit strategy of building a culture for quality
improvement (Kunda 1999). Several quality measurementswere basedon behaviours such as
staff courtesy, following protocols, providing information and some outcomessuch as client
satisfaction. The YSP team also incorporated a peer review element by including clinicians as
assessorsof quality. Again symbolic awards are given to the staff that exhibit the behaviours
judged as pro-quality. If
successful,the desired responseswould cause clients and resources
to shift away from the poor quality providers, thus evoking competitive pressureto improve
quality. As such, the YSP framework sought to gain performance control via both cultural
engineering and market-based competition via social-marketing approaches for branding
hospital quality in the community (McNamara 2006). Although adopted by the Ministry of
Health as a programme, the institutionalisation of YSP was still uncertain due to its
dependenceon external aid.
9.7.4.3 PBC Pilot: Audit based Performance Control
Unlike UCMB and Yellow Star Programme, PBC pilot used an audit-based approach to
assessperformance. The suspicion of forging results led the PBC implementation team to
shift from using monthly service output reports to using a more rigorous approachbasedon
Primary records (Patient Registers) as the basis for their performance audit. The samelack of
trust was implied among the PBC team that was conducting the performance verification.
Findings in chapter 6 show that forging of performance data was a behaviour adopted by
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pilot implementation team. Faced with a heavy workload during the auditing tasks,short-cuts
and opportunistic behaviours started to arise among the auditing time (box 6.2).
By implication, the audit-oriented approach to work
well, it also needed to be audited and
monitored closely. With time, this would evolve into a multi-level tiered system whereby
secondary auditors are contracted to audit the primary auditors in order to mitigate the
distortion of performancedata by the former. Sustaining
a systemakin to auditing the auditor
increase
would
the costs of PBC in the health system. While referring to United Kingdom's
National health service (NHS), Saltman made a similar observation in relation to
market-like
reforms that were sweeping the NHS in late 1990s:
"As a result of the shift to a more entrepreneurial environment both within the public sector and
beyond, requires not only a similar level of state activity but substantially more sophisticated types
and levels of activity. This requires better training and motivated personnel, better information and
greater financial and accounting expertise. All of these in turn requires considerablefunding. Thus
the new regulatory role for the state is likely to be equally if not more expensivethan the old
command-and-control model. This suggest that adopting markets-style incentives as a central
mechanism to manage a health care system is not a poor state's game" (Saltman2002)pg 1682).

It can be urged that audit-oriented performance verification processessuch as those used by
PBC pilot constitute a cost premium for overcoming the lack of trust. The use of monitoring
and the formalisation of vertical metering may be perceived as an act of distrust (Zucker*
1986; McMaster and Sawkins 1996). These authors also urge that some industries like health
care suffer from a "high trust syndrome" due to a broader scope of legitimate discretionary
actions. Broader discretionary actions create unstable or "highly plastic" outputs/performance
that in turn complicates performancemeasurement.
"... certain dimensions of agents' overall outputs ( ) are conceptually impossible to measure.
...
Imperfections in the metering function carry their own
implications. (..) In plastic activities (like
health care), the setting of performance targets is also subject to considerable inaccuracies. Where
inappropriate targeting occurs, the systemsimply generates inefficiencies ine ciently! " (Zucker 1986
page 154).

9.7.5 integration as a Form of Performance Control
The issue of integration was seen at the district level where district-level donor projects
tended to take over the roles of collecting and analysing service output data (performance)
from health facilities, and/or financing the Performance Review Meetings on behalf of the
District Health Office. The two districts
with this practice had attracted a project whose
successdepended on the health service output data of these districts. A similar pattern of
integration was also found
at the national level ministries in the name of Sector-wide
Approaches (SWAPs) where sector donors
were integrated into the sector planning and
performancereview processesas a meansof accessingperformance information and directly
influencing the sector plans (Oliveira-Cruz 2007). The UCMB influence mechanismsalso
enabled it to integrate itself into the Boards of Governors at the hospital level through the
Diocesan Health Coordinators as its agents. Integration
of the higher-level authority
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(principal) with her subsidiaries (agents) was understood to be
a means for the principal to
directly influence performance variables important to her
and to access performance
information. Several institutional economists and process theorists both
agree and advance a
theory that vertical integration is an essential factor to production of goods within
organisations as opposed to buying such goods from the market (Ouchi 1979; Williamson
1985; Klein 1993; Hillman and Dalziel 2003). As put by Klein;
"vertical integration, by shifting ownership of an organisational asset (into a firm), permits
transactors to avoid the transaction costs associated with hold-up in the presence of specific
investments. Firms (as opposedto markets) eliminate the needfor contracts and create an
...
increased ability
to flexibly direct production" (Klein 1993page 223).
From these findings, cultivation of trust, engineering appropriate culture, auditing of outputs
and vertical integration - between the principal and the agent(s) are alternative approaches
that need to be considered as alternative mechanismsfor securing performanceimprovements
from hospitals and similar institutions.

9.7.6Theoretical Complementarities: Agency and Process theories
From the foregoing discussion, it can be deduced that agency theory occupies a higher-level
in providing explanation as to why the agent may be motivated by an incentive scheme to
undertake a particular task. To that effect, it provides a high-level policymaker with sufficient
explanations why an incentive scheme may drive improved performance. Nonetheless,
agency theory is insufficient in providing the guidance about how an implementer of the
above incentive scheme should organize and plan the scheme to succeed in providing
sustainable motivation within a given context and for ongoing exchange relationships.
Intermediate-range theories i. e. process-basedtheories are vital to the implementers ie
how
in
providing operational guidance about
to plan and sequenceevents a manner that fits
the value-set of the organization, optimise process-hygiene and fairness, and assure
satisfactory and continues performance outcomes. In this study, Expectancy theory provided
an intermediate-range theory to benchmark the internal process of utilizing a bonus to spur
improved hospital
service outputs. Likewise, Complexity theory and the related theory of
Dynamic Response provided process-based variables to benchmark the implementation
effectiveness of the pilot. How the incentive schemeinteract with an individual's motivation
to exert effort and meet organizational performance objectives required yet another level of
theory building or application (Grol and Bosch 2007, Judge and Bauld 2001, Pawson and
Tilley 2004). This "micro-level" theory was required to explain how and why incentives are
useful (or not) to the individual worker or work-team. Herzberg's theory about a person's
motivation for work was employed here to provide the variables for assessingthe changesin
perceptions among the hospital staff during the PBC pilot. In sum, complex health system
interventions require multiple levels of theory application (or building) for meaningful
design, implementation

and evaluation.
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9.8 Methodological Insights
Evaluation of complex interventions within the
realm of health systems creates challenges
from many perspectives. From the
perspective of generating rigorous evidence, robust
scientific methods drive the design of the evaluations in the direction of a "black box"
approach. For instance evaluations based on randomised controlled trails strive to wipe out
contextual and confounding variables through random allocation to ensureex ante similarities
between control and experimental groups. Strict implementation
protocols are developedand
there is unwavering efforts to insure implementation fidelity to the protocols. This pharmacoepidemiological approach provides robust measures of the EFFECT of the intervention and
there is rarely a need to explain HOW the intervention works. This is done usually separately
in the early phase the
of
research and development (R&D) process usually in laboratory or
animal models. In contrast to health system, the questions of HOW the intervention works
and what effects it generates are coupled together. Interventions in health system target
upstream levers such as regulation, financing, information and procurement systemwith little
room for randomisation or controlling the contextual dynamics. Measures of effects of
intervention are
generatedat the sametime as the intervention protocol is being tested - i. e.
R&D are inseparable. The context of such experiments plays an important role in the
outcomes and their replication. As illustrated below, policy practitioners and health
development agenciesdesire to learn from both the Research(intervention effectiveness) and
Development (how to implement the intervention). Among policy practitioners, evidenceand
details of HOW the intervention works and under what CONTEXT is given more value. For
example, NHS regulators in the Health Development Agency noted that the evaluation of
interventions should provide contextual factors relevant for transferability of the innovation:
`7t is important to understand the context in which a public health intervention operates, and thus
move beyond the `black box' within which much traditional health economic evaluation sits. In
particular, there is a need to gather information on process outcomesandfactors influencing changes
in the behaviour of individuals and populations, as well as the institutional arrangements that may
influence both the costs and effectivenessof interventions. Such information can help decision makers
identify whether
a successful (or unsuccessful) initiative undertaken in one locality might be
generalisable to other settings" (Kelly, McDaid et al. 2005 page 5).
"The [evaluation] aim is not only to help with interpretation of the successof the programme as it
evolves, but also to build additional factors into models that might be used to consider the
programme's transferability to other settings. Suchapproaches may increase the costs of studies
considerably, and may not be appropriate for all public health interventions (Hawe, Shiell et al.
2004).

9.8.1 Lessons from Mixed Methods
A mixed methodsapproachwas usedin this evaluation.Fromthe start it wasclear thatPBC
interventionwas complexandrequiredseveralperspectivesto understandits implementation
aswell asthe responseamonghospitals.During theactualstudyprocesses,
additionmethods
were added and some were dropped.For example,the rigorous measurement
of hospital
outputwasdroppedgiven themajor differencesin therequireddatasystemsneededto assess
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numeric increasesto PBC targets. The discretionary selection of three service targets out of
six services created a situation that demandedmuch more resourcesthan was available for
this study. On the other hand, opportunities for comparative case studies were discovered
during the study, thus prompting additional efforts to compare PBC with the performance
framework for YSP and UCMB. In relation to the methods for evaluation complex health
system interventions, the following lessonsstandout.
1. Multidisciplinary frameworks were necessaryto build explanations that fit the data. The
multiplicity of variables at different levels of the intervention requires constant iterations
between findings, and the explanatory frameworks (sections 3.2 and 3.3). This research
started with two theoretic frameworks for understanding PBC implementation and its
outcomes i. e. economic one (of agency) and organisational process. During
implementation, addition frameworks were neededto deal with the complexity of analysis
of the observations and changes in the intervention and in the context overtime.
Complexity theory and the theory of dynamic action (Litaker, Tomolo et al. 2006;
McPake, Blaauw et al. 2006; Leykum, Pugh et al. 2007) were useful to distill contextual
and emergent variables. The challenges though have been many. These have included
disciplines like
exploration of new tools and different ways of thinking from other
businessand
organisational anthropology, psychology, organisational politics, as well as
entrepreneurial sciences.These were explored to the extent suitable to make progresson
the analyses or interpretation of research findings. Special skills were sought in
workshops and meetings and through special literature in journals and books. The
researcheractively participated in a series of workshops and seminars about the analysis
of qualitative research.These workshops were held under the auspicesof Prof Jude Green
at LSHTM and included sharing and learning analysis skills among doctoral students with
qualitative researchtopics.
2. Triangulation of different opinions among respondents, findings from interviews,
documents and observations was an ongoing process from data collection, analysis and
during the drafting the report. Triangulation was enabled by having alternative templates
or theories against which to compare the findings. The prospective nature of the study
also allowed the researchertime to clarify and follow-up additional leads - like annual
reports or special studies in the past to understand why particular actions or omissions
were observed or why some opinions were in conflict of the common view among
by
respondents.For example, some of the responsestrategiesto PBC that were mentioned
hospital managers had long been in plan but PBC pilot provided additional synergy to
these plans to be executed. Evidence like new buildings and internal studies
recommending that some clinics be decongesting and client flow reorganizedshowedthat
the effect of PBC pilot in such a context was to help tip the balance for the planned
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actions to get executed.The difference was that the hospital managershad the opportunity
to earn a financial bonus for this planed actions - courtesy of PBC pilot.
3. Conflicting or divergent findings emerged especially given the wide breadth of the study,
multiple methods and the complexity of the intervention that was being evaluated.This is
not unusual especially given the multiple perspectivesand complexity of the real world of
implementation and respondent experience (Pawson and Tilly 2004). Specifically, data
from in-depth qualitative enquiry among the two case-study hospitals (section 9.4)
indicated that there was a divergent response- one hospital responding early and getting
off track, while the second responding late but with more promising strategies.However,
the quantitative survey findings shows that the staff perceptions of workload from the two
hospitals (table 8.11) subjectedto PBC bonuseswere statistically higher and significant in
2006. The implication of the latter finding was that the pilot had impact on the workload
among the two case-study hospitals although the qualitative findings did not provide
obvious explanations as to why this was the case. Possible explanation for higher
workload perceptions may be related to the reduction in the number of staff in these
hospitals as opposed to the increase of clients being served. Narratives among HMTs
indicated that there was a "staff exodus" especially as PNFP hospital staff were crossing
be
to government employment data collection in 2005. An alternative explanation can
linked to the "Ratchet effect" where successfulperformance in the prior period provides
even higher targets for the subsequent period. Meessen et al (2007) referred to this
problem as "pushing the carrot further and further" -a phrase usedto describe the moral
hazard whereby the principal cheats the agent (Allen 2009).
4. Comparative case study approachesgreatly enhancethe value of this research.Research
need to explore comparative cases especially for interventions that lead to similar
outcomes or with similar mechanisms(Anderson, Crabtree et al. 2005). In this analysis,
the inclusion of UCMB and Yellow Star programme provided added value and made the
deductions for policy and programmes more practical. With three different interventions
all trying to improve performance, it was easier to synthesize the commonalities, the
positive and negative differences with PBC.
5. A lot can be learnt about the ongoing implementation of complex intervention. The
approach used in this research- i. e. going from behind the implementation activities as
well as observing key events is a promising approach to learn and accumulate evidence
is
about how the intervention is working to generate its outcomes. This approach
recommended as a source of information for faster normalization of complex
interventions by generating evidence on practicality, rationale and contextual integration
within health care settings (Hawe, Shiell et al. 2004; Kelly, McDaid et al. 2005; May
2006).
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"Such analysis should retain the shape and feel of a traditional economicframework, but will
need enoughflexibility to capture the multi-dimensional, complex and layered outcomes ofpublic
health policies and interventions. (Kelly, McDaid et al. 2005 page 5). "
"... outcomes of community intervention trials have been small or non-significant. Part of this is
simply becauseinvestigators go into communities with intervention designs and theories too weak
and unsophisticatedfor the scale of the changeprocess they are seeking to bring about. With
better planning and theorising, `trial and error learning' in community intervention trials could
be minimized" (Hawe, Shiell et al. 2004 page 793).

6. To be even more useful, such an approachneedsto be linked to the decision-making and
appropriate adaptationsfor the implementation of the intervention. Without this linkage,
there is a potential for the approach to frustrate the researcher and generate ethical
dilemmas if the generated evidence is not able to make a difference on the ongoing
implementation activities. Such frustrations were encounteredalbeit with little capacity to
influence the ongoing intervention.
7. Although qualitative research is discounted as a means for assessingcausal links, there
are promising prospectsin explicating causallinks in prospective interviews approaches.
From the perspective of health system intervention, causaltriggers for decisions, actions
and omissions are vital in the generation of evidence for implementation of innovations.
The prospective approach to inquiry i. e. questions about futuristic strategy or "planned
action" and after a lapse of time, the researcherreturns to conduct "after action reviews"
was useful to understand how and why the planned strategiesfor securing a bonus were
fruitful or not. This was made possible by conducting in-depth interviews (every after 56 months) with the same persons in managementpositions (hospital executives) during
the 12 month period. Typical questioning was "your plan last time to ensure that you get a
bonus was XX. How did that plan work out?" By assembling together the responseson
these questions and earlier plans or strategies,some level of causalinferences started to
it was
emerge(George and McKeown 1985). In one case study hospital (HOSP-2),
possible to prove that efforts to improve clients' records had indeed been implemented.
Prospective qualitative interviewing of the same group of actors also enabled the
accumulation of evidence and build-up causal linkages for key decisions and actions. For
example, earlier evidence of lack of funds for paying the bonuses and the postexpenditure reimbursement of expenses by the pilot financiers caused financial
insufficiency for pilot operations. Subsequentefforts to mobilise funds from alternative
sources provided a strong causal factor for the observed adjustments in the pilot design
such as scaling down the participants at the performance-feedbacksessions at district
level. The prospective approachis recommendedby qualitative experts (Hamel, Dufour et
al. 1993; Yin 2003; Anderson, Crabtreeet al. 2005) and Mitchell 1983).
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8. The multi-level approach to understanding the system processeshelps to relate upstream
actions to downstream one. In this study effort was made to link national, district and
organisational level perspectives and how they inter-relate. This traversing the vertical
system is essential to understanding entry points, sources of synergies and barriers to
effective responseto health systemsinterventions.
"The analytical and evaluation problem is that upstream interventions to improve the
circumstances in which people live may not be a sufficient condition to produce health
improvements, but a precondition for other downstream interventions to be effective. (This) has
implications for how interventions are designed and evaluated. Evaluating single initiatives may
fail to capture effects that rely on multiple interventions "(Kelly, McDaid et al. 2005page 1)

In this study it was possible to illuminate conflicts in objectives among agentsat different
levels. It was also possible to gauge how "incentives" at the national level can become
disincentives at the district or organisational levels. For example, incentives attached to
the League Table (table 4.4) provided public recognition for districts that performed well
but provided more valuable benefits like ambulances,more budgets and projects to those
that performed poorly.
9. Although more is still to be mastered, the survey tool development process from
theoretical constructs and techniques for Factor Analysis and interpretation were very
useful skills for organisational analyses.However, given this highly technical field, there
is more to be learnt especially in terms of confirmatory factor analysis and approachesto
refine the item-responsivenessin survey instruments. Despite this shortcoming, the
analysis of perceptions of staff using this approachprovided vital additional evidence for
supplementary interventions to ensure that performance-basedcontracting pilot delivers
effective response among its internal customers at the organisational level. Where
relevant, this method should be explored and mastered to provide additional evidence of
the effects of PBC at the organisational level.
10. A potential to demotivate the participants in the control groups was a constant feature of
the PBC pilot in Uganda. The randomisation of some hospitals not to receive a bonus
despite good performance against their targets (or via routine feedback) was perceived as
unfair by those in control groups of the PBC experiment. In many instances,the health
centers in the control group had performed better than the ones that were randomized to
receive the bonuses-a situation that violated the tenet of expectancytheory - i. e. fairness
or instrumentality. Some findings show poor cooperation during the later part of the pilot
from the control groups. District managers were also concerned about the negative
implications the pilot could generate among good performers in the control group. These
findings show a potential for doing harm if interventions in the health systemare not well
designed or implemented. Active monitoring of adverse outcomes as is done in clinical
trials need to be extended to interventions within the health system. As the call for'more
robust experimental evidence with control groups is advocatedto evaluate PBC, a keen
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interest should be placed on the possibility of experimental fallacy
- where the
intervention makes the control groups worse-off and leads to erroneous conclusion that
the intervention was effective relative to the controls.
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Chapter 10: Conclusions
Conclusions are extracted from the discussion chapter and study findings
on the basis of the
theoretical principles that underpinned this work. Alternative theoretical propositions were
used to filter the evidenceand their policy implication. For instance,the principles underlying
Agency Theory predicted that money-metric incentives and capacity to measureperformance
would drive the implementation patterns and response behaviours or actions. If this
proposition fits the data, it would imply that policy to rollout PBC would need to fix the size
of the monetary incentives (bonuses) and perfect the measurement of the specified
performance. On the contrary, if the proposition about Organisational process theories is
carried, we would expect that findings fit the conclusion that "getting the processesright"
drives the implementation and response to PBC.
From this perspective, it is not the
measurementof the effects that matter for the generalization acrossother PBC interventions
but the mechanisms, designs and ideas that drive effective implementation and response
actions of organisations similar to study hospitals and Ugandan context (Mitchell 1983; Yin
2003). As expressedby Highhouse, (2007) " Theoretical propositions are the vehiclesfor
generalization to the real world. The ability to generalise from one situation to another
requires an understanding of the underlying principles and recognising which principle
apply in which situation" (Highhouse 2007 page 556).
Although the findings in this study do mostly fit the proposition for organisational process
theories, there are clearly some findings that fit Agency Theory. The implication of this is
that financial incentives do ignite performance responses.It is, however, important to focus
on supplementary process-orientedinterventions to ensurethat financial incentives ignite the
right responses. Process-oriented interventions like governance relationships, optimal
resource inputs, and maintaining a conducive organisation environment for the workers form the foundation upon which to build effective performance-based initiatives. The
following are conclusions that attempts to provide practical and policy-level guidance from
the findings.

1. A broader packageis required for optimal effectivenessof PBC:

Comparative findings about PBC and similar interventions such as YSP and UCMB shows
that a broader package of supportive activities such as training, action plans and
supplementary resource inputs generated more responsive actions from hospitals relative to
performance bonuses used by PBC pilot.
A broad set of tools such as institutionalised
systems for accreditation of hospitals enabled UCMB to receive the necessary data for
performance measurement with good compliance from its members. UCMB's incentive
package included investments in management training for the managers, information
technology to support performance date systems and performance reporting, and recognition
for good performance within its network of health facilities. In addition, support was
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provided to UCMB hospitals to generate organisational mission statementsand charters, and
to establish operating guidelines and manuals for financial and human resourcemanagement.
Strengthening the capacity for institutional governance
was also developed as part of the
performance improvement processes. From this perspective, efforts to improve hospital
performance need to design a broader set of support activities capable of addressing the
multiple drivers that constrain hospital performance.
2. Direct investments need to be directed to the performance drivers:
From the findings about the allocation of bonus money (chapter 7), whether thesedecisions
were realised or not, it is possible to speculate that the case study hospitals' performance
constraints lay in 1) hospital infrastructure (i. e. building staff houses and hospital gate), 2)
operational costs (NSSF arrears) and 3) energising staff (i. e. gifts and parties to cerebrate).
The findings from the internal clients of the hospitals i. e. the survey of hospital staff the
drivers
improvements
1)
main
performance
were perceived as related to
of performance
governance, 2) job satisfaction, 3) availability of medicines and supplies and 4) extent of
financial satisfaction. These factors map onto the "hardware", "software" and "welfare"
domains of the hospital functioning. For optimal outcomes of PBC, these findings suggest
that the strategic entry points for performance improvements in the Uganda hospitals during
the study period needed to invest in these factors for performance improvement. Findings
show that financial resources for the study hospitals were not conducive to improving
performance. In contexts where expenditure per capita on health care services ranges from $
8- $11, there is a low ceiling within which efficiency gains can drive performance
improvements. PBC innovations will have limited impacts if the financial and other resources
are not concurrently increasedto the required $30 - $40 per capita (MoH 2001d). "Tokenism"
in the form of performance bonuses that account for as little as 3 percent of the annual
hospital expenditures may not overcome the insufficiency of funds that are required to
addressthe above factors for better performanceof hospitals.

3. Hands-onapproacheshavea role in improving hospital performance:

The findings show that hands-on or micro-management approaches like assisting hospital
teamsto generateaction plans for performance improvements, targetedfinancial assistanceto
fix quality gaps and active monitoring and support supervision by YSP and UCMB were
essential for eliciting prompt performance responses needed by the YSP and UCMB
programmes. In a nutshell, micro-managementand a package of supportive actions of YSP
and UCMB generated more responsive performance actions from the hospitals relative to
hands-off approach by PBC pilot in Uganda. Similar micro-management approacheswere
reported in one of the PBC pilot in Rwanda where technical assistanceprogrammesworked
closely with the health centre managersand provided on-going support (Rusa, Schneidmanet
al. 2009).

4. Investing in building trust and institutional relationships may be more cost-effective
than audit-basedmechanismsfor performance control:
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Long-term institutional relationships enabled UCMB to
control performance of its member
hospitals by relying more on trust and bureaucratic
controls like accreditation, training and
technical support to its members. Given the difficulties in metering performance that this
study describes (chapter 6), the high costs of regular auditing of service outputs and the need
to build supportive relationships between the hospitals and their stakeholders, investing in
building trust and mutual support systems may yield better
performance outcomes. Auditbased systems without supportive actions to the agenciesbeing audited may not align well
with the mutual dependenciesneededfor health system functioning. Some authors urge that
auditing approachesespousevalues such "assumption of fraud" that may not align well with
the values needed for support supervision i. e. "expert-junior mentoring" (Meessen, B., W.
Van Damme 2006).
5. Innovators with PBC should pay attention to contextual factors for its success:
Organisational precedentsand contextual factors and their dynamics played a key role in the
response to PBC pilot. How hospital managers explained their performance successes,
failures and processesfor bonus allocation were indicative of the contingencies in the context
and precedents within the organisations. In the hospital where communication and
governance systems were relatively dysfunctional, the decision-making processesfor bonus
allocation was associateddissatisfaction among the staff. The continuity of the innovation
was further affected by the organisational contingencies like the loss of institutional memory
as well-informed persons and champions of PBC left the hospital. In such contexts, it is
impossible for the organisational stakeholders to sustain commitment to PBC innovations.
The implications of these findings are two-fold; 1) implementation of PBC and similar
system-level innovations need a conducive context and 2) research about the contextual
variables before, during and after the intervention may help to explain the (in)effectiveness,
magnitude and sustainability of impacts of innovations similar to PBC.

6. Allocating money-metric (high-powered) Incentives to Individuals can fracture teambased functions:
From the findings about the allocation of the bonuses,the proposition that economic rationale
i. e. the use of high-powered incentives would drive the behaviour of the hospitals was not
supported. Instead the low-powered incentives predicted from process-basedtheories fit the
observed behaviours better. For example, imperatives to preserve equality and "team spirit"
or collaborative relationships caused the rejection of high-powered incentives such as
allocating the bonus monies on the basis of individual-level effort or "hard work".
Extrapolation from these observations suggest that in contexts similar to the case study
hospitals, performance-based incentives
should address staff welfare benefits within a
framework that optimise fairness and teamwork
among hospital staff. For settings where
teamwork and joint effort is a norm, high-powered incentives may achieve sub-optimal
performance if the incentives are not designed to encouragethesenorms.
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7. More research is needed about the internal incentivisation
of team-based functions:
More research work is required to fully understand the best
approaches for performance
incentives in the context of team-based tasks in hospitals. Team-based
tasks being an
institutional feature
of hospital operations, has implications for the allocation of financial
bonuses that are awarded basedon an organisation-wide
performance criteria. The processes
of allocating a bonus awarded to an organisation may engendernegative performance risks.
As illustrated in chapter 7, if organisation-wide bonuses
are not handled transparently and
used/allocated in a participatory manner there is a potential for negative consequencesfor
team-based performance outcomes within the organization. Organisation-wide monetary
rewards (bonuses) for performance may spur internal contestationsand conflicts between the
different interdependent
work teams and between organization executives and governance
boards. Findings in
section 7.4 indicate the emergency of these conflicts in both case study
hospitals. On the other hand, monetary bonuses
may work by boosting the capacity or
legitimacy of the executives (managers)in their performance governanceefforts providing
be
resources that could
used to strengthen the psychological contract of the work-teams to
achieve organisational goals. More research is required to explore the pathways and
contextual prerequisites for group-based monetary bonuses to optimise performance and
mitigate against undesired consequences.

8. Handling the Bonus may generatepoor performanceimpacts:
Internal handling of the bonuscan drive performanceon a downwardspiral if the internal
processesof bonus allocation are consideredunfair. The use of arms-lengthtools like
performance-basedfinancial incentives (bonuses) needs to consider the institutional
in onecasestudy
competenceto handlesuchfinancial incentives.Decision-makingprocesses
hospital provided evidencethat financial incentives introducedin the wrong institutional
contextcan do more harm than good i.e. may triggeringworseperformanceamonghospital
staff. Market-driven,high-poweredincentivesmay needto be transformedinto low-powered
incentives within organisations that depend on cooperative efforts like hospitals.
Organisationalprocessesto build trust in the handling of the bonuseswill be requiredto
strengthenthe psychologicalcontract(expectancy)requiredat the level of individual staff
members.If the hospital workersdo not trust their administration(executives)to handlethe
financial bonusesfrom PBC initiatives,the innovationmay not generatethe
requiredeffort
amongthe workers.Likewise,if the executivesdo not communicatethe size andthe criteria
for receipt of performancebonuses,the work teamsmay have no reasonto changetheir
performanceor task-relatedbehaviours.Where internaltrust and leadershipis weak,handson (as opposedto hands-off) approachesare required to strengthenintra-organisational
processes(e.g. collective decisionmaking) alongsidethe expansionof monetaryincentive
schemeslike performancebonuses.

9. Early exposure to
performance bonuses may boost the response to PBC innovations:
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After received their first bonuses, both case-study hospitals started to
actively create
awarenessabout the performancerequirements of the PBC pilot and design internal strategies
to improve performance (section 7.4). This may have design implications for the early phase
of PBC innovations. For instance, PBC implementers need to let the hospitals "get a feel" of
the benefits (picnic, celebrations gift items etc) from the bonuses early in the process of
implementing the innovation by creating "quick
wins" and guiding the processesof allocating
the bonus funds towards valued and visible benefits within the hospitals. From findings in
this work, better impact on hospital performance may be generatedby guidelines that reward
early-phase activities such as staff awarenessof targets,boosting the leadership capital of the
facility managers and optimising the allocation of bonus funds towards welfare needs and
resource-inputs (medicines and tools) valued by the work-teams.
10. Non-financial rewards have a role to play in performance incentivisation:
Exhibitionistic rewards such as events for public recognition, trophies or status symbols such
as Star-ratings used by the Yellow Star Programme were found to enjoy wide and durable
organisational pride relative to financial rewards from the PBC bonuses. More researchwork
is required to fully
understand the best approachesfor performanceincentives in the context
of poorly resourced countries like Uganda. Saltman's advice is relevant here:

"
health care
... adopting markets-styleincentivesas a central mechanismto managea
systemis not a poor state'sgame" (Saltman2002)pg1682).
11.Micro view of theimplementationversusmacroview of impact:

For pilot studies that test policy feasibility within health systemsit is essential to learn what
works and how it works in the particular context. Micro studies of implementation should be
routinely commissioned for high-stake policy pilots that intervene in complex environments.
This will generate on-going knowledge for the implementers to adjust their implementation
arrangementsand refine the designs to ensure context relevance and appropriateness.This
has implications for
agencies that commission policy pilots to fix up-stream health system
functions like Health Financing. A broader decision space would be required for
implementers of

up-stream pilot studies to enable them to adapt and evolve their activities as
they learn from implementation research embedded within these pilots. Fidelity to an
implementation protocol should not be a pre-condition for system level innovations and
interventions as this may "lock in" pervasive and unintended outcomes.
12. Innovations targeting health system should have greater flexibility for adjusting:
Rather than designing "one-size-fit-all" interventions that require adherenceto a rigid, pre-set
course of action, creating broader flexibility for implementers to make appropriate
adjustments to fit their environment may engender less adverse results. Implementers of
performance-basedprogrammes like PBC and incentive-based innovations like The Global
Fund, GAVI and similar programmes should be allowed to adjust or deviate from a set plan
as results and lessons from their activities dictate. This may lead to more effective change.
The recommendation of Leykum et al (2007) is
also relevant to the findings in this work -
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"We suggest that thinking about the intervention as a participatory, adaptive process rather
than a set blueprint will lead to more effective interventions" (page 13). Similar advice is
provided by Pressman and Wildavsky: "the implementer's left hand must be probing
constantly the feasibility boundaries while his right hand tries to assemble the various
programme components"(Pressman and Wildavsky 1978 page 180). This calls for active
operations researchprogrammes alongside key interventions operating at the health systems
Design of system level innovations should have broader flexibility to apply new
lessons from the operations researchprograms as well as from experiencesof those involved
in the innovations.
level.

13. Case study design, mixed methods and theory-driven evaluation of complex
interventions:
In general the processesof implementing the PBC pilot activities were complex and required
a tailor-made assembly of research methods. Multiple theoretical frameworks guided the
development of tools, analysis and synthesis of findings as a meansof building explanations
for actions in this study. For example, some implementation activities of PBC did not fulfil
all the predictions of organisational process theories (expectancy theory) or the agency-base
theories (high powered incentives). Likewise, implementation activities for the pilot required
a different theoretical framework to explain the logic and sequenceof events in the pilot
implementation (theory of dynamic response). The findings support a non-linear
implementation process
i. e. pilot events may differ from the planed ones due to
contingencies and constraints in the context. From this perspective, the designers and
evaluators of innovations like PBC should build appropriate theory-driven methods to assess
the structural and contextual factors that may constrain organisations and agents from
responding to innovations. Case study design provided an adequatemethodology platform
upon which to incorporate the mixed methods to build explanationsthrough triangulation of
findings and resolving conflicts thereof.
14 Complexity, multi-level theory and flexible intervention:
This work used a theory driven approachto assessPBC pilot that intervened in a complex set
of variables that influence the service outputs (production) of hospitals. Hospitals too are
complex organization units with multiple products, processes,work-teams and stakeholders.
This work applied the principles of realistic evaluation by building explanations of a complex
intervention by applying theoretical constructs at different levels in the health system to
explore the mechanisms, contexts and outcomes of the PBC pilot. The PBC innovation
sought to influence the prioritization of the set of activities (service targets) for the hospitals
by using the different elements of PBC including a financial bonus, performance audit and
feedback. The results in this work support the proposition that the design of complex
interventions aimed at system-level improvements (like performance-basedfinancing) would
benefit from a multi-level theory building (up-stream and down-stream) to increase the
likelihood of successful implementation by up-stream and down-stream agencies. For
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example, the inter-dependencies of the hospitals to up-stream agencies that provide the
resource-inputs like finances, medicines, health workers and guidelines - requires that an
evaluation of a singular innovation (like PBC) is embedded in a realistic framework that
encompass the dynamics in the context, the evolution in the mechanisms as well as the
intervention outcomes.

15 Health systeminnovationsand the "Do no Harm" principle:

There are findings in this study that show a potential for doing harm if interventions in the
health system are not well designed or implemented. For example, the design that required
PBC bonusesto be allocated to a selectedset (intervention arm at randomisation) of hospitals
generated more negative emotions among "control group" hospitals, a situation that had a
potential for demotivating them to perform less well compared to the time before PBC was
implemented. Within one study hospital, poor handling of the bonus funds generatedsimilar
dissatisfaction among staff
bonuses were
-a situation that was not evident before the PBC
introduced. Participants in the control group were dissatisfied by the pilot
- especially
becauseof unfair bonuses allocation only to "intervention group" even though performance
was better among the "control group". Unintended effects of interventions at the scaleof the
health system have system-wide potential for harm and need to be closely monitored.
Institutional mechanisms that govern ethical conduct of research and innovations (IRBs)
should routinely request for a statement of "possible system-level side-effects" and institute
mechanisms to monitor and to mitigate such effects in the event they arise. This will build
more responsibility in the design and implementation of health system interventions and
mitigate the negative impacts before they become too pervasive.
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Annex I
Production

costs

and revenue

considerations

in PBC response

Consideration of concepts of averageand marginal revenue; and averageand marginal costs,
provides a framework to explain the hospital choice of strategy in responding to targets and
their pay-offs. In this hypothetical model PNFP hospitals are assumedto be monopolies and
can set output and price independent of other hospitals. This assumption is not unrealistic
since hospitals usually have gazetted service area/population by way of health system
planning but there is evidence that they face some competition on simpler services -a
situation that may resemble oligopoly (McPake, et al. 2002, Zwanziger, et al 1994). The
hospital as a production firm faces a downward sloping demandcurve equal to the average
revenue curve - AR (figure IA). The hospital can fix its price and output to maximise its
surplus (profit) or revenue.
Figure Annea: 10.1 A and B: Short-run costs and revenue relationships
Fin 16

Source(Clewer andPerkins1998)

If surplus maximization is assumedas the goal, the hospital would set its output at Q1 such
that marginal revenue equals marginal cost (MR=MC) and charge price PL For a revenue
maximization objective, the hospital would set output Q2 such that average revenue equals
averagecosts (AR = AC). At Q2, the marginal revenueis zero. Production beyond Q2 would
lead to a deficit. If a hospital is subject to making a small surplus, as a measureof financial
viability, it would set output Qm that is consistent with a minimum profit Pm (figure 1B).
Figure 2A and B, illustrate the effect of the bonus (additional revenue) for output target Q I*
and Q2* for a hospital maximizing surplus (figure 2 A) or revenue (figure 2 B) respectively.
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The bonus amount if received allows the hospital to maximise surplus or revenue
at a lower
32.
P*M
P*
for
price
and R
surplus or revenuemaximising respectively
Strategieswhich increase input costs such as increasing quality of inputs and outreachvisits
would shift the cost curves upwards and MR curve to the left with a steeperslop.
Figure Annex 10.1: (A) Bonus effect under surplus maximization and (B) Under
revenue maximization

The effect of these strategieswould increase price and reduce output in general. However, if
the effect of higher quality or outreach on output is large relative to increased costs and
reduced revenue, a price reduction might be predicted if the bonus is much larger. In
summary, micro-economic considerations of revenue,cost and quality show that the chosen
strategy is influenced by price, quality and distance (for the outreachoption) elasticities of
demandas well as the marginal costsof quality improvement and outreachactivities.

32The
effect of the bonus can induce the MR curve to cross the MC curve a secondtime which indicates that the
strategy to reduce client price e.g. P*M can be a viable strategy to attain target in surplus maximising hospital. A
similar bonus effect for revenue maximization would lead to price P*R
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Annex 2

Unstructured Questionnaire Guide for In-depth Key Informant
Interviews

Consent statement

Managers, Board Members and Department Heads

My nameis FreddieSsengooba
of MakerereUniversityInstituteof PublicHealth,Mulago
hospital.
Theobjectiveof the studyis to find outhow hospitalsarerespondingto thePerformanceBasedContractsthattheMinistry of HealthandWorld Bank aretestingin this hospitaland
severalNon-profit hospitalsin Uganda.This studyis covering10hospitalsin Arua,

Mukono, Jinja and Bushenyi districts. The study will contribute information for designing
better ways to improve hospital performanceby understandinghow contracting affects
stakeholdersinteractions, resourcesand hospital performance.

Your participation by providing truthful information will assistthe future use of performance
contracts in a way that will be relevant to you and your hospital situation. If information
about you or your hospital is wrongly portrayed, the best alternativesto improve the situation
of your hospital and others may be lost. This survey is part of a study for academicdegreeby
the investigator below.
If you accept to participate in this study, the information you provide will be kept in strict
confidence and will not be sharedwith any other person within or outside this hospital. Your
name and that of the hospital will not be identified in the reports or publications that will
arise from this study. The questionsyou are asked seek your opinion and perceptions
regarding your work and support you get from the hospital, managersand colleaguesat work.
If you agree to respondto this questionnaire,please answer as much as possible. You are free
to decline answering questions you do not feel comfortable about or to stop the interview at
any time. It should take between 35 - 45 minutes of your time. Your participation and
answering as many questions as possible, will is greatly appreciated.
If you have any concerns about the study you can ask me to explain more or contact the
following:
" Prof Fred Wabwire-Mangen Chairman Ethics Review Committee, Makerere
University, Institute of Public Health, Tel 041 543872.
Would you like to volunteer answers to this study?

Yes

No
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Respondent: Members of the Board of Trustees
1. Pleasetell me about the Board of Trustees/Governorsfor (named)hospital.
a. What do you seeas the main role of the Board for (named) hospital?

2. How would you describethe interactionbetweenthe Boardandhospitalmanagement?
a. Contentandobjectivesof interactions
b. Frequency
c. Informationexchanged

3. How successfulis the hospital managementin running the hospital?
a. What interests do the Board ensure?

b. Whatis thebasisfor judging success?

i. What are the objectives to be attained?
ii. What information is exchanged?
iii. What is the monitoring system?
4. How does the Board ensure that the managersdo the right things?
a. Any useof financial inducements?
b. What is the contract for managerslike (job security)?
c. Any sanctions used?

5. How effectiveis the Boardin supervisingthehospitalmanagers?
a. Who is more involveddirectly?
b. What informationis regularlyexchanged?

6. In your views, how can the hospital increase the volume of its services?

7. Whatis your opinionregardingthefinancial situationin (named)hospital?
8. What is your opinionregardingthefinancialrelationshipsbetweenthe(named)hospital
andtheMinistry of Health/DDHS?
a. Revenueandcashflows
b. Feereduction
c. Contractualarrangements
d. Servicetargets
9. In your opinion,how doesa performance-based
contract(andservicetargets)affect the
hospital?
a. Check for awarenessof PBC
b. Opportunity for monitoring performance
c. Risks in financial flows
Det ails of respondent
Name
Main interestsin
beingon the board

Statuson boardi. e.
chair,treasureretc

Professional
background

I)dS

Respondent: Hospital Superintendent /Administrator/ Matron
I. Pleasetell me about your job as a manager in this hospital?

a. What do you seeasyour mainrole(s)asa managerof the(named)hospital?
2. How would you describeyour performancein theseroles?
a. Basis for opinion on performance
b. What evidence for performance

3. How would you describeyour relationshipwith theboardof trustees?
4. How do you in themanagement
teampreparefor boardmeetings?

5. If I was to sit in your board meetings,describe for me what would be the major discussion
issueson the agenda

a.
b.
c.
d.

issues
Finance/budget
Staff issues
Quality of services
Serviceto community

6. How doesthe board judge the performance of the hospital managementteam?
a. What information is provided
b. How regularly is information exchanged
7. In your opinion, what are the main interests of the Board in this hospital?
a. What shows theseare their interests?

b. How do theyprotecttheseinterests
8. How would you describethe financialsituationof this hospitalin thelast2-3 years?
a. Revenues,User-feesasa percentage
b. Governmentsubsidyasapercentage
c. How big werethesurplusor loss
d. What is thetotalbudgetrequiredto run?
9. What expenditureshavebeenadjusted(up or down)in the last2-3 yearsandwhy?
a. Salaries

b. Development
c. Drugs and supplies
d. Equipment and maintenance
e. Administration costs
10. How would you describe the interaction between managementand clinical staff in the
hospital?

a. Frequencyof meetings
b. Opinion on cooperativeness
andteamwork

11. If I was to attend a number of your staff meetings what common issuesof discussion would I
hear being discussed

a. Issuesof interestto managers

b. Issuesof interest to clinical staff (nurses,doctors support staff)
12. How do you in managementjudge the performance of the clinical units?
a. Opinion on generalperformanceof clinical staff

b. What aspectsof performanceare you interestedin?
c. Whatinformationis used
d. How regularlyis this informationsought
13.How do you asa managerensurethatthe clinical staffsdo theright things?
a. How responsivearethe clinical groups
b. Whatincentives/sanctions
areused

14. How do you motivate the clinical units to do better?
a. How widely are thesemotivators used in the recent past?
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b. Is the motivators appreciated/valued?
c. Is the motivator effective in motivating higher performance?

d. Did you haveany socialevents(partiesetc)last year?How many?

15. How would you describe the capacity of this hospital to handle more patients from its current
workload?
a. What are the main constraints and potential
16. In you opinion what is the best way to expand the volume of patients coming to this hospital
as:

a. What strategiesfor increasingvolumeof patients
b. Commentaboutthe servicetargetsyour hospitalselected?
c. Whatwasthebasisfor your choiceof targets?
d. Who wasinvolvedin choosingof the targets?

e. What effects doesthe selectedtargets have on your budget?
IT How is the MOH service targets affecting this hospital?

a. Doesthehospitalcareaboutsuccesswith servicetargets?

b.
c.
d.
e.

As a manager,how is your roles affected by the service targets?
How are the staffs responding to the service targets?
How aredrugs and staff deployments affected?
How did the board and DDHS react to your hospital's performancein the last
survey?

18.What is you commentaboutrecordsandrecodingpracticein this hospital?
a. Whatwould you wish to changeregardingrecords?-- And Why?

Regarding Bonus

19.What commentsdo you haveaboutthebonusyour hospitalreceivedin the lastround?
a. Amountsreceived(targetsachieved)
b. How was bonusused?Why?Who wasinvolvedin decision?
c. How did theclinical staffreactto this way of usingbonus?
d. (Checkfrontlinevs non-frontlinedepartments
andconflicts)

De tails of respondent
Name
Managementtitle

Durationasa manager Professional
background
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Respondent: Departmental leaders (In-charge)
1. How would you describethe interactionbetweenmanagement
andclinical staff in this
hospital?
a. Frequency of meetings

b. Opinion on cooperativeness
andteamwork

2. How do you as a department leader, ensurethat
your clinical staffs do the right things?
a. How responsiveare the clinical groups

b. What incentives/sanctions
areused
3. How do you motivateyour staff to performbetter?

a. How widely are theseincentives used in the recent past?
b. Is the incentive appreciated/valued?

c. Is therewardeffectivein motivatinghigherperformance?
d. Numberof socialevents(partiesetc) lastyear
4. How oftendo you hold meetingswith your staff
5. If I was to attenda numberof your departmentalmeetingswhatcommonissuesof
discussionwould I hearbeingdiscussed?

a. Issuesof interest to managers
b. Issuesof interest to clinical staff (nurses,doctors supportstaff)
6. How do you judge the level of performance of your clinical unit?

a. Opinionon generalperformanceof clinical staff
b. What aspectsof performanceare you interestedin?
c. What informationis used
d. How regularlyis this informationsought
7. How would you describethecapacityof this hospitalto handlemorepatientsfrom its
currentworkload?
a. Whatarethemain constraintsandpotential

8.

In you opinion what is the best way to expand the volume of patients coming to this
hospital for the following services:
a. Out patients
b. Immunisation
c. Antenatal
d. Deliveries
e. Malaria treatment especially in children
£ Family planning
9. Can you please explain to me what you understandabout service targets that this hospital
is supposedto achieve?
10. How service targets affecting what you are supposedto do?
a. Do you care about successwith service targets?
b. As a dept. manager,how is your roles affected by the service targets?
c. How are the staffs responding to the service targets?
d. How did the hospital administration react to your hospital's performance in the
last survey?
What
e.
would you recommend that would ensure this hospital succeedwith the
service targets?

11.What is your commentaboutrecordsandrecodingpracticein thishospital?

RegardingBonus
12. How was the last bonus used by the hospital?
a. Why used this way?
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b. How did the clinical staff react to this way of using bonus?
c. (Check frontline vs non-frontline departmentsand conflicts)

Detailsof respondent

Nameinitials

Department

Durationasa
Headof Dept.

Professional
background
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Annex 3 Structured Questionnaire
Staff Questionnaire
I am writing to kindly requestyou to participate in
an important national researchby
providing information about your work at this hospital. A form for you to fill is attached.This
is a secondtime this information is being collected from
you and the hospital. We are
interestedto know how staff responseshave changed
since the last survey (ie 6-8 months
ago).
The objective of the study is to find out how hospitals are responding to the PerformanceBasedContracts that the Ministry of Health is testing in severalNon-profit hospitals in
Uganda. This study is covering 10 hospitals in Arua, Mukono, Jinja and Bushenyi districts.
Your participation by providing truthful information will assist the future use of performance
contracts in a way that will be relevant to you and your hospital situation. If information
about you or your hospital is wrongly portrayed, the best alternatives to improve the situation
of your hospital and others may be lost. This survey is part of a study for academicdegreeby
the investigator below.
If you accept to participate in this study, the information you provide will be kept in strict
confidence and will not be sharedwith any other person within or outside this hospital. Your
name and that of the hospital will not be identified in the reports or publications that will
arise from this study. The questionsyou are asked seekyour opinion and perceptions
regarding your work and supportyou get from the hospital, managersand colleaguesat work.
If you agreeto respond to this questionnaire,please answer to all questions as much as
possible. It should take between25 - 35 minutes of your time. Your participation is greatly
appreciated.
This study is led by Dr Freddie Ssengoobaof Makerere University Institute of Public Health,
Mulago hospital.

If you haveany concernsaboutthestudypleasecontact:
PrincipleInvestigator,Tel 077509316 OR
Dr FreddieSsengooba,
Director, Makerere University, Institute of Public Health, Tel 041 543872.

Would you like to volunteer answersto this study?

Yes

No

If you agree to volunteer, pleasefill thisform and after filling it, seal it in an envelopethat
has beenprovided to you before submitting it to
(theperson
assisting Dr Ssengooba).

Thankyou verymuch.
(signed)
Dr. FreddieSsengooba
MakerereUniversity,Instituteof Public Health
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Please Answer All Questions by filling in the spaces
QUESTION

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

CODING CATEGORIES

Dateof fillingthisform/Interview
Date],
YourHospital'sname
Yourdepartment
inthe hospital(egmaternityward)
YourSex (pleasecircle)
YourDateof Birth
Date,
YourCadreof Staff (egEnrolledNurse,Registered
Midwife,Dr etc) L-

4.7 Whendidyoustartworking
in thishospital?
4.8

Year

Doyouhaveadministrative
(egIn-charge
responsibilities
of a ward;
etc)?

No

month[-],

YearL-]

female

Male
month,

Year
I

month
Yes If Yes,specify

A RegardingStaffDeployments(acrossdepartments)
Department

4.9

In thelastoneweek,howmanydaysdidyouworkin thefollowing
departments:

Dayslast
week

1. Out-patientdepartment
2. Antenatal
clinic
3. Immunisation
clinic
4. Familyplanningclinic
5. Outreach
station
6. Maternity
/laboursuite
7. Children's
ward
8. Maleward
9. Femaleward
10. Theatre
11. Otherhospitalactivity(specify

(Pleaseinsertnumberof daysagainstthedepartment
on theleft
fractions
i.
indicate
youcan
e.
0.5(forhalfa day)
1.25(for oneanda quarterdays)
Etc

............................................
B Regardingcapacityto do moretasks
For thestatementsbelow,pleaseindicateyour opinionby Tickingin
theappropriatecolumn (like this
in one of the rows)

Verylow Low Moderate High Veryhigh

4.10 What is your opinionabout the workload you are requiredto clear
daily in the last 2 months?

4.11 Whatis youropinionaboutthelevel of courtesyyourpatients
receivefromthehospitalstaff?
4.12 To whatextentwerethedrugsavailablefor patientsinyour
department
in thelast2 months?
13aTo whatextentdoesthehospitalprovidethenecessary
suppliesand
.
for yourtasksto becompleted
equipment
satisfactorily?
4.13bTo whatextentcanyouaffordan increaseof 10percentto your
currentdailyclinicaltasks(orpatientnumbers)?
4.14 To whatextentdo NurseAssistants
(ortrainees)helpouton regular
nursingtasksin yourdepartment?
4.15 To whatextentdid youworkbeyondnormalexpectation
in thelast2
months?
C RegardingRecordsof clinicalactivity in the last TWO MONTHS
4.16 In thelast2 month,to whatextentdidyoufill (complete)
therequired
recordsassociatedwithyourtasks(egtallying,registersetc ?
4.17 To whatextentdid yourcolleaguesinyourdepartment
fill (complete)
therequiredactivityrecords(egtallying,registersetc ?
4.18 In youropinion,to whatextentwererecordschangedto indicate
?5I

morethanthetruenumberof activityinyourdepartment?
D RegardingSupportfrom Managersin last TWO MONTHS

Verylow Low

ModerateHigh

Veryhigh

4.19 To whatextentdid theworkingconditions
in thishospitalmeetyour
expectations?
4.20 To whatextentdid youreceivesupervision
fromyoursuperiors?
4.21 To whatextentdidyoursuperiors
haveconfidence
inyourwork?
4.22 To whatextentdidyourdepartment
holdmeetings
to evaluateclinical
activities?
4.23 To whatextentdid yoursuperiors
for yourwork?
showappreciation
4.24 To whatextentwererulesandregulation
fairlyappliedto workers?
4.25 To whatextentdoesyourjob-contract
providesecurityfor yourwork?
4.26 To whatextentdidsuperiors
hard-working
persons(or
encourage
departments)?
4.27 To whatextentwereyoursuperiors
friendlyto theirstaffmembers?
4.28 To whatextentdid yoursuperiors
to junior
entrustresponsibilities
to
the
juniors
to
staff enable
gainexpertise?
E RegardingCooperationfromfellow staff in last TWO MONTHS

Verylow Low Moderate High Veryhigh

4.29 To whatextentdidyourworkmates
coveryourdutyhoursif you
requestthemto help?
inyour
4.30 To whatextentdid conflictsexistamongworkmates
department?
4.31 Whatdegreeof cooperation
existedbetweenyour departmentand
the followingdepartments?
OPD
a
b

Childrenward

c

Maternityward

d

Maleward

e

Femaleward

Other(specify)
4.32 Whatdegreeof cooperation
did yougetfromthefollowing
departments:
Laboratory
a
b

Pharmacy

c
d

Laundry

e

Theatre

X-ray

Administration
F RegardingSatisfactionWithYour Job in last TWO MONTHS

VeryLow Low Moderate High VeryHigh

4.33 To whatextentdid yourjob provideyousatisfaction?
4.34 To whatextentdoesworkingat this hospitalimproveyour
rofessional
status?
_p In your
4.35
view,howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyougetif your
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for yourwork?
supervisors
and superiors
showedappreciation
4.36 In yourview,howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyouget if yourfellow
to you?
staffweremorecooperative
andsupportive
VeryLow Low Moderate High VeryHigh
4.37 In yourview,howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyouget if yourjob
by
5
contractwasextended
years?
4.38 Howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyouget if administrative
rules
flexible?
ere mademore
4.39 Howmuchsatisfaction
wouldyougetif youwereentrustedwithmore
responsibilities
at work?
_
4.40
Howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyougetif youreceiveda trophy
hardworking
as oneof themost
personin yourdepartment?
4.41 Howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyougetif yourhospitalwas
by
MOH
the
best
inthe count ?
recognised
as
performer
4.42 Howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyougetif yoursalarywas
increasedby 10 percentfromitscurrentlevel?
4.51 Howmuchmoresatisfaction
wouldyougetif therewasmorein-kind
benefitssuchas a staffparty?
4.43 To whatextentdoesyourjob benefits(salaryetc)coveryourbasic
needs?
4.44 To whatextentare thejob benefits(salaryetc)differentamongyour
doingsimilarjobs?
colleagues
4.45 To whatextentdoyousupplement
yourhospitalsalarybydoing
income?
privateactivitiesto earnmore
G Regardingservicetargets,pleaseindicateyour opinion
VeryLow Low Moderate High VeryHigh
4.46 Howwellinformedareyouaboutthetotalnumberof serviceoutputs
tar ets this hospitalis requiredto achieveduringthisfinancialyear?
4.47 In thelast2 months,to whatextentdid youworkbeyondyournormal
experiencebecauseof theseservicetargets?
4.48 To whatextenthaveservicetargetsmadeyourcolleagues
work
beyondnormallevels?
49 Towhatextenthaveservicetargetsmadeyouimproverecordsand
.
registers?
4.50 Howlikelyare youto geta reward(or benefit)if thehospitalachieves
theservicetargets?
4.51 To whatextentare youwillingto contributeinachieving
thisyear's
targets?
service
H Supposethat the hospitalis givena bonusof 10million shillings

for outstanding
by theMinistryof Health.
Indicateyour
performance

referencefor spendingthe money:
4.52
Usemoneyto purchase
drugsthat arein shortsupply
4.53

Usemoneyto makea partyfor all hospitalstaff

4.54

Usemoneyto repairhospitalbuildingor equipment

4.55

Divideand paythe moneydirectlyto eachdepartment

4.56

Divideand paythemoneydirectlyto eachstaffmember

4.57

Leavetheadministration
to decidehowto usethe money

4.58

Leavetheclinicalstaffto decidehowto usethemoney

4.59

Theadministration
andclinicalstaffshoulddecidetogether
howto usethemoney

VeryLow Low Moderate High VeryHigh

Thank you for your time
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